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Basic PHP implementations, opcodes and
internal work
Alen Simec, Davor Lozic
The Polytechnic of Zagreb, Zagreb, Croatia.

Abstract
The main purpose of this paper is to investigate
how PHP works internally, how variables, arrays,
objects etc. are stored in memory. The paper will
cover some generated series of operation codes,
commonly known as “opcodes”, and why advanced
PHP programmers should know, at least, basics of
PHP “under-the-hood”. Also, one of the goals is to
show how function calls and classes work internally, basic concepts like “is pre-increment or post-increment faster” and, as a PHP developer, what you
should or should not do in your code.
Key words: PHP, opcodes, internals
1. Introduction
PHP is a server side, scripting languge created mostly for web development. It can simply be
mixed with HTML code or it could be used with
templating engines or web frameworks.
PHP source code is processed by PHP interpreter so having a deeper understanding about internals could be crucial for scripts which are executes
by many users. When parsing PHP files, engine
generates a series of operation codes, commonly
known as “opcodes” so it’s valuable to understand
the meaning of, at least, basic opcodes.
PHP is written in C programming language so
it’s a “must-know” for a reader to understand pointers, structures, unions and other basic constructs
of the C language. As this is advanced topic about
PHP, reader must also have, at least, some experience with PHP.
2. Variables
By definition, PHP is a dynamic, loosely typed
language that uses copy-on-write and reference
counting. Dynamic programming language is a
term in computer science which describes a language that allows the definition of a program to
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014

be updated while the program is running. That being said, an example in PHP would be defining a
string variable and then multiplying the variable
by 2. Now, the variable contains an integer and not
the string anymore.
$x = “2”; // string
$x = $x * 2; // int (4)

How could this behavior exist if PHP is written in C which has static type system? In C, similar behavior has unions. Unions are values which
may store different data in the same memory location. The size of a union is always the size of
its largest data type. The problem with unions is
that there is no way of knowing which type inside
union is currently in-use so that information must
be stored somewhere else.

union car{
char name[20];
int price;
};

When created, size of the variable will always
be 20 bytes (since 1 character in this example is 1
byte long). Value of the variable in PHP is stored
in a union like this:

typedef union _zvalue_value {
long lval;
double dval;
struct {
		
char *val;
		
int len;
} str;
HashTable *ht;
zend_object_value obj;
} zvalue_value;

Now, this gives a lot of options to PHP. In
this union, value could be stored as long, double,
string, hash table or object. Notice that string is
represented as a structure where the actual value
and the length of the string are stored. Hash tables
are used for many things, not only for implementation of PHP arrays but for storing object prop725
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erties and methods. “zend_object_value” stores
an object store handle and handlers. This union
only saves the value of the variable which means,
this union is actually a part of something bigger.
“Something bigger” is the actual implementation
of the variable in a whole:
typedef struct _zval_struct {
zvalue_value value;
zend_uint refcount__gc;
zend_uchar type;
zend_uchar is_ref__gc;
} zval;

The code above shows the actual internal presentation of the variable in PHP. It contains the
value inside a union, it contains the number of current references to that variable, what type the actual variable is (in union) and the reference flag. In
the introduction of variables, there is a statement
that says “PHP is a … reference counting.” This
means that engine itself is responsible for references between variables.
3. References and copy-on-write
To avoid copying values, PHP utilizes reference counting. When one variable is assigned to
another, it’s always just referencing the variable,
until the values are changed. Let’s see the scenario
where one variable is declared and the value 5 is
assigned to it. This variable’s reference count will
be equal to 1.

$x = 5;
// zval_1(value=5, ref=1)

Now, when another two variables are assigned
to this one, the value will not be copied but only
the reference count will increment.

$y = $z = $x;
// zval_1(value=5, ref=3)

When the first variable change its value, PHP
engine is smart enough to rather copy just the first
variable than to copy last two variables.

$x = 3;
// zval_2(value=3, ref=1)
// zval_1(value=5, ref=2)

PHP engine just decremented reference count
in zval_1 [($y, $z) => 2] and created a new zval
variable for $x with reference count 1.
726

In the next scenario, variables will be destroyed
with the unset function. The variable is destroyed
when the reference count is equal to 0.
unset($y);
// zval_1(value=5, ref=1)
unset($z)
// zval_1(value=5, ref=0)

This was the simple example of how the variables are implemented internally. As the examples
showed, PHP engine is really smart when it comes
to saving memory and watching over for variables.
4. Arrays
Arrays in PHP are stored as hash tables. C implementation of hash table looks like this:

typedef struct _hashtable {
uint nTableSize;
uint nTableMask;
uint nNumOfElements;
ulong nNextFreeElement;
Bucket *pInternalPointer;
Bucket *pListHead;
Bucket *pListTail;
Bucket **arBuckets;
dtor_func_t pDestructor;
zend_bool persistent;
unsigned char nApplyCount;
zend_bool bApplyProtection;
#if ZEND_DEBUG
int inconsistent;
#endif
} HashTable;

Simple explanation of variables inside hash table:
– nTableSize contains specifies the actual size
of the C array. Its size is always a power of
2. If there are 128 elements, array is 128
elements long. If there are 129 elements,
array is 256 elements long;
– nTableMask is the table size minus 1. It is
used for shrinking the hash value so it can
fit in array;
– nNumOfElements contains the actual
number of elements inside array;
– nNextFreeElement is the next free integer
key when you add the next key;
– pInternalPointer is a value which stores the
current position in array when you iterate
over the array;
– pListHead stores the start of the array;
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014
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– pListTail stores the end of the array;
– arBuckets is defined as an array of bucket
pointers and the bucket is a container that
stores information about each element in the
array including its key, where does that key
map to and some other internal metadata like,
does any other element have the same hash;
– pDestructor is a function which is being
called on a value which has to be removed
from the hash table. The function will reduce
the reference count of the zval;
– persistent is a value which specifies that
the hash table can live between multiple
requests;
– inconsistent is used in debug mode to catch
incorrect uses of hash tables;
To really understand arrays, there is just one
piece missing and that’s bucket. As stated above,
bucket is a container that stores information about
each element:

typedef struct bucket {
ulong h;
uint nKeyLength;
void *pData;
void *pDataPtr;
struct bucket *pListNext;
struct bucket *pListLast;
struct bucket *pNext;
struct bucket *pLast;
const char *arKey;
} Bucket;

Simple explanation of variables inside bucket:
– h stores the value of the hash, without the
mask, it’s used when engine does a full
search for key;
– nKeyLength is used to save length of string
keys and it’s not used when keys are integers;
– pData and pDataPtr are used to store the
actual value (zval);
– pListNext and pListLast specift the order of
the array elements;
– arKey is an array that stores a pointer to the
first bucket. If the engine decides that this is
not the bucket which it searches for, it will
go to the pNext bucket;
The problem with this array implementation is
that when the hash is created from the key, there is
a probability for hash collisions. If that is the case,
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014

buckets will be stored as linked lists so keys in
PHP arrays are actually pointers to list of buckets
[1]. The problem with linked list is searching. If
the engine sees more buckets in linked list, it will
start to do a full text search for the key inside that
linked list. Now, when classifying this algorithm,
instead of O(1) when searching keys in C array,
there is O(n) when searching keys inside linked
list. In terms of security, this can be an exploit.
If an attacker, for a key, inserts only keys which
hash (after shrinking the hash with nTableMask)
is the same, the whole array would be a one big
linked list which is a lot slower and can use a lot
of CPU power. Developer/Administrator has to be
sure that the max_input_vars inside php.ini is set
to some reasonable number which will limit the
number of allowe keys in PHP array.
5. Opcodes
When parsing PHP files, engine generates opcodes. It’s not the same like bytecode in Java or
CIL in .NET but one may look at them as a middle
step between source code and execution. Let’s
look at this simple script:
<?php
$i = 0;
$j = 2;
$k = $i + $j;

Now, with vld extension, it’s possible to look at
the generated opcodes. Instead of variables ($i, $j,
$k) compiled variables are used (!0, !1, !2). Variables starting with tilde (~) are temporary variables. It’s really simple to get opcodes in Linux
with vld extension inside PHP:

php -d vld.active=1 script.php
ASSIGN
!0, 0
ASSIGN
!1, 2
ADD
~2
!0, !1
ASSIGN
!2, ~2
RETURN
1

As stated above, in opcodes are shown compiled variables:
Variable in source
$i
$j
$k

Compiled variable
!0
!1
!2

727
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First two lines assign values to variables !0 and
!1 ($i and $j). Then, in a temporary variable (~2)
is added the sum of the first two variables. Finally,
value from the temporary variable (~2) is then
copied to the !2 variable ($k). As in many other
languages, at the end comes the return statement.

Corresponding Author
Alen Simec,
The Polytechnic of Zagreb,
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Croatia,
Email: alen@tvz.hr

6. Conclusion
Knowing about PHP internals gives a lot of advantages. First of all, person who knows about internals could much more secure his applications, as
shown in the array implementations. Second, a person who knows about PHP implementations could
create faster scripts, specially with the knowledge
of opcodes. Furthermore, if a person has a deep
understanding of PHP internals, could easily give
back to the community with patches and improvements which are really appreciated and respected in
many circles. Finally, it’s a really great feeling having your scripts and PHP under control and feeling
that your scripts are secure, fast and reliable.
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Behavioral Categories of Free Ranging
Monkeys in Taiping Zoo Perak, Malaysia
Karim Karimullah, Shahrul Anuar, Hafiz Mohd Bakhsh
School of Biological Sciences, Universiti Sains Malaysia, Pulau Penang, Malaysia

Abstract
Monkeys are widely dispersed animals globally and there is a need of fastidious deliberation
to scrutinize and organize the perceptions. Growing urbanization and forest degradation have enhanced the scenario to contact between humans and
monkeys. To appraise this panorama of attention, a
study was carried out concerning the behaviors of
monkeys. The scan sampling technique was used
in the present survey. The F-statistics were used
to find out the probability distinction in behavior
among different monkey groups. Coefficient of
variations of different behaviors found out in the
study subject. The result revealed that the behaviors of foraging (p<0.03), ranging (p<0.01), resting
(p<0.01), vocalization (p<0.01), disperse rubbish
(p<0.02) and climbing (p<0.04) were found significant and grooming, playing, fighting and sexual
behaviors were non-significant. The dispersion of
different behaviors in highest percentage (196.8%)
was found in the sexual behavior of Macaca fascicularis and the lowest percentage was found at
(73.3%) in eating behavior. In conclusion, the most
prominent behavior shows that the environmental conditions influenced on the time budgets of
monkeys. This study is fundamental in categorize
to know the time budgets of monkeys in the study
locale which can guides for the successful organization and preservation of monkeys in the future.
Key words: Free Ranging Monkeys; Taiping
Zoo; Scan Sampling; F-statistics; Environmental
Conditions; Organization.
1. Introduction
Monkeys are beneficiary for human being and
are well known globally, they are widespread, but
quickly declining in terms of population. They
face many threats including environmental damages and habitat loss with increasing number of
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014

human population in both urban and rural landscapes, as well as trade and trapping for pharmaceutical testing, research, and development [1].
The behaviors of these types of monkeys are eyecatching/interesting as they attract the tourist and
exhibit various behaviors [2].
In Malaysia, previous primate studies typically
concern molecular aspects in favor of human primates [3-5]and non-human primates [6]. According to [7], studies on molecular systematics of Malaysian primates were also given attention at the
specie of Trachypithecus. In Thailand (The neighboring country of Malaysia) the molecular studies integrated part of Trachypithecus obscurus [8].
Macaque’s populations in Malaysia have not received much attention, as many researchers focus
on ecology, behaviors and genetics [5]. In the near
future, most of the ecologists/primatologists have
concerted in the ecological system of primates and
their behaviors either in the field [9] or in captivity [10]. With slight highlighted focused on free
ranging monkeys in Malaysia like Dusky leaf
monkeys, pig-tailed and long-tailed macaques.
The behavior studies of Trachypithecus obscurus
are comparatively inadequate, because of their
coyness, greater stealth, less predictable of behaviors and affinity to disperse [11].
Another two species of macaques are widespread in Malaysia. Macaca nemestrina is extensively dispersed in Peninsular Malaysia, most of
the population can be found in primary forests and
is rarely found near around the coastal forests [12].
Macaca fascicularis is the only primate species
that easily can be available in secondary forests
and near around human developed areas [13]. The
objective of this paper is to reveal the daily activity budget of free ranging monkeys in Taiping
zoo, Perak, Malaysia. A study of scientific survey
was taken on activity budget of free ranging primate species inside the boundaries of the Zoo and
compares this study of the previously published
729
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data. The natural environment of Zoo Taiping and
free ranging primates, may represent in its edaphic
characteristics and eye-catching habitats which is
more delegate of great interest of many sites in the
Zoo that are highly taking up for their high primate biomass.
In Peninsular Malaysia, these species are extensively spread, particularly in the mountainous
rainforest running transversely the islands. Especially in the northern region of Malaysia these species can find in abundance in Taiping Zoo, Perak.
The atmosphere given to them is approximately
related to their ordinary habitation and they are
traveling without any threat among the people,
that visiting the spot, but so far no major exertion
have been endeavored to assess their social behaviors [14, 15]. Through this survey we have attempted to investigate the activity budget of these
three species in Taiping Zoo Perak, Malaysia.
2. Material and Methods
2.1 Research area
This study was carried out at the Taiping Zoo
Perak, Malaysia. Perak is the northern state of
Peninsular Malaysia. Taiping Zoo (N 04° 51.285”,
E 100° 44.989”) is a Zoological Gardens situated
at Bukit Larut, Taiping, Perak, Malaysia. It is the
oldest and famous Zoo in Malaysia. The area of
this Zoo is composed of about 34 acres. It is adjacent to the primary forest of Bukit Larut and Taiping Lake Gardens. Taiping Zoo is composed of on
two main circles. There are cages for the exotic
and endemic species of primates for the conservation and to avoid from visitor’s interaction as well
as from the dispersing of animals.
The free-ranging species of monkeys are surviving in most of the protected areas of Peninsular Malaysia; there are tropical rainforests, steamy
humid areas and Botanical gardens or Zoos for the
surveillance of monkeys. Peninsular Malaysia is
situated east of the Indonesian island (Sumatra),
north of Singapore and south of Thailand. The
area mostly composed up peat swamp timberlands, tropical forest with dipterocarp forests and
mangrove forests [16].

730

Figure 1. A satellite map of the survey spot,
viewing site of Taiping Zoo Perak, in the northern
region of Peninsular Malaysia (Modified from
Google Earth).
2.2 Method of field study
The field study was carried out at the Taiping
Zoo, Perak, Malaysia, between November 2011
and October 2012. Three species of free ranging
monkeys were available in most of the data collection time in the Taiping Zoo. The data were
collected totally from the easily available of free
ranging species of monkeys. Behavioral observations were made by scanning sampling method
following the troop until their availability and
visibility [17]. The data were taken as fifteen observations in one hour (15m/1h) as this procedure
was modified from [18]. After taking the fifteen
observations, the remaining time was available to
write a brief note on the behavior and ecology of
the free ranging monkeys in the Taiping Zoo. The
groups of monkeys were available earlier in the
morning and late evening or in the presence of the
visitors because the visitors feed them and playing with them. The monkeys were not available/
visible during the middle of the day, this time they
were used to take their rest on the branches of the
trees or enter to jungle to avoid from the hotness
of the day because of the sunshine.
The data were utilized to find out the time budget
of the free ranging monkeys in Taiping Zoo, Perak.
Focal animal samplings were also used on some of
the occasions to accurately collect the infrequent
events and to recognize behavioral traits that were
difficult seeing during scan sampling [18].

Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014
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Statistical analysis
The collected data were entered into Microsoft
Excel, percentages and frequencies of different behaviors were measured with the use of axle tables
in Microsoft excel, then the data was transferred
to SPSS (Statistical Package for Social Sciences).
The one-way annova test was used to find out the
probability in variation among different behavior/
variables and their significant values of the quantitative data. The significant value of the probability
of variability was fixed at 0.05 (p<0.05). A formula
was used for the Coefficient of variations (CV) for
various behaviors of three species of monkeys as
coefficient of variation (CV) is equal to standard
deviation (σ) divided by mean (µ) of variation.
For the means analysis, we used the homogeneous
subset (F-statistics) to find out the largest expected
return of the observed behaviors in data collection.
Statistical Package for Social Sciences version 20
was used for the analysis of variables.
3. Results
This survey revealed the time budget of free
ranging monkeys of Taiping Zoo Perak, Malaysia. In figure 2, it is clearly shown the frequencies
and standard errors of various behaviors. It was
observed that the behavior of foraging is the highest pattern of the free ranging monkeys in Taiping Zoo, Perak. The least displaying behavior of
these monkeys was found as sexual behavior during the study period. It was found that the specie
of Trachypithecus obscurus was the most active
and exhibit more behaviors compared to other two
macaque species (i.e. Macaca fascicularis and
Macaca nemestrina) (Figure, 2).

Figure 2. Frequencies and standard error of the
behavior of three species of monkeys in Taiping
Zoo, Perak, Malaysia
Table 1; explain degrees of freedom, sum of
squares, mean square and probability of various behaviors of free ranging monkeys in Taiping Zoo. The
behaviors of foraging (p<0.03), ranging (p<0.01),
resting (p<0.01), vocalization (p<0.01), disperse
rubbish (p<0.02) and climbing (p<0.04) were found
significant and grooming, playing, fighting and sexual behaviors found non-significant (Table, 1).
Table 2, explain the percentages of coefficient of
variance (CV %) among different behaviors of three
species of monkeys inside the boundaries of Taiping
Zoo. To find out the extent of variability in relation
to the means of the behaviors, the formula used:
CV = σ/µ
Where CV is the coefficient of variation, σ is
standard deviation and µ is mean of variation.
Table 2, expressed the coefficient of variation in
percentages. The percentages of CV shows the
dispersion of different behaviors as the highest

Table 1. Statistical test, Annova for various behaviors among three species of Monkeys
Behaviors
Eating
Moving
Resting
Grooming
Vocalization
Playing
Exploit Garbage
Climbing
Fighting
Sex

Df
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

SS
51.542
42.418
14.604
1.808
5.777
0.940
9.252
18.759
1.881
0.487

MS
25.771
21.209
7.302
0.904
2.888
0.470
4.626
9.380
0.940
0.243

df=degree of freedom, SS=Sum of Squares, MS=Mean Square, F=Annova
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014

F
3.497
5.351
4.516
1.161
4.847
0.727
3.656
3.281
0.629
0.608

p-value
0.034
0.006
0.013
0.317
0.010
0.486
0.029
0.042
0.535
0.546
731
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CV percentages was found in the sexual behavior of Macaca fascicularis which is 196.8% and
the lowest CV percentages was found as 73.3% in
eating behavior. Trachypithecus obscurus shows
278.6% in sexual activity and 50.6% in moving
and Macaca nemestrina 261.3% in sex and 45.8%
in eating (Table 2).
Table 3; explain the mean analysis of various
behaviors to find out the largest expected return of
the observed behaviors in the data taken. Eating
behavior was found with the highest mean as 4.50
and 4.17 for Macaca fascicularis and Macaca
nemestrina respectively. Trachypithecus obscurus
were found with more mean analysis in the behavior of moving (4.29) compare to Macaca fascicularis and Macaca nemestrina. The least mean was
found of sexual behavior for three species of macaques as Macaca fascicularis 0.31, Trachypithecus obscurus 0.14 and Macaca nemestrina 0.13.

4. Discussion
4.1 Outline of activity pattern
Monkeys are identified as social animals. Their
social organization is composed up on daily activity budget. However, they rarely get engaged in
social interface with other members throughout
the observation, as they foraged and fed alone
within the troop. These types of behaviors are very
common in Dusky leaf monkey (Trachypithecus
obscurus) [4]. Other species of macaques are very
famous for their social organization and they carry
out their social behaviors in the form of a group
like Macaca fascicularis and Macaca nemestrina.
It is essential to understand that how these animals split up their time in the day and in the year
throughout their lifestyle. Time budgets signify in
a common way that how primates interrelates with
their atmosphere for the time being and they involve the investment in time and energy which is
important for daily performance and animals survival as well as reproduction [19].

Table 2. Coefficient of variations (CV %) for various behaviors of three species of monkeys.
Behaviors
Eating
Moving
Resting
Grooming
Vocalization
Playing
Exploit Garbage
Climbing
Fighting
Sex

Macaca fascicularis
73.3%
73.7%
86.8%
82.9%
107.5%
106.7%
106.1%
101.8%
122.9%
196.8%

Trachypithecus obscurus
66.7%
50.6%
61.1%
60.5%
49.6%
70.0%
200.0%
127.4%
115.4%
278.6%

Macaca nemestrina
45.8%
53.6%
45.9%
61.7%
56.2%
56.6%
127.4%
132.5%
233.3%
261.3%

Table 3. Mean analysis of various behaviors of three species of monkeys in Taiping Zoo Perak, Malaysia
Behaviors
Eating
Moving
Resting
Grooming
Vocalization
Playing
Exploit Garbage
Climbing
Fighting
Sex

Macaca fascicularis
4.50b
2.85a
1.59a
1.11a
0.80a
0.89a
0.98b
1.13a
0.83a
0.31a

Trachypithecus obscurus
2.67a
4.29b
2.52b
1.29a
1.33b
1.10a
0.33a
2.19b
1.05a
0.14a

a. Uses Harmonic Mean Sample Size = 29.815.
b. The group sizes are unequal. The harmonic mean of the group sizes is used.
732

Macaca nemestrina
4.17b
2.52a
1.59a
1.41a
1.21b
0.83a
1.17b
1.14a
0.66a
0.31a
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Monkeys are large types of frugivorous animals, average weight around 7 kg, however adult
males generally heavier than adult females do and
males have large canine teeth and they have bigger body sizes [19]. It is necessary for the requirement of their diet to travel more and surround in
large home range size [4]. To understand these
all phenomenon, it is essential to know the intraspecific variations in group characteristics that as
time budgets [19]. The present study demonstrates
that the most observed behaviors were eating and
moving shown in (Figure, 2). In the present study
the consumption time of both of these activities in
the daily activity budget of monkeys were found
significant (Table, 1). The previous researcher discovered that macaques spend more time in eating
[20] and [21]. The second highest behavior was
running as observed by [4] that the macaques
move and run faster, the percentage observed in
the present study was the same as in the previous study. Another study found that the moving
behavior of macaques consists a lot of their time
to carry out this activity in their total time budget,
followed by consumption [22].
Resting and climbing behaviors were found
high for Trachypithecus obscurus as compared to
the other two species in the Zoo. This species were
coming down to the zoo for searching for food and
getting food from visitors or taking the food of other
cages animals. As previous research proven that the
availability of an abundance of food resources the
probability of resting behavior increases [4]. The
results of the current survey about the behaviors of
three species of monkeys proposed that they engage
both arboreal and terrestrial positions as their preferred habitats. Although, [17] recommended that
the macaques averagely pay out more time on the
ground habitat compared to arboreal, which does
not agree with the current findings. On the other
hand, [17] also suggested that macaques plentifully
accommodate in the category of both arboreal and
terrestrial atmospheres, which can probably be applied to present study to support the current result.
The correlation between grooming and resting
behaviors was found positive with the increasing behavior of grooming tendency to resting
increase. According to [21] study, mostly the macaques groom each other throughout the resting
time. Another study by [23] grooming behavior of
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014

macaques occur frequently during the exhibiting
of other behaviors. However, [15] found that macaques spend less time of their activity budget for
grooming; the difference could be due to the data
collection method, the method used to collect data
in the reference is seasonal.
Another behavior is Vocalization, this behavior
is very common among macaque species and they
are considered to be the noisiest of all the primates
[24]. During threats the macaques climb in the trees
with noises and vocalization. Therefore, [21] explained that the vocal behavior of the macaques was
found frequently during their daily activity budget,
which show similarity with the present study. The
Zoo Taiping had been always busy with the visitor and other species interactions were also taking
place in some occasion during data collection. Consequently the monkeys used vocalization during
intimidation from these parameters. On the other
hand the result of the present study has the same
outlook with [21] that the animals vocalize and take
refuge in the trees to keep away from these fears,
hence the territory factor plays an essential role.
Playing behavior was found non-significant
with other behaviors of monkeys in Zoo Taiping, [25] explained that the juveniles/infants of
macaques pay out most of the time in playing. In
resting time these infants and juveniles use to play,
while the senior sleep and groom one another. The
coefficients of variation in exploiting garbage was
found in very high percentages for Trachypithecus
obscures as compare to Macaca fascicularis and
Macaca nemestrina, as 200% (Table 2). This behavior was significant with the comparison of other
behavioral set of three species of monkeys in Taiping Zoo (Table, 1). According to [22], described that
macaques disperse the garbage bins and through
away the rubbish around. This behavior takes place
more often during the holidays as the visitors also
providing food to them and the availability of more
food to the monkeys is the cause of diffusion the
food around. In some occasion the monkeys used to
entering the houses and student hostels for looking
food in rubbish bins [5]. These previous researches
supports the present survey.
The nuisance behavior of monkeys was fighting either inside the group or with another group.
Sometime this behavior takes place with other
species as well. It was calculated that the percent733
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age of the coefficients of variation for fighting behavior was higher in Macaca nemestrina (Table,
2). Fighting activity in the survey area is generally made by the monkeys to snatch food and for
sexual partners. This study was supported by the
study of [5], they found that the fighting activity
takes place for getting food and partners. Fighting
activity is frequently committed by male monkeys
compared to females. This is for the reason that the
males wish for to be the head or to be dominant in
the troop [5]. Sexual behavior is the last activity
and least observed in the survey area because of
the thick foliage and most of the behavior occurs
arboreal. These findings agree with the studies by
[5] who found that sexual behavior is the activity
that is slightly seen by naked eyes.
5. Conclusion
In conclusion, it is clearly demonstrated that
most of the monkeys spent an abundance of their
time to move for searching of food/provision in
the open ecological areas. Consequently, it shows
that the environmental conditions significantly influenced on the time budgets of monkeys. Sexual
behavior covers a small portion of the daily activity
budget of monkeys and most of the sexual activity is done by dominant male in the group. The behavior of grooming, playing, fighting and sex were
found non-significant, so the time used up in these
activities were not exaggerated by seasonal deviation, food accessibility, temperature and precipitation. The aspects that interpreted to high quantity of
time used up by eating and moving all over the survey contain the large group size, extent of habitat
deficiency, and high human existence. This study is
fundamental in categorize to know noticeably the
time budgets of monkeys in the study locale which
can guides for the successful organization and preservation of this species in the future.
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Abstract
Improving efficiency in teaching reading English
in higher education students is in itself a challenging, ambitious and complex task, since it implies, as
pointed out by several experts, using several competencies such as textual, communicative, semantic
and pragmatic, and the use of technologies.
This paper proposes the management of premises (techniques and strategies), formulas and
factors that intervene in reading comprehension
of texts as a second language (L2) by means of
technologies of e-learning from a constructivist
approach, aimed at lowering teaching costs.
Additionally, face-to-face (f2f) versus long
distance ways of learning are compared to determine the differences they have for the learner.
Results found in this research show that the
management of educational premises proposed
may be part of a successful syllabus in reading
comprehension of a foreign language. Moreover,
it was concluded that a good management of
premises reflects in more efficiency in teaching.
Thus, a successful education was obtained in
most students in the experiments, since main results are shown as 94.67% of professors agreed
with the premises, according to the official results
in exams of their students.
Key words: management of premises, reading
comprehension, English, efficiency e-learning.
Introduction
The purpose of this article is to show how the
management of educational premises is useful to increase efficiency in language teaching and learning
(reading in English). It is articulated in such a way
that along the road several other topics are boarded,
such as: teaching-learning as a new scenario using
736

Educational Technology (ET) based on e-learning
as aid for didactic purposes. In fact the contribution of this work is the use of educational premises
as a way of providing teachers and students with
an alternative form of augmenting efficiency of attainment of a target language. All of this framed in
the perspective of constructivism; it is very accurate
and useful to implement several successful choices
of education using e-learning.
Several scholars on the field of learning theories [1], [2], [3], [4], [5] have contributed to take
into account several internal and external factors
of the learner, which range from the maturation
stages to social and meaningful learning.
On one hand, according to Solé [6] we agree
that reading is a process where a text is interpreted
by an active reader who, based on his/her own experience, cultural background and expectations
uses them to build meaning. Several competencies
and capacities are demanded: literary, semantic,
pragmatic, syntactic, among others.
If a person cannot relate two or three words it
will be difficult to get the meaning of a phrase.
Not to say that he/she will be hindered from recreating ideas and concepts in his/her mind, as
has been suggested by other researchers from a
hermeneutics approach [7]. For our experiment
the bottom-up, top-down and interactive models
were considered to be appropriate tools to deal
with reading. Reading models provide the starting
point for the student to attack the text: many others
can be found nowadays [8].
On the other hand, other scholars have pointed
out, from the managerial and philosophical perspective, the importance of education as a means,
not only of development, but as a clear way of
becoming competitive in today’s environment.
They recognize that without a sound education,
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014
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not only professional development is difficult, but
also many other elements that can be triggered, as
a consequence of a good education: that is, economy, production, and its natural consequence, good
quality of life [9]. In the following section there
is a view on e-learning as part of this necessary
education of man.
Views on e-learning
There are basically two views on e-learning.
In this one view a strong criticism against it was
posed by Area [10], where he questions Educational Technology (ET) as alternative, it is wellknown that it is commonly thought that materials
should only be uploaded to the Learning Management Systems (LMS) from what is taught on a f2f
basis and that that is enough to get long distance
education, however, going back to background on
the area there is evidence from the ‘70s and ‘80s
ET failed for not being linked to reality, according
to several researchers [11], since it is centered on
the individual and not on social aspects, much less
on the process of syllabus, especially when the
needs of the students are not taken into account.
On the other hand, there is also a positive
view of e-learning: in this one e-learning has a
great future and will enable more people to study
in their spare time, if they want to make it compatible with their jobs, as well as for cutting costs
of education [12].
Besides, due to the current times we live in, elearning is uprising. In agreement with this double
perception of e-learning, it has been Eamon [13]
who has defined it as a continuum where there are
followers on one extreme and detractors on the
other. The advantages it offers are:
a. Possibility of a wider coverage
b. Including people with special needs, like
people with impairments.
c. Allowing people to personalize their
learning, being that sometimes e-learning
may be more demanding than f2f.
In a parallel way, disadvantages include:
a. Drop-out index of students.
b. Need of a system that ensures assessment
can be carried out in a reliable way, and
c. Loss of social interaction.
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014

Some of the people who have worked on topics like e-learning are Barbera [14] and García
[15], who have documented not only the stages,
through which e-learning has been evolving since
its origins and highlighted the advantages and disadvantages of this way of learning.
In this article alternatives to e-learning processes are proposed with premises, factors and formulas that influence on contextualized education in
a technological era, from a proposal of research
design as a possible frame for future work. That is
to say, several educational premises were studied
and analyzed to select the ones presented as a distinct feature of this paper.
Therefore their implementation is discussed and
results shown. Finally conclusions are presented,
where in a parallel way differences between f2f
versus long distance are determined. Sections included in this article are: introduction, proposal of
premises, formulas and factors, research design,
methodology, results and conclusions.
Proposal of alternative e-learning processes
Premises (Techniques and strategies)
This work is based on management of educational premises. The purpose and importance of
the premises is to show the basic assumptions of
the research that were made to propose basic alternatives that may determine a satisfactory e-learning education. The proposed premises have a raison d´être, which is being part of this educational
project that is part of a world trend that is currently
being generated, i.e. the uprising of information
and communication technologies (ICT). These
premises were shaped with techniques and strategies of teaching of several experts.
The good management of these premises in
an English class will allow lowering costs and
an efficient teaching of subjects. The use of these
premises will vary according to the needs of each
course, so it is the teacher who has to manage
them according to Below ten premises appear in a
summarized way with a brief description of what
they refer to thus giving the reader an idea of what
to expect when implementation takes place.
With the purpose of clarifying a bit more, all
ten premises are presented in Figure 1.
737
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Figure 1. A proposal of teaching based on educational premises. Premises are complementary of each
other, and can be applied once or several times; the purpose is getting a better e-teaching learning
process
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Formulas
This formula of learning is given according to
this correlation of premises
∑ (1 or several premises) → didactic guideline
of e-tutor.
(Didactic guidelines of e-tutor + attractive ET)
x (taking advantage of creativity and willingness
of students) → efficient e-learning education =
successful education.
Factors
Some factors intervening in Education in e-learning are forum, wikis, web-quest, all compatible with
different learning styles and multiple intelligences.
Below the approach of this paper will be explained. This paper was developed from the approach of constructivism and meaningful learning.
In constructivism Piaget’s contributions as well as
Vygotsky’s have been basic in the educational environment [16], where not only the stage in which
a learner is affects learning, according to Piaget,
or the zone of proximal development (ZPD) Vygotsky, but also the historical, social effects and
language are basic, that is knowledge is gotten
with respect to the interactions of the subject with
its environment, a technological world.
Ausubel [17] claims that for a student to achieve
the necessary learning it is required to take into account the student’s level of knowledge; since not
all of us possess the same schemata, nor the same
level of knowledge, rather said it is precisely here
where students are different, since new knowledge
comes to anchor over the old one and such knowledge varies from person to person.
Attaining a satisfactory e-learning education,
as can be observed from the previous ideas consists of the combination of a series of factors from
social context up to suitable personal needs.
Below, each of the variables is summarized, so
that their relevance is taken into account, as well
as the contributions made in search of facilitating
learning, as part of education.
Description of the problem (case study)
Attention has not been given in a pertinent way
to areas like reading comprehension in English and
therefore a reply is searched to this issue and the
case study is the University of Queretaro, in Mexico. It is a serious mistake to think that the way of
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014

working in both f2f and long distance can be the
same, when in this last one there is a greater need
for multimedia materials that foster self-learning,
even though premises ruling them can be similar.
Objectives
The general objective of this work is proposing
an improvement in efficiency of teaching by means
of ten educational premises, formulas and factors
that intervene to improve reading comprehension
of a foreign language and contribute to a new paradigm based on ET that is currently emerging.
This new paradigm has generated, in turn, important social changes in the way of communication and in particular of studying of new generations. This situation is reflected, for example, in
the growing number in use of laptops, notebooks,
tablets to interact in class do homework or simply
to take notes. All the previous points are related to
the way in which a new environment for learning is
taking place.
Therefore, in attention to these changes that
have taken place in the student reality and in the
academic environment, an adjustment in the way
of teaching-learning (T-L) must be carried out as
fast as possible, in such a way as to have coherence between reality of the environment and reality of the media used at educational centers.
Besides, it is expected that this research article
and other similar ones may contribute to its implementation in this and other fields of work.
Specific objectives:
1. Find the main advantages that each way of
teaching has for higher education students,
with application of educational premises.
2. Identify in a practical way the main features
of each way of teaching.
3. Contrast both ways of teaching with the
purpose of adapting suitable ways of
communication for each case.
Research questions
This research article poses research questions
instead of hypotheses; they are:
a. How much oral and written communications
take place in both f2f and long distance
in terms of quality and quantity? (the
quantity will be determined for instance
739
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by the frequency of student participation
and quality by the efficacy of the student
to get the message across to the teacher or
vice versa; quality is also determined by
observable aspects and contexts such as:
economy of language and suitability of
purpose and goal of boarded topics).
b. How do instruments have an influence and
to what extent, when used in each modality,
such as: whiteboard markers, data projectors,
forum, wikis, blogs, multimedia resources
such as video, sound, etc, respectively?
c. What results are yielded with educational
premises implementation?
Experiment
The study consists of analyzing the general application of educational premises in both f2f and
long distance environments to determine better efficiency in teaching reading comprehension.
Study groups are characterized by no previous
knowledge of English, as well as a professor-tutor
and or collaborative professors, who will be in
charge of groups. This is attainable as long as, in
the second case, professors exchange information
of their remarks at least once a week.
This course plans to have a duration per quarters
or semesters amounting to 125-130 hours in total,
this includes a period of 3 weekly hours for studyhome works-practices with a total of 7 hours or 28
hours per month, adjustment of activities, instruments and materials per modality of education.
To see the variables definition in more detail,
please refer to Figure 2.
Minimum requirements are:
For f2f modality:
a. Classroom
b. Whiteboard
c. At least one data projector
d. The appropriate material for the subject:
book, professor’s manual.
For the long distance modality:
a. LMS (Moodle).
b. Virtual classroom in which to host course
and carry out practice
c. Course designed and adapted in an
interactive way to Moodle platform
d. Internet service at school and at students house
740

For both modalities, the implementation of the
proposed premises consists of:
First of all, it must be taken into account that
there are several ways of implementing premises,
depending on various factors, such as: group age,
academic level, degree of motivation of groups of
study, maturity level, empathy in the relationship
professor-student.
Besides, there are internal and external factors
which are not homogeneous in all cases, nor for all
states/provinces of a country, let alone if we compare them between different countries and cultures;
we are talking about a unique time, place and space.
For a suitable start a motivational talk must be
given, in this case students were visited in their
campus and were introduced to the professor.
They received a brief class (approx. two hours)
where they were taught how to interact with the
Moodle Platform, which was the means of communication and work.
Once the students had taken the first f2f session, in agreement with the professor, the rest of
the course was taught on-line, or face-to-face.
The implemented course is carefully structured
from choice of didactic materials to the development of different activities to facilitate start of
work to students and allow them to move on from
basic to more advanced stages.
The professor was in turn tutored by an ET expert, and also got two Associate Degrees in Adult
Education in a formal ET Institution which allowed him to live himself the challenges of studying in an e-learning environment. Premises were
put into practice during several courses, where
a notorious change was noticed in turn. Thus
the professor had the opportunity to put his new
knowledge and teaching experience into practice.
It was decided that the professor or e-professor
(an e-professor or e-tutor is, for this experiment,
someone who provides tutoring services online)
would be tutoring students. During this period students could write directly to the e-professor asking
questions or simply receiving answers to the commentaries posted earlier, during their asynchronous intervention.
Instrument for data collection
Among the diversity of instruments that can be
used to collect data, polls were chosen, given the fact
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014
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Figure 2. This Figure shows the definition of variables, the way of measuring them, their importance
and the expected results for this experiment
Variable
Variable
number

1

2

3

4

5

Variable definition

Way of
measuring

Importance for
the study

This variable is measured
by means of two
indicators:
a) Efficacy of
It is any message sent
communication which
Communi- (verbal or non-verbal)
translates into sender
cation
between professor
getting objective with
and students.
receiver.
b) Quantity of messages
or participation of any
side.

Very relevant or of
greater importance.

Quantity of time spent
on topics explanation,
It is quantified in minutes
responding to doubts
with a clock or timer.
of students and
participation.

Greater, since
this would be an
indicator of how
much time is spent
on communication
or explanation
and responding
questions.

Time

Use of
premises

Motivation

Teaching
Model or
approach to
reading

Understanding for
premises each of
the ones proposed
or definitions made
in such a way as
to be guidelines or
ruling professor’s
proceedings in front
of class.
It is understood by
motivation the drive
materials awake in
students in the subject
in question; in this
sense this would be
the innovative part and
not the relationship
professor-student,
its importance is not
denied, though.
The model or models
are schemes or ways
of approximating/
approaching students
to Reading. In this
specific case they are
basically: bottomup, top-down and
interactive models.
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Expected
results
Given the great
importance this variable
has for the study quality
can be determined at
each institution, thus
with its absence or
frequency in each case,
of it will depend to a
great extent getting the
objectives of teachinglearning.
It is expected to get
an average amount
of time of the teacher
spent on explanations.
A possibility would be
to measure time spent
by students in any type
of modality in any
particular activity.

Although it is difficult
to quantify or measure
motivations planning is
thought as to keep record
of frequency of student
participation, whether it
is in f2f or long distance.
This assumes keeping
record of it and creating a
format or log.

Very relevant

It is measured “by
contrast” by comparing
and varying the use of the
three models according to
the needs of each material
and the reading strategy
chosen for each student for
boarding materials.

Data gotten allow
inferring if materials
and in particular the
design adopted bfor the
activities fosters student
motivation or the drive
for studying.

Perhaps this
With the comparison
variable is the most of the chosen model it
important one since is expected to recover
it is pretended to
information to make
analyze and contrast a proposal of a new
those models used
reading model that
in each modality as make agile teachingwell as its effects on learning and getting
learning.
objectives of students.
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they are practical, direct and economic. It was decided to proceed this way, since they are the suitable
instrument to find out answers to a diversity of situations, giving students a chance to be anonymous.
Sample
To be able to establish a comparison between both
modalities of teaching-learning the representative
sample taken is 25% of the total of courses taught
in reading comprehension in English at the UAQ,
amounting to 91 students in long distance and 27 in
f2f, as well as 20 professors who participated, who
are in charge of groups and are in a suitable position
to gather information, amounting to a total of 138
participants of the polls. This study was carried out
four times. In long distance the first three times, the
first in 2010; second in 2011, and third and fourth in
2012. For f2f the only time also took place in 2012,
in all cases with duration of eight weeks.
Results of polls: f2f versus long distance
The course in e-learning had different results
depending on momentum and the influence of
materials, which varied from the first time implemented until the last one. A clear example could
be having better chosen readings every new time
it was taught, they were organized in a progressive
way as to have a suitable communication means,
given that this could be a factor influencing students motivation, especially considering that currently many students are or are being born native
digitals; it can be stated that they expect attractive
materials, such as diagrams, images, animations,
full-color and interactive texts, e-books, etc.
The first time the course was implemented the
appearance of materials were plain texts; some
materials of f2f class had been used just like that,
which given the existence of current materials
(full-color & multimedia) made the course appear too simple or creating a complex impression
since there were no f2f explanations; there were
no didactic strategies for e-learning, without mentioning external details, given that in those days
the world soccer cup was being played; this was
a distracting factor for some students, due to these
factors the course was not satisfactory at all.
The second time the course was given was much
better, this was due to a great extent to the support
received to create attractive educational material
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to enrich the texts; this was possible for the inclusion of two computer science students from a
bachelor’s program who, together with the professor, included graphs, music, icons, etc, which in
turn made the course interactive. Besides, some
readings were substituted for other more reflective
of students’ interests. For example, some of them
were studying subjects such as greenhouses or
greenhouse automation, poultry raise and feeding,
so it was decided to use some of these materials
of their interest, having a result of 85% of passing
grades in the external exam of the course.
Finally, the third and fourth times f2f both with
support of ET for an updated education called elearning, could be considered as the most productive of the experiment, given that not only the
instructor could take advantage of previous experience, but also other aspects could be improved,
such as applying the proposed premises (which provide a didactic guide and techniques for the e-tutor),
formulas and factors (organization and time management with respect to student preferences, local
needs, several distractors, etc). Results of these two
last implementations are appreciated by means of
the following comparative graphs (f2f versus long
distance) by means of the poll instrument applied.
Conclusions
This work showed that not only premises, formulas and factors considered for T-L of reading
in a foreign language are useful in long distance
education, but also in a new context of f2f education where they can allow tasks in a total context
of e-learning.
It can be concluded that the general objective was obtained, since its purpose was to apply
and improve reading comprehension of an L2 by
means of better efficiency.
About reaching the specific objectives it can be
said that the three of them were reached, since:
– In objective 1 the purpose was to identify
the main advantages each way or modality
of work has: this was obtained, e.g. one of
them is long distance is more economic, time
flexible and ecological than f2f, adapting to
their leisure time, specially when time of
students has to be managed as well as in
educational resources. With the emergence
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014
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of a new society, one where there are, for
example, more dysfunctional families there
is the need for a new way of educating
people. Nowadays people are very different
from XX century in many ways: e.g. native
digitals vs. non-natives, the global village
has come true with the globalization of
economy ; therefore people are expected to
be more competitive in its widest sense.
– Objective 2 was also gotten, since it required
describing in a practical way the main
features of each modality, this was also gotten
and responded in Figure 4 of this paper. It is
relevant to state that among those features it
is inferred that constructivism is very likely
to be reaching its boundaries and there is the
need for a new paradigm. One setback to
illustrate this is that constructivism only works
if students are willing to work, which often
is not the case. In other words, if a student
does not want to learn it is very difficult to
attain education even if there are the greatest
facilities. Haven’t we reached this point
where some students have got all the material
conditions, but lack the desire to learn?
– Objective 3 was gotten as well, since it
asked for contrasting both ways of teaching
with the purpose of finding suitable ways of
communication for each case. Based on the
data and results gotten it can be clear and
soundly said that each way of teaching has its
pros and cons, and they should be exploited
for their own nature; it is important to say
that anyway e-learning is very useful and
relevant.in both f2f and long distance, since
the use of graphs, underlining, animations
and use of instant communication video,
chat on-line is important as well.
Summarizing, a totally efficient education was
gotten in most students who took this course in
reading comprehension in an L2; besides when
e-teachers are more in touch with students, they
respond in a more positive way, correcting and
giving feedback which leads us to an outstanding
long distance education. Even when comparing
e-learning at other moment which will be called
“zero” we find that e-learning that can be applied
to f2f education requires electronic support.
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014

Based on overall assessment it is good for student to develop good study habits and studying in
an e-learning environment is better than doing it
traditionally.
Finally, responding to the six research questions
it can be said that we could get an answer to the first
three: communication was reported and one of the
most valuable assets for students, this translates into
a recommendable better use of the initial time for
instructions. It is noticeable that students recognized
that the use of techniques and strategies (more than
50% for them) increases learning, while almost a
third considers it “neutral”. About the third question it can be said that results showed better learning
with use of premises in both learning scenarios.
Given costs are optimized with the use of ET,
it is possible to have more students with access to
training and learning. There is not much need to say
that if we expect education to grow it should be in
a way that more people can have access to education and to a degree. Therefore they should have
access to e-learning; access to Internet in particular
is a must for any society and to the rights of people,
without distinction of gender, race or religion.
Future research on this field of long distance
might include a comparison between variations of
long distance projects such as blended learning, mobile learning, and similar studies. The potential for
learning is there but that it is ultimately professors
and students who, with the use they make, are going to determine the success or failure of e-learning,
in our case of learning reading in a new language.
Related to ET the importance of autonomous learners and Asynchronous Learning Networks (ALN)
are embedded and are one of the main advantages
that we can profit from in future research.
Finally, due to the evolution of long distance
education throughout the last decade (from Web 1
to Web 2) a comparison between face-to-face education versus long distance can clearly show us
that costs are reduced in the latter, thanks, among
other things, to: a) it’s ecological, since it’s paperless, b) materials can be used over and over (repository) and c) a physical place to take class is no
longer required ( the school is the student’s house).
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Abstract
A poststamp represents the relation between a
people and its place in space and time. It communicates hrough a distance, Poststamp is a medium
that needs innovation with a reason. It is important that, visually and formally, it develops and
improves originality. A stamp composes and interprets history in a unique way. A stamp offers an
author a huge task of expression in a tight space.
It also creates a large responsibility for it represents a country of publishing. The stamp presented in this work beside contributing the communication, we also employ the infrared protection
of the printing paint using two images, and thus
creating the mathematical model FS39 that enables bonding two images, both visual and infrared spectrum. Model FS29 respects the properties
of a stamps protective paper, the paints processive offset dies properties, and the black die 40%
coverage, enabling hiding the image in the visible spectrum. The regression relationas are also
a model for twin paints being designed for the
target group of the postage stamps created by
the INFRARED-GRAPHICS method. The twin
dyes have equal light absorption values inthe visual part of the spectrum althought their material
structures are different. The dyes spectrums are
being observed in three different areas. We applied
the area between 700 and 800 nm as the sepparate
area of dividing the twin dyes spectrum. Each twin
dye spectrum continues itsgraphical image after
800nm, depending on its Z value, with which we
measure its infrared component. The spectrums of
all dyes, different twins, meet in two points at the
position Z at 1000nm. The value of the visual only
spectrum is zero. The infrared image inducing
dyes have the absorption value 0,1 which enables the hidden image to be detected by using the
ZRGB camera. This article elaborates the princiVolume 9 / Number 4 / 2014

ples on which the theory of twin dyes is based, and
which are also the basis of exploring and applying
the INFRARED-GRAPHICS in the security printing of postal stamps.
Key words: Postage stamp protection, CMYKIR
separation, twin dyes, INFRARED-GRAPHICS, Z
parameter
1. Introduction
The postage stamp MINERALI is classified as
securities. Postage stamps are being planned and
published to represent a graphical product of the
publishing country. The editions are defined, no
additional print is possible, the number of motifs
is planned and defined. The motifs are carefully
planned to promote the country of publishing,
they mark the anniversaries of historical events.
The stamps are being historically observed and
are of permanent interest to stamp collectors and
a permanent country promotors [1]. This article
shows a new successfull implementation of the
postal stamp based on an innovative procedure
of stamps protecting through the INFRAREDGRAPHICS thechnology. The primary direction
communication widening as well as copy, reproduction and scanning protection. The programming of color mixing with the goal oof inducing
the absorption of light out of humans eye reach is
the basics of the IRG protective printing. During
the development of the dual infrared graphics,
the variable Z was introduced as a 1000nm light
absorbtion rate [2]. The innovation uses the twin
dyes Z values that are being mesured before the
printing process. The innovations in the image
reproductions for all materials are being applied
through the IRG, even for those priviledged by security printing. The special area is simulating the
old printing techniques, but with adding the IRG
security printing procedures. The goal is to keep
745
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the visual design characteristics, with the givenpostal stamps elements. The IRG is to bond two
images, two graphics, two informations of which
the one will be visible to the naked eye, and the
other, called Z, will be detected instrumentally.
Connecting the two images and the separation ito
the channels for process printing is done by using
the CMYKIR method by twins dyes theory [3].
Many studies classify the dyes into the V dyes (visible only in the visual spectrum), and the Z dyes
which have a useful absorption to create images in
the infrared spectrum.
The double images are applied to documents as
spot printing or printing with the process colors [4].
Dyes may have a different origin and their mixing
can provide a range of effects that are programmed
for theultraviolet, visual and infrared spectrum [5].
The printing on the skin, silk, or ceramics uses dyes
inherent to those materials. The dyes for the canvas and for the military camouflage uniforms carry
a number of additional properties [6], [7]. For all
these practical examples it is necessary to make a
spectral analysis of dyes, in order todetermine their
light absorbtion over a wide area outside the visible
spectrum. However, if the intent is to create the IRG
process of hiding information, making twins dyes,
which produces the invisible data, is carried out
with the same materials and dyes used to create the
IRG. Therefore, the mathematical model is unique
to specific materials and dyes. This article presents
a model for offset printing on security paper. Using
the same model, but for sam other material, will result in a small visibility of the image intended for
the infrared spectrum.
The iterative method of making twin dyes released at the conference IARIGA [8], where the
infrared effect is achieved with the ultra-violet
color which is on the opposite spectral domain
(200-400nm) of the infrared spectral domains in
relation to the visual spectrum. Previously, a dye
that has multiple spectral properties was mixed,
and each property was specially used for the developing of a new printing technology protection. In
the previously mentioned work, the infrared effect
for 100nm was induced, allowing a CMYKF separation. It can be applied on the documents and the
new modern design, and the meaning is to merge multiple images that appear in several spectral
bands. For each area it is necessary to use diffe746

rent, specific cameras according to wavelenghts
that the hidden files are programmed for [9].
2. Postage stamps series MINERALS with
INFRARED – GRAPHICS protection
The stamps were designed for two spectrums.
One’s eyes do not see the hidden image. It will
partially be to show if filters are used for some
color components such as filters for red, yellow,
green, blue or black. Clear appearance of the hidden image will be detected only with instrumental
observation and filters that block visible light.

Figure 1. Postage stamp with visual and infrared
information
The article presents a model to merge the two
images for visual and infrared spectrum. Figure 1
depicts only the visual spectrum. In addition, within the circular stamp is a picture of the mountains
and the church (Fig. 3 C, 850 nanometers) that is
not seen with a naked eye. The expanded information on the postage stamp has two properties.
The first characteristic is copy protection. Secondly, the connection “MINERAL AND ROCKS”
with a building which was built from this stone.
IRG procedure has made it possible to design the
graphic piece of work in a contemporary style that
uses dyes for visual and infrared spectrum. INFRARED GRAPHICS technology has enabled
an individualized solution that protects all of the
chain of interest for the collection, production and
design of poststamps. The mathematical model
CMYKIR separation is especially fine-tuned in
terms of the uniqueness of solutions, originality
and isolation of the existing mode of production
printing and designing poststamps [10].
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014
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In Figure 1 there are two stamps. It is a poststamp block from which, in this article, analyzes
first the left stamp. In the photo of the stone and
rocks a second picture is hidden. These images
are combined with the CMYKIR separation procedure via the subtraction process C, M, Y dyes
with dye K. By printing all four C, M, Y, K channel dyes allows a full and clear visibility of the
first image. At this point, the four-color process
printing disappears from one’s eyes and becomes
a planned hidden picture. Using an infrared detector forms the re-emergence of the image. A sun
IR component is planned if the ZRGB camera is
used [11]. An artificial source of infrared light is
required in a laboratory and indoors.
3. Programming the CMYKIR separation
with model FS29
Included in this article is the relation for the
separation and merger of the two images based on
the C, M, Y, K twin color value. The input values
are C0, M0, Y0 from the visible image, which was
originally an RGB (red, green and blue). In the first
step, using classical transition from RGB to CMY:
C + R = 100%; M + G = 100%; Y + B = 100%.
The data in the matrix A is related as a percentage value of the coverage of CMY. Pixel graphics
in image editing programs are usually displayed
as eight bits for each color channel and accompanying colorants. The relation connecting the zero
state (The = 0) of the visual images blends two
images where the second image is viewed with an
infrared camera supplied via the FS29 model:
Z40=A * T;................................ (1)
where Z40 value of the dye process is 40% of
the coverage of black carbon dyes marked over
relation 2:
Z40 =

; ............................... (2)

The independent variables of CMYKIR separations are given in vector 3:

Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014

T=

;................................. (3)

where the variables Dc, Ey and Gm are composed of process values of dyes on the Z0 with
relations:
DC=C0/M0 +C0/Y0
EY= Y0/M0 + Y0/C0 ;..................................... (4)
GM= M0/C0 + M0/Y0
The matrix A represents the parameters of linear regression on 40% coverage of black carbon
offset dyes for special protected paper. The matrix
is specific for each combination of dyes and paper. Paper (uncoated) on which a postage stamp is
printed, the regression coefficients are as follows:
A=

;
......................................... (5)

Matrix A carries values of parameters for linear
regression calculated using measurements of twin
dyes in a wide range of colors when connecting
two images. All twins were tested for offset process dyes on the same paper on which the stamp
was printed. The values CMYKIR separations
were made after using the spectrum calculations
with many shades of colors with offset ink on security paper. The conduction of the test printing
forms is an iterative process including approximately ten experiments. It is carried out with the
same printing process as the preparation of the
final mark. Information that is sent for printing
is subordinate to the parameters of the matrix A.
A is the result of multiple linear regression (relation 1 to 4). A calculation is made for each twin
and equalized to the spectrum of twins. In total,
for a minimum of fifty different colors. Programming values Z40 gives only state coverage C40,
M40, Y40 on the coverage of 40% K. The tones
between zero and 40% of coverage are calculated
by interpolation with linear equation. If the values
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of C0, M0, Y0 are less than 40% coverage it might
result in negative calculation values for C, M, Y. It
should be undertaken in a program for the separation in order to prevent an undesired interruption
of performance in the CMYKIR separation.

1IR and OK2-1-2IR for two positions on stamps.
These are the values of the final, protected postage
stamps. Spectrograms were read with the print size
of 2x2 cm2 and carry the Z information.

4. Spectroscopy and twin color
The emphasis is on twin dyes. The aim is to
make a layer of ink on paper with two dyes. Both
dyes have the same spectra in V (visual) and different in Z point (near infrared spectrum at the position
of 1000 nm). The equality of the spectrum in the
visual part of the spectrum disables the differential
graphics that can be seen because they are viewed
as the same color tones with one’s eyes. The materials of the two dyes have a different composition.
The difference is only reflected within Z spectrum,
which is detected by the Z camera.
The family of twin dyes can be a large group
of dyes. However, all manifest themselves as the
same color tone to the naked eye. The conventional
discussion is concluded with the measurement unit
DeltaE. It is said, that the variable DeltaE must be
less than 3.00. This variable applies only to the visual range of 400-700 nm. The IRG procedure is extended to the infrared spectrum. The spectroscopy
is introduced in the making of the twin dyes that
evaluate and visualise the near infrared spectrum.
The valuation of the quality of the twin colour
for the postage stamp is outlined through spectrograph (Figure 2). Spectrogram shows the absorption
of light for two colors whose values are shown in
Table 1. The post stamps were printed with process
dyes. Table 1 provides values for C, M, Y, K and
their participation in V spectrum and Z positions.
The two colors in Table 1 are given the values: Z0
and Z40. Z0 (Z = 0; K = 0) is the input value prior to
the CMYKIR separation. Z40 is a calculated value
for offset ink to the relation 1 to 5. Print stamp trial
is a visual image, designed for visual spectrum. It is
a proof sheet that precedes realization of the project
of postage stamps circulation. Selected pixels are
specially prepared for printing control as the squares
of 2x2 cm2. They make spectrogram, marked with
the letters: OK2-1-1V and OK2-1-2V. Both graphs
meet at a common point, at 900 nm to absorption,
lower than 0,012. A further footprint contains a
compound of two images. The graphs are: OK2-1748

Figure 2. Spectrograph for color at the position
of pixel: 226x234 and 280x543
Spectrograph is observed in three areas. The first
part is the visual spectrum in which the twin colors
are very similar. This is the basis of all systems to
hide information by the INFRREDESIGN procedure. The first color (L * a * b = 62, -3, 1) has a satisfactory identification, which is measured with DeltaE. Spectrograph of twins for another color (dark
brown) have considerable deviation on 700 nm. It is
an indication that the computer model CMYK separations (relation 1-5) for offset dyes still requires
further development. However, one’s eyes cannot
see the appearance of infrared images in that position although DeltaE is equal to 6.16. The second
area is the spectrogram “transition area”. In this
area, the separation of twin dyes occurs. Infrared
graphs meet at the value of 0.12 at a point of 900
nm. It is enough that the infrared camera detects a
hidden picture at 850, 900 and 1000 nm (photo4).
This is the third area of the spectrogram. The goal
was for the hidden image only to appear when observed with infrared goggles.
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014
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Table 1. Numerical values of twins color
Piksel position
Figure 1

Z=0
default
CMYK visual
picture

L*a*b
(X0, K=0)

Z40 (k=40)
CMYK
imprint IRG
CMYKIR

L*a*b (40)

ΔE

266, 324

47, 32, 36, 0

65, -3, 1

14, 6, 14, 40

62, -3, 1

3,00

280, 543

85, 84, 88, 0

31, 10, 4

72, 69, 81, 40

26, 7, 6

6,16

The postage stamp is scanned with several
different filters. The goal is to organize the documentation for future forensic authentication of
postage stamps. The copying of stamps is not possible, thus all the spectral condition stamps may
be repeated. If stochastic deformations in pixel or
rotation of the screen element were introduced it
would result in a rise in the level of security of the
printing process. This is a supplement towards the
development of computer graphics in the field of
infrared protective printing.

Figure 3. a, b, c; Scanning with the barriers at
570, 715 and 850 nm
Yellow component was filtered in the visual
spectrum from 570 nm. The hidden image appears
with a small dose of recognition. The filters for
visual light prevent the information that is intended for infrared goggles.
At the position of 715 nm it can be seen the
remains of the cyan dye with a strong absorption
at 700 nm. The highest pik cyan dyes can be seen
there in the spectrograph (Fig. 2). Scanned state
stamps at 715 nm detect a stone in the “transitional spectrum”. But, only as a monochrome image
with a single printing C channel. The near-infrared
at 850 nm shows a church without doubt. There is
nothing remaining from the visual spectrum.
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5. Conclusion
Innovations in printing technologies testify to the
intensive development of digital printing, changes
in prepress, printing forms, postpress, copying and
falsification on the very act of printing. We add INFRAREDESIGN as protection in the fight against
counterfeiting, scanning and digital reproduction. It
is proposed for the postage stamp expertise of spectral points and scanning with different filters. This
also provides information regarding the IRG property stamps in order to determine the authenticity
if forgery is suspected. A printed sheet of postage
stamps is now enriched with control wedges large
in size with the intention of performing spectral recording of certain colors that are on the stamp. In
the expert field, the mathematical model CMYKIR
separation can be customised for each printing
house, publisher or designer.
Following the issue of postage stamps, it would
be advisable to make a few spectrographs as an
archive of the security printing. The infrared IRG
print carries two independent information of painting and graphic solutions. In contrast, the two lots
of information on postmarks have a connection
through content. The Church, which appears in
the infrared spectrum, is made from minerals and
stones outlined in the description of stamps. This
innovation gives the possibility of an additional
description of security. The postage stamp is small
in size. Any solution with extended IRG information is significant in media communication and
historical significance of design solutions.
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Abstract
In this paper, a research on activities in the period of post-sale product of company engaged in
distribution of IT equipment and consumables for
computers and offices of the Macedonian and foreign market is made. The purpose of this paper is to
lay a good foundation for Macedonian companies
in their post-sale period activities of the product,
to understand the philosophy of TQM (Total Quality Management) and benefits will be achieved by
implementing the system and setting strategic directions for success. As a result of the implementation of this methodology in practice improvement
competitiveness, increased efficiency, reduction of
quality costs and increased productivity are noted.
Key words: sales support, the philosophy of
TQM, wishes and needs of customers / users
1. Introduction
After purchasing the product, the buyer / user
will experience some level of satisfaction or dissatisfaction, depending on whether the product
met its expectations. The work of the company
or the marketing experts do not end with the act
of buying [1]. Marketing experts have to measure
satisfaction, measure the impressions of users that
use the product after buying in. During the rapid
growth of information technology it is very important to have loyal customers who trust and rely on
brand selection and to achieve that, the company
must constantly measure customer satisfaction, as
well as all the factors that influence it [2].
1.1 The behavior of buyers after the purchase
of the product
The customer oriented company must have
information about their clients’ wishes and needs
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014

that are constantly changing, to be followed by all
global trends analyzes using different approaches
and models. Some organizations can identify customer satisfaction through interviews, surveys or
observation of consumer’s behavior during and
after the purchase [3].
Some companies practice a detailed discussion
on the basis of questionnaires to draw perceptions
of customers in order to learn about their emotions.
Every company should define the best method for
collecting data in accordance with the nature of
the research, its conditions and available means
for communication of the company with customers in sales, resulting with less reclamations and
lesser product orders cancellations [4].
Today companies are distinguished from one
another by climate created for the new approach
to quality, through clearly defined duties and responsibilities of employees, organizing teamwork,
application of statistical process control for nondefect operation and permanent education.
Post sales period includes the following elements:
– post-sales support;
– guarantee conditions;
– procedure for returning the product or
service / replacement of defective products;
– technical support.
Post-sales support
Post-sales support includes the following elements [5]:
– guidelines for the user how to use the
product (the first to include maintenance of
the product);
– configuring support according to the
customer needs (the obligation of the seller
is to direct the user’s needs in order to satisfy
the customers need for a particular product);
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– laboratory testing (testing the product or examinations carried out before it is put on sale);
– diagnosis and resolution of problems
relating to the product (to diagnose where
the problems arise and to see how they can
be removed);
– services for the removal of products under
warranty conditions (for each product that
is legally imported into the country, the
importer must provide the service center
and spare parts, and if the product cannot
be serviced within the legal deadline, the
importer must replace it with a new one,
according to the legal regulations);
– consultations and recommendations for upgrading the product (technical product support
with the opportunity to offer additional
options for improving its performance).
Terms of warranty
Warranty terms of products / services in Macedonia are legally defined by the warranty period
servicing equipment law. Each vendor in the buying process must provide sufficient information to
the buyer / user about the quality and performance
of the device or service and to issue certified warranty sheet with invoice or fiscal receipt [6]. If
during the warranty period there is a malfunction
of the product, the customer or end user can call
the service with valid documents for servicing
the device. If this happened in the first 15 days of
purchase of the product, the customer can return
the device and request a refund or exchange for
a new one. The service must make repairs within
30 days and the period for which the device is
kept in service has extended warranty. The service
may make repairs to the device three times during the warranty period. If there is a need for a
fourth time, then the client can request the device
to be replaced for new or similar one. Yet, here
it is important to note that the service does not
perform replacement, but the importer of the device does, while the repair service should prepare
documentation that the same device has been serviced three times and the same should be repaired
a fourth time. If the device cannot be repaired then
it should be replaced with a new one, but the replacement should not exceed 90 days from the
date the unit is shipped for service.
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Duration of warranty
For certain products the warranty period can
be found on of the original product packaging, the
warranty, the product catalog or on official websites of the manufacturer.
1.2 Procedure for returning the product or service / replacement of defective products
To bring a product to the repair service there
should be a specific reason, the most common being:
– malfunctioning of the product;
– unsatisfactory performance (the buyer can
return the product within 15 days, and the
service must check the technical regularity
of the product);
– weak interest of buyers for the product which
is returned to the repair service where its
condition is determined, an analysis is made
and the price of the product is determined.
The return flow of products due to low interest
by buyers is determined by the condition of the device (whether it is damaged or it has some defect),
followed by a commercial information service for
the device. The commercial service determines the
price at which the return is approved and whether
that product will go on discount sale or on regular
sale [7].
2. Research and analysis of results
In this paper, a research on activities in the period of post-sale product of company engaged in
distribution of IT equipment and consumables for
computers and offices of the Macedonian and foreign market is made.
Although the quality offered by company can
be confirmed and acquired internationally by the
quality certificate according to ISO 9001:2008,
which simultaneously allows a recognizable image of Macedonian and international IT market
research showed large gaps in terms of design
and implementation of business processes. The
implementation of the existing standard operating
procedure for repair servicing the devices showed
a series of shortcomings as a result of poor governance in the application of methods and techniques for non-defect operations by the staff.
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014
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In theory and practice, there are different methods and techniques for non-defect operations that
could be applied as follows [8]:
– methods for detecting where most (percentage) defects occur;
– methods to detect the reasons for creating
the defects;
– methods for monitoring the process;
– methods for the decision making;
– methods for evaluating the stability and
capability of the processes;
– methods for assessing the reliability between
properties;
– methods for assessment of the dispersion of
the characteristics and more.
Some of these methods have been applied in the
company in terms of number of defects, the stability of the machines, the reasons for creating defects
and variations etc. [9]. Dissatisfaction among users is measured based on questionnaires and direct contacts in a period of three weeks. Some of
the methods and techniques that were applied are:
Pareto approach for detection of operations where
the highest percentage of occurring irregularities is
found, CE diagram to detect the causes that lead to
higher costs.
Analysis of the costs based on complaints,
claims and losses mean money, extra commitment,
additional costs for labor and raw materials and
poor quality. Knowledge of the methods and techniques for non-defect production and analysis of
costs and quality will enable the company to reduce
them, which will increase its reputation in the market due to competitive prices and good reputation.
After summarizing the results of the survey, the
three problems have emerged which has created
dissatisfaction among most users:
a. waiting time for servicing the device;
b. insufficient coordination of staff;
c. lack of service procedures for other brands.
By analyzing the operations that give the most
complaints, irregularities that cause defects should
be removed. They can arise from various factors:
man related, machines, tools etching order to determine the reasons for the losses caused by the
reclamation of service parts, an Ishikava diagram
is used (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. CE diagram to detect the causes that
lead to higher costs
One of the biggest causes of delays, complaints
and dissatisfaction is the time required for servicing the devices.
From the results, it can be concluded that in
order to improve the service the company is required to create a methodology that managers
could use and implement to the system with total
quality management in a simplified manner and in
less time, without having to study and deepen new
knowledge of internal standardization, statistical
process control, cost analysis and optimization of
the business processes [10].
This paper proposes a methodology for standard
operating business procedure for returning the product or service / replacement of defective products.
3. Methodology for after sales support to
customers in the TQM system
The methodology goes through the 6 steps of
activities that take place in a certain order reviving
the PDCA (Plan, Do, Control, Act) - the circle of
quality planning to build the necessary input and
output documents of business processes [10].
The business process service follows the standard operating procedure (SOP) through the following steps:
Step 1: Carrying the device to the service,
The flow of products to the repair service follows
the standard operating procedure and by making
records - forms. As additional documentation, the
vendor or end user is required to submit a complete
warranty. Every product that comes in service must
have a working account affixed at the side of the
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product. This product is brought to shelves reserved
for devices that are waiting to be taken by the service
to perform diagnostics. The implementation of work
orders are done according to the “FIFO” (First In,
First Out) method. Setting priorities on devices in
order to improve customer satisfaction as customer
service and dealer service is possible. Priority may
be given at the reception of the device and during
the service procedure if necessary.
Step 2: Setting priority when receiving the
device,
Each device that comes in regular service procedure is given priority 3 (three). Devices with priority 3 (three), should be diagnosed within 3 - 5 working days. If the device is brought to the service for
the second time is assigned priority 2 (two). This
means that you need to perform diagnostics in a
shorter period than anticipated i.e. 1-2 work days. If
the device comes to service a third time or there are
special requirements (CARE PACK) or is applied
to areas where intervention is urgent (servers, UPS,
etc.) the device is given priority “1 (one) “ and, if
possible, it is diagnosed on the spot. Each device
with priority 1 (one) is immediately diagnosed.
Step 3: Setting priorities during the service
procedure, i.e. modification of already given
priority,
If for any reason the employee in the service
stated that a device should have a change of the
default priority, in consultation with the manager
of the service that can also be done. Some of the
reasons may be:
– delay the replacement part, which would
exceed the maximum allowed servicing
period of 30 days;
– adjustment to the delivery schedule of the
logistics service;
– new unexpected conditions.
– Each servicer is obliged to comply with the
criteria for setting priorities in order to raise
the level of satisfaction among users of the
service.
Step 4: Repair of devices (a rule that must be
strictly observed),
Resolving the problem of every device should
be as soon as possible except for devices that are
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waiting for the spare part or have complex defect
removing procedure. Once the device is diagnosed, the service is obliged to inform the buyer
what the problem with the device is and how long
it takes to complete the work order. The device is
then assigned the status - “waiting parts”.
What does status - waiting parts mean: After
the diagnosis, if it is necessary to order a spare part
the consumer should be immediately informed (by
telephone or via e-mail) that the diagnosis is completed and order have been made for the necessary
part and the time it takes to receive the part should
be noted. Presenting slightly longer timeframe
than required and hence shorter repair is recommended and should result in customer satisfaction.
Once the part arrives it goes into the next stage
of solving the service protocol and it is called
“fixed”. The Service Provider through the IT system generates a receipt for the part he needs, pulls
the part of the system installs the part, and tests it.
If the testing results show that the device is working properly, it is put on the shelf for deployment
and notification is given to the end user or customer that he can take the device.
What does status – fixed mean: Immediately
after the repair, the customer should be informed
(by telephone or via e-mail) that the service account
is closed and the device can personally taken or will
be delivered through service logistics. The service
should consider the schedule of delivery of logistics
and the warehouse, to give priority to devices that
can be immediately or as soon as possible delivered
to end users. Complaints devices with monetary
value under 900 DENAR must be brought with a
receipt of sales. These devices don’t go through the
servicing process, it is only getting noted that the
device is defective and is replaced with a new one.
Step 5: Serviced devices,
When granting the repaired device, the customer or end user comes to claim the unit with a
work order that was issued during the reception
and evaluation of the satisfaction / dissatisfaction
with the service performed. The logistics service
issues two documents (one for the user who will
receive the device, and the other is signed and sent
back to the service). For the smooth execution of
SOP entries for the quality of reception order, service order, receipt and acceptance are left.
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014
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Step 6: Technical support,
The company must be equipped with special technical support services to its customers
in respect of all outstanding issues related to the
functionality of products, availability of necessary spare parts, as well as the presence of professionals who have the knowledge and experience
to provide the necessary information and perform
different interventions at any time depending on
the needs and requirements.
In the resent years, the company introduced 24
hours online support to its customers and regularly
updates their official websites where customers,
clients or end users can inform themselves about
the product.
The application of this methodology for internal standardization, methods and techniques for
non-defect works in practice enabled the company
to achieve defined quality, to protect customers /
users of defective products, and thereby increase
market competitiveness, profitability, improve the
quality, reduce defects and decrease the operating
costs, increase customer satisfaction and employee participation in decision-making [11].
4. Preparatory activities for the successful
implementation of the methodology
The successful application of this methodology
in practice requires complex knowledge system in
TQM from the head of the company - the CEO and
the workers with different size and weight to the various functions of working [12]. Planning the educational process was given to the top management in
order to establish repair service education [13]. Department of Education prepared plans and programs
for different levels of quality assurance in accordance
with the functions and tasks to be accomplished
within companies, using the methodology and applying the Deming’s circle of quality. The education
of employees in the company structure was in order
to gain the skills and experience to deliver business
processes in accordance with the requirements of the
products, services, legal obligations and criteria of
competence and appointment of employees because
quality requires for everybody to be included in the
process, each in their own work [14].
Motivation as a driving force in improving the
quality of products / services, is embedded by the
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014

top management in the company politics in order
to achieve quality in all sectors and in all functions. Motivation is the responsibility of top management and therefore appropriate incentives for
more efficient and productive work of employees
at different levels in the organizational structure
are required [15].
The TQM strategy requires quality management processes and management of costs. The
application of the methodology of costs should allow identification and monitoring of process costs
within the individual areas of the company, as well
as system recovery, the system of issuing work orders or admission process of new employees. The
subsystem of management costs outlines the information and obligations of staff costs between
the various departments and agencies. Hence, special reports inform top management of all costs,
especially the cost of quality, place of origin, the
possibilities of process optimization. The end goal
was to find a way for employees to raise motivation, to be more focused on work, by applying the
appropriate courses to improve their skills in performing the given activity.
5. Conclusion
Based on the implementation of the methodology, the following is noted:
The motivation and commitment of employees
has increased dramatically as a result of the division of duties and responsibilities resulting with
increase in salaries by an average of 7 % for a
period of three months and practicing teamwork
and cohesion increase employee satisfaction.
With the modernization of business, storages provide greater visibility and efficiency and thus the
implementation and optimization of the business
process.
Improving the management of suppliers has
grown into a partnership by installing software program to obtain accurate, precise and timely information on stocks, the needs and dynamics of deliveries.
With the modernization of business processes,
and a new machine repair of motherboards there is
an increase in customer satisfaction because they
were able to bring their devices to the service and
after the warranty period no matter to which brand
it belongs.
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With the purchase of new software the information system in the company was computerized
and the time in internal communications staff was
shortened. In this way, more repairers do not have
to waste time by making the three documents, but
the software pulls the required part of a warehouse,
brings it to the virtual warehouse for repair and the
broken part of the virtual warehouse puts the stack
for Return Merchandise Authorization (RMA) or
Return Goods Authorization (RGA), which means
that a stack of defective parts should be returned to
suppliers. That way shortens the implementation
of the business process using automated software
which produces all necessary documents.
By applying the methodology for sales support
and after the measurements and re- survey of service
users were found to have their satisfaction increased
by 55 % or complaints about the time required to
service the units were reduced by 50 %. With training and education of employees their team coordination has improved. After receiving certificates for
servicing other brands, repairers gained knowledge
and experience, and got the opportunity for greater
material and moral satisfaction and the company
increased its effectiveness and efficiency and show
in the financial statements profit increases of 4 %
beside other investments. It means, that if the current momentum is kept, profits in the next 6 months
should be increased by 10 %. However, the most
important benefit is the design and implementation
of TQM philosophy giving a solid foundation for
continuous improvement through learning and can
act as a basis for future projects.
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Decision Making when Purchasing Room
Products on the Internet: Analysis Using an
Analytical Hierarchy Process Method
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Abstract
The study cohort comprised customers who had
purchased room products from travel agencies or hotel Web sites, with data collected using a questionnaire
survey. Customers were surveyed during a 2-month
period at Taipei International Airport. Excluding useless questionnaires resulted in 335 respondents, corresponding to a response rate of 27.92%.
We found that safety, privacy, and product
quality were the three most important factors influencing customer purchases of room products on
the Internet. The results of this study have some
implications for hotel companies and travel agencies, includes companies will need to make significant investment in Web site design of safety
mechanism, and managers make to alleviate these
concerns, the more likely it is that consumers will
visit and buy products on their Web site.
Key words: On-line Shopping, Customer Value, Internet Commerce.
1. Introduction
Since the beginning of Internet commerce, the
impact of the Internet on pricing and competition
has been actively debated by both practitioners
and academics. The potential to reduce distribution costs using Internet channels has made hotel
managers more conscious of the need to maximize
contributions to gross profit rather than just the
revenue obtained from the occupation of a given
room [1]. In Taiwan, travel products constitute the
largest proportion of the on-line customer market
[2], and it is almost certain that the Internet will
continue to grow as a travel information source,
with on-line bookings increasing as more people
have access to high-speed Internet connectivity.
Electronic commerce (e-commerce) as a new
way of value creation, various views can be applied
758

to e-commerce. Electronic markets where E-commerce takes places can reduce the buyers’ cost and
also reduce perceived complexity of products and
asset specificity [3]. And it has been argued to alleviate market imperfections, and result in more efficient
markets . The e-commerce also allows the market
to expand and helps firms capture new business opportunities. The e-commerce can also be viewed as
a new way of creating and providing value for the
customer. Firms can create value for customers in
a manner that is different from that which has been
achieved in conventional business. Value creation
and provision in the E-commerce can be performed
differently from the conventional business [4].
Traditionally, business travelers tend to place
more emphasis on their previous hotel experience;
good service; convenience and company recommendation; whereas leisure travelers and those with
a lower level of education valued travel agents’ recommendation. In e-commerce era, the hotel industry
in general is providing information and reservation
systems directly to end consumers; [5] indicated
that reservation information as the most important
dimension, and room rates as the most important
attribute for travelers, but the business on the Internet should focus on the value for the customers
not solely on the technology or products [6]. As
customer value becomes important in e-commerce,
research on customer value and its assessment is
required. Based on the customer-value perspective,
this study focused on exploring the relative weights
of the nine proposed fundamental purchasing room
products from an Internet perspective.
Previous researchers have argued that an individual will prefer Internet shopping to conventional
channels only when he or she perceives that all or
some of the attributes are higher for the Internet
[7,8,9,10]. However, should management pay more
attention to a particular factor? In other words,
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014
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are the fundamental factors perceived equally by
consumers? If not, what are the most valued fundamental factors? Nine fundamental values of Internet shopping are described in the literature [11,
12]: product quality, cost, time to receive product,
convenience, time spent, privacy, shopping enjoyment, safety, and environmental impact.
Based on the customer-value perspective, this
study focused on exploring the relative weights of
the nine proposed fundamental purchasing room
products from an Internet perspective. The analytical hierarchy process (AHP) method proposed by
[13] was adopted to analyze the relative weights
assigned by consumers. This study surveyed 335
respondents with the aim of providing data of strategic importance to management.
2. Theoretical background and literature
review
2.1 Technology acceptance model and end-user
satisfaction
The technology acceptance model (TAM) is
based on the theory of reasoned action (TRA) by
Fishbein and Ajzen (1975), which suggests that
social behavior is motivated by an individual’s attitude toward carrying out that behavior, a function
of one’s beliefs about the outcome of performing
that behavior, and an evaluation of the value of
each of those outcomes. The goal of the TAM is to
provide a general explanation of the determinants
of computer acceptance that is capable of explaining user behavior across a broad range of end-user
computing technologies.
End-user satisfaction (EUS) is considered a
critical component of information system success
on the assumption that dissatisfied users will not
accept and use the system. User satisfaction is
conceptualized as the affective reactions of individuals toward the use of computer applications
in general. Al-Gahtani and King (1999) provided
some evidence that the user’s satisfaction with the
system may lead to system usage. Likewise, user
information satisfaction (UIS) refers to the extent
to which users perceive that the available information system meets their requirements and is often
used as an indicator of user perception of the effectiveness of an information system, that is, usVolume 9 / Number 4 / 2014

ers will be dissatisfied if the system does not meet
their information needs.
2.2 Purchasing room products on the Internet
The electronic distribution of room information,
prices, and availability has opened new channels by
which people can reserve hotel rooms. The most notable development is that reservations–which used
to come through travel agents and the call centers
of hotel chains–are now being generated on-line by
individual customers and corporate travel planners
who are as likely to use on-line intermediaries as
they are to contact hotels or chains directly [14,15].
The rapid evolution in electronic distribution leaves
individual hotels and hotel chains in an amorphous
relationship with intermediaries that seek to distribute hotel rooms, including global distribution systems, on-line travel-product intermediaries, wholesalers, travel agents, and travel planners.
Paradoxically, in addition to there being more
competition, there is also more cooperation. Many
on-line travel sites sell multiple products from multiple vendors, as their key attraction is that they
provide details of all of the services available, and
thus offer consumers the ability to research and
purchase an entire trip on-line using a single site.
Such sites need detailed content and reservation facilities, which they can only obtain by cooperating
with other vendors. As a result, nonexclusive virtual
alliances are being formed. A good example of both
trends is the newly formed Hotel Distribution Systems [16], which in addition to distributing hotel accommodation directly to the consumer through the
Travel Web product (www.travelweb.com), also
provide information and a hotel-booking engine for
a large number of other Web-based travel services,
such as Microsoft Expedia. The companies using
such systems could be regarded as competitors.
Furthermore, hoteliers need to determine which
channels are currently the most effective at driving
business to hotels, how they compare with the traditional hotel electronic-distribution channels, and
which are likely to dominate in the future.
2.3 The Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP)
The Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) is a
mathematically based, multi-objective decision759
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making tool which was introduced by [13]. It uses
the pair wise comparison method to rank order
alternatives of a problem that are formulated and
solved in hierarchical structure. The technique has
the advantage of being simple and thorough in
handling difficult real-life problems.
A major strength of the AHP is the pairwise
comparison where the influence of elements of a
particular level over those of a lower level is measured. Since two elements of the same level can be
compared at any given time to a particular element
at a higher level, this simplifies the process to a large
extent. Comparisons are provided by means of experienced judgments or from data and experiments
[13]. When N elements of a given level are being
compared, a total of N (N-1)/2 comparisons are
needed. The second half of the comparison matrix
is the reciprocals of those judgments lying above
the diagonals and usually omitted. Judgments are
provided by means of a nine-point ratio scale that
ranges from two factors being equally important to
one of the factors being absolutely more important
than the other. After the expert supplies the ratings,
local priorities of each element are calculated by
approximating the principal eigenvectors via the
geometric mean method. At the end of the analysis,
global priorities are obtained by synthesizing each
of the local priorities. Transitivity of preference is
determined by the consistency ratio and implies
that if X is preferred to Y, and Y is preferred to Z,
then X is preferred to Z. A consistency ratio of 0.10
or less implies a more consistent judgment that is
acceptable.
3. Methodology
3.1 Sample
This study explored the relative weights that
customers assign to the factors influencing fundamental purchasing room products from an Internet
perspective. The study cohort comprised customers who had purchased room products from travel
agencies or hotel Web sites, with data collected
using a questionnaire survey. Customers were
surveyed at Taoyean International Airport. The
filtering questions in the questionnaire excluded
customers those who contract with travels directly, fellow travelers; Out of a non-random sample
760

of 1,200 people who were interviewed in the restricted areas of the departure lounge at the Taipei
International Airport, excluding useless questionnaires resulted in 335 respondents, corresponding
to a response rate of 27.92%.
Table 1. Sample
Samples
Male
Female
Ages
< 20y
21~25
26~30
31~35
36~40
41~45
46~50

N
193
142
N
17
58
93
77
48
30
12

%
57.61%
42.39%
%
5.07%
17.31%
27.76%
22.99%
14.33%
8.96%
3.58%

3.2 Measures
A standard AHP questionnaire was designed to
determine the relative weights of the fundamental
factors (see Appendix 2). Each respondent had to
make a decision between each pair of fundamental
factors by assigning an importance rating to each
of the two distinct factors in each pair (see Table
2). The assigned rating was from 1 to 9, where 9
indicates the factor has the highest possible order
of affirmation, 7 means it is strongly favored and
its dominance is demonstrated in practice, 5 indicates experience and judgment strongly favor one
factor over than the other, 3 means experience and
judgment slightly favor one factor over than the
other; and 1 means that the two factors contribute
equally to the decision of the consumer.
4. Analysis
The AHP method was used to explore the relative weights assigned by customers to the fundamental factors underlying shopping room product
on-line. Expert Choice 2000 software was used in
all phases of the problem-solving process, from
model formulation to final report output. The
Evaluation and Choice module provides the facilities for model creation, pairwise comparisons,
solution synthesis, sensitivity analysis and report
generation. [13] developed another consistency
index for AHP, call random consistency index
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014
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Table 2. Example pairwise importance rating in the questionnaire
Product quality

9
□

7
□

5
ˇ

3
□

1
□

3
□

5
□

7
□

9
□

Cost

Table 3. Customer value factor weights for shopping room product (N= 335)
Time to
Time
Shopping
Environmental
receive Convenience
Privacy
Safety
W’
spent
enjoyment
impact
product
Product quality 0.09956 0.16799 0.13172
0.09057 0.09443 0.08471 0.09881 0.09227
0.11703
0.10856
Cost
0.05095 0.08598 0.09309
0.09936 0.09268 0.08821 0.09860 0.09001
0.10399
0.08921
Time to receive
0.03584 0.04380 0.04742
0.03484 0.03954 0.05910 0.03585 0.06294
0.04543
0.04499
product
Convenience 0.07989 0.06289 0.09893
0.07268 0.08462 0.07870 0.05903 0.06772
0.07227
0.07519
Time spent 0.05807 0.05109 0.06607
0.04731 0.05508 0.06214 0.04066 0.06054
0.04615
0.05412
Privacy
0.24610 0.20410 0.16804
0.19340 0.18561 0.20940 0.21800 0.21505
0.19219
0.20354
Shopping
0.09711 0.08405 0.12750
0.11868 0.13056 0.09258 0.09638 0.08449
0.10547
0.10409
enjoyment
Safety
0.26615 0.23564 0.18587
0.26476 0.22444 0.24021 0.28142 0.24668
0.23950
0.24274
Environmental
0.06633 0.06446 0.08137
0.07841 0.09305 0.08495 0.07125 0.08030
0.07797
0.07756
impact
λmax: 9.0012; CI: 0.00025; CR:0002
Product
quality

Cost

(RI). The ratio of CI to the average RI for a matrix
of the same order is called the consistency ratio
(CR): CI/RI. A consistency ratio of 0.1 or less is
considered acceptable.
In this study, the weights of nine fundamental
objectives are shown in Table 3. As the results of
the study, we find the consistency index, CI, as
follows: CI = 0.00002, and selecting appropriate
value of random consistency ratio, RI, for a matrix
size of nine using, we found RI = 1.45 (see Appendix 2). We then calculate the consistency ratio,
CR= CI/RI= 0.0002. As the value of CR is less
than 0.1, the judgments are acceptable. Similarly,
the pair-wise comparison matrices and priority
vectors for the remaining criteria can be found as
shown in Tables 3.
We found that safety (W’: 0.224274), privacy
(W’: 0.20354), and product quality (W’: 0.10856)
were the three most important factors influencing
customer purchases of room products on the Internet. In the Internet environment, firms provide customers with information about the room products
and services that they distribute, and at the same
time hotels or travel agencies develop safety and
privacy exchange mechanisms. The above data indicate that firms need to provide excellent product
quality to customers in the Internet environment.
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5. Conclusion and implications
Travel-product intermediaries must change to
meet consumer demands as the prevalence of Internet shopping increases, given that on-line shopping represents a viable alternative to conventional
shopping. Consumers will be attracted to Internet
commerce if they feel that they are getting a better deal. In fact, Internet commerce should provide
new methods of value creation and provision. Nine
fundamental factors have been proposed in the literature, and we assessed whether these factors should
receive equal attention from company managers
by analyzing data from 335 consumers. The nine
factors were assigned different weights by customers purchasing room products on the Internet. We
found that safety, privacy, and product quality were
the three main factors considered by customers
purchasing room products on the Internet, which
contradicts the conventional wisdom that cost [17]
and convenience [18] are the key factors underlying
the success of a Web site. Our results suggest that
the prices of products offered on the Internet could
be the same as those offered in traditional channels
or by competing Web sites, and that convenience is
also not a main factor attracting consumers to purchase particular room products on the Internet.
The factor of greatest concern was safety,
which relates to the risk associated with purchas761
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ing room products on the Internet. The perceived
risk is therefore likely to be an important factor
in on-line shopping, which is supported by 95%
of US consumers polled in a Gartner Group Survey reporting concerns about privacy and security
when making on-line purchases [19]. Different
firms provide Web sites with similar information
content, reputation, security, structure, ease of
use, and usefulness, which are commonly quoted
dimensions of the quality of a Web service. Web
sites developed to ensure the safety of consumer
privacy and information will facilitate for a carefree shopping experience. Furthermore, privacy
protection should prevent nonpermitted, illegal,
and unethical use of private information.
With regard to product quality, the Internet market for a product may reduce or even disappear when
buyers are unable to differentiate high-quality products from those that appear identical but are actually of inferior quality. Thus, to achieve success with
electronic commerce, managers must address the
problem of product quality. [20] argued that shoppers and nonshoppers have similar views of the differences between Internet shopping and shopping
at traditional stores. Their results have implications
for managers, in that travelers tend to want to make
complicated bookings using Web sites that provide
extra assistance in the booking procedure, including concierge-like services prior to departure. That
is, hotels and travel agencies must provide personal
service strategies over the Internet.
The results of this study also have implications
for on-line marketers. Our elucidation of the relative
weights of the nine fundamental factors assigned
by customers indicates that the designers of Web
sites should establish marketing policies that focus
on only three factors: safety, privacy, and product
quality. Hotels and travel agencies need to make
significant investments in the safety of designed
Web sites, with a greater effort made to alleviate
the concerns of consumers. Our results provide evidence hotels and travel agencies should employ a
combination of Internet commerce and specialization to provide customers with added value.
Future research directions for researchers can
also be suggested from our study. First, only travel
goods were examined in this study, and hence future
studies could examine other product categories. Second, since the AHP has been widely verified to be
762

an effective technique for studying relative weights
among product attributes in a variety of applications,
future studies could examine the fundamental factors
underlying Internet commerce using the AHP technique and procedures adopted in this study.
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Abstract
Decision making is an integral and indispensable part of the business operations that take place
at all organizational levels and sectors of business.
Applying multi-criteria decision-making methods
enables us to objectively assess the cost-effectiveness of investment in infrastructure, as well
as expectations to meet the criteria to the fullest
possible extent. In many cases, sports facilities are
public facilities, owned by local governments, city
or public institutions. They are built to be used by
residents and citizens of the entire Republic.
Purpose of the article: Area of research is focused on the application of modern multi-criteria
decision making methods while making strategic and engineering decisions in construction of
sports facilities. Accordingly all the relevant criteria have been ranked and discussed with a purpose
of selecting the best possible type of sports facility
from economic and environmental aspect following the vision of sustainable development.
Methodology: use of relevant literature, the realistic data on the materials used the cost of construction, exploitation, carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions during the production of building materials
and exploitation, as well as other important factors
needed for the analysis from the environmental and
economic perspective. Analysis of the data was performed using multi-criteria decision-making methods of the software package “Visual Promethee.”
Key words: energy efficiency, sustainable development, indoor sports facilities, multi-criteria
decision-making methods and investment decisions.
1. Introduction
The European Construction Industry (ECI) is
facing the challenge of increased consumption of
764

energy, resources, environmental threats and climate changes which are dictating the necessity of
using technology that can help in rationalizing consumption of resources. Additionally, environmental
protection became a top priority for ensuring sustainable development, maintaining very high international environmental standards, and revitalizing
important role of ECI in the world economy. Reduction of cement and steel consumption during the
construction, transportation and exploitation of the
object is response to the above named challenges.
According to the Statistical Office of the Republic of Serbia, on the territory of Serbia there
are 1533 primary schools, of which 50% have no
sport halls for physical education and 25% have
inadequate one[1]. The challenge that government
at all levels are facing is not only the construction of sports facilities, but also integration into
European environmental standards that are recommending reduced consumption of resources
and energy in all phases of construction, reduced
emissions of CO2, durability, price and so on.
The strategy for sports development in the Republic of Serbia for the period 2009 - 2013 states
that the strategic orientation of the state is in the first
place rehabilitation of existing and then construction
of new facilities. The new facilities are planned to
be small size sport halls that will be available to the
children, professional and recreational sportspersons. Halls should be high in quality inexpensive
to maintain, and built in the shortest time possible.
Sport hall must also meet environmental standards
recommended by the European Union [2].
Public sports facilities are funded exclusively
from the state budget usually therefore the only
criterion for the decision making is the price. Unfortunately, even with the application of a single
criterion in deciding he is not perceived correctly,
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014
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and it comes down to the initial price or the cost
of construction without considering the cost of exploitation or maintenance. The consequences of
such selection methods are depleted financial resources and exploitation costs that in a short time
are exceeding the cost of construction itself. With
such a decision making approach in most cases local community is the one that has to pay an enormous cost of object exploitation and very often
use it in the inadequate conditions [3].
In order to select the sports facility that meets
the environmental and economic criteria in the best
possible way, analysis was conducted on the five
most commonly built sports hall made with different materials and systems of construction: “balloon” hall with wooden structure, steel hall made
with sandwich panels, hall made of clay blocks
with a steel roof, prefabricated hall made from reinforced concrete elements and hall made from prefabricated ferrocement sandwich elements.
Halls have been analyzed from the perspective of investors and the environment. From the
investor perspective the most important criteria
taken into account are: price, regular facility maintenance, heat loss, fire resistance, durability and
speed of construction.
From the ecology and environment perspective following criteria have been taken into the
account: the degree of environmental degradation
during exploitation of raw material from the nature, the extent of environmental pollution during the production and processing of construction
materials, harmful substances and radiation from
the material, the durability of construction materials and possibility of recycling, energy needed for
production of building material and energy consumption during exploitation of a facility.
1.1 “Balloon” hall with wooden structure
The supporting structure is arched and large in
span usually made from laminated wood because
it’s impossible to find natural timber of such dimensions and shape. Laminated wood is easily
produced in static modal size, and dimensions.
PVC materials (polyvinyl chloride) are the cheapest and most commonly used materials for covering the balloon hall. Properties that make this
fabric attractive for use in construction are their
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014

low mass and transparency. The downside of these
types of sports facilities is that they react quickly
to the temperature changes in the external environment which significantly affects end user comfort and more power are needed for their cooling
or heating. They also have very short lifespan.
1.2 Steel hall made with “sandwich” panels
Each steel hall consists of primary and secondary structures. The primary structure consists of
the supporting frame and the stabilizing elements
which have a role to ensure the stability of buildings
and to transmit the load to the reinforced concrete
foundation. The secondary structure consists of
roof and facade substructure. The steel structure is
filled with waterproofed steel panels which consists
of two shallow profiled galvanized (275 g/m2) and
painted steel sheets (0.5 mm - 0.7 mm thick) with
broad, non-flammable insulating core of laminated
mineral wool (50-240mm thick, specific gravity
of 120kg/m3). All three layers are connected in a
compact sandwich element that provides the necessary capacity, tightness and compactness. The core
made from non-combustible laminated wool provides thermal and acoustic insulation and high fire
resistance of the sandwich elements [4].
1.3 Hall made of clay blocks with steel roof
This type of hall is built using system of strip
foundation and load-bearing walls made of clay
blocs with steel roof. Clay blocks are standard type
of clay blocks with horizontal and vertical holes
that allow the safe and economical production of
the supporting and separating walls. They represent
environmentally friendly product with high durability and quality. The walls made of hollow clay
blocks provide good vapor permeability, sound and
thermal insulation. Clay block can be insulated with
polystyrene or mineral wool. For the purposes of
this study we will presume that the clay blocks are
insulated with 10 cm thick mineral wool.
1.4 Prefabricated hall made from reinforced
concrete “sandwich” elements
Halls built from reinforced concrete prefabricated sandwich elements consist of two concrete lay765
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ers which are mutually separated by a layer of insulation. These elements can be used as bearing walls,
beams or internal walls .Interest for these types of
sandwich panels is on the rise for the past two years
because they represent cost-effective, attractive and
energy-efficient walls that can be used for the halls
as well as for the residential buildings. Energy efficiency of these elements depends on the connectors
used to connect elements as well as the insulation.
Although there are various kinds and types of insulation on the market, concrete sandwich panels
use hard insulation because their properties are the
most compatible with concrete in terms of moisture
absorption, stability, size and flexibility.[5]
1.5 Prefabricated hall made of ferrocement
“sandwich” elements
Ferrocement is a type of fine-grained thin- reinforced concrete reinforced with wire lath and
single layer of wire mesh. There are five methods used to produce ferrocement structures from
which the simplest and most efficient in practice
has proved to be “MC” building system that will
be described in more detail below.
Halls built using “MC” system of construction are prefabricated. It consist of ferrocement,
prefabricated, thermal insulated, “sandwich” type
elements. These elements have a thickness of 19
cm in cross-section. The base is made of ferrocement while the thermal insulation layer is made
from simprolit (Styrofoam balls dipped in cement
milk). Thermo insulated layer is 15 cm thick and
also serves as a protection against fire.
Elements made in such a way are transported
to the construction site, assembled over auxiliary
steel structures and directly connected with polygonal reinforced concrete arch which is formed
on the spot. Halls constructed in such a way are
completely resistant to fire, earthquakes, and all
the storms, including hurricanes. [6]
2. Multiple Criteria Decision Making
method –“Promethee”
The problem of selecting the best among several
types of the sports hall according to the economic
and environmental criteria falls into bad structured
problems. The problem will be analyzed using the
766

“Visual Promethee” method. Characteristics of
the “Promethee” methods are:
– In the first step of problem solving, criterions that
are characterizing the problem, and are relevant
to decision maker, should be well-defined.
– Alternative solutions to problem should be
developed. They represent alternative versions
of characteristics of buildings that need to be
compared and ranked. To each criterion weight
ratio is added that reflects his importance from
the perspective of decision-maker.
– According to the criteria defined for each action
appropriate values in absolute terms are entered.
They can also be in unparalleled units.
– Elaborating the results for multi criteria analysis
with verbal and graphic interpretation of the
obtained ranges using “Gaia” method.
When evaluating investment projects criteria for evaluation are usually classified into four
groups: economic, technical and technological,
socio-political and environmental criteria. In this
analysis, the focus is on the economic and environmental criteria. For numeric processing of the
problem using “Promethee” and “Gaia” methods
multi criteria decision making, software “Decision
Lab 2000” has been used. This is a commercial
name for a software product distributed by “Visual
Decision” [7] from Canada.
3. Analyzing the problem of selecting the
best among several types of the sports
hall using “Promethee” method from the
investor perspective
In solving the problem of selecting the best
type of sports halls according to the investor perspective: price should be as low as possible, regular maintenance as low as possible, energy loss in
accordance with the recommendations of the EU,
the level of fire protection as high as possible, the
speed of construction as short as possible, durability as long as possible
3.1 Values used to analyze the criterion of price
Subject of the analysis are objects that meet all
the recommendations issued by the regulations
on standards of school facilities, equipment and
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014
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teaching aids [8]. According to these regulation
sports facilities that will be analyzed are approximately ~ 620m2. In this analysis the cost per m2
will be considered.
Table 1. The average price per m/2
The average
price per m/2
“Balloon” hall with wooden structure
80 € / m2
Steel hall with “sandwich panels
210 € / m2
Hall made of clay blocks with steel roof 320 € / m2.
Prefabricated hall made from reinforced
380 € / m2.
concrete” sandwich” elements (AB hall)
Prefabricated hall made of ferrocement
290 € / m2.
“sandwich” elements (FC hall)
Type of sport hall

3.2 Values used to analyze criterion of regular
facility maintenance
In the analysis of this criterion we use only the
value of works that needs to be carried out in any
type of hall according to the specification of materials used, or by their maximum lifespan. Taking
in consideration that different materials differ in the
length of their lives, for accurate calculations we
find the least common denominator of all the work,
and get a value for each type of facilities annually.
Calculations have been carried out per m / 2 on
the annual level, counting only the cost of materials.
We will use the comparison of objects that are same
size and the same volume for accurate comparisons,
in other words semicircular structures will be consider to have greater maximum height in order to
have the same criteria for comparison and to avoid
favoring any type of hall. The period of 20 years will
be considered as the period during which there are
no structural defects in any of the analyzed object.
– “Balloon” hall with wooden structure - 9.8
€; in this calculation replacing PVC textile
and treating laminated wood to provide
adequate protection have been taken in
consideration.
– Steel hall with “sandwich panels - 3.1 €;
in this calculation changing of the external
material such as roofing cover as well as
maintenance of the facade coatings have
been taken in to consideration.
– Hall made of clay blocks with steel roof –
4.0 €; in this calculation changing of the
external material such as roofing cover as
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014

well as maintenance of the facade coatings
have been taken in to consideration.
– Prefabricated hall made from reinforced
concrete” sandwich” elements (AB hall)
– 3.5 €; in this calculation repair of joint
sealants and maintenance of façade coatings
have been taken in consideration.
– Prefabricated hall made of ferrocement
“sandwich” elements (FC hall) – 2.2 € in
this calculation due to the unique shape and
characteristics only maintenance of the facade
coating has been taken in consideration.
3.3 Values used to analyze the energy loss
criterion
In order to have comparable data in measured
units, it was necessary to perform approximate calculation of energy loss for all types of above mentioned halls. The calculation was performed for a
minimum of -18 ° C ambient temperature, and to
simplified calculation in all the sport halls as well
as their functional units, it is presumed that internal
temperature is +20 ° C, according to JUS. U.J5.510.
JUS.U.J5.510 is the standard for calculation
of the heat transfer coefficient in buildings. It includes line losses that can be reduced by appropriate
choice of the construction, position of the insulation,
windows, with purpose of reducing energy loss.
JUS.U.J5.510 table gives the maximum allowable
coefficient of thermal conductivity (k), so that all
the individual parts of the building must have coefficient smaller than those specified in standard [9].
The following figure shows the results obtained
for all types of analyzed halls. Due to the different geometry of objects, and to avoid favoritism
of semicircular hall which due to the geometry
with the same surface area and maximum height
is closing smaller space, the analysis is performed
for objects of the same size and volume.
3.4 Values used to analyze criterion of fire
resistance
The criterion is measured in minutes of fire resistance and it’s directly dependent on the materials used in construction. Technically it is possible
to extend the time of fire resistance by treating
materials used in construction, with the expand767
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Figure 1. Calculation of the energy losses
able coating. These chemical products are usually
used on the objects of public interest, but they
are very expensive and drastically raise the cost
of construction. Their price is not included in any
calculation and therefore in the analysis only the
original values for the used construction materials
will be considered.

3.5 Values used to analyze speed of
construction criterion
In order to realistically analyze time needed for
construction of the objects, construction time represents the time of construction without equipping
the facility. Time covers only time needed for con-

Table 2. Fire resistance in minutes
Type of sport hall
“Balloon” hall with wooden structure
Steel hall with “sandwich panels
Hall made of clay blocks with steel roof
Prefabricated hall made from reinforced concrete” sandwich” elements (AB hall)
Prefabricated hall made of ferrocement “sandwich” elements (FC hall)

Fire resistance in minutes
15
30
30
90
90

Table 3. Time needed for construction of the object
Type of sport hall
“Balloon” hall with wooden structure
Steel hall with “sandwich panels
Hall made of clay blocks with steel roof
Prefabricated hall made from reinforced concrete” sandwich” elements
(AB hall)
Prefabricated hall made of ferrocement “sandwich” elements (FC hall)
768

Time needed for construction of the
object measured in working days
30
60
120
45
45
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struction work without finishing works and equipping the facility.
Values that can be found on the government
procurement are defined according to the current
contractor offers in accordance with the standards
in the construction industry.
3.6 Values used to analyze criterion of
durability
Durability and lifespan of the building is one
of the most important factors, which unfortunately
are very often neglected in the analysis of profitable investment. The lifetime of the object is defined as the time period in which the facility is
exploited in normal conditions. Life expectancy
is directly related to the choice of materials used
in construction. The same materials that are in
contact with the external environment and under
constant atmospheric conditions will last shorter
than the same material applied to the inside of the
building, in a controlled climate.
Table 4. Durability of sport halls

3.7 Numerical interpretation of the problem,
ranking of the actions
In analyzing the problem of selecting the best
among several types of the sports hall from the investor perspective, for all the criterions numerical
values have been defined with appropriate physical unit. As the price of the sport hall is the most
important factor, it will be allocated weight ratio
2. Influence of the price on the choice of the sport
hall is twice as big as it is of the other criterions on
the same choice. Therefore all the other criterions
have been allocated weight ratio 1.
3.8 Analysis of the obtained results
From the above graphic description and analysis of the problem it can be seen that highestranked is FC prefabricated hall and second place
belongs to AB prefabricated hall followed by a
steel hall with sandwich panels, balloon halls and
hall made of clay blocks with a steel roof, the Fig-

Type of sport hall
“Balloon” hall with wooden structure
Steel hall with “sandwich panels
Hall made of clay blocks with steel roof
Prefabricated hall made from reinforced concrete” sandwich” elements (AB hall)
Prefabricated hall made of ferrocement “sandwich” elements (FC hall)

Durability in years
20
30
50
100
100

Figure 2. “Promethee” software - basic window
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ure 5 graphically illustrates the positive and negative factors for each hall.
Also from the above figures it can be concluded that the results are consistent, and compared objects subsidiary. The area occupied by the
highest-ranked sport hall covers the surface of all
the others. The stability of solution was tested by
repeating the analysis without price as the key criteria for the best ranked solution. With repeated
analysis (Figure 6), we found that the best ranked
solution is stable.

Figure 5. “Promethee” software - Diamond
analysis method

Figure 3. “Promethee” software - rankings
Figure 6. “Promethee” software- Rainbow
analysis

Figure 4. “Promethee” software - rankings
770

Figure 7. “Promethee” software - Stability
intervals
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4. Analyzing the problem of selecting the
best among several types of the sports
hall using “Promethee” method from the
environmental perspective
In solving the problem of selecting the best type
of sports halls according to the environmental perspective: the degree of environmental degradation
in the process of extracting raw materials from the
nature should be as small as possible, emission of
harmful substances and radiation from the material
as small as possible, durability of building materials
and the possibility of recycling as high as possible,
energy used for production of building materials as
small as possible, energy consumption needed for
the exploitation of the object as small as possible.
For the reasons of the different distances of pillars for different objects (4-8m), all analyzes have
been based on the halls that are 48m long. This
way, we will again compare objects of the same
size and volume. All analyzes are comparable and
there is no reference value.
4.1 Values used to analyze the degree of environmental degradation in the process of
extracting raw materials from the nature
Exploitation of raw materials from the nature results in long turn impact on the environment. This
criterion refers to the creation of quarries, degradation of agricultural land, excavation sites and deforestation. The criterion is impossible to describe numerically therefore narrative criteria will be used.
– “Balloon” hall with wooden structure - Basic
raw materials which are taken from nature
are natural salt, oil and wood. Exploitation
of natural salt has no lasting harmful effects
on the nature while exploitation of oil leads
to the formation of greenhouse gases over
the crude oil which is extracted from the
soil. These gases are then dissipated into
the air and they are increasing the level of
carbon dioxide which has a lasting impact
on the environment [10].
PVC materials which are used to cover
balloon hall are obtained from the oil just
like synthetic polymers. The composition
of wood adhesives is slightly varying from
one brand to another but they are all based
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on PVA (poly vinyl aldehyde) and they contain synthetic polymers which are enhancing their ability of bonding [11]. Timber is
obtained by deforestation and over the years
leads to erosion and climate change. Taking
into account the above factors to this criterion, we assign descriptive value “bad”.
– Steel hall with “sandwich panels - The
basic material for insulation of the sandwich
panels is mineral wool. Mineral wool is
produced from the mineral such as diabas,
basalt, dolomite, and others. These minerals
are available in strip mine [12]. Steel sheets
are made from iron which previously has
been cleaned from impurities such as sulfur,
phosphorus, and silicon. Excavation of
minerals and iron from the earth’s crust
influence the environment before during
and after excavation. Consequences vary
(depending on the type of ore and the extent
of excavation) from erosion sedimentation,
pollution of the nature around the excavation
site etc. Also it is important to note that the
panels are coated with PVC protective layer
that is derived from oil which has already been
discussed in the previous paragraph. Taking
into account the above factors to this criterion,
we assign descriptive value “medium”.
– Hall made of clay blocks with steel roof- The
basic material from production of this type
of hall is clay. Clay is the type of soil which
in nature appears as a consequence of rocks
decomposition and its extraction. Depending
on the volume of excavation can cause erosion,
damage to the natural habitat of animals,
degradation of rivers, etc. [13]. It should be
noted that the excavation and extraction of
clay releases the radioactive gas radon, which
is very harmful to human health .Insulation
of these halls is made from mineral wool or
polystyrene. Raw materials for mineral wool
have already been described. Polystyrene is
product of oil. Taking into the account above
factors, to this criterion, we assign descriptive
value “bad”.
– Prefabricated AB hall - the base material
is cement which is obtained by grinding a
material called clinker. Clinker is produced
by extraction and processing limestone, clay,
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bauxite, quartz sand etc… In the production of
this type of hall next to the cement, materials
such as steel and polystyrene have been
used. Polystyrene is made from synthetic
polymers -styrene, which is a by-product of
oil. Polystyrene can be easily recycled with
minimum energy consumption, as opposed
to the mineral wool. Taking into account
the above factors to this criterion, we assign
descriptive value “medium”.
– Prefabricated FC hall- materials used
for the production of this hall are: steel,
cement and polystyrene. About the origin
of these materials and their impact on the
environment it has been discussed in the
previous paragraphs. Taking into account
the above factors to this criterion, we assign
descriptive value “medium”.
4.2 Values used to analyze degree of environmental pollution during production and
processing of construction materials

4.3 Values used to analyze harmful substances
and radiation from materials
– “Balloon” hall with wooden structureCooling, heating and deterioration of PVC
materials used to cover balloon hall leads to
the release of toxic gas - dioxin which cause
cancer and respiratory problems. Laminated
wood used in balloon halls and cover in
industrial adhesive contains formaldehyde
which evaporates and causes the cancer
and respiratory problems. According to the
criterion harmful substances and radiation
from the material, this hall is rated as “poor”.
– Steel hall with “sandwich” panels- In
addition to steel, which is not harmful to
human health, this type of hall consists of
sandwich panels insulated with mineral wool
which doesn’t come in contact with the end
user therefore in this case it be considered
safe for human health. Sandwich panels
are coated with PVC film to ensure water
resistance. PVC in lesser extent emits toxic
fumes discussed in the previous paragraph.
According to the criterion of harmful

This criterion will be calculated based on the
values given in table 6.
Table 5. Production of carbon dioxide for standard and alternative construction materials
Type of material
Limestone
Portland Cement
Unreinforced concrete MB15-20
Reinforced concrete MB 30
Soft wood processed
Glue laminated wood(PVA adhesive 120 kg/m3)
Portland cement (64-73% slag)
Clay
Tile
Steel bars and plates
Polypropylene injection
Mineral wool
Polystyrene
PVC

CO2 emission (kg/t)
12
850
170
370
132
570
279
850
430
1720
3900
500
2700
2410

Table 6. Total emission of CO2 needed for production of sport halls
Type of sport hall
“Balloon” hall with wooden structure
Steel hall with “sandwich” panels
Hall made of clay blocks with steel roof
Prefabricated AB hall
Prefabricated FC hall
772

Total emission of CO2(t) needed for production of materials
34,93
88,45
95,47
116,88
87,28
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substances and radiation from material, this
hall is rated as “medium”.
– Hall made of clay blocks with steel roof -hall
is made from materials that are not hazardous
to human health but red clay can release toxic
gas radon which causes various respiratory
problems. According to the criterion of
harmful substances and radiation from
material, this hall is rated as “medium”.
– Prefabricated AB hall -next to the cement
and mineral wool insulation that doesn’t
come in contact with the end user all the
other materials in this type of hall are not
harmful to human health. According to the
criterion of harmful substances and radiation
from material, this hall is rated as “good”.
– Prefabricated FC hall- - next to the cement
and polystyrene that doesn’t come in contact
with end user all the other materials are
not hazardous to human health. According
to the criterion of harmful substances
and radiation from material, this hall was
assessed as “good”.
4.4 Values used to analyze durability and
possibility of recycling construction
materials
This criterion will also be described according
to durability and possibilities of recycling the materials (re-use in the same or other processes).
“Balloon” hall with wooden structure;- PVC
textile foils are mainly used until the end of their
life cycle, which amounts to 20 years; therefore in
their original form they cannot be re-used. In Serbia
center for recycling PVC materials doesn’t exist,
instead they are disposed to landfill. Life cycle of
laminated wood is 30 -50 years if maintained properly, therefore the life cycle of entire hall is measured by it. Laminated wood can be recycled and
used for the production of medium density fiberboards (MDF). According to the durability and possibility of recycling “balloon” hall is ranked “bad”.
Steel hall with “sandwich” panels - when it’s not
in direct contact with aggressive atmospheric conditions, and when it’s located in closed space with
adequate protection against corrosion steel has a
long lifespan, sometimes for more than 100 years.
Steel is easily recycled and when it’s recycled saves
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014

up to 70% compared to the production of primary
raw materials. Sandwich panels are not suitable
for recycling mostly because they are made of thin
metal sheets reinforced with thick layer of mineral
wool. Thin metal sheets are recyclable but it’s very
difficult to separate them from mineral wool insulation layer or anticorrosion coating. Mineral wool
is not recyclable. The lifespan of sandwich panels
is according to the manufacturer’s declaration. If
manufacturer is high quality life spam is usually
about 30 years. The lifespan of mineral wool is according to the manufacturer’s declaration usually
around 20-40 years. Due to the large percentage of
steel in the total weight of object rating of durability
and recycling possibility is “medium”.
Hall made of clay blocks with steel roof - It
also contains a high percentage of steel in the roof
structure as well as in the reinforcement of concrete. Reinforced concrete which has been protected from the penetration of sulfates and therefore
internal corrosion has a very long lifespan. Facade
and mineral wool cannot be recycled. Durability of plastered façade, depending on the quality
can be to 50 years. Reinforced concrete and hollow clay blocks can be used after a simple process
of grinding (milling) as a basis for local roads or
foundations to other construction objects. Durability and recycling possibility is rated “good”.
Prefabricated AB hall - as the name says, the
basic material used is reinforced concrete. Durability of these construction halls is very large,
more than 100 years. All the reinforcement is possible to recycle as well as concrete. An insulating
layer which is made from polystyrene cannot be
used in their original form, but it is also entirely
recycled and used as a raw material in the production of polypropylene and polystyrene containers.
Almost all materials that are incorporated into AB
prefabricated hall are recyclable. Therefore the
hall is rated “very good” according to the criterion
of durability and possibility of recycling.
Prefabricated FC hall - the entire hall is based
on reinforced concrete and insulation made from
polystyrene. Plastered façade does not exist so the
durability of the object is as long as durability of
reinforced concrete which is more that 100 years.
All the materials used in this hall are recyclable,
but due to the unique method of concrete reinforcement process of recycling has to be done in
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several phases. Due to the more complicated process of recycling this hall is rated as “good”.
4.5 Values used to analyze energy needed for
production of construction materials
This criterion will be calculated based on values given in table 8.
4.6 Values used to analyze energy needed for
exploitation of the sports halls
Since we assume that the analyzed objects will
be heated with the same or similar power source
that has the same degree of efficiency, the CO2
emissions ratio for the energy used for heating, is
the same as the ratio of heat loss which are creating that need.

4.7 Numerical interpretation of the problem,
ranking of the actions
Analyzing the problem of selecting the best
among several types of the sports hall from the
environmental perspective, for three criterions numerical values have been defined with appropriate
physical unit. As CO2 emitted during the production of material from which sport hall have been
made has an immediate effect on the environment
this criterion will be allocated weight ratio 2. Emission of CO2 has twice bigger impact on the environment then other criterions; therefore all the other
criterions will be allocated weight ratio 1. Criterions
which cannot be measured with numerical values
were measured on the descriptive scale from 1 to 5.
For each criterion desirable value has been defined, or in other words if decision-maker prefers
higher or lower value for the analyzed criterion.
All criterions which appear has direct environmental impacts, were analyzed linearly.

Table 7. Energy needed for production of construction materials
Type of material
Limestone
Cement
Aluminum
Wood
Laminated wood (PVA adhesive 120kg/m3)
Steel
Steel profiles
Copper
Sand
Glass
Clay blocks
Ceramics
Adobe
Mineral wool
Polystyrene
Plastic
PVC material

Energy needed for production Kwh/t
1200
1400
15300
190
2300
2200
4100
8000
9
5700
832
6200
1200
6000
24600
11000
21440

Kwh/m3
1600
1900
40650
100
1560
35500
82000
71000
15
1500
574
14900
2200
720
490
11000
6400

Table 8. Total energy needed for production of sport halls
Type of sport hall
“Balloon” hall with wooden structure
Steel hall with “sandwich” panels
Hall made of clay blocks with steel roof
Prefabricated AB hall
Prefabricated FC hall
774

Total energy needed for production of materials
215,13
286,85
371,85
360,30
277,63
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Figure 8. “Promethee” software - basic window
4.8 Analysis of the obtained results

Figure 10. “Promethee” software - rankings
Figure 9. “Promethee” software - rankings
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From the above graphic descriptions and analysis of the problem we can see that all the solutions
are comparable and the subsidiary. Area occupied
by the highest-ranked sport hall covers the surface
of all the others. We can see that the solutions are
comparable and the subsidiary. Based on the given
criterions best ranked is FC halls while the second ranked is balloon hall. Best ranked solution is
stable and linear in the requested domain.
5. Conclusion

Figure 11. “Promethee” software - Diamond
analysis method

Figure 12. “Promethee” software - Rainbow
analysis

Using the “Visual Promethee” method following
sport halls have been analyzed: “balloon” hall with
wooden frame, steel hall with sandwich panels, hall
made of clay blocks with steel roof, prefabricated
hall of reinforced concrete elements and prefabricated hall of ferrocement sandwich elements. The
analysis is carried out in two different scenarios according to given and in detail explained criterions.
According to the environmental as well as economical aspect the best sport hall to build is prefabricated
hall made of ferrocement sandwich elements.
Application of multi-criteria decision-making
methods made it possible to objectively identify and
assess the cost-effectiveness of investment in the infrastructural objects. With proper selection of mathematical statistical optimization methods it is possible to make and implement timely and appropriate
decisions, in the case study of the investment variables and environmental determinants in the construction of sports facilities, while errors in making
the wrong decision can be disastrous for investors.
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Abstract
Management and implementation of continuing education has been systematically performed
since 2007 at Blood Center of Zhejiang Province
(BCZP), and has become an important part of
business management in BCZP, which included
procedures from setting up organization to evaluation education result and remedy.
This study shows the data derived from continuing education at BCZP during a 5-year period
(2008-2012). Throughout the study period, process of continuing education which included set
up organization, analyzed requirements of education, made training plains, implementation, made
record, evaluate education result and remedy was
implemented by the Department of Transfusion.
Total 77 training courses with 1031 teaching
hours were conducted and 8338 person-times
received continuing education during the study
period. The examination results showed that the
contents of training were comprehended by the
trainees with an average score of 88.9. Questionnaire showed that the satisfaction rates of trainees
with the quality of teaching included setting, arrangement, and content and the qualification of instructors included teaching material, expertise and
expression were 96% and 94% respectively; the
satisfaction rate for the training contents was 94%.
The continuing education can upgrade the
knowledge and skill levels for all staff of blood
bank and will ensure further improvement of the
quality and safety of blood.
Key words: continuing education, management, implementation.
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1. Introduction
“The Law of the People’s Republic of China on
Blood Donation” was promulgated and forced on
October 1 1998.Since then, blood banks in China
have gone into the stage of operation according to
the law.Continuing education and training is very
important to career development of blood bank,
but there is no regimes or rules until 2006. In order to ensure blood safety, regulate blood service’s
practice and promote the development of blood
bank, “Regulation for Blood bank Management”
issued by Chinese Ministry of Health on March 1
2006, which clearly specified that all blood bank
staff should have at least 75 hours of in-service
continuing education per year, but until now there
are no concrete guideline or standard about management and implementation for blood banks’
continuing education [1]. There are about 400
blood banks which include about 30 blood centers
in China. The number of staff in each blood bank
is ranged from 10 to 500.
Blood Centre of Zhejiang Province (BCZP)
was established in 1997 and located in the southeast of China. BCZP is the largest blood bank in
the Zhejiang Province, acting as a centre to make
quality control and evaluation, business training
and technical guidance for all blood banks in Zhejiang Province. The number of the staff in BCZP
is more than 200. BCZP has developed a continuing education program for its staff on the condition of its own business and preformed from 2007.
Process of continuing education was implemented
by the Department of Transfusion in BCZP, which
included setting up organization, analysis of requirements, making training plains, implementation, record, evaluation on education results and
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014
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remedy. The goals of continuing education was to
improve blood bank staff’s knowledge, skills and
attitudes around blood bank’s business and to form
the feature of blood bank’s culture by continuing
education and to improve management and implementation of continuing education in blood bank.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Set up organization
An Academic Expert Committee (AEC) was set
up and the chairman, advisor and members of the
committee were appointed, which is responsible for
working out practical guidelines, evaluating education process. Meeting of AEC was convoked twice
a year to make directions and assess the process
of management and implementation of continuing
education and training. According to the business
of blood bank, four professional education groups
were set up: medical treatment group, laboratory
medical group, nursing group, administration and
recruitment group and the headman and secretaries
were appointed respectively. Department of Transfusion has `responsibility to usually management
and implementation (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Organization of continuing education
institution in BCZP.
2.2. Analyzed Requirements and made plans
Questionnaires about continuing education
were sent out and recovered at Nov. every year to
obtain requirement information. The plans of education and training for next year were worked out
according to three aspects: the institutional needs;
the knowledge and skills requirement of staff; and
comprehensive evaluation on requirement by investigation and questionnaire on the yearly basis.
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014

Items of training plan included five parts: items,
major content, date, teaching hour, training instructor (table 1).
Table 1. An example of education plan
Serial number
Items
Major content
Date
Teaching hour
Training
instructor

1
Appropriate clinical use of blood
Blood transfusion in the condition
of decomposition liver
March 2010
2 teaching hours
XXXX

The plans divided into different types on account of different staff: new staff in service staff,
and professional education groups. Plan to new
staff was concentrated in a week after register with
20-30 teaching hours; while plan for in service staff
and professional education groups were arranged
more than 40 teaching hours together dispersal
in whole year. The plans arranged 2-30 teaching
hours per item according to content. For example,
in the items of “appropriate clinical use of blood”,
“blood transfusion in the condition of decomposition liver”, “blood conservation in Surgery”, “indication of using blood”, “autologous blood storage and feedback” were arranged. “Collect blood
sample in the condition of collecting aphaeresisplatelet”, “collect blood sample in the condition
of collecting whole blood”, “marking on blood
sample and tracing back to blood”and so on were
arranged in the items of “how to collect and save
blood sample”. According to the actual situation
of the implementation process as well as some of
the business needs, the plan can be revised through
a certain process.
2.3. Curriculum and trainees
Different staff has different education requirement, we divided staff into two parts: new employees and serving staff. For new employees,
we select basic knowledge and some basic skills.
For serving staff, we select new progress in corresponding field and skills for appointed position.
All serving staff should select a professional education group according to their subject and appointed position to accept more professional education. Anyone of new staff should first accepted
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education for new staff, while members of serving
staff should accept education for serving staff and
professional education. All training curriculum
were classified into theory curriculum and practice curriculum.
Curriculum for new staff were arranged after
register time, and the items included history of
blood bank, working rule, professional ethics, quality management in BCZP, business flow, etiquette
to blood donors and so on. Curriculum faced to all
serving staff was arranged according to business
requirement, and the items included ideological
and political education, basic knowledge and skills
about transfusion, relevant knowledge of blood
transfusion. Curriculum faced to professional education groups were arranged sticking to the development of special subject, and the items of four professional education groups were different.
2.4. Teaching team
Besides self faculty from BCZP, international
and domestic experts were also invited as training
instructors, 90% of the instructors hold high professional titles. Different instructors were invited
according to different curriculum and trainees.
Expert who were familiar with the condition of
business and quality management of BCZP were
invited in training curriculum for new staff. For
serving staff and professional education, international expert were invited to instruct advanced
knowledge or new knowledge and skills emerged
recently. Domestic experts were invited to teach
important topic for example detection of transfusion-transmitted viral infection and biology safety.

2.5. Evaluation
When education finished, three different ways
were used to evaluate education results: examination, questionnaire and interview. After education
examination was designed to check whether the
knowledge and skills have been comprehended by
trainees, and the examination included theory and
practice parts according to the content of education.
Questionnaire was also used for evaluation. Satisfaction degree was designed into three levels, satisfactory, common and dissatisfied. Items of evaluation included three parts: curriculum, instructor,
and trainee. There were also three aspects for curriculum: setting, arrangement and content. For instructor, teaching material, expertise, and expression were assessed. For trainees, comprehension
degree of instruction was assessed. If they have any
suggestion, they can write it down (table 2). Sometimes instructor and trainees made an interview to
get the information about comprehension degree of
instruction to evaluate the education.
2.6. Remedy
When continuing education and training shows
an unacceptable result, the staff should be trained
again. Self-teaching and interview were made to
remedy. The staff should be evaluated again to ensure that the aim of education has been achieved.
The instructor should be dismissed if he didn’t
pass the evaluation.
3. Results
Total 77 training courses with 1031 teaching
hours were conducted in BCZP and 8338 attend-

Table 2. An example of evaluation questionnaire
Item

Satisfaction degree
Satisfactory
Common
Dissatisfied

****

Satisfaction degree

Curriculum
Setting

Instructor
Teaching material

Satisfactory
Common
Dissatisfied
Comprehension degree and suggestion
780

Arrangement

Expertise

Content

Expression
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Table 3. Continuing education conducted in BCZP during 2008-2012
Year
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
Total

Training courses
15
12
13
10
27
77

Teaching hours
227
210
166
179
249
1031

ees received continuing education during 20082012 (table 3). The examination results showed
that the contents of training were comprehended
by the trainees with an average score of 88.9.
Examination on skills shows that the key skills
were enhanced and the new skills were learned
well. Questionnaire showed that the satisfaction
rates of trainees with the quality of teaching and
the qualification of instructors were 96% and 94%
respectively; the satisfaction rate for the training
contents was 94%. The staff of BCZP accomplished 75 hours per year for continuing education
required by Chinese Ministry of Health.
4. Discussion
There are many organizations and services offer continuing education program and education
credit [2-4]. Implementation education programs
can lead significant results which included changing behavior and extending knowledge[5-6]. Efficient continuing education management in blood
bank is very helpful for improving the quality of
products and services. Many domestic and foreign
blood banks have conducted education and training for staff, and different blood banks have different objectives of the education and training and
management models. We have established a highquality management system for continuing education and obtained some experience during the
period of management and implementation. We
collected information about continuing education
consider of business development and the need of
quality management made plan with evolutionary
attitude, and adjusted the plan according to practical
condition during the process of implementation to
insure that the plan could satisfy the requirement.
We pay close attention to the quality and effectiveness of education and training in the process of
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014

Total attendee
1877
1507
1644
1319
1991
8338

implementation. Instructor is a key factor which
may affect the result of education, so we invited
relative expert, and evaluated in several ways. We
take several forms of evaluation, all staff or sampling examinations on theory knowledge, operations assessment, and instructor’s assessment to
make synthetic evaluation of education effects.
We also make a few ways to remedy disqualification education result to insure that the aim of
education has been achieved. When AEC Meeting
was convoked, department of transfusion would
report the problem during implementation of continuing education. AEC would make direction and
guideline to motivate staff members to participate
actively in the continuous quality improvement of
continuing education. All staff of BCZP accomplished 75 hours per year for continuing education. Through education and training, theoretical
knowledge and practical skills can be strengthen
and upgrade, which becomes a part of the blood
bank business management. Elements of quality
management penetrating in the process of education and training can conduce to the launching of
the blood bank quality management, and can ensure the quality of blood. Ideas imbuing to staff in
the process of education and training can guide the
formation of characteristics of culture, business,
and quality in blood bank. There are 11 blood
banks with 24 branches and over 200 hospitals in
Zhejiang Province. We also invited staff in other
blood banks of Zhejiang Province and transfusion
departments in hospital to participate our continuing education, so that we can use the knowledge
to guide their thinking, form a good relationship to
cooperation and also form a feature of transfusion
vocation in Zhejiang Province.
During implementation of continuing education, we find that some component element of
education can be performed differently and some
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content of curriculum should be improved. In the
future, we will refine subject classify, make content more effective to improve education and make
better use of network as another way to manage
and implement continuing education.
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Abstract
Water license system implemented in 1993 has
been a basic management system of managing water
use rights in the current in China. According to the
combined principles of unified management of watershed and regional executive management, Yellow
River Conservancy Commission (YRCC) implements full management for the water use of the main
stream following the first bend and corresponding
groundwater in Yellow River. The management authority of water license in Yellow River, the implementation of water License in Yellow River and total
control management introduced in this paper. The
Water Licensing Management System in the Yellow
River improvement of water license system.
Key words:Water licensing management system; Authority; Water system; Total Control;The
Yellow River.
Introduction
In China, the perfected management system of
water rights is constructing [1,2]. Water license
system implemented in 1993 has been a basic management system of managing water use rights in
the current. Based on it, the management system of
water rights with Chinese characteristics has been
gradually formed. The first Water Act published in
1988, clearly defined water license system for the
first time. The Implementation Measures of Water
License System published by state council in 1993,
standardized the implementation of water license
system. In 2002, the amended Water Act, which
has much higher legal status in the field of water
license system, was as the basic legal system for
water management. Based on the experience of
implementation of water license system, the Water License and Water Fee Collection Regulations
published in 2006 replaced the Implementation
Measures of Water License System, which meant
the further improvement of water license system.
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Based on Water Act and Water License and
Water Fee Collection Regulations, people who
extract water must have two conditions[3,4].
For one thing, make an application to the basin
management agencies and local water authorities
and examining whether the application meets the
requirements. For another, pay water charges. If
the application meets the conditions, the issuing
authority will award water license, while the applicants will obtain the water rights and be supervised and managed by the issuing authority.
1. The Management Authority of Water
License in Yellow River
According to the combined principles of unified management of watershed and regional executive management, based on the warrant of Ministry
of Water Resources (MWR) expressed in Table 1,
Yellow River Conservancy Commission (YRCC)
implements full management for the water use of the
main stream following the first bend and corresponding groundwater in Yellow River, while implements
quota management, which formulates that agricultural water use is more than 15m3/s and industrial
and urban living water use are more than 8×104 m3
in main stream, agricultural water use is more than
10m3/s and industrial and urban living water use are
more than 5×104 m3 in interprovincial (interregional) tributaries, for the water use of the main stream
above the first bend and the important interprovincial
(interregional) tributaries. According to Yellow River
Water Allocation Plan authorized by state council,
YRCC implements total control for water use of
provinces (region) along the Yellow River.
For other water use, according to provincial
(regional) administrative authority, local water authorities implement the management in three levels
including province, city and county. Senior water
administrative departments supervise and manage
the water license of subordinate water authorities.
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Water use across province
and autonomous region
water use of large
construction projects
authorized by state council
Other direct management
rivers

Provincial border rivers

Interprovincial and
interregional rivers

Main river

Projects

Classifications

Tributaries

Luo River

Yellow
river

Tributaries

Jinti River

Yellow
River

Yellow
River
Yellow
River

Qin River

Yellow
River

Wei River

Yellow
River

Jing River

Datong
River

Yellow
River

Yellow
River

Yellow
River

Yellow
River

River

Yellow
River

Yellow
River

Water
system

Guxian Reservoir

Basin-wide

Basin-wide

Full amount

Full amount

Full amount

Full amount

Full amount

Full amount

YRCC

YRCC

YRCC
Including groundwater

Limit intake of water use
Authorized
Industry and
Reach
Remark
Agriculture department
3
urban living
4
3
(m /s)
(10 m per day)
Heyuan to Tuoketuo in main
More than 8.0
More than
Including corresponding
river (the basic section of the (more than 2.0 in
YRCC
15.0
groundwater use
first bend hydrologic station)
groundwater)
Tuoketuo in main river (the
Including water use in Dongping
basic section of the first bend
Full amount
Full amount
YRCC
River (with Daqing River) and
hydrologic station) to estuary
corresponding groundwater use
More than 5.0
More than
Main stream
(more than 2.0 in
YRCC
10.0
groundwater)
More than 8.0
More than
Main stream
(more than 2.0 in
YRCC
10.0
groundwater)
More than 5.0
More than
Main stream
(more than 2.0 in
YRCC
10.0
groundwater)
More than 5.0
Above Zibai Beach in main
More than
YRCC
(more than 2.0 in
10.0
river
groundwater)
following Zibai Beach in
Full amount
Full amount
YRCC
main river
Beigengzhuang to
Full amount
Full amount
YRCC
Zhangzhuang in main river

Table 1. Reaches and quotas of water license management implemented by YRCC
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2. The Implementation of Water License in
Yellow River
YRCC, in earlier, conducted water license. In
order to gain experience, before Implementation
Measures of Water License System, in 1992, YRCC
with Inner Mongolia autonomous region and MWR
of Baotou City organized the experimental work
of water license of Baotou in Yellow River, which
awarded Yellow River water license for 24 water
users. After Implementation Measures of Water License System published by MWR, in order to cooperate with relevant documents, YRCC conducted
large-scale research work about Yellow River water
project. In May 1994, the Notice According to Water License Management Authority Conferred on
YRCC (MWR water Government-owned (1994)
No.197), was published by MWR, then YRCC
launched a comprehensive water license system.
The implementation details of water license in
Yellow River formulated by YRCC in 1994 made
Yellow River water license and main contents of
the supervision and management specific, which
was the basis of the formal implementation of water license. Furthermore, YRCC gave established
water works registration and certification in the
management purview. This work had basically
completed in the first half of 1996. At this point,
water rights allocation and management system
had been established in Yellow River Basin and
disorderly situation of diversion from the Yellow
River had ended. Since then, the focus of the work
gradually turned to the aspect of supervision and
management of water license and total control.
According to the principles of total control, YRCC
focused on the work of the secondary certification.
According to the secondary certification,
YRCC had issued a total of 371 water license, and
the licensed annual total water use was 267.7024
million m8 (excluding non-expendable machine
water). Wherein, 334 water licenses of surface
water had been issued and the licensed annual water use was 267.0073 million m8 (there were 306
water licenses in the main stream and the licensed
annual water use was 258.4673 million m8, while
there were 28 water licenses in tributaries and the
licensed annual water use was 8.54 million m8),
while 37 water licenses of groundwater had been
issued and the licensed annual water use was
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014

0.6951 million m8 (there were 27 water licenses in
the main stream and the licensed annual water use
was 0.5735 million m8, while there were 10 water
licenses in tributaries and the licensed annual water use was 0.1216 million m8).
As the original Implementation Measures of
Water License System lacked of specific provision
about whether hydropower stations needed water
licenses, resulted in whether hydropower stations
needed to be brought in water license management.
Water License and Water Fee Collection Regulations was published in 2006, and YRCC cleared that
the non-consumptive water use such as waterpower
was deemed as an emphasis of water license management. Up to now, Longyangxia, Lijiaxia, Gongboxia, Nina, Suzhi, Liujiaxia, Yanguoxia, Bapanxia,
Daxia, Xiaoxia, Qingtongxia, Shapotou, Wanjiazhai, Tianqiao, Sanmenxia, Guxian hydropower
stations and so on has been issued water licenses.
After Implementation Measures of Water License System were published, provinces (regions)
along the Yellow River implemented water license
system and formulated appropriate management
practices. Shanxi Province, in the first time, implemented water license system, because of severe
water shortages. As early as 1982, before Water
Act, the provincial government published Shanxi
Water Resources Management Regulations approved by provincial People’s Congress Standing
Committee which formulated that the enterprises
developing and utilizing water must be authorized
by local water authorities, after that, they could
collect and use the permits.
3. Total Control management
Water license implement a system which combines with total control and Quota management.
Because water resources in Yellow River are very
lacking, basin and other areas need more water
from Yellow River and the contradiction of water
supply and demand is very prominent. Therefore,
in earlier times, total control of water license was
implemented in Yellow River. In 2000, according
to the demand of total control, YRCC exchange
every water permit. In 2002, YRCC formulated
and published Total Control Management of Water License in Yellow River, which was the first
watershed paper about managing total control of
785
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water license. In 2005, according to this paper,
YRCC implement the second exchanged work.
(1) Construction of index system of total control of water license in Yellow River
The purpose of the management of total control of water license is ensuring that each river
basin or administrative area`s total water amount
(consumptive water use) could not be larger than
utilization water resources of river basin and administrative area[5-10]. Therefore, in order to implement total control, first of all, the index of total
control should be clear.
Total control is divided in three aspects, total
control of river basin, total control of province (region) and total control of water user. Therefore,
total control of river basin, province (region) and
water user compose total control of water license
index in Yellow River
The relationship between the total control index of river basin and province (region) and the
total control index of water user is that: the total
control index of river basin provides the provincial (regional) water use amount which is the basis
of formulating total control index, the sum of every total control index in different administrative
regions cannot be larger than the corresponding
water amount; the total control index of province
(region) is the basis of formulating the total index
of water user, the sum of every total index of water
user in the same administrative region cannot be
larger than the corresponding water amount.
(2) The present situation of the construction of index system of total control of water
license in Yellow River
The total control index of river basin and administration area is defined by allocated water between
river basin and administration. The total control index of water users is defined by technical proof and
the examination and approval of water license.
As same as the early content, in 1987, there
was a plan of allocated water authorized by state
council in Yellow River. Before south water transfer north project, the largest provincial (regional)
water consumption index was provided by Allocation Plan of Provided Water in Yellow River.
Therefore, in the aspect of river basin level, there
had been total control index, however, total con786

trol index of the main stream and tributaries in
Yellow River should be further amended. Currently, YRCC is developing this work.
Something should be explained, besides authorizing water use amount, in the examination and
approval process of water license, return water and
its quality are provided, in other words, the water
consumption of water user is provided at the same
time. So each water consumption index can be
used directly for the management of total control
of water license in Yellow River, which can control provincial (regional) total water consumption.
Furthermore, it also can be converted into water
use amount, which can be used indirectly in provincial (regional) management of total control of
water license. Provincial (regional) total control of
water license index = provincial (regional) water
consumption index + provincial (regional) average annual return water. The relationship between
water use and water consumption is constantly
changing with adjustment of water use structure
and application of water-saving measures, so it is
necessary to account total water user index regularly by using the data of average return water in
recent years or in the last valid period. Therefore,
in the management of total control of water license in Yellow River, both total water consumption and total water use can be used well, but the
tow methods should be coordinated and linked up.
The construction of index system of total control
in province (region) is relatively backward. Currently, Ningxia and Inner Mongolia has been authorized by autonomous region to enjoy water allocation plan in Yellow River inside autonomous
region, however, other provinces` (regions`) technical solutions have been compiling.
The system of water license has implemented
for several decades. Currently, almost every water
user from Yellow River has received water permit
and cleared the water right index. Therefore, in
the aspect of construction of index system of total control of water license in Yellow River, there
has been a relative perfected total control index
between river basin and water user. However, it
has still been weak in administration area which
will affect the implementation of total control in
some extents.
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(3) The Workflow of Total Control of Water
License in Yellow River
In the total control management of water license in Yellow River, total control of water license index and remaining water index calculation are the key. Checking and ratifying indexes
is the premising of accurate grasping and analyzing relevant water use information and license approval information. Water information of intaking
and subsiding water is mainly used to analyze the
provincial (regional) total control of water license
index in Yellow River, while the water information of water licensing examination is mainly used
for accounting provincial (regional) remaining
water index. The workflow is shown in figure 1.
In an effective period, total control of water license index should be fixed, because of the dynamic
examination and approval of water project, the remaining water index changes as the project examination and approval, water license index and license
revoked changing. Therefore, total control of water
license is a dynamic management, which need to
summary and grasp timely the latest water licensing
examination and approval. Water licensing examination and approval in accordance with the authorization of the ministry of water resources, Yellow
River practices graded examination and approval,
therefore, in the total control management, exchanging and sharing the information of water licensing
examination and approval is very important.

YRCC and provincial department of water administration as the basin management agencies
have the primary responsibility of total control of
water license in Yellow River. YRCC is responsible for approving and publish each province`s
(region`s) total control of water license index and
remaining water index, at the same time, YRCC
are supposed to control and manage the approval
of water project from Yellow River in the purview.
According to total control of water license index
and remaining water index published by YRCC,
provincial (regional) water administration departments control their approval totals of water projects respectively by opportunely satisfy provincial
(regional) approved water license.
(4) The Implementation of Total Control of
Water License in Yellow River
There is an increasing contradiction between
water`s supply and demand, and the competition
of water use is growing. In order to prevent the
out of control situation of water licensing examination and approval in Yellow River, since 2000,
total control has been a focal point of the water
license management, then YRCC has analyzed the
total control problem of water license combined
with the annual water allocation and scheduling.
First, YRCC strengthened the statistic, summary and analysis of historical water data. In 1988,
YRCC compiled Yellow River Water Use Bulle-

Figure 1. Management workflow of total control of water license index
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tin. In 1997, Yellow River Water Resources Bulletin replaced Yellow River Water Use Bulletin, and
YRCC set up the channels to satisfy water use in
Yellow River and formulated technical outline to
compile bulletin combined with the characteristic
of Yellow River.
Second, YRCC formulated Total Control Management of Water License in Yellow River, then
proposed the principles and methods for total
control and provided the statistical system of examining and certificating water license. The examination and approval had been strengthened.
If there was no remaining water license index, or
biennial actual water consumption was larger than
annual distributive water index, or any unreasonable examination, approval and certificating were
not corrected timely, or province (region) failed
to present materials for examination and approval
of water license in Yellow River, such as the four
cases, YRCC could suspend examination and approval of new water application.
In accordance with the provisions of total control
management, YRCC strictly provided the examination and approval of water license. If a province (region) failed to have remaining water index, its new
water project would be suspended. At the same time,
YRCC strengthened the collection of provincial (regional) water license situations, and each province
(region) should timely report its water license situation. After that, the issuing information exchange
mechanism of water licensing examination and approval in Yellow River could be established.
In 2000 and 2005, YRCC had conducted twice
water-drawing licenses. When the process was
performing, YRCC could check the provincial
(regional) total control of water license index. Particularly, in 2005, based on the actuality of provincial (regional) increasing water consumption rate
from Yellow River, YRCC reduced the total water
permit and adjusted some water license of partial
water intakes.
Ningxia, Inner Mongolia and Shandong had little remaining surface water license index in Yellow
River, Henan had little surface water license index
in the main stream of Yellow River by verifying and
analyzing each province`s (region`s) total control
of water index and total water license index. The
actual water consumption from Yellow River in
Qinghai and Guansu was more than annual allocat788

ed water index. The six provinces (regions) would
be the most important objects to be controlled total
control of water license in the future.
By implementing the management system of
total control of water license, to some extent, the
excessive increasing of water demand from Yellow
River could be inhibited, while carrying out planned
and conservation water works was promoted.
Although YRCC has launched total control of
water license management, there are some problems should be face and need to be solved quickly.
First, provincial (regional) index system of total
control has not been constructed perfectly and the
provincial (regional) total control works has still
been weak. Second, statistics and reporting system of water licensing approval and certification
has not been constructed perfectly. Currently, the
situations of examination, approval and certification are still not clear. These problems seriously
affected the implementation of total control of water license in Yellow River.
(5) Carry out the Review for Water Resources
Demonstration of Construction Project, and
Improve the Scientific Water Rights Allocation
According to Management Approach of Water
Resources Demonstration of Construction Project
published by the former State Planning Commission and MWR in 2002, YRCC implemented a
system for water resources argumentation of construction project. According to the warrant of this
system, YRCC has been responsible for the authorization of the ministry for examination and approval of the water-drawing licenses (pre) to apply
for the construction of the project and the water
day 50000 tons of large centralized water supply
water source of groundwater for water resources
argumentation of construction project audit work.
In order to make this system play a proper role,
YRCC has carried out the following three aspects.
Firstly, formulate Management Approach of Water Resources Demonstration of Construction Project in Yellow River, and standardize the work of water resources argumentation of construction project.
Secondly, constitute the expert team for water
resources argumentation. Currently, there are 16
evaluation experts, and they play an important
role in report review organized by YRCC of water
resources argumentation of construction project.
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Finally, construct the internal expert team in
YRCC. YRCC is equipped with a lot of research
and design departments, and it also has a large number of science and technology personnel, which has
engaged in related works for a long time. They are
all very familiar with the basic situation of water
resources development and utilization in Yellow
River, and had accumulated a large number of
first-hand information. So they have the congenital advantage to water resources argumentation of
construction project. In order to enable them to play
a role in water resources argumentation of construction project, YRCC encourages these agencies
to apply for funding and train technical personnel.
Currently, there have been 3 agencies conferred the
A qualification of water resources argumentation
and 2 agencies conferred the B qualification.
Until now, 38 water resources demonstration
of construction projects has been examined by
YRCC. Many construction projects and their water conservation measures have became more reasonable through examining. The work of water resources argumentation has been an indispensable
link in water license examination and approval,
and it has also provided strong technical support
for water license examination and approval.
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Abstract
Knowledge is an important asset for organizations, especially in today’s knowledge-based
economy. Building upon complexity theory and
resource-based theory, this paper hypothesized the
direct impact of knowledge management (KM) on
organizational performance (OP). Specifically, this
study aimed to examine the influence of knowledge
acquisition, knowledge dissemination, and responsiveness to knowledge on organizational performance. Two hundred and nine sets of data were
collected from executive middle and above level of
management in Malaysian medium-sized manufacturing companies in small and medium-sized enterprises. Data collected through questionnaires in this
research were analyzed using Statistical Package
for Social Sciences (SPSS) Version 17.0 for Microsoft Windows and SmartPLS 2.0. The results have
indicated that knowledge acquisition and responsiveness to knowledge have significant impact on
organizational performance, whereas knowledge
dissemination has no significant impact on organizational performance. Implications of the findings,
potential limitations of the study, and directions for
future research were discussed further.
Key words: knowledge, knowledge management, organizational performance, knowledge acquisition, knowledge dissemination, responsiveness to knowledge, financial performance, innovation performance, relational performance, manufacturing sector
1. Introduction
Knowledge is an important intangible asset needed to increase organizations’ value adds [1]. Possession of knowledge enables organizations to gain
competitive advantage [2] and their competitiveness depends on their ability to create knowledge
790

[3]. Moreover, knowledge is essential for organizations to obtain and sustain competitive advantage in
today’s business environment where leaders of progressive organizations and nations are encouraged
to create and generate value from knowledge assets
within their organization [4]. Leaders in the organizations nowadays need to manage knowledge
efficiently and deliver competitive knowledge-intensive performance. It is noted that only organizations that can identify, value, create and evolve their
knowledge assets will be successful in the global
information society [5]. Hence, knowledge management (KM) is known as the main power of all
core competencies and capabilities [6].
In order to maintain viability in the organizations, leaders should build, manage and apply intellectual capital in a more systematic way [7]. KM
approaches are known to focus and more able to
address challenges like securing knowledge from
experts [8]. In fact, the general goal of KM is to
improve the systematic handling of knowledge and
potential knowledge within the organization [9].
In Malaysia, economy is moving towards knowledge-based economy, where companies are putting
a lot emphasis on knowledge workers, nonetheless,
the process for Malaysia to move towards a knowledge-based economy is still in the early stages. This
is because information is normally kept at senior
management level and it remains as a challenge
for Malaysian companies’ particularly manufacturing sector. In response to these challenges, it is
important for Malaysian leaders to have better understanding on KM. The KM is important for organizations because for those organizations that can
manage the knowledge embedded in their organizations efficiently and apply it in their operations,
productions and services are able to compete with
their competitors [10]. Although a great deal of past
researches was done to investigate on knowledge
management, the research about the knowledge
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014
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management in Malaysia context is still limited.
Hence, the purpose of this study is to investigate
the influence of KM on organizational performance
(OP) in Malaysia.
2. Literature review
2.1 Knowledge Management
KM is referred as “an activity concerned with
initiatives and strategies to manage knowledge in
organizations” [11]. In more detail, KM is the management of the information, knowledge and experience that are existed in an organization through the
process of creating, capturing, storing and utilizing,
so that the organizational operations can operate efficiently [12]. Past researchers have found that KM
enhances OP through the process of creating and
capturing the knowledge [13]. KM would be able to
increase workers’ productivity and efficiency and to
achieve organizational advantage [14].
On the other hand, KM acts as one of the organizations’ intellectual capital and application
of KM not only can help managers to manage
the knowledge that already exists in the organization, but also to enhance the ability to create new
knowledge [15]. KM enables managers to carry
the duties effectively. This is because KM can
provide “the right knowledge to the right people
at the right time and in the right format” [16]. It
is believe that the successful practice of KM will
bring much benefit to the enterprises [17,18, 19].
2.1.1 Knowledge Acquisition
Knowledge is the understanding gained through
experience, study, accumulation of facts, procedural
rules, or heuristics [20]. Human capital, which is the
employees’ knowledge, skills, and competencies,
composed of three kinds of knowledges known as:
tacit, implicit, and explicit knowledge [21]. Tacit
knowledge is gained from experience and held at
the unaware or semi-aware level [22, 23] , implicit
knowledge is got from the expert through a process
named knowledge engineering” [21] and the explicit knowledge is conveyed from one person proficient at a task to another person through written or
verbal communications [21].
Knowledge, which is the information that can
be communicated or shared [24] can be gained
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014

from data by adding meaning in terms of relational connections [25]. Marketing knowledge is one
of the main factors that contribute to organizational competitiveness because contact with customers is the principal source of valuable information
on products, development of manufacturing and
the speed to commercial the product in the market
[26]. Furthermore, some human-related activities
can be done to create the knowledge based on the
information received [27]. Besides, business as a
network [28], the dispersion and distribution of
knowledge in society [29] are important factors for
the acquisition of knowledge from several sources
and knowledge creation within the organization.
2.1.2 Knowledge Dissemination
Knowledge dissemination is referred to the
knowledge diffusion process between different
individuals or units within an organization [30].
Knowledge acquisition is useless if it is not disseminated across the organization [31]. Nonetheless, when the scope of market knowledge to be
disseminated in an organization becomes wider,
there will be higher percentage for employees to
use the knowledge [32].
Knowledge is generally only disseminated
within the local environment and seldomly transmitted outside the organization [33]. With the help
of newcomers, the knowledge from other areas
can be obtained, applied and adapted to different
local conditions [34]. Besides, the greater use of
technology also helps to break down the local barriers, which enable the knowledge to be disseminated over a wider area [35].
Knowledge transmission is depending on the
transferability of knowledge, for example, the codified knowledge can be transferred because it is formalized in several forms that allowing duplication,
but tacit knowledge can only be learned through experience because it is personal and attached to the
person or groups that hold it [36]. The facilitation of
knowledge transmission successfully converts tacit
knowledge to an explicit knowledge so that others
can access and utilize the knowledge without the
same prior experience [37].
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2.1.3 Responsiveness to Knowledge
Responsiveness is referred as organizations’
ability and speed to respond reactively or proactively to the information that gathered from their
commercial environment [38]. Besides, responsiveness is also known as the ability of the organization to adapt to changes and requests in the
marketplace [39]. Organizational responsiveness
helps organizations to quickly detect the transformation in the marketplace, reorganize their processes to fulfill new market requirements, share
information within and outside the organization,
take advantage of information processing systems,
and use new product and process technologies as
their weapon to compete at the marketplace [40].
Well-designed and well-managed information
flow structure help to improve organizational responsiveness [41] because the importance of information management is to transfer the right information to the right person at the right time [42]. In
addition, the ability and speed of an organization to
respond to the external environment changes will
determine its performance [43, 44]. This is because
organizational responsiveness is an important issue
in determining business success [45].
2.2 Organizational Performance
OP reflects organizations’ ability to create acceptance outcomes and actions [46]. There are many
different definitions of OP. Performance are defined
as inputs are transformed into outputs for the purpose to achieve certain outcomes, the relationship
of effectiveness between cost and output or outcome and it is related to organizational factors such
as organizational culture, human resources policies,
climate and leadership styles [47].
OP measurement system is important because it
assists in the development of organizational strategic plans and evaluation of implement objectives
[48,49]. OP can be measured in three ways, such as
financial measure, market-based measure and qualitative measures. In reality, non-financial measures
can be a better predictors of future financial performance than historical accounting measures [48, 50,
51], this is because traditional performance measurement system is overly relying on cost information and other financial data which are short-term
792

in nature and less emphasis, and is not suitable in
today’s business environment [52]. The following
paragraphs will be discussing about the measures of
performance adopted in this study which are financial, innovation, and relational performance.
2.2.1 Financial Performance
Financial performance provides financial information and is an indicator used to evaluate organizations efficiency and effectiveness [53]. Financial
performance measurement mostly included profit
margin, return on equity, return on investment,
return on asset and return on sales [54,55]. By
analyzing the data reported in published financial
statements, investors will know the organization’s
growth in revenues, profits, and repayment of debts
and then indicated the evidence of future benefits
and performance [56]. Past researchers have revealed that organization’s financial performance
will not be only influenced by the external factors,
such as economic conditions, government regulations, technological developments and macroeconomic shifts, but also the organization’s overall
stakeholders’ satisfaction [57]. The ability to raise
equity and manage organization’s tangible and intangible assets effectively and efficiently will determine its long-term financial stability [56].
2.2.2 Innovation Performance
Innovation can be defined as the new or improved outcome of an organization in order to
create value added either directly for itself or
its customer [58]. Innovation is the result of the
knowledge production in which skills and competencies are taken place in the process [59]. An
organization with a greater innovativeness capacity is able to gain favorable innovation outcomes
and enhance performance because it has a better
strategy in the product introduction and new market entry [60, 61] . Moreover, product innovation
performance can be reflected through its efficacy
and efficiency [62]. Innovation efficacy is the successful level of an innovation, whereas innovation
efficiency is the effort to achieve that degree of
success [63,64,65,66,67] .
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2.2.3 Relational Performance
Relational performance is mostly related to the
satisfaction of employees, customers and suppliers in contributing to an organizations’ success.
Employees’ job satisfaction can be defined as the
extent to which employees feel please or happy
with their work [68]. An employee will be more
satisfy when his or her expected is closer to the
outcome and get a greater achievement of values
[69]. Moreover, customers’ satisfaction is also
very important in the marketing exchange process because it will contribute to organizations’
success [70]. When the most of the customers’
expectations are fulfilled during their purchase or
service use, they will have higher probability that
they will repurchase the products or service [71].
Moreover, customers’ satisfaction acts as mediator
in the relationship between relational benefits and
customer loyalty [72].
3. Hypotheses
The acquisition of different forms of external
knowledge is an important factor in securing technological and business processes’ knowledge for
the organizational formation and development
[73,74].Financial measurement is more often used
in an organization to support competitive improvement and guide investment [75]. Furthermore,
knowledge acquisition from external sources is
one of the important ways for the knowledge and
capability reconfiguration and also to achieve organizational strategic revitalization [76]. Organizations can achieve better and higher level of performance if they have stronger capacity to acquire
knowledge from outside [77]. The combination
of external acquired technological and business
knowledge will assist the flow of the innovative
process of product development and guarantee
the long-term success of the organization [78, 79].
Thus the following hypothesis was formulated:
H1: Knowledge acquisition is positively
related to organizational performance.
Knowledge acquired is useless if not disseminated within the organization. Higher level of employees’ ability and willingness are needed in the
process of knowledge dissemination for the purVolume 9 / Number 4 / 2014

pose to achieve better organizational performance
[80]. Besides, the wider the scope of knowledge
is disseminated within an organization, the higher
the probability of all employees to use the knowledge [32] and the higher probability of organization to gain competitive advantage [81].
Employees can use web browser through internet to easily access and gain products information
in order to enhance interaction between organizations and its customers, maintain the close relationship with the customers and raise customer loyalty
[82, 83,]. Moreover, written communication (messages) is important in facilitating both one way and
two-way interaction in order to build long-term
customer relationships [84]. In view of the above,
the hypothesis was suggested as follows:
H2: Knowledge dissemination is positively
related to organizational performance.
The ability of an organization to react fast to the
changes in external environment is a primary determinant of organizational performance [43, 44].
Nowadays, in term to survive in the competitive
marketplace, organizations need employees who can
respond to the challenges of the environment [85].
Besides, the responsiveness of an organization
is also related to its speed to adjust the output within the range of external flexibility [86]. Organizations that are able to respond to customers’ orders
in a timely fashion will gain a critical competitive
advantage [86]. Moreover, responsiveness to the
technology such as electronic request for proposal, a written document that outlines customers’
and suppliers’ specific information and need, enable an organization to increase market awareness
of customers’ needs, to increase competitive advantage and to enhance the relationship between
buyers and suppliers [87]. In addition, agility is
needed for an organization to react quickly and effectively to changing markets [88].
H3: Responsiveness to knowledge is positively related to organizational performance.
4. Methodology
The research was conducted in the mediumsized manufacturing sector of Small and Mediumsized Enterprises (SMEs) in whole Malaysia. This
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is because SMEs is considered as the backbone
of industrial development in the country [89] and
SMEs’ growth in the manufacturing sector outperformed the overall sector since 2005, with SMEs’
share to overall value added of the manufacturing
sector rising from 29.3% in 2005 to 30.4% in 2009.
A total of 300 questionnaires were distributed to
the executive middle and above level of management in the selected medium-sized manufacturing sectors of SMEs companies in Malaysia. The
companies selected were drawn from the directory of [90]. The large number of questionnaires
were given out to ensure that a sufficient number
of returned questionnaire. Out of the 300 questionnaires, only 209 questionnaires were used for
analysis. Data collected through questionnaires in
this research were analyzed using Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) Version 17.0 for
Microsoft Windows and SmartPLS 2.0.

5. Data analysis
5.1 Profile of the Respondents
Table 1 shows the demographic profile of the respondents. Based on Table 1, male respondents were
more than female respondents with 122 male respondents (58.4%) and 87 female respondents (41.6%).
Of the 209 respondents, majority were Chinese (136
or 65.1%), followed by others (34 or 16.3%), Malay
(25 or 12.0%), and Indian (14 or 6.7%). Respondents
were between the ages of 23 and 69 years. The mean
age for the respondents sample was 40.5 years, with
a standard deviation of 9.1 years. The biographical
details were as shown in Table 1.
5.2 Goodness of Measures
Various analyses were conducted to verify the
psychometric properties of the instruments used

Table 1. Demographic Profile of Respondents
Demographic Variable
Gender

Ethnicity

Educational Level

Monthly Income (in RM)

Organizational Level

Type of Company

Respondent’s profile (N=209)
Age (in years)
Job Tenure (in years)
794

Category

Frequency
87
122
25
136
14
34

Percentage
41.6
58.4
12.0
65.1
6.7
16.3

High school or below
Diploma
Degree or professional qualification
Postgraduate

20
35
122
32

9.6
16.7
58.4
15.3

Less than 1,500
1,501 - 3,000
3,001 - 4,500
4,501 - 6,000
6,001 - 7,500
7,501 - 9,000
9,001 and above
Middle level of management
Top level of management

2
43
52
39
44
19
10
118
91

1.0
20.6
24.9
18.7
21.1
9.1
4.8
56.5
43.5

Female
Male
Malay
Chinese
Indian
Others

Locally owned company
Asia based company
Middle East based company
US based company
Others
M
SD
40.5
9.1
13.6
8.4

162
18
4
22
3
Minimum Maximum
23
69
1
40

77.5
8.6
1.9
10.5
1.4
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in this study. Assessment of measurement model
was conducted in which the relationships between
constructs and their corresponding indicators (includes individual item reliability, internal consistency and discriminant validity) were measured.
5.2.1 Assessment of the Measurement Model
In order to assess the measurement model, confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was conducted to
assess reliability, convergent validity, and discriminant validity of the scales.
From the result in Table 2, results illustrated that
all the item loadings were greater than 0.5 (p<0.01).
Besides, it showed that items of knowledge acquisition had the highest loading values if compared to
items of knowledge dissemination, responsiveness
to knowledge and organizational performance.
In order to test convergent validity, Average
Variance Extracted (AVEs) and the Composite
Reliability (CRs) were calculated. Table 3 postulated the AVEs and CRs for the studied variables.
All the AVE exceeded 0.5 which was suggested
by [91] and all the CR exceeded 0.7 [92] while the
Cronbach alpha values 0.7 [93]. Hence, convergent validity was achieved.
Furthermore, t-value for respective measurement items were measured and the results were illustrated in Table 4. All the t-values have exceed-

ed 1.96 significant level, hence indicating that the
measurement items were significantly explaining
the respective constructs.
Moreover, AVE was square rooted to testify
against the inter correlations of the construct with
other constructs in the model to ensure discriminant validity [94, 95] and the results was showed in
Table 5. It was found that all the square root of the
AVE exceeded the correlations with other variables.
Cronbachs Alpha value of knowledge acquisition
was 0.922, knowledge dissemination was 0.898, responsiveness to knowledge was 0.866 and organizational performance was 0.768. As shown in Table 6,
the internal reliabilities of scales were between .768
and .922 which was clearly acceptable [93].
In addition, communality and redundancy for
the studied variables were also been calculated
and the results were shown in Table 7. Organizational performance showed the redundancy value
of 0.245. For communality, knowledge acquisition showed the highest value of 0.865, followed
by knowledge dissemination (0.713), organizational performance (0.686) and responsiveness to
knowledge (0.652).
Global fit measure (GoF) assessment was conducted to investigate the global validation of PLS
model. GoF is normed between 0 and 1 and higher
value means better path model estimations [96].
The result has revealed a GoF value of 0.694 (R2

Table 2. Loading and Cross Loading

Employees’ attitudes and opinions
Financial reporting systems
Sensitive to market place information
Market information
On-the-job knowledge
Disseminate knowledge techniques
Disseminate knowledge technology
Written communication
Responds to customers
Well-developed marketing function
Responds to technology
Responds to competitors
Flexible and opportunistic
Financial Performance
Innovation Performance
Relational Performance
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014

Knowledge
acquisition
0.919
0.935
0.935
0.853
0.697
0.816
0.644
0.693
0.681
0.723
0.609
0.579
0.522
0.346
0.672
0.720

Knowledge
dissemination
0.814
0.820
0.824
0.909
0.844
0.891
0.725
0.840
0.761
0.776
0.680
0.685
0.616
0.408
0.667
0.721

Responsiveness to
knowledge
0.715
0.720
0.721
0.786
0.728
0.795
0.612
0.747
0.850
0.829
0.840
0.785
0.728
0.464
0.724
0.732

Organizational
Performance
0.655
0.705
0.675
0.697
0.655
0.662
0.512
0.597
0.657
0.639
0.674
0.607
0.609
0.661
0.913
0.887
795
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Table 3. Results of Measurement Model
Model Construct

Measurement Item

Loading

CRa

AVEb

Knowledge acquisition

Employees’ attitudes and opinions
Financial reporting systems
Sensitive to market place information

0.919
0.935
0.935

0.951

0.865

Knowledge dissemination

Market information
On-the-job knowledge
Disseminate knowledge techniques
Disseminate knowledge technology
Written communication

0.909
0.844
0.891
0.725
0.840

0.925

0.713

Responsiveness to
knowledge

Responds to customers
Well-developed marketing function
Responds to technology
Responds to competitors
Flexible and opportunistic

0.850
0.829
0.840
0.785
0.728

0.903

0.652

Organizational Performance

Financial Performance
Innovation Performance
Relational Performance

0.661
0.913
0.887

0.865

0.686

Note: aComposite Reliability (CR) = (square of the summation of the factor loadings)/{(square of the summation of the factor
loadings) + (square of the summation of the error variances)}
b
Average Variance Extracted (AVE) = (summation of the square of the factor loadings)/ {(summation of the square of the factor
loadings) + (summation of the error variances)}

Table 4. Summary Results of the Model Constructs
Model Construct

Measurement Item

Standardized estimate

t-value

Knowledge acquisition

Employees’ attitudes and opinions
Financial reporting systems
Sensitive to market place information

0.919
0.935
0.935

46.208
81.397
68.594

Knowledge dissemination

Market information
On-the-job knowledge
Disseminate knowledge techniques
Disseminate knowledge technology
Written communication

0.909
0.844
0.891
0.725
0.840

50.430
30.147
43.557
11.780
19.664

Responsiveness to knowledge

Responds to customers
Well-developed marketing function
Responds to technology
Responds to competitors
Flexible and opportunistic

0.850
0.829
0.840
0.785
0.728

27.370
27.278
29.533
20.387
14.882

Organizational Performance

Financial Performance
Innovation Performance
Relational Performance

0.661
0.913
0.887

11.195
52.767
40.696

Knowledge
dissemination

Responsiveness
to knowledge

Organizational
Performance

0.844
0.812
0.744

0.807
0.790

0.828

Table 5. Discriminant validity of constructs

Knowledge acquisition
Knowledge dissemination
Responsiveness to knowledge
Organizational Performance

Knowledge
acquisition
0.930
0.881
0.773
0.730

Note: Diagonals represent the square root of the average variance extracted while the other entries represent the correlations.
796
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Table 6. Result of Reliability test
Model
Construct

Measurement Item

Cronbach’s α

Loading range

Number of items

Knowledge
acquisition

Employees’ attitudes and opinions
Financial reporting systems
Sensitive to market place information

0.922

0.919 - 0.935

3(3)

Knowledge
dissemination

Market information
On-the-job knowledge
Disseminate knowledge techniques
Disseminate knowledge technology
Written communication

0.898

0.725 - 0.909

5(5)

Responds to customers
Well-developed marketing function
Responsiveness
Responds to technology
to knowledge
Responds to competitors
Flexible and opportunistic

0.866

0.728 - 0.850

5(5)

0.768

0.661 - 0.913

3(3)

Organizational
Performance

Financial Performance
Innovation Performance
Relational Performance

Final items numbers (initial numbers)

Table 7. Result of Communality and Redundancy
Constructs
Knowledge acquisition
Knowledge dissemination
Responsiveness to knowledge
Organizational Performance

R Square

0.660

was 0.660, average AVE was 0.729) for the research model, which exceeds the cut-off value of
0.36 for large effect sizes of R2. Hence, it has confirmed the adequate support to validate the PLS
model globally [97]. The calculation of GoF was
as following:

6. Discussion
Knowledge is important and instrumental to
achieve organizational success [98]. Organizational
learning is referring to the organizations’ ability to
acquire, disseminate and apply knowledge in order
to counter the ever changing environment [32].
The statistical results indicated that knowledge
acquisition has significant impact on OP. Knowledge acquisition is important as individuals need
to be equipped with knowledge when performing
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014

Communality
0.865
0.713
0.652
0.686

Redundancy

0.245

their task. Without knowledge, individuals will
have insufficient information to perform their task.
The knowledge acquired could be used to prevent
or solve organizations’ crisis. [99] stated that crisis
can be prevented or its impact can be minimized if
individuals in the organization able to identify and
well manage the causal and influencing factors of
the crisis. Apart from that, knowledge acquisition
is an important component of the innovation process [100]. Aouad, Ozorhon and Abbott, (2010)
posited that innovation process needs new knowledge acquisition in order to increase the value of
products, processes, and services.
Contrary to expectation, the finding of this
study showed that knowledge dissemination has
no significant impact on OP. In the previous research study by [101], knowledge dissemination
is an important issue in achieving organizational
goals. Thus, it is believed that some barriers to
knowledge dissemination are the reasons of this
contrast result. Firstly, lack of motivation, absorp797
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tive capacity and knowledge retention [102] are
the characteristics of the sender and recipient that
will affect the knowledge dissemination process in
an organization. Secondly, organizational cultures
such as different races, existing of communication
barrier [103] absence of trust [104] and so on are
believed to affect knowledge dissemination manufacturing industry in Malaysia. In addition, past
researchers such as [105] revealed that knowledge
dissemination practices among individuals become greater when their leaders have greater reward power. However, most of Malaysian leaders
are having legitimate power, where the follower
believe leaders have right to instruct them.
As hypothesized, the finding of this research
study indicated that responsiveness to knowledge
has significant impact on OP. [106] indicated that
only the organizations that can efficiently use
knowledge are able to gain competitive advantage. Furthermore, organizations that focus on the
proactive aspect of responsiveness to knowledge
are able to achieve higher levels of performance
[107]. This is because responsiveness is an action
or reaction that involves decisions about when and
how to use competencies and capabilities to deal
with certain matter or people [107]. Moreover,
most manufacturing strategists suggested organizations need to capture customers’ need and provide the right product at the right time in order to
achieve sustainable competitive advantage [39].
7. Implications
This research has a number of theoretical and
practical implications both for scholars and practitioners. From a theoretical viewpoint, results of
this study provide basis for researchers who are interested in management field to further test on the
influence of KM on OP. Besides, the results also
provide useful guidelines for scholars on the study
of KM. Moreover, scholars can use the finding in
this study to support their research as it provided
evidence of validity in the real life work scenario.
In addition to that, findings of this study have supplied valuable information to managers to improve
their OP. Moreover, the findings also provide useful
information to the practitioners to effectively manage the knowledge in their organization. Furthermore, this study enables managers to have a bet798

ter understanding on the components of the KM,
which include knowledge acquisition, knowledge
dissemination and responsiveness to knowledge.
8. Limitations
This study was conducted in the medium-sized
manufacturing sectors of Small and Medium-sized
Enterprises (SMEs) in Malaysia. Hence, the results
cannot be generalized to other industries such as
tourism or hospitality, agriculture sectors, service
sectors, medicine and education sector are same as
manufacturing sector. Furthermore, only individuals from middle and top level of management were
involved in this study. It is uncertain whether the
results obtained from lower level management are
similar with the results gained from middle and top
level of management. In addition, different cultural
and international contexts may limit the generalizability of results. Respondents of this study may
have different races and some may work with foreign company in Malaysia.
9. Conclusion
The study has found that knowledge acquisition
and responsiveness to knowledge have significant
impact on OP, whereas knowledge dissemination
has no significant impact on OP. Moreover, this
study has provided empirical evidence of the influence of KM on OP. On a similar note, the finding of this study revealed managers’ perceptions
of KM on OP in the real life work scenario. Thus,
this study has provided specific avenues regarding
future research on KM on OP.
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Abstract
This paper presents the significance of Facilities Management (FM) for the improvement of the
level of effectiveness to provide quality services
and achieve the organization’s business goals. FM
can be said as a vital profession nowadays that
highlights on the business strategy, innovation, financial, and people (human resource) towards the
recognition, identity and image of FM. FM brings
added value to an organization by giving an organization the strength to focus on its core business
and the supporting activities will be taken care by
FM. It is clear that FM is important in creating value for money, increase customer satisfaction, work
productivity, stability of business and environment.
Our review is derived from previous research studies that contributed to FM field and as a knowledge
involvement which is essential to the organizational
best practices and human talent. It will also be the
mantra of success of organization to strategize the
FM business positions in the future.
Key words: Facilities Management (FM), FM
Strategic Frameworks and FM Performance

the largest global association for FM professionals, [2] defined FM “as a profession that encompasses multi disciplines to ensure functionality of
the built environment by integrating people, place,
process, and technology”

Figure 1. Triangle of “Ps” and FM [2]

1. Introduction
FM is a management with various disciplines
that contributes to organizations’ core business by
providing quality services and maintains the support services of organizations to achieve continuous improvement in business. [1] defined FM as
“the integration of process within an organization
to maintain and develop the agreed services which
supports and improve the effectiveness of its primary activities”. [1] has pointed “that
FM today requires its practitioner’s skills and
knowledge and to expand the management of an
increasingly broad range of tangible assets, support services and people skills”. In the other hand,
804

Figure 2. Relationships among place, people,
processes and FM in an organization [2]
Figure 1 and Figure 2 illustrates the integration
of people, process and place that contributes to
core business and non-core business in an organization. This integration creates quality perception
to support the organization’s core business and
profit margin to achieve the continuous success.
Table 1 shows the definitions of FM that are conVolume 9 / Number 4 / 2014
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Table 1. The FM Definition [3]
Organization
[4]
[2]
[3]
[5]
[6]
[2]
[1]

The FM definitions
The support function coordinating physical resources and workplace
The integration and alignment of the non-core services
Creating an environment that is cohesive to carry out an organization’s primary operations
A discipline that improves and support the productivity of an organization
A balance between technical, managerial and business acumen
Facility management is a profession that encompasses multiple disciplines to ensure
functionality of the built environment
Facilities management is the integration of process within an organization

Table 2. Adding Value through Facilities Management [7]
Management Level

Organizations

Strategic

Facilities Management Organization
Facilities Management Policy, Planning and Procedures
Quality-managed Facilities
Management Accounting
Purchasing Policies
Information Management System

Tactical

Property Management
Space Management
Environmental Management
Maintenance Management
Design-in-use

Operational

Improved Service Quality
Improved Communications with Users
Building Management Systems
Labour Management

tributed by researches in their research to upgrade
and improve the FM organization for a better performance. All this definitions have a great link
within one another emphasizing on the technical,
financial and management components that will
create the FM organization as a support system
and commitment for a better productivity.
2. Integration of Facilities Management
[7,8,9] mentioned in one of his article entitled
Facilities Value Management that recommend the
important tools that can assist the process of FM.
The main reason of this suggestion is to control
cost whenever facilities are seen as overhead on
the business operations. Prior to this, FM managers should identify the importance of facilities
and most probably during delivery of the support
services. Managers need to have the informational
skills to be involved in the high tech knowledge
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014

and insights into FM financial issues. [7,8,9] also
highlighted that managers are the key people in
driving the business of an organization which provide value and cost effectiveness by implementing
value management as an approach in the business.
FM is a field that helps organizations achieves
their goals by focusing on the financial terms and
monetary values that contributes to organization
effectiveness [7]. In today’s growth of FM, financial issues are given priority to develop skills and
knowledge on the competency areas such as productivity, resources, and statutory requirements
for FM globalization. Adding value to FM contributes to the overall involvement in every level
of management to be integrated for a fundamental
improvement through knowledge, skills, leadership, teamwork as well as systematic approach to
increase the FM performance. Table 2 shows the
relationship within strategic, tactical and operational as an adding value through FM that should
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be focused as a continual process, planning, monitoring and delivery that enable the business as well
as contributing to the significant of FM.
3. The Role of Facilities Management
[10] explores on his research regarding the role
of FM, purpose and the potential of FM. He has
mentioned that, in the early stage, FM is a management that belongs to manage the infrastructure
of an organization to support the core business.
Moreover, it integrates with Property Management (real estate), Property Operations and Maintenance and Office Administration. These three
fields have the basic contribution to support the
core business and the diversity of this is the financial impacts and skill requirements towards strategic atmosphere [10]. This is where; FM is given
attention to guide the organization for a long term
basis and to have the expected requirements such
as leadership, skills, knowledge, and other management aspects that will lead to support the organization at every level of management that has
been illustrated in figure 3.

long term and short term perspectives. FM managers is the main character that need to be active in the
strategic consciousness and to think strategically to
achieve organizations’ mission and vision as well as
creating a quality FM image and identity that will
be focused globally [11].
4. Strategic Framework and Models Created
by Various Researches
[11] described the importance of the operational level and strategic level that are listed below:
a. Operational level basically focus on:
– FM department interacts with operatives
– FM department communicates with core
business to identify requirements
– FM department benchmarks the existing
facilities
b. The significant of strategic level are:
– FM interacts with core to ascertain future
trends
– FM interacts with FM arena to study future
changes within FM
– Interaction between strategic and operational
facilities

Figure 3. The types of tasks and activities categorized by function and FM task characteristics [10]
[10] highlighted that FM is “a support role within an organization, must link strategically, tactically and operationally, and finally managers should
equipped with knowledge of FM to carry out their
integrated support role”. This will ensure the organization to be effective and efficient in carrying out
their best practices towards achieving the business
goals. Meanwhile, [11] emphasize that, the FM
need to be continuously providing high level operational support towards core business and a significant development that links the core business
and FM strategies for organization to balance the
806

Figure 4. A Generic FM Model [11]
In this two management level, [11] had upgraded a research on achieving strategic facilities
management through strong relationship that has
been originally created by Barrett in year 1995
with the interaction of industry partners and also
between the theoretical modeling. In this model,
[11] said that the current and future business environment was shown in the generic model that
can be a knowledge contribution to the FM orgaVolume 9 / Number 4 / 2014
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nization in the future and this scales focuses on
organization’s core business and FM is a key to
the organization’s success.
From figure 4, we can notice that there are six
principal linkages that had been created by Barret
[11]. These linkages divided into the operational
level and strategic level of the generic model. In
today’s scenario, the collaboration of strategic,
tactical and operational level is very significant to
increase the productivity of organizations. This generic model will be a guideline for the FM organizations to upgrade their best practices that will lead
to business success and innovation in their organizations respectively. [12] focused FM as a strategic
view that will add value to increase and achieve the
potential outcomes. He had also mentioned that the
strategic objective of FM “is to provide better infrastructure and logistic support to business and public
endeavors of all kinds and across all sectors”. [12]
had introduced a model entitled the generic trails
to future that consist of four competing futures for
FM which are business, people, property and information. [12] had illustrated the generic trails that
contribute to productivity, human effectiveness and
facilitating business success, identified the significant and the contributions of FM in business performances as below:
– Its contribution to objectives of an
organization and to business success
– Its support to business strategy and
operations
– Its contribution to improving productivity
of the business
– Its management of the assets of an
organization’s property portfolio
– Its impact on facility operating cost
– The effectiveness of its own FM policies
and procedures
– The quality of the working environment
– The delivery and quality of out-sourced,
part-sourced and in-sourced services
– The support it provides to the employee and
end user
– The quality of services as received by the
customer or consumer
[12] had list down the significant and contribution of FM towards business whereby the purpose
of it is to “downsize and cost cutting to improve
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014

competitiveness, corporate business performance
and shareholder benefits” that will give an impact
to the organization as well as increasing the profit
margin of the core business. [13] in the other hand
had pointed out on the business trail and people
trail that have been created by [12] whereby it has
been said that business trail is towards long term
investment which is mainly focused on the property and managing it to have the Return of Investment (ROI) in the future. People trail is basically
on the effective exploitation of people that need to
be focused towards knowledge and skills where
there are business changes globally. Prior to this,
[13] also emphasized that people trail involves networking and communication skills in order to have
the continuous improvement in every organization.
From this, professional interface was identified by
[13] which is between business and people trail in
order to focus at the FM profession that will be a
new level of thinking to upgrade the effectiveness
and efficiencies of FM field in the future.

Figure 5. FM Generic Trails to the Future [12]

Figure 6. The resource Model of Strategic FM [12]
Figure 6 illustrated by [12] with the interfaces
that has been created by [13] in order to have a bet807
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ter perspective for the FM profession in the future.
These interfaces are significant to guide the FM
managers to be quality professionals and focuses
on the characteristic such as interpersonal, informational and decisional that supports the business
objectives. According to [7,8,9] FM contributes
to business environment that needs a collaborative
strategy among leaders to have the knowledge
and understanding as well as experience that will
lead to the upgrading of the FM industry. Prior to
this, [7,8,9], emphasized that “strong leadership
is needed to prosper the FM industry whereby, improving customer satisfaction and re-engineering
business process (BPR) will lead to success”.
5. Way forward
Effective FM contributes to the successfulness
of an organization technically and non-technically. It is stated that FM can be applied at every level
of organization towards guiding the organization
in achieving the objectives of core business and to
increase the profit margin by increasing the customer satisfaction index (CSI). Prior to this, more
conceptual frameworks need to be introduced
within the theoretical ground as guidance for the
FM organization in the future. Knowledge contribution and education for FM need to be improved
to have quality human talent, styles and standards
in the FM field that can be recognized globally.
Best practices and policies are equally important
in FM to achieve the sustainable FM projects as
well as the effective approaches in the FM that
contributes to the productivity, performance, financial, business environment, innovation, health
and safety. It is hope that, this review will create
awareness for those in the FM industry and as a
guideline for other upcoming researches to create and upgrade frameworks respectively to support the FM industry. The knowledge in FM is
very wide and global and FM managers should be
aware of this knowledge chain to produce quality
organization and deliver quality service that fulfills the customers’ expectations. FM frameworks
and models that have been discussed in this paper
will be a knowledge contribution to upgrade the
effectiveness and efficiencies of FM organization
by implementing this knowledge in their FM business. Besides quality services and changes in FM
808

industry can be an innovative way to achieve the
business continuity and improve the image of FM
organization respectively.
6. Conclusion
To create an effective FM, organization need to
have a strong leadership that covers interpersonal,
informational and decisional characteristic that will
sustain the FM field. For that, FM need to have
quality human talent that covers overall management aspects and FM frameworks that plays an important phase in every organization to amplify the
profit margin and business productivity in the future. From the review it is identified that FM need
to have the collaboration of strategic, tactical and
operational level to improve the efficiencies of FM
gradually that will lead to innovation and business
success towards the transformational environment.
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Abstract
This study is designed to develop a conceptual
model based on Structural Equation Modelling
(SEM) to determine the teaching methods that influence the acquisition of employability skills of
mechanical engineering trades at technical college
level. Descriptive survey research design was utilized in carrying out the study. One hundred and
forty five (145) mechanical engineering trades’
teachers in the technical colleges in north central
states of Nigeria responded to a structured questionnaire addressing the research question and its
corresponding hypothesis. A conceptual model
developed consisted of five (5) observed variables
that will serve as the most significant determinant
of the teaching methods that influence the acquisition of employability skills of mechanical engineering trades at technical college level were identified. It was recommended that the model should be
adopted in the teaching of mechanical engineering
trades for effectively teaching and learning and the
acquisition of employability skills of the students.
Key words: Modelling, Teaching Methods,
Employability Skills, Mechanical Engineering
trades, Technical College.
Introduction
The 21st century modern economy needs highly
trained and skilled human capital. Technical vocational institutions are required to turn out qualified
graduates to meet the needs of employers and national development through inculcation of generic
employability skills. Employability skills are group
of skills which help in supporting the ability of an
individual to perform effectively in the workplace.
810

The employability skills consists of basic skills,
thinking skills, resource skills, information skills,
interpersonal skills, system and technology skills
and personal qualities [1] . Employability skill is a
group of important skills instilled in each individual
in order to produce productive workforce, Overtoom [2]. This is parallel with individuals who have
strong characteristics such as a high sense of selfinnovative, productive, skilful, and competitive, a
strong sense of determination, and creative in facing
the challenges of the nation as well as globalization
in the 21st century. Technical Vocational Education
(TVE) teachers’ needs to use the right method of
instruction in order inculcate employability skills to
the students to enable them to be employable at the
end of the completion of their program.
In Nigeria technical colleges are regarded as
the principal vocational institutions. They give full
vocational training intended to prepare students for
entry into various trade areas. The technical colleges are established to produce craftsmen at the
craft (secondary) level and master craftsmen at the
advance craft (post- secondary) level. According
to National Board for Technical Education [3] the
programs of technical colleges are classified into
related trades, which includes mechanical engineering trades, electrical/electronic trades, construction
trades, miscellaneous trades and business trades.
However, the ultimate goal of training mechanical
engineering trades students at technical college level is for the acquisition of knowledge, attitude and
marketable skills for sustainable development. The
training of the students is based on the production
of skilful individuals who are proficient in production of goods and services that are not only relevant
to themselves but to the society [4]. The acquisition
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014
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of a life-long or employable skills calls for effective
and efficient teaching methods and the utilization
of improved and standard instructional facilities,
to ensure the production of desired quality of the
graduates with enterprising skills. The quality of the
teachers and the utilization of the right method of
teaching by the teachers play an important role in
the acquisition of employable skills of the students.
It is on this basis that the study is design to identify the teaching methods that has significant influence on the acquisition of employability skills of
mechanical engineering trades at technical college
level in north central states of Nigeria.
Objective of the study
The main purpose of this study is to develop
a conceptual model for the identification of the
teaching methods that influence the acquisition
of employability skills of mechanical engineering
trades program at technical college level in Nigeria. Specifically, Structural Equation Modelling
(SEM) was utilized to analyze the quantitative
data collected from the respondents that participated in the research. The teaching methods that
were considered in the study includes: demonstration method, lecture method, discussion method,
problem based learning, work based learning,
project based learning, computer based instruction, simulation, field trip, context based learning,
student centered method of teaching and tutorials
and seminar method.
Research Design
Descriptive survey research design was utilized for data collection in the technical colleges
in north central states of Nigeria. Analysis involving correlations was done on the initial model to
verify significant influence of observed variables
on the unobserved variable. A hypothesized initial
measurement model was tested for fit indices and
compared against the default model.
Sample and Sampling Technique
Simple random sampling techniques was used
to select 16 out 28 technical colleges offering mechanical engineering trades in the technical colleges
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014

in north central states of Nigeria. A sample of 145
respondents was selected using a purposive sampling technique from the 16 technical colleges that
were utilized as sample for the study. Only institutions owned and controlled by the Federal and State
Government of Nigeria based on their similar and
harmonised characteristics in admission, curriculum and graduation requirements were involved in
the selection of respondents for this research. Purposive sampling technique was employed in that,
only teachers teaching mechanical engineering related trades were involved in the study.
Data Collection Instrument
A 24 items questionnaire was initially developed and was modified to 12-items, using 5 –point
rating scale after validation and pilot study. The
questionnaire developed comprised of significant
approach considered determinants of the teaching
methods that influence the acquisition of employability skills of mechanical engineering trades. A
questionnaire was utilized in the collection of data
on the opinions of mechanical engineering trades
teachers at technical college level in north central
states of Nigeria.
Result
The research question with its corresponding hypothesis that guided the conduct of the research was answered and tested respectively. The
research question reads; (What are the teaching
methods that influence the acquisition of employability skills? H01 There is no significant difference in the teaching methods that influence the
acquisition of employability skills of mechanical
engineering trades students).
Structural Equation Modelling Using
Analysis of Moment of Structures
Analysis of Moment of Structures (AMOS) is
one of the most powerful and user friendly Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) software that enables the user to support their research and theories
by extending standard multivariate analysis methods, factor analysis, regression, correlation, as well
as analysis of variance [5]. It is therefore imperative
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to use AMOS in order to identify the important areas based on their level of contribution and retained
and also eliminate those areas that do not contribute
to the model fitness. SEM is used to show the relationship that exist between the determinants, variables and the latent variable in order to enable us
come up with the structure of the model and how
observed variables relates within and between them
and major variable (latent variable).
Model Evaluation
The model was evaluated using chi- square
(X ), degree of freedom (df), significance level (p <
0.05), and covariance statistics. Other parameters
such as Goodness of Fit Index (GFI), Tuker Lewis
Index (TLI), and Comparative Fit Index (CFI) are
shown to explain the variance. Root Mean Square
Residual (RMR) and Root Mean Square Error of
Approximation (RMSEA) were provided to describe mean covariance residual and fit index precision respectively. Measurement model was then
tested using SPSS- AMOS version 18. Chi- square
(X2), df, GFI, CFI, RMSEA, TLI and P standard
values (Table 1) were used for comparison to determine the fitness or other wise of both the initial
measurement model and the modified model.
2

Figure 1. Initial Measurement Model of the
Teaching Methods on the Acquisition of Employabilty Skills.
The model revealed that the teaching methods
that influence the acquisition of employability
skills consist of twelve variables. The result of the
Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA), using the
Path Analysis (PA) indicated that the result did not
comply with the acceptable limits of goodness of fit
(CHI-SQUARE (X2) = 172.136, DF = 55, RATIO
= X2/DF = 3.130, P = .000, GFI = .667, IFI=.696,
TLI = .625, CFI = .689, RMSEA = .122 and NFI
= .610). Hence, no indicator in the standardized
estimates, fit well to the corresponding data of 145
respondents. Therefore, the initial measurement

Table 1. Default Model Fit Indices
No
1.
2
3
4
5
6
7

Model Fit Indices
Chi- square (X )/df
Goodness of Fit (GFI)
Incremental Fit Index (IFI)
Tukers- Lewis Index (TLI)
Comparative Fix Index (CFI)
Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA)
Non-normed Fix Index (NFI)
2

Range Values
< 3.00
≥ 0.9
≥ 0.9
≥ 0.9
≥ 0.9
≥ 0.9
≥ 0.9

Table 2. Standardized Estimates of the Initial Measurement Model of the Teaching Methods that Influence
the Acquisition of Employabilty Skills.
No
1.
2
3
4
5
6
7
812

Model Fit Indices
Chi- square (X )/df
Goodness of Fit (GFI)
Incremental Fit Index (IFI)
Tukers- Lewis Index (TLI)
Comparative Fix Index (CFI)
Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA)
Non-normed Fix Index (NFI)
2

Computed Values
3.13
0.84
0.70
0.63
0.69
0.12
0.61

Range Values
< 3.00
≥ 0.9
≥ 0.9
≥ 0.9
≥ 0.9
≥ 0.9
≥ 0.9

P

0.00
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model should be re-adjusted or trimmed and rerun in order to develop a good model fit. Therefore, the issue of which and how many variables
should be removed from an initial measurement
model involves iterative sequences before achieving the proper model that complies and fits well to
the data at p = 0.05. All relevant indicators such as
multivariate normalities, standardized residuals,
covariance, modification indices and outliers must
be specifically examined and properly treated in
order to obtain a good measurement model.
Table 3 shows the normalities of the initial
measurement model of the teaching methods that
influence the acquisition of employability skills.
Ideally each variable should be approximately
normal in univariate distribution when the skew-

ness and kurtosis range between -1 to +1. This in
indicate that the univariate normal distribution
were achieved.
The standardized residual covariance analysis
in Table 4 indicated that the maximum residual covariance between a pair of variable is 0.96 in absolute value. For a proper model, most standardized residuals covariance should be less than two
(2.00) in absolute value.
The covariance analysis in Table 5 suggests that
e12 was correlated to several other measurement
errors (e10, e9, e2, and e1) the chi- square statistics might reduce to a certain amount as shown in
the column Par Change. Deleting these observed
factors might increase the chi-square statistics to
an acceptable limit of good model fit.

Table 3. Normality of Initial Measurement Model of the Teaching Methods that Influence the Acquisition of Employability Skills.
Variable
tmies12
tmies11
tmies10
tmies9
tmies8
tmies7
tmies6
tmies5
tmies4
tmies3
tmies2
tmies1
Multivariate

min
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

max
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000

skew
.162
.639
.593
.672
.581
.203
.456
.192
-.062
-.014
.161
-.120

c.r.
.795
3.140
2.913
3.303
2.855
1.000
2.240
.944
-.303
-.071
.791
-.590

kurtosis
-.548
-.479
-.530
-.549
-.520
-1.000
-.190
.085
-.417
-.765
-.363
-.505
53.552

c.r.
-1.348
-1.178
-1.302
-1.350
-1.279
-2.514
-.466
.209
-1.025
-1.881
-.891
-1.240
17.590

Table 4. Standardized Residual Covariance of Initial Measurement Model of the Teaching Methods that
Influence the Acquisition of Employability Skills.
tmies 12
tmies 11
tmies 10
tmies9
tmies8
tmies7
tmies6
tmies5
tmies4
tmies3
tmies2
tmies1

tmies 12 tmies 11
-.975
-.509
-.773
-.202
-.828
-.171
-.080
-1.384 -1.915
-1.255 -1.479
-1.889 -.054
-2.383 -2.118
-2.042 -3.384
-1.223 -.614
-3.272 -.819
-4.573 -3.020
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tmies 10 tmies9 tmies8 tmies7 tmies6 tmies5 tmies4 tmies3 tmies2 tmies1

-1.399
-1.850
-1.726
-2.036
-1.888
-2.140
-1.905
-3.006
-1.325
-3.612

-1.268
-2.021
-2.420
-1.203
-1.609
-1.506
.096
-1.067
-4.867

-1.827
-1.059
-2.566
-1.672
-2.018
-2.379
-2.267
-4.691

-1.726
-2.000
-2.377
-2.302
-1.040
-1.480
-4.653

-1.071
-.223
-1.697
-1.457
-.183
-3.034

-1.088
-.624 -1.317
-.921 -.250 -.608
.030
.128
.164 -.508
-3.284 -3.123 -2.165 -1.932 -4.579
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Table 5. Covariance of Initial Measurement Model of the Teaching Methods that Influence the
Acquisition of Employability Skills.
e10
e9
e9
e7
e5
e4
e3
e3
e3
e2
e1
e1
e1

<-->
<-->
<-->
<-->
<-->
<-->
<-->
<-->
<-->
<-->
<-->
<-->
<-->

e12
e12
e11
e8
e6
e11
e10
e9
e8
e12
TMIES
e12
e9

M.I.
6.501
5.554
4.470
12.982
4.513
12.248
8.851
4.297
4.060
10.638
23.622
6.923
7.521

Par Change
.206
.215
.211
.226
.124
-.273
-.248
.195
-.151
-.250
-.460
-.244
-.260

Figure 2. Modified Measurement Model of the
Teaching Methods that Influence the Acquisition
of Employabilty Skills.

Figure 2 shows the modified measurement model where all the values fit well to the empirical data
(CHI-SQUARE (X2) = 11.323, DF = 5, RATIO =
X2/DF = 2.265, P = 0.45, GFI = .969, IFI=.960,
TLI = .918, CFI = .959, RMSEA = .094 and NFI
= .931) Standardized estimates indicate that these
items were converged to the teaching methods that
influence the acquisition of employabilty skills of
METs students in the technical colleges.

The strongest farctor loading, or the most ueful indicator of teaching methods that influence
the acquisition of employabilty skills of METs
students in the technical colleges is tmies8 (simulation), tmies7 (computer based instruction),
tmies10 (context based learning), tmies9 (fieldtrip)
and tmies11 (the use of student centred method of
teaching) in which the maximum likelihood estimate in the text output showed the regression
weights and variances had significant t-value.
Table 7 shows the comprehensive features of
such measures which were based on the data collected from 145 METs teachers in the technical

Table 6. Standardized Estimates of the Initial Modified Measurement Model of the Teaching Methods
that Influence the Acquisition of Employabilty Skills.
No
1.
2
3
4
5
6
7

Model Fit Indices
Chi- square (X )/df
Goodness of Fit (GFI)
Incremental Fit Index (IFI)
Tukers- Lewis Index (TLI)
Comparative Fix Index (CFI)
Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA)
Non-normed Fix Index (NFI)
2

Computed Values
2.27
0.97
0.96
0.92
0.96
0.09
0.93

Range Values
< 3.00
≥ 0.9
≥ 0.9
≥ 0.9
≥ 0.9
≥ 0.9
≥ 0.9

P

0.45

Table 7. Cronbach’s Alpha Reliability Results of the the Teaching Methods that Influence the Acquisition of Employabilty Skills
tmies7
tmies8
tmies9
tmies10
tmies11
814

Simulation
Computer based instruction
Context based is learning
Fieldtrip
Student centred method

Mean
3.26
2.74
2.54
2.63
2.41

Std. Deviation
1.14
1.10
1.24
1.12
1.23

Cronbach’s Alpha

0.74
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colleges. The reliability of the particular variables
that converged to the teaching methods that influence the acquisition of employabilty skills of
METs students in the technical colleges was tested
using SPSS for Windows Version 20. The result
showed that the value of Cronbach’s Alpha was
0.74 and the standard deviation was greater than
1.00. This result shows that the items have good
internal consistency and were capable of measuring the teaching methods that influences the acquisition of employabilty skills.
Table 8 shows the standardized residual covariance of the modified measurement model of the
teaching methods that influence the acquisition of
employability skills. All the absolute values were
less than 2.000 which imply that the measurement
model fits well to the empirical data and was appropriately developed.
Table 9 shows the value of the critical ratio
and kurtosis of the raw data. Ideally, every variable should be approximately normal in univariate
distribution when the skewness and kurtosis coefficient ranges between -1 to +1. Therefore, the
critical ratio for the multivariate normalities was
far beyond the cut-off of (1.96) of multivariate
normal distribution. This analysis is required as
part of an effort to ensure high reliability of the
variables before testing any measurement model.
Most of the variables converged to the teaching
methods that influence the acquisition of employ-

ability skills were considered as having good
skewness and kurtosis for univariate normality.
Discussion

Figure 3. Conceptual Model for the Teaching
Methods that Influence the Acquisition of Employability Skills
Five important teaching methods were found
worthy of consideration as the most important
teaching methods that influence the acquisition
of employability skills of mechanical engineering
trades at technical college level. Employability
skills are referred to the basic skills and capabili-

Table 8. Standardized Residual Covariance of the Modified Measurement Model of the Teaching Methods that Influence the Acquisition of Employability Skills.
tmies11
tmies10
tmies9
tmies8
tmies7

tmies11
.000
.824
1.819
-.774
-.146

tmies10

tmies9

tmies8

tmies7

.000
.374
-.059
-.316

.000
-.149
-.545

.000
.309

.000

Table 9. Normality of the Modified Measurement Model of the Teaching Methods that Influence the
Acquisition of Employability Skills.
Variable
tmies11
tmies10
tmies9
tmies8
tmies7
Multivariate

min
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
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max
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000

skew
.639
.593
.672
.581
.203

c.r.
3.140
2.913
3.303
2.855
1.000

kurtosis
-.479
-.530
-.549
-.520
-1.000
10.093

c.r.
-1.178
-1.302
-1.350
-1.279
-2.514
7.263
815
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ties that are needed from an individual to enable
him get, operate and function in any job. The skills
are complementary to technical skills that are required for a particular job. Employability skills
are basically not related to technical or academic
performance but are more attached to traditional
notion of intelligence and emotional intelligence
[6]. However, the findings of the study revealed
that simulation, computer based instruction, context based is learning, fieldtrip and student centred method of teaching are the most significant
predictor of teaching methods that influence employability skills of mechanical engineering trades
students. [7] expressed the need of TVE graduates
to acquire such skills for them to effectively fit in
into the modern industries. Therefore, suggested
the use of suitable teaching methods in order to develop and enhance the employability skills of the
students worldwide. Similarly, [8] also supported
the importance of having equipping the graduates
of TVE programs with appropriate generic skills
and personal qualities for employment through the
efforts of adequate and proper teaching methods
in combined with the efforts of the industries, academics as well as students themselves.
However, the main goal of teaching TVE subjects is to impart knowledge and skills to students
through theoretical and practical means for the
purpose of training individuals for the world of
work. In spite of this, it is unfortunate that in Nigeria the trend has always been negative due to several factors such as ineffective teaching methods
by the teachers and inadequate instructional materials which affect the real concepts of methods
of teaching and learning negatively [9]. The most
common approach to teaching in TVE institutions
especially in technical colleges in Nigeria is a situation whereby the teacher stands in the front of the
class and gives verbal explanations to the students
while the students become listeners and take note
from the board, this type of approach is usually
practice in all subjects that even needed group or
team work [10].
[11] reported that, in recent years in TVE, the
teaching and learning processes are still being traditional without any amendment in the teaching
approaches. The mechanical engineering trades
teachers in technical colleges are entrusted with the
duty of preparing and training students to acquire
816

the necessary skills so as to assume some specific
roles in their workplace which should be focused
and directed towards the development of skills, attitudes and work-related knowledge. Similarly, in
a study conducted by [11] who believed that in a
knowledge-based economy, teaching approaches
must be geared towards developing students’ ability to “learn to re-learn”; to apply, to use, to disseminate and be innovative; to be able to adapt,
synchronize information and respond to various
changes. Therefore, the teachers should explore
approved methods and practices for the teaching
of TVE subjects especially mechanical engineering trades in technical colleges in Nigeria.
Conclusion
The acquisition of employability skills in TVE
especially mechanical engineering trades is a major factor in the design of TVE programs. TVE is
knowledge, skill and technology driven. It empowers students with employable skills and job
creation potentials leading to poverty reduction.
The acquisition of employable skills empowers
the students with competence to practice, create,
develop and establish self in the work place. Skills
acquisition by students can only be achieved where
the training institutions have competent and experienced teachers that adopt effective and efficient
instructional methods. In conclusion, the conceptual model is recommended for proper adoption to
various technical colleges that offered mechanical
engineering trades in Nigeria for effective teaching and learning to take place to enable the students to acquire the employability skills for gainful employment in the labor market.
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Abstract
The demands for effective online formative
knowledge assessment (OFKA) tools are growing
over the recent years and made OFKA an important process within educational setups especially,
in higher education environments. This trend has
resulted in the development of a variety of assessment tools and techniques to support the various
forms of online assessments. This research work
added a novel method to the fleet of OFKA tools.
This work is aimed to explore the procedures to
develop an innovative OFKA method and to investigate its impact by conducting experiments.
As a result, a new method, namely Collapsed
Concept Map Game (CCMG) was proposed, designed, developed and tested. 230 students were
participated in this research. The major data collection techniques used in this work are: Class
Test; the proposed CCMG assessment method and
a survey. The results were statistically analyzed by
using the Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test and Paired
t-test. The outcomes of this work are promising towards facilitating the students with a game based
online formative knowledge assessment task.
Key words: Knowledge Assessment, Concept
Map, Collapsed Concept Map Game, Online Assessment
1. Introduction
Generally, the types of students admitted to
higher education programmes especially to engineering programmes are more diverse. The
summative assessment in higher education environments does not have a provision of chances
to improve in case of a failure. The students require more support during the learning process
in the form of feedback and guidance about how
818

to improve learning. In order to identify the slow
learners in the early stages, formative assessments
will be more useful. It provides feedback on their
learning but the marks will not be considered for
final grade thus encourage and guide the students
towards better learning.
The success of any formative assessment method relies on the feedback it provides to its users.
The existing OFKA methods such as multiple
choice questions, quizzes, assignments etc., are
found time consuming and also with a poor or seldom feedback mechanism. Further to this, they are
given less important as they fail to create interest
among the students and motivate them. This issue
is also considered as one of the important challenges that needed to be addressed.
The above challenges necessitate the need for
developing innovative approaches with interesting factors to attract students to actively take part
in assessments. In this work, an innovative OFKA
approach was developed using gaming principles
and concept map (CM) called Collapsed Concept
Map Game (CCMG).
Rest of this paper is organized as follows; Section 2 discusses the related works reported in this
research domain, section 3 presents the materials
and methods used in this research work, section 4
presents the results and discussion, section 5 concludes the paper.
2. Related Works
Formative Assessment concentrates on gauging the knowledge acquired by learners during the
course periodically. Today, most of the researchers
in the domain of education concentrate more on
formative assessment than summative assessment.
Few researchers proposed concept map as a tool for
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014
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formative assessment both in the classroom as well
as online. Novak [1] had introduced and also used
concept maps as medium to analyze the knowledge
structure of students during the learning process.
Though CMs are proved to be effective as instructional, learning and assessment tool, many
challenges and difficulties have been reported.
Recent literature studies [2],[3] reveal that CMs
are effective in teaching, learning as well as assessment processes.
CMs were used in the classrooms as an instructional tools as well as assessment tool. Many researchers reported the effective usage of CM as
learning assessment tool. Further, with the advents
of the ICT, CM based assessment took new facets.
CMs have been used in computer based assessments and also web based assessments
There has been a significant amount of growth
in the studies that were carried out based on CM as
Assessment tool in the classroom environment. As
evidenced CMs have been used measure the structure of declarative knowledge in the form of multiple-choice, short-answer and concept maps provide
valid evidence [4]. CMs have been used to measure
the change took place in knowledge structure and to
measure the sensitivity of pre-and post-instruction
in the undergraduate Marketing Principles course
[5], to measure the understanding of the learners
[6]. CMs have also been used for measuring the
student satisfaction in the classroom as part of the
assessment process [7]. Canas et al [2] reviewed
articles on the applications of the CMs in various
other domains like government settings, business
and knowledge management.
The introduction of web based software tools
for concept mapping opened the avenues for researchers to focus on the usage CMs in e-learning.
The CMs have been widely used by many researchers in the e-learning context. [18] contributed a handy number of works that reported the use
of web-based CM as an assessment tool for the
students. They presented COMPASS, a web-based
concept map assessment tool, which aimed at providing support to assessment as well as learning
online. CMs were used to gauge the knowledge
level of the students focusing on the propositions
in the maps created, in various assessment tasks
during the process of learning [8] and to obtain automated feedback to support reflection in concept
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014

mapping [9]. CMs also used in mobile devices to
assess the knowledge of the students [7].
The major issues related to the usage of CMs
are; the time consumption for creating the maps and
evaluating them. These issues were solved by introducing computerized concept mapping tools. The
availability of free and licensed softwares helps the
educators to perform automated/semi automated
creation and evaluation of the maps with respect
to its concepts, relations and hierarchical structure
[8], [10], [11], [12], [13], [5]. This opens avenues
for utilizing the CMs to conduct formative assessments with ease. But from the literature study, it
was found untapped research problems towards integrating computer game with CMs for OFKA.
3. Methods and Materials
From the literature survey, it was found that, the
formative knowledge assessment provided in the
form of games has great potential for further research. Hence, an online formative knowledge assessment system by name Online Assessment Management System (OAMS) has been designed and
developed. OAMS has been tailored as a concept
map game using a novel method namely Collapsed
Concept Map Game (CCMG). As an outcome, the
CCMG method for assessing the students’ knowledge is implemented as a module in an Online Assessment Management System (OAMS). An experimental research was carried out in order to test the
impact of the proposed method.
Major data gathering techniques utilized for
this work were, trail of CCMG method, Class Test
(CT) and a survey questionnaire. The marks from
CCMG and CT were analyzed statistically using
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS)
version 16.0 for Windows was carried out subsequent to the experimentation. The Cronbach’s
alpha test, Wilcoxon signed-ranks test and paired
t-test were involved in the analysis. Further, the
survey data were analyzed to measure the impact
of the methods in terms of usefulness of CCMG
and willingness to use CCMG further.
Participants for this study were chosen using
purposive sampling technique. A total of 230 students from three undergraduate and two post graduate classes took part in the study.
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3.1 Research design
This research focuses on collaboration of a
quantitative method and a follow-up qualitative
method. Firstly, this research work utilized Class
Test (CT) and CCMG methods as OFKA. Secondly, it used a survey questionnaire to obtain the
views of the students on the proposed CCMG. The
trial of CCMG is used to collect numerical data
to investigate students’ performance on the chosen courses. The usage of survey questionnaires
is to collect qualitative data to determine students’
views on the usefulness of the proposed methods.
The use of both quantitative and qualitative research methods is called mixed research design.
This research design provides several benefits.
It aids to collect a broad range of views and supports to the findings. The usage of quantitative and
qualitative research methods increases the acceptance of findings and conclusions of the students.
3.2 Participants
For this study, Purposive sampling technique
was employed to select the samples for both the
quantitative and qualitative method. The number of
participants selected for the study was 230. The students were selected through the purposive sampling
technique. The details of the participants are as follows; these students are selected from various undergraduate (UG) programmes such as B.E./B.Tech
and a Post Graduate (PG) programme namely, Master of Computer Applications (MCA) of a private
institute of engineering education in the territory.
The subjects chosen for the study were Electronic
Commerce (for III MCA group and IT group) and
Software Engineering (for II MCA group and III
CSE group) and for the Biotech group, an elective
course by the name Environmental Science was
chosen. All the courses considered for this work are
three-credit compulsory courses for the students.
To brief about the students, the PG students are
from different UG background i.e. they join MCA
after completing undergraduate programme with
mathematics as a course. Students are admitted to
the UG programme after their higher secondary
school (10 + 2 scheme). It is assumed that almost
all of them are having a minimal computer literacy
to take part in the research work.
820

Typically, the students had to attend four faceto-face classes per week for every course. Each
class lasted for 50 minutes. At the end of every
week they had to take the assessment for the topics
covered in that week concerned.
3.3 Materials
3.3.1 Online Assessment Management System
(OAMS)
The OAMS is a web based application that involves concept map and gaming principles with
an aim to assist the educators and students towards
effective learning in their course. OAMS is developed to perform OFKA using CMs as assessment
games. This type of assessment can be served as
an investigator on the students’ understanding in
order to keep their learning on the right track. In
addition, the user friendly interfaces of OAMS
provide easy to use services for creating and taking the assessment. This helps to reduce the time
consumed in creating the map.
To access the OAMS, each student was required
to register with the system. The educators are authorized to add the students to the system and register
them with the courses chosen for the assessment.
The educators are allowed to create the assessments
by adding the details like the subject, topic of the
assessment, start date and end date and then to create a concept map for the assessment. An email will
be sent to each student registered for that course
along with the announcement details. The students
will then try to log on to the systems by providing
the user id and password. If accepted, the student
is allowed to visit the user’s home page where they
are allowed to perform the following actions; view
profile, update profile and view tests (where the announcements of the assessments listed). As mentioned earlier, the announcement contains the topic,
description, instruction, start date and end date.
Then the students can choose to launch test option
which will take them to the assessment game environment. As the concepts and relations play a vital
role in the proposed assessment methods, they are
randomized each time when the game is played by
a student to avoid or reduce cheating.
After its construction, CCMG was experimented with a group of students selected for the assessVolume 9 / Number 4 / 2014
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ments. The analyses of the students’ marks in the
assessment were analyzed to ensure the reliability. The Cronbach’s alpha was calculated to see
the reliability coefficient of assessment methods.
Further, the data collected were analyzed using the
Wilcoxon signed-ranks test and Paired t- test for
comparing the performance of the students in the
proposed CCMG method and CT.
Wilcoxon signed-rank test is a non parametric
statistical analysis tool that compares the related
samples. This test was developed to compare repeated measures of a same sample under two different conditions which is called repeated-measure
design. In this work a repeated-measures design
was used such that a student’s performance using
class test and proposed CCMG method investigated using paired sample analysis. The goal of
repeated-measures design is to determine whether
a student’s performance is changed significantly
across conditions. An alternate to the Wilcoxon
t-test is the Paired t-test which is a parametric
statistical analysis tool that compares the related
samples. This test compares the measure of a
same student’s score in two different formative assessments. This test investigates the difference of
mean values for significant change.
The CCMG is an online assessment method
used to assess the students’ level of learning. The
marks along with the analysis were used to assist
the educators and students in performing effective
learning. Hence, this kind of assessment does not
need very high reliability coefficients. A reliability coefficient of .50 to .65 may be sufficient [14].
The applications of a familiar computer software
namely Statistical Package for the Social Sciences
(SPSS) version 16.0 for Windows, was employed
in the statistical analyses.
3.4 Survey Questionnaire
The survey questionnaire aims to collect data
regarding students’ views toward the use of the
CCMG and CTG through OAMS in their courses.
Survey as a research instrument, is considered to
be the most appropriate for measuring different
viewpoints of participants [10]. The survey questions are defined as either open-ended or close
ended questions. Survey questionnaire is suitable
for the analysis of a large group of participants
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014

[12]. The answers to the questionnaire are presented in the form of the Likert scales to obtain
the views or responses of the participants.
3.4.1 Development of the questionnaire
The students using the OAMS were administered the survey questionnaire at the end of both
assessment trials. The questionnaires are prepared
as post-questionnaires, which were designed in
the format of Likert scales. The questionnaires
were constructed by the researcher which included trials of items to obtain the opinions about the
proposed OFKA assessments. The content in both
questionnaires was not identical. The questionnaire for CCMG method consisted of 6 closedended items which contained question items relevant to investigate the students’ perceptions of the
usefulness of the CCMG method and usefulness
of the feedback that was provided by the system.
The questionnaire was written in plain English.
The CCMG survey questionnaire was constructed to have six items by following 5 point
Likert scale in order to obtain the views of students
on the aspects like the usefulness of the approach,
willingness to use further, the impact of the approach and usefulness of the feedback provided
and few other relevant parameters. The items
were provided with following options; Strongly
Agree (5), Agree (4), Neutral (3), Disagree (2) and
Strongly Disagree (1)
The respondents to the CCMG survey questionnaires were the purposive sample (students)
selected from different disciplines of study (N =
230). Among the 230 students, 160 students were
belonging to three undergraduate programmes and
70 students were belonging to post graduate programme. It was anticipated that the students’ view
toward the use of the OAMS (use of CCMG) as
OFKA would motivate positively towards active
participation. The data obtained from the questionnaire were used to identify and compare the
students’ view on the usefulness of the methods
and feedback provided by the system.
3.5 Procedure for data collection
The procedure to collect the data was decided
as follows. The research work is carried out in the
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host institution where the researcher is currently
working. The institution is a self financing Engineering Education institution offering courses on
various engineering disciplines. The students selected for the research work were introduced with
concept mapping and CMs. They were given adequate training in creating CMs manually. Then
the students were introduced with the OAMS. All
the functionalities of OAMS were explained to the
students and students were allowed to explore and
experience the functionalities of OAMS.
The quantitative data collection was carried out
in three stages: the Class Test, the trial of CCMG
and survey. During the class test stage, the students
attended the traditional regular class test as part of
the formative assessment activities. In the second
stage CCMG was experimented with the students.
An OFKA was conducted through OAMS using
the CCMG method.
4. Results and Discussion
This section reports the results of comparisons
of all the students’ (N=230) performance in the
conventional class test (CT) with the students’
performance in the CCMG method of OFKA.
This analysis aims to detect whether OFKA serves
as a tool for students to assist them in self analysis
as well as to have effective learning. The comparison between CT and CCMG performance is performed to investigate the students’ achievement.
4.1 Comparison of Overall Mean Values
To begin the analysis the reliability coefficient
for the performance data was calculated. The
Cronbach’s Alpha was considered for analyzing
the reliability of the data. According to [14], a
reliability coefficient of .50 to .65 is acceptable.
However the alpha calculated for this data was
.753. The overall mean of CT, M=26.90 and SD
was 5.69 while CCMG’s overall mean was M =
32.80 and SD was 6.77. The median of CT was
25.0 and CCMG was 29.0. The item wise statistics
are given in Table.1 and Figure.1 represents the
comparison of overall mean values.
The comparison result reveals that descriptively the overall mean value of the CCMG marks was
a little higher than the overall mean score of the
822

CT marks. This implies that CCMG has positive
impact in the performance of the students than the
traditional CT.
Table 1. Descriptive statistics for Class Test and
CCMG (N=230)
Test
CT
CCMG

Mean
26.9043
32.8000

Std. Deviation
5.69298
6.77486

N
230
230

Figure 1. Comparison of overall mean of CT and
CCMG
As mentioned earlier this work aimed at investigating the use of Concept Map (CM) based
formative knowledge assessment methods. To
achieve this, the following hypotheses were tested
using the statistical techniques mentioned earlier
in this paper.
4.2 Test Hypotheses:
Null (H0): Students’ performance in CT is better than CCMG ( median CT > median CCMG)
Alternative (H1): Students’ performance in
CCMG is better than CT (median CCMG > median CT)
Both null and alternative hypotheses were tested with the data collected by trialing the CCMG
method along with CT as FKA methods and the
results were compared statistically. The data collected from students of all the branches of study involved in this research work. The quantitative data
from the class test of the all the groups (N=230)
was analyzed using the statistical techniques. The
mean, standard deviation and reliability measures
were considered for the analysis.
The reliability measure was calculated for both
the Class Test (CT) marks and the proposed FKA
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014
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method Collapsed Concept Map Game (CCMG)
marks. Further, the marks were analyzed using the
Wilcoxon Signed –Rank Test and Paired t- test.
As mentioned earlier the Cronbach’s Alpha value
calculated for individual groups were: IT : 0.858;
CSE : 0.708; BioTech 0.711 ; II MCA : 0.782 and
III MCA : 0.833.All the values fall in the acceptance range specified by Ruder & Schafer [14] and
they are acceptable. As the Cronbach’s Alpha values acceptable and so data collected from the CT
and CCMG tests.
The descriptive statistics for the marks of individual group are calculated and the same is presented in
Table 2. For IT group, the mean of CT, M=25.77
and standard deviation SD = 6.07 while CCMG’s
mean M = 29.61 and standard deviation SD = 6.90.
The median of CT was 25.0 and CCMG was 29.0.
For the CSE group the mean of CT, M=27.92
and standard deviation SD = 5.30 while CCMG’s
mean M = 35.98 and standard deviation SD =
5.29. The median of CT was 25.0 and CCMG was
29.0. Similarly, for the BioTech group the mean of
CT, M=26.14 and standard deviation SD = 6.15
while CCMG’s mean M = 32.04 and standard deviation SD = 7.12. The median of CT was 26.0
and CCMG was 34.0. The II MCA group’s mean
of CT, M=27.70 and standard deviation SD = 5.08.
While CCMG’s mean M = 35.59 and standard
deviation SD = 4.68. The median of CT was 27.0
and CCMG was 36.0. Similarly, the III MCA
group’s CT and CCMG marks were analyzed descriptively. The mean of CT, M=26.88 and standard deviation SD = 5.74 while CCMG’s mean

M = 30.33 and standard deviation SD = 7.07. The
median of CT was 28.0 and CCMG was 32.0.
The descriptive results prove that the students
tend to perform better in CCMG than the CT irrespective of their branch and subjects. One thing
noticed was that the subjects chosen for this work
are all theoretical subjects.
Further to this, the marks of the individual
groups were analyzed using the Wilcoxon SignedRank test, which is an efficient technique that calculates the ranks by comparing the two related
samples. Here, the CT and CCMG marks were the
samples used for the analysis. The analysis was
aimed at investigating whether or not the students’
performance is better in CCMG. The results are
shown in Table 3. Out of the 66 students in IT
Group there were 53 positive ranks (CCMG > CT)
and 12 were negative ranks (CCMG<CT). It can
be interpreted that 53 students performed better in
CCMG than CT while 12 students performed better in CT than CCMG. The median positive rank
was 35.65 and negative median rank was 21.3.
Out of the 66 students from the CSE Group,
there were 63 positive ranks and 3 were negative
ranks. It shows that those 63 students performed
better in CCMG than CT while 3 students performed better in CT than CCMG. The median positive rank was 35.65 and negative median rank was
21.3. In the II MCA group, out of the 37 students,
there were 35 positive ranks and 2 were negative
ranks means that out of 37 students, 34 students
performed better in CCMG than CT while 3 students performed better in CT than CCMG.

Table 2. Descriptive analysis of performance of all the students (group wise)
Percentiles

Group

FKA

N

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Min

Max

IT
Group
CSE
Group
II MCA
Group
III MCA
Group
BioTech
Group

CT
CCMG
CT
CCMG
CT
CCMG
CT
CCMG
CT
CCMG

66
66
66
66
37
37
33
33
28
28

25.7727
29.6061
27.9242
35.9848
27.7027
35.5946
26.8788
30.3333
26.1429
32.0357

6.07085
6.89231
5.30402
5.29003
5.07644
4.68128
5.74324
7.06959
6.15067
7.11536

16.00
15.00
17.00
24.00
18.00
26.00
14.00
16.00
16.00
15.00

40.00
45.00
40.00
48.00
39.00
47.00
39.00
41.00
42.00
41.00
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25th
21.0000
24.0000
24.0000
32.0000
25.0000
33.0000
24.5000
23.5000
21.2500
25.7500

50th
(Median)
25.0000
29.0000
27.5000
35.0000
27.0000
36.0000
28.0000
32.0000
26.0000
34.5000

75th
30.2500
35.2500
32.2500
40.2500
31.5000
38.0000
30.5000
35.0000
30.7500
38.0000
823
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Table 3. Results of Wilcoxon Signed- Rank Test
for all the groups
Positive
Negative
Ties Total
Ranks
Ranks
53b
1c
66
IT
12a
a
b
CSE
3
63
0c
66
a
b
c
BioTech
5
23
0
28
II MCA
6a
27b
0c
33
a
b
c
III MCA
3
34
0
37
a. CCMG < CT b. CCMG > CT c. CCMG = CT
Group

The median positive rank was 19.83 and negative median rank was 4.5. At the same time, in the
III MCA group, out of the 33 students there were
27 positive ranks and 6 were negative ranks. It can
be interpreted that 27 students performed better in
CCMG than CT while 6 students performed better
in CT than CCMG. The median positive rank was
17.70 and negative median rank was 4.5. The Biotech group’s students were also reflected the same
pattern of performance. Out of 28 students, 23 students did well in CCMG and 5 were fair in CT.
Wilcoxon signed-rank test also showed that the
OFKA using the CCMG method produced a statistically significant change in the performance of
the students of all the groups. This was evidenced
from the Z values and p values of the groups’ performance results. The Z values for IT = -5.347 and
p < 0.001, for CSE the Z = -7.002, p < 0.001, for II
MCA Z = , -5.179, p < 0.001, III MCA Z = -3.358,
p < 0.001 and Biotech Z = -5.179, p < 0.001. In the
case of the wilcoxon signed ranks test results of all
the groups, the p-value is p<.001 which smaller
than 0.05. So, the null hypothesis is rejected. This
test results confirms that the CCMG when used a
OFKA method, helps the students to perform better than the CT.

Further to the Wilcoxon test, the data were analyzed using the Paired t-test. This was conducted
to compare the CCMG marks and CT marks in
order to investigate the students’ performance so
as to confirm the results of ranks test. The results
are presented in Table.4.
The results confirmed that there was a significant difference in the scores of CCMG when comparing with CT. These results revealed that CCMG
really created a positive impact in the performance
of the students. Specifically, the results suggested
that when the students using CCMG as OFKA tend
to perform better than CT. The t-test results for all
the groups are as follows; the t value for IT group
was t(65)= 6.80, for CSE group t(65)=12.99, for
Biotech group was t(27)=4.95 and p value for all
the three groups was p < 0.001. The t-test results
confirmed that there was a significant difference in
the scores for CCMG of II MCA , the t value was
t(36)=11.61 and p < 0.001. The results of III MCA
also reveled that there was a significant difference
in the scores for CCMG of III MCA, the t value
was t(32)=4.08 and p < 0.001.
These results revealed that CCMG had created
a positive impact in the performance of the students. Specifically, the results suggested that when
the students while using CCMG as OFKA tend to
perform better than CT.
In both the Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test and
Paired t-test the p value (p<.005), hence the null
hypothesis was rejected. This implies that the usage of CM based Collapsed Concept Map Game
as an OFKA aids the students to perform better
than the traditional class test.

Table 4. Results of Paired t-Test
Paired Differences
Pair 1
CCMG - CT
IT Group
CSE Group
BioTech Group
II MCA Group
III MCA Group
824

Mean
4.65152
8.06061
5.89286
7.89189
3.45455

Std.
Deviation

Std.
Error
Mean

5.05810
5.03794
6.29720
4.13511
4.86756

.62261
.62013
1.19006
.67981
.84733

95% Confidence Interval
of the Difference
Lower
3.40808
6.82212
3.45106
6.51318
1.72858

Upper
5.89495
9.29909
8.33466
9.27060
5.18051

t

df

Sig.
(2-tailed)

7.471
12.998
4.952
11.609
4.077

65
65
27
36
32

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
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4.3 Survey Results
This section presents the results of students’ responses for survey questionnaires towards the use of
CCMG based on the concept map as OFKA tools.
The analysis and results of quantitative data acquired from closed-end questionnaires are reported.
4.4 Students’ views on CCMG
The questionnaire items of the CCMG were
analyzed to obtain the views of the students on
the impact of CCMG in OFKA. Figure.2 shows
the results of students’ responses on the use of
the CCMG program which is based on concept
map (CM). This is aimed to guarantee the CCMG
method as a promising OFKA method. The questionnaire was developed to obtain the feedback on
the aspects included in the questions in order to
ensure CCMG’s usefulness as an OFKA method.
In view of encouraging the student-centric
approach which is a useful pedagogical practice
in Higher Education (HE), CCMG as an OFKA
method is used to encourage self-study amid students towards improving the academic scores in
respective courses of study. The data collected
through the survey questionnaire were quantified
in the numerical format and then analyzed. The
reliability was calculated in order the measure the
reliability coefficient of the data using the Cronbach’s Alpha method. The Alpha value calculated
was 0.699, which is a reasonably acceptable value.

Figure 2. Students’ rating and views on usefulness of CCMG
Questionnaires were distributed to the students
in order to compare their choices on CCMG as an
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014

assessment method over the traditional class test.
The students were asked to rate the CCMG method
made the assessment activity interesting than the
traditional class tests. Around 86.96 percent of the
students agreed that the CCMG method was interesting. Among the students, seven of them accounting 3 percent of entirety were pessimistic about the
CCMG method. About 10 percent of the students
expressed neutrality for this question item.
The next question item of the questionnaire
sought the opinion of the students on the helpfulness of CCMG method in viewing the contents
from a new perspective. Close to 80 % of the students agreed that this CCMG method helped them
to view the course contents in a new perspective.
There were 15 students (6.52 %) who were pessimistic in this aspect. However, around 16.52% of
the students expressed neutrality for this question.
The third question item was to obtain the views
from students on whether they liked the CCMG
method as an OFKA. This was responded positively by 75.21 percent of the students that they liked
this CCMG method introduced as an assessment
process. However, around 5.21 % (12 students)
expressed their pessimism on this aspect after they
used CCMG. Among the students, 19.57 % of the
students expressed neutrality for this question.
The students were asked to rate their willingness to use CCMG further with other subjects.
Among the 230 students, 83.05 % of the students
showed positive response that they are willing to
use CCMG for assessing other subjects too. There
were 6 students (2.61%) who had responded negatively that they are not willing to use CCMG further. However, around 14.35% (33) of the students
expressed neutrality for this question
It is very important to be noted that the very
purpose of any formative assessment process is
to convey the level of understanding for a student
that learned the topic assessed. In order to obtain
the students’ opinion on this aspect the next question was coined on this aspect. Among the 230
students, 74.78% of the students agreed that they
realized their position with respect to the learning
of the topics with the help of CCMG method as
an assessment tool. Among all the students around
25.22% (58) of the students expressed neutrality for
this question. However, there were no students expressed negative responses for this question item.
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For any OFKA method, its success depends on
the provision of immediate feedback to the students
on the level of understanding reflected through
the answer. The next question for obtaining the
students’ view on the feedback provided by the
CCMG method was responded as follows; Among
the 230 students, 73.03% of the students agreed
that the feedback helped them to realize their level
of learning. 10.87% (25) of the students expressed
neutrality for this question. However, there were
16.08 % students expressed negative responses for
this question item as they felt that the feedback was
not helpful in improving their learning.
Both the quantitative and qualitative results confirm that the CCMG is a useful method for OFKA
and majority of the users are satisfied with it.
5. Conclusion
A novel OFKA method by name Collapsed
Concept Map Game was developed and tested. 230
students from UG and PG programmes took part
in this research work. The quantitative and qualitative data were analyzed statistically. The results
are favorable towards further research in terms of
the application of CCMG as OFKA in higher education setups. To have more rigorous research, the
gender based analysis and course specific analysis
can be considered for future works.
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Abstract
This paper shows the transport and geographic
position of Corridor Vc with the emphasis on the
possibilities of accepting the additional traffic flows
from the Suez Canal towards the Southeastern and
central part of EU using the benefits of mutimodal
and intermodal transport on the traffic connection
of the Adriatic with the Danube Basin [1]. It also
shows the characteristics of the existing Pan-European Corridor Vc in the countries through which it
passes (Hungary, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Croatia). It describes the condition of the existing infrastructure (roads. railways, air traffic, road-railway
terminals), with a more detailed presentation of the
condition in the area of railways. It provides a comparative analysis of the basic parameters of railway
infrastructure with the infrastructure on competitive
routes [2].. It presents the adopted development parameters of TEN-T network, and accordingly the
improvement phases of the existing Corridor Vc
infrastructure are proposed. Suggestions are give
about the activities on the corridor in the period until the year 2020, specifying until 2050. Corridor Vc
is expected to become a component part of TEN-T
network after the accession of Bosnia and Herzegovina in the fold of EU, most probably as a part of
the existing TEN-T Mediterranean corridor. In the
period until the accession of Bosnia and Herzegovina in the EU, the proposal is to put the emphasis in
promoting the corridor on its intermodal character
[9].. It is suggested to improve the intermodal solutions in the area of the countries encompassed by
the traffic corridor with the emphasis to integrate
all the participants on the transport route that leads
from the Port of Ploce to the Port of Vukovar into
efficient and competitive logistic chains and to harmonize their development plans.
Key words: Pan-European Corridor Vc, EU
TEN-T network, core network, comprehensive
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network, seaports, river ports, roads, railways, airports, rail-road terminals (RRT), Suez Canal, intermodal transport, Adriatic Sea, logistc chain
1. Introduction
This paper gives an overview on PE Corridor
Vc of the transport systems basic parts of road, sea
and air traffic, and the inland waterways system,
while the railway sector is dealt with in more detail. The need to establish a network of road-rail
terminals (RRT) is emphasised.
The Pan-European Corridor Vc passes through
three countries (Hungary, Croatia and Bosnia and
Herzegovina). In Hungary Corridor Vc has not
been included into the priority road routes, and
consequently the investments in traffic infrastructure are significantly lagging behind those in Croatia and B&H [7].
Since B&H is not an EU member, Corridor Vc
on their territory cannot be included in the present
TEN-T network. However, the plans of expanding the TEN-T network clearly indicate that it will
also extend to Corridor Vc, when B&H becomes
a member of EU.
EU plan of investments into TEN-T network
which refers to the EU members was made for the
period from 2014 to 2020. For the plan the means
have been allocted and bodies have been formed
that will realize the plan. This plan does not include Corridor Vc in the region of Croatia, nor in
the region of B&H. Croatia repaird sections of Vc
in its territory out of her own pre-accession EU
funds, and the reconstruction of Corridor Vc in the
region of B&H is underway, also usingthe EU preaccession funds [6].
The railway sector in Croatia and B&H on Corridor Vc will be dealt with in more detail.
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2. Transport and geographical position of
Corridor Vc
The Port of Ploce and the river port Vukovar,
as well as Corridor Vc as a whole, gained in significance due to big increase in transport through
the Suez Canal and potential orientation of that
transport to the ports in the Adriatic. The ships
that pass through the Suez Canal and sail to the
ports in the North Sea, and could travel to the ports
in the Adriatic, travel a longer route of more than
2,000 Nm, which results in longer travel time of 5
to 6 days, and this is shown in Figure 1.
Over the past twenty years, the world economy
is experiencing significant growth and the transfer
of production from the Western Hemisphere to the
east. The economy is expanding rapidly in Japan,
China, India, Indonesia and other countries in the
region, so that the world’s economic centre moved
from west to east. This situation encourages the exchange of goods, which is in the last fifteen years, is
experiencing strong growth. More and more goods
are transported in containers, so that the container
traffic generated a significant growth in this period. This resulted in an increase in the importance
of the Suez Canal, the Mediterranean and Adriatic
regions. The traffic through the Suez Canal in 1990
doubled, and this is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. The volume of traffic through the Suez
Canal (2000. - 2013.),

Source: Arab Republic of Egypt Ministry of Transport, Maritime Transport Sector, Annual Report 2014., complemented
by article author

A part of this transport could be directed to
the ports in the Adriatic. Corridor Vc has also
the advantage of providing the possibility of realizing intermodal transport, where the goods are
unloaded in the port, transported by rail and road
to river ports, and further along river waterways
to the destination. Such possibility of transport on
the Adriatic can be provided only by the Port of
Ploce (Corridor Vc) and Rijeka (former Corridor
Vb, now TEN-T Mediterranean Corridor).
3. Transport system of Corridor Vc

Figure 1. Comparison of the length and duration of transport from the Suez Canal to the ports
in the Adriatic and the North Sea, Source: IRF,
complemented by article author
The analysis of traffic flows through the Suez Canal has been found that in direction of the Adriatic
ports passed small volume of traffic that passed the
Suez Canal and it’s about 8-10 % of the total traffic.
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014

The transport system on Corridor Vc consists of
the infrastructure and operators who organize both
the transport of passengers and cargo. Corridor Vc
passes through three countries. Tow of them (Hungary and Croatia) are EU members, and one (Bosnia and Herzegovina) are in the process of EU accession. During their accession procedure Croatia
and Hungary had to harmonize their standards with
those of EU and they apply these in practice.
In the area of infrastructure they have to apply
the EU parameters for infrastructure. In the area of
rail transport, they also have to apply the EU rules
and standards [12].
The synchronization in EU member states and
countries that are in the accession procedure, is
the most difficult in the field of railways. In other
transport sectors this is done with fewer difficulties. One of the EU main requirements for the
829
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railways is division of single railway companies
into infrastructure and operators in passenger and
cargo transport. This is done in order to open a
market of railway services and to introduce competitiveness so as to raise the level of service and
reduce the transport price and costs.
In other traffic sectors this does not represent
a problem, since this type of organization (infrastructure and operators in unified company) either
did not exist at all or was changed a long time ago.
In Croatia and Hungary the division of single railway companies was done in the accession process.
In Bosnia and Herzegovina there are two railway companies (Željeznice Federacije BiH - ŽBH
and Željeznice Republike Srpske - ŽRS), which
are still operating as unified companies (include
transport operators and infrastructure). The Bosnian-Herzegovina Railway Public Corporation
(Bosanskohercegovačka željeznička javna korporacija - BHJŽK) was also established. It has the
role of coordinator of activities in the railway area,
and it also manages the development activities,
prepares and carries out tenders for public procurement, etc. The process of separation of single
railway companies in B&H will be completed at
the latest when B&H joins EU. During the accession period (regardless of the formal separation of
the company to infrastructure and operators) access to infrastructure should be allowed also to
other operators in passenger and cargo transport.
These activities are already being carried out, but
they should be brought into the operative phase as
soon as possible.
Unable to an operator drives the entire transport
route from the Adriatic sea port of Ploce to the Danube river port of Vukovar (through the territory of
Bosnia and Herzegovina), in practice, is going to
change locomotives at the borders. In both countries the same system power traction (AC, single
phase 25 kV, 50) and to change locomotives at the
borders there is no technical constraints.
The trains are stopped at the border and due to
customs clearance and other purpuse (fitosanitet, a
Police searches, etc.) as well. Customs clearance
and other procedures should be harmonized and
reduced the number and duration of stopping the
trains to a minimum.
If order to solve these problems it this would
significantly contribute to higher level of service
830

and attractiveness for other participants, and it
particularly would help in promoting Corridor Vc
as multimodal (transportation of various goods
with more transport systems on its route) and intermodal (transport of containers with more transport systems on its route) corridor.
The goal of the analysis of infrastructure is to
show the level of the entire infrastructure in Corridor Vc. The railway infrastructure will be analyzed in more detail.
There follows the analysis of infrastructure per
transport sectors.
3.1 Road sector
In Corridor Vc there is a network of two-lane
state roads that are in a relatively good condition.
Higher level of service is provided by motorways,
and the analysis of the level of construction of motorways in Corridor Vc has been published.
In Hungary the construction of motorways in
Corridor Vc has not started yet, and the start of
the construction is uncertain since Corridor Vc has
not been included in the priority of traffic infrastructure construction (Figure )

Figure 3. The motorway network in Hungary the current situation
Source: National Transport Authority (Hungary)

The highest level of construction is in Croatia.
On the southern section of the corridor in
Croatia (Ploce – Metković - SB) the connection
is being built of the Port of Ploce to the Split-Zagreb Motorway. On the northern section (Šamac
- S.Vrpolje – Osijek - B.Manastir - SB) a motorway section has been built to Osijek in the length
of 60 km. The section from Osijek to B.Manastir
should be built, i.e. to the border with Hungary,
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014
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and the connection to the motorway from B&H.
The activities regarding the preparation of these
constructions are underway.

In Bosnia and Herzegovina the section from
Klopče to Tarčin (in the length of 100 km) has been
built, and preparations have been made for the construction of the motorway on the remaining sections.
3.2 Railway sector
The total length of the railway line in Corridor
Vc (from Budapest to Ploce) is 809.1 km. In Hungary the line is 277.3 km long, in Croatia 125.2,
and in Bosnia and Herzegovina 406.6 km [4] [5]..

Figure 4. The motorway network in Croatia - the
current situation, Croatian Motorways L.t.d.

Figure 6. Railway on Vc corridor,

Source: Article no.5, complemented by article author

Figure 7a. Simplified longitudinal section of the
railway line on the Corridor Vc (Railway line
Budapest-Osijek-Sarajevo-Ploce),
Source: Article no.5, complemented by article author

Figure 5. The motorway on Vc corridor in B&H the current situation: Ministry of Communication
and Ttransport of H&H
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014

PE corridor Vc in Dombovar station meets the
corridor Vb. On the part of Dombovar to Budapest
(length 160 km) corridor has very good charac831
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teristics (allows the speed to 100 km / h, 22.5 t /
axis and 8 t / m1). From January 2014 Corridor Vb
has been included in the main corridors of the EU
TEN-T. Part of corridors ofrom Dombovar to the
Croatian border (length 117.3 km) in some parts
has poor characteristics. By formed PE corridor,
that part of the network was rusty, and its modernization went slowly because he was not included in
the priorities of Hungary.

Figure 7c. Railway on Vc cooridor in Croatia
and B&H, Source: HZ Infrastructure, TEN-T netvork, complemented by article author
3.2.1 Traffic volume

Figure 7b. Railway on Vc corridor in Hungary,
Source: MAV, complemented by article author
The sections of railway lines on Corridor Vc
Croatia has a lowland characteristics with the maximum gradient of the track level of 5.6 mm/m. Section Đakovo-Osijek reconstructs for speed of 160
km/h, railway stations extending that can take a
train length of 750 m, other basic parameters: 22.5
t/axis and 8 t/m1, platform length 300 m, electrification of 25 kV/50 Hz. Installation of the new safetisignaling system in station (electronic), ERTMS
(ETCS L1, GSM-R) atc. Section Vrpolje-Samac
preparing for reconstruction and section PloceMetković renowed with existing parameters (curvature radius 500 m, the length of station 550 m,
elktrifikacija 25 kV/50 Hz, the reconstruction of the
existing interlocking systems, etc.).
In Bosnia and Herzegovina there are two characteristic sections. A section of lowland characteristics (line gradient up to 8 mm/m), 355.5 km long.
The other section is of hill-mountain characteristics
(line gradient up to 24 mm/m). The length of that
section is 51.1 km. The operation is permitted to
vehicles with mass up to 22.5 t/axle and 8 t/m1.
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The traffic volume on the Sarajevo - Metković Ploce and Doboj-Šamac - S.Vrpolje sections has been
analyzed. Two time periods have been analyzed. One
period is from 1986 o 1990 when the lines in the corridor mark the heaviest traffic. The other period that
was analyzed was from 2009 to 2012.
The first period is interesting because at that time
railways accounted for a substantial volume of transport and railway users operated at full capacities.
In 1991 the war started and it lasted until 1996.
At that time the railway transport was practically
interrupted. From 1996 the railway transport increased slightly until 2010 when it starts to fall.
Table 1. Rail transport, Ploce - Čapljina
Passenger transport
Year
1986.
1987.
1988..
1989
2000.

Cargo transport

Ave. Passengers Ave. Net tonnes
trains yearly (mill. trains yearly (mill.
daily passengers) daily passengers)
23
23
22
22
22

0,47
0,47
0,46
0,45
0,45

20
18
20
20
18

3,64
3,40
4,14
3,96
3,41

On the southern section (Plates-Čapljina passenger traffic was almost 10 times higher, and
freight up to three times. On the northern section
(Vrpolje-Šamac) Passenger traffic was 2-2.5 times
higher, and freight 8-14 times higher.
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Table 2. Rail transport, Ploce - Čapljina
Year
2009.
2010.
2011.
2012.

Passenger transport
Cargo transport
Ave. Passengers
Ave. Net tonnes
trains yearly (mill. trains yearly (mill.
daily passengers) daily passengers)
2
0,05
6
1,6
3
0,06
8
2,3
4
0,07
9
2,5
4
0,06
6
1,6

Table 3. Rail transport, S. Vrpolje – Modriča Section
Year
1986.
1987.
1988.
1989.
1990.

Passenger transport
Cargo transport
Pass. year
Net tonnes
Average
Average
(mill.
year (mill.
tr. daily
tr. daily
passengers)
passengers)
21
0,55
33
7,36
18
0,46
32
7,01
20
0,49
29
6,42
20
0,42
31
6,71
16
0,43
28
6,68

Table 4. Rail transport, S.Vrpolje – Šamac Section
Year
2009
2010
2011
2012

Passenger transport
Cargo transport
Pass. year
Net tonnes
Average
Average
(mill.
year (mill.
tr. daily
tr. daily
passengers)
passengers)
10
0,21
4
0.5
12
0,28
3
0.4
12
0,25
2
0.5
8
0,18
3
0.3

Source: JZ and HZ Statistic, complemented by article author

This analysis indicates that significantly reduced
traffic in the port Ploce, and that the transit traffic
and northbound traffic almost disappeared. Means
that the port of Ploce works almost exclusively for
the territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina, and much
depends on the condition and production in companies in BiH. Most of the traffic is transfered to the
road transport, and trade between Croatian and BiH
realise mostly via road transport.
3.2.2. The projection of transport demand
The potential increase of traffic is important
in the analysis of the future railway infrastructure
capacity and the determination of the modernization phases related to the satisfaction of the future
transport needs.
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014

In order to determine the potential future transport, the operation of the Port of Ploce, as the biggest transport generator on the line has been analyzed. The plan is to valorise the possibility of using multimodal transport (all goods) on the Ploce
– Sarajevo – Vukovar relation.
The structure of the most represented goods
has been defined. These are coal, iron, liquid cargo and containers. In the future there will be new
types of cargo, namely, liquefied gas, bio-diesel,
cereals and other food products, and also a substantial increase in container traffic is expected.
The essential fact is the joining of B&H and
Serbia into EU. For the forecasting needs it has
been assumed that this might occur by the year
2025. The joining of B&H and Serbia is significant also because, pursuant to the Schengen
Agreement, the state borders within EU are eliminated, and thus also among the states of the region. After that, it is assumed that this will result
in heavier transport along Corridor X PE, and also
in Corridor Vc, which will get integrated into the
TEN-T network. In these conditions the Port of
Ploce remains significantly more attractive for
the transport of goods from Serbia, southern and
eastern Hungary, and the eastern part of Croatia
towards the Adriatic, i.e. ports in the direction of
the Port of Ploce. A significant increase of multimodal transport is expected, primarily of containers and partly of bulk cargo, and also of attracting
the goods intended for export, i.e. import, from
Serbia and form other areas within the catchment
zone of the Port of Ploce.
3.3 Sea and River Ports
3.3.1 The Port of Ploce
The Port of Ploce is the biggest origin and destination for the traffic flows on Corridor Vc. As a
port it is of special significance for the economy of
Bosnia and Herzegovina, and it provides the most
favourable connection of the South-eastern Croatia and southern Hungary with the Adriatic. Because of the possibility of connecting to the river
transport in the port of Vukovar, and partly at the
port of Osijek, the port is gaining in significance
due to the possibility of developing multimodal
transport (transport of all kinds of goods using sea,
833
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land, and river traffic). Among the Adriatic ports
the only port that has such a possibility is the Port
of Rijeka[9].
The port has 230 ha of land (existing terminals
and the area for the future development of the port)
which provides a significant development potential. Along with the terminals for handling cargo
the port also has terminals for passenger transport,
and also the terminal in Metkovići (on the Neretva
river) forms a part of the port. The depth of the
sea at current piers is from 8.5 to 13.5 m, and at
the new terminal for bulk cargo it will be 18 m,
which makes it possible to handle different types
of ships, including also the big overseas ships. The
Port of Ploce is served, among other shipping lines
also by container feeder lines towards the ports of
Malta and Gioia Tauro, i.e. Damiett and Piraeus.
According to the decision the Port of Ploce will
be specialized for container transport and bulk cargo transport. However, other functions are being
developed as well. An agreement has been made
for the construction of port and warehouse capacities for liquefied gas (PPD) with the aim of supplying the regional market.
Also the capacities for the production of biodiesel are being developed (a 30-year concession
has been allocated to a private company in order
to construct and use the plants for the production
of biodiesel on the port land covering an area of
three hectares).
An agreement on cooperation between the
Agency for Hydrocarbons (AZU) and the Port of
Ploce plc. has been signed, rendering the Port of
Ploce the logistic centre for the study of hydrocarbons, and within which all the necessary services
will be provided for the operators who will be involved in the oil and gas research in the Adriatic.
Within the logistic centre in Ploce, there will be
the inspection, logistic, oil, drilling, construction
and warehouse companies, machining workshops,
and it will also provide services of overhaul, maritime and port services, construction, transportation
services as well as services of accommodation and
meals. The research phase will take five years.
The Port of Ploce has also seen the start of the
construction of the first phase of a terminal for liquid cargo, of a total capacity of 95,000 m3. The
whole built capacities and the terminal will be
managed by the Port of Ploce Trade Ltd., a com834

pany owned by the Port of Ploce plc. This is the
first investment in Croatia where private partner
is building both the infrastructure and the superstructure on a port territory, on the basis of longterm concession.

Figure 8. Transhipment in port of Ploce,

Figure 9. Port of Ploce, Source: Port of Ploce

Figure 10. Container terminal in port Ploce
(First stage)
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014
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machinery, and significantly increases the transhipment. After the start of the economic crisis in Croatia and other countries in region, traffic decreases
significantly, which indicates that the port attempts
to match the part oriented to domestic traffic, and
that the share of transit to other areas small.
There is an urgent need to attract large operators
who kept under control traffic flows so that he could
divert the flow in the direction of intermodal corridor Vukovar - Sarajevo-Ploce. In order to find new
business partners and co-owners of the Port of Vukovar, Croatia state has offered to sell substantially
part of its stock portfolio. The process is in progress.
Figure 13 shows the existing port of Vukovar.
For the development of the port is scheduled for
the area north of the existing port. Further development of the port is planned near the mouth of
the future channels Vukovar-Samac in Danube
near Vukovar (Figures 14 and 15).
Figure 11. Development plans od port Ploce,
Source: Port og Ploce
3.3.2 The Port of Vukovar (river port)
Port of Vukovar is located at 1.335 km downstream of the river Danube, on the right bank of
the river. The port extends in an east - west in the
length approx 850 m and width of 45 m.
Port of Vukovar capacities:
– operational coast
– two used gantry cranes 5/6 t
– mobile crane 60 t, container and heavy
loads handling
– port gantry cranes, capacity 63 t. This crane is
specific because it allows reloading to general
and bulk cargo, and all kinds of containers.
– other related equipment: diesel locomotive,
ship, forklifts, grapples, C hooks.
– indoor storage space of 2.500 m2.
– outdor storage
Port of Vukovar in the period 1988-2014. experiencing a significant increase. It is up to 2006 rises to 915 798 tonnes, and then decreased, 20014th
year to 226,243 tons. Traffic of port Vukoar is
shown in Figure 12 (data source: Vukovar port).
In the initial period (1998-2004.) port is reconstracted and supplies port larger capacity reloading
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014

Figure 12. Traffic volume in port Vukovar

Figure 13. The existing port of Vukovar

Figure 14. Port expansion project north of the
existing port
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Figure 15. Conceptual design of the Vukovar
port on the new multipurpose channel VukovarSamac
3.3.3 Multipurpose channel Vukovar - Samac
(MCVS)
The construction of the multipurpose channel
Danube - Sava makes a positive contribution in creating a quality transport corridor Danube - Adriatic
The Figure 16 shows the position of the future
channel Vukovar-Samac, and also shows the network of ports (core and comprehensive), which
was adopted under the EU TEN-T network [11].

terway is 417 km from the direction of Sisak to
the east, ie in the direction of the system DanubeRhine-Main. From singles to a mouth of the river
Sava and the Danube at Belgrade, shortens the
waterway is 85 km [6]..
Construction of multi-purpose channel would
thus benefit the intermodal system Ploce-Sarajevo-Vukovar in a way that would shorten the trains
path to river ports. Part of goods which are transported by train could be loaded on river ships in
the new river port Šamac on the Sava river and
continues to be transported by new chanel to Vukovar and the Danube river.
3.4. Airports
On the wider area of PE Corridor Vc there is
a network of airports in Croatia and Bosnia and
Herzegovina. The Port of Ploce can be served by
an international airport in Mostar (60 km), and to
airports (comprehensive TEN-T network of airports) in Split and Dubrovnik (100 km away from
Ploce). On the route of the Corridor Vc is an international airport in Sarajevo [6]. Vukovar river
port is located 30 km away from the international
airport in Osijek (TEN-T comprehensive airport).
In Figure 17 shows the network of airports in
the area of Croatian and Bosnia and Herzegovina.
The picture is taken from the work specified under
no. 7 in the references, and is complemented by
the status of the airport from the TEN-T network
in Croatia [10][11].

Figure 16. Position of multipurpose channel
Vukovar-Samac
Multipurpose channel should be developed
with the parameters of the navigation VB classes
for inland waterways. The total length of the channel is 61.4 kilometres. The shortening of the wa836

Figure 17. Airports in Croatia and Bosnia and
Herzegovina
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3.5. Road-railway terminals (RRT) and
Logistics centers (LC)
Network of traffic corridors can give full effect
only if logistics centers and road-rail terminals develop on the corridors network. Usually road-rail
terminals, except reloading disposal and storage of
goods, expand activities to other facilities and roles
and take new wider importance as Logistic centres.
Ports usually developed road-rail terminals,
which are placed in the background of operational
coast or on the coast. If the proportion of direct transhipment in railway wagons and trucks are higher,
then reloading from ship to wagons and trucks happen on it. If not then transfers take place in the terminal spaced away from ooperativne coast. This is
usually the case in container terminals.
Near the large ports (within 5-15 km, depending on the availability of free space) forming in
background terminals which are usually developed with the contents of logistics centers. In the
port of Ploce is possible to build such a center in
the hinterland, which would be located about 10
km to the northwest.
On the route of the Corridor Vc land terminals
could be formed in Mostar, Sarajevo and Vinkovci
[7].

it cannot count with the means for the development
of that network from EU. It may count with the
means from the pre-accession funds, and the means
of banks and private capital, but for that it has to
have prepared concrete projects on the corridor.
A part of the corridors that allow the development of multimodal transport (from Ploce, via Sarajevo to Vukovar) has a great development potential. On that part of the Vc corridor the activities
regarding development of the logistic chain based
on business interests need to be started.
That traffic logistic chain includes all the participants that participate in the process of organization and transport on the corridor, and they are:
– ports of Ploce and Vukovar, the port
authorities (they represent the government
interests in the role of port infrastructure
operator) and port companies (operators in
transport process in the port area)
– rail-road terminals
– waterway transport operators (sea and rivers)
– rail carriers and operators
– rail infrastructure operators
– road carriers and operators
– road infrastructure operators
– forwarders
– customs, police, phytosanitary, etc.
– local self-government of the area in which
traffic infrastructure is located
– state institutions
– information technique and technology as
support to business processes.
5. Basic characteristics of railway infrastructure in EU

Figure 18. Road-railway terminals (RRT) and
Logistics centers (LC) on Vc corridor in Croatia
and B&H
4. Logistics Chain
The Pan-European Corridor Vc has not been included in the TEN-T network and at least until 2020
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014

TEN-T network (Integrated multimodal European transport network) founded on the transport
policy (White Paper of March 2011) and the Treaty of Lisbon (Agreement), encompasses the internal single market, good connectivity of the entire
territory, de-carbonisation, etc.:
– consists of comprehensive (realization by
2050) and core (by 2030)
– 9 corridors
– the goal is to substitute the current project
of priority investments (TEN-T 30 priority
projects)
– the network consists of:
837
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○ lines (connection)
○ hubs (urban hubs, sea and river ports,
border crossings)
○ network is multimodal (includes also
“Motorway of the Sea”),
○ network is interoperable (elimination of
technical and technological incompatibilities), includes new technologies
(ERTMS-ETCS/GRMR, CCC, broadband digital network, etc.).

Table 6. Construction parameters according to
TSI railway line categories

For TEN-T railway network the following basic standards have been adopted:
– Comprehensive network
○ electrification
○ ERTMS (ETCS and GSM-R)
○ track gauge 1,435 mm
○ connection of terminals for cargo transport
○ border crossings and cross border traffic
○ elimination of bottlenecks on the network
– Core network
○ all that is valid for comprehensive
network is valid also for the core network
○ cargo transport
○ speeds of 100 and more km/h
○ train length 750 m
○ axle mass min. 22.5 t/ax

Notes: (P)=passenger traffic (F)=freight traffic (M) = mixed
traffic, Gauge GA, GB, GC are as defined in EN 152733:2009 Annex C

The entire railway system in EU has obtained
guidelines for the new TSI categorization of conventional railway lines. Since the entire railway
development strategy in the next 25-30 years is
mainly oriented to the system of conventional railway lines they will be presented in Tables 5 and
6. These new parameters practically determine the
basic characteristics of this system [10] [11] [12].
Table 5. TSI railway line categories for conventional lines subsystem infrastructure

(2) Note that passenger hubs, freighthubs and connecting
lines are included in the above TSI Categories of Line, as
appropriate

These evolutionary guidelines and parameters
should be followed in the development of the railway infrastructure on the Corridor Vc.
838

Although now part of the railway in BiH is
not included in the TEN-T networks, it will happen after joining the EU. Development projects in
railways are long term, so that the parameters of
the railway infrastructure should be used in reconstruction and new construction on the Vc Corridor.
6. Potentional developmnet scenarios on
V.c corridor
The above data and characteristics reflect the
great potential of the Corridor Vc, which should
revive with targeted activities. In broad outline
shows two main potential development scenarios
on Corridor Vc.
The hypothetical scenario describing redirect traffic flows on the Adriatic port as the new
southern entrance to Europe. The role of the port
of Ploce and multimodal corridor Ploce-SarajevoVukovar is a prominent.
The Port of Ploce can have two strategic role.
One is as a port for handling of Bosnia and Herzegovina and the region near Vc corridor (serving
gravitational area of about 500-600 km in diameter) [2] [3].
The second includes the first role and adds the
potential of establishing traffic to Central Europe
via multimodal corridor Ploce - Sarajevo - Vukovar connection on the Danube River (catchment
area is at least doubled). To the second option developed. it is necessary to establish control over
all parts of the multimodal chain.
The Port of Ploce (in the future as a possible
owner of the Port of Vukovar), may offer longVolume 9 / Number 4 / 2014
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term (20 years or more) concession parts of the
capacity of both ports.
Railway undertakings (carriers, operators) in
Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina should unite
and provide a unique service to the principles of
“one stop shop”. This means that to establish a
body that would be in the name of the united carrier offers unique and quality service.
Infrastructure rail operators in Croatia and B&H
should also unite with the aim of aligning infrastructure maintenance at a high level and the adjustment
of the price level route (train paths) that would offer operators (prices that would be competitive road
transport and railways to competing directions).
Important part of a multimodal chain is a network of terminals in ports and on the whole transport route (continental road and railway terminals
and logistics centers). Also important is the quality
of other infrastructure, primarily road. Also important is the availability of the international airports.
To B&H’s accession to the EU, it is important
as far as possible to harmonize and simplify procedures at the borders, in order to goods and passengers stayed as short as possible on the border.
7. Conclusion
The paper deals with Corridor Vc and its inclusion into the TEN-T network, when the necessary
preconditions are met.
Natural characteristics and state of infrastructure on corridor Vc (connection sea with the inland waterway transport) allow stronger revival
transit traffic activities immediately.
It presents all the transport sectors in the corridor, and area of railways and the Ports of Ploce
and Vukovar are studied in more detail.
It presents an overview of all transport sectors
in the Vc corridor, and shows more details on area
of rail and ports Ploce and Vukovar.
The paper gives a projection of the transport
demand (for the next till year 2025) related to potential scenarios of the development of ports as
the largest generators of potential transport. The
growth in transport is followed by the development
of infrastructure, and formation of a logistic chain
in intermodal corridor Ploce –Sarajevo-Vukovar.
The activities in the promotion and realization
of the planned goals have been proposed.
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014
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Abstract
An efficient tool should be required to analyze the performance of Human Resource (HR)
processes to make decision and strategic plan in
an organization. The effective mathematical tool
to deal with the vagueness and uncertainty, fuzzy
data mining is considered as a highly desirable
tool being applied to many application areas. This
paper briefly explains the basic fuzzy data mining
theory and proposed fuzzy data mining algorithm
for analyzing Human Resource (HR) process in
a small cap Information Technology (IT) Company. Also we present and justify the capabilities
of fuzzy data mining technology in the evaluation
of human resource in a software industry environment by proposing a practical model for improving the efficiency and effectiveness of human resource management.
Key words: Human Resource, Information
Technology, Data mining and Small scale
1. Introduction
1.1 Small Scale IT industries
The small scale sector has played a very important role in economic development of the country
during past 50 years. It has significantly contributed to the overall growth in terms of the Gross
Domestic Product (GDP), employment generation and exports. The performance of the small
scale sector has a direct impact on the growth
of the overall economy. Small and Medium size
companies dominate in developed and developing
countries. Based on the survey, the average company employs only 6 people in Europe compared
to 10 in Japan and 19 in United States (US). The
small scale companies have tendency to do faster
840

and more streamlined decision making process
with less bureaucracy and lower fixed costs. Also
these companies have more agility in responding
to new customer needs and changes in the business climate. These advantages make a small scale
company well suited innovation and new product
development particularly when it comes to technology and software.
Small capitalization software companies were
the key to rich companies in olden days. In this
paper, we have considered the companies that
would be disruptive and markets where none
existed before. The market is focused on social
networking and it leaves the small cap software
company growing quietly into the background. A
weakness of small enterprises is their low labor
productivity combined with lower compensation.
Improving company’s effectiveness through rationalization is hardly possible in small companies
because of weak financial resources and a limited
number of employees. While task differentiation
is low in small enterprises, individual employees
have to work in various areas[1,2]. Consequently,
the employees and an optimal utilization of their
knowledge, capacities, and motivation are essential for small-scale business success.
1.2 HR policies for Small Scale IT industries
Human Resource Management (HRM) involves practices that ensure that employees’ collective knowledge, skills, and abilities contribute
to business outcomes. HR strategies are linked
with corporate and business strategies of a company. IT companies are facing major ups and downs
in recent years. At times of crisis or major environmental shift, it is the goodwill and commitment of employees that can be a major source of
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014
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resilience. Such goodwill and commitment cannot
be engendered through a confrontational human
resource policy. [3] discusses about the impact of
human resource strategy in an innovation oriented
enterprise performance. It is observed that the HR
strategy is closely related with the performance of
an enterprise. [4] also discuss about the organizational performance with HR strategies.
Transparency and fairness on a continuing basis
are essential to create the reservoir of goodwill that
makes employees willing partners in organizational
transformation. Certain IT companies HR strategies are tightly integrated with functional strategies
of the company. HR strategies of a company are
related with efficiency, innovative, responsiveness
and quality of the employees [5,6]. The production
of a component in a software company depends on
teamwork of employees. Hence Employees are eligible to get certain amount of incentives based on
their performance of the team. But the manager’s
compensation depends on the company and the
amount of revenue that he generates for the company. This is the best HR strategy being followed
in an IT industry in recent days. The HR strategies
in an IT company are seen as a business partner
contributing to the organisation vision and should
give maximum business value [7]. Hence this paper mainly focuses on effectiveness of HR strategies for a small scale IT companies in the context of
improving the organisation performance.
1.3 Fuzzy Data Mining
Data is a powerful new technology with great
potential to help companies focus on the most important information in their data warehouses. Data
mining tools predict future trends and behaviors,
allowing businesses to make proactive, knowledgedriven decisions. Data mining derives its name
from the similarities between searching for valuable
business information in a large database. Like finding linked products in gigabytes of store scanner
data and mining a mountain for a vein of valuable
ore. Both processes require either sifting through an
immense amount of material, or intelligently probing it to find exactly where the value resides.
Given databases of sufficient size and quality,
data mining technology can generate new business
opportunities by predicting trends and behaviors
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014

automatically. Data mining automates the process
of finding predictive information in large databases. A typical example of a predictive problem is
targeted marketing. Data mining uses data on past
promotional mailings to identify the targets most
likely to maximize return on investment in future
mailings. Other predictive problems include forecasting bankruptcy and other forms of default,
and identifying segments of a population likely
to respond similarly to given events. Fuzzy data
means imprecise, vague, uncertain, ambiguous,
inconsistent, and/or incomplete data. Therefore,
the source of uncertainty is the data themselves.
It is very important to develop methods that are
able to handle this kind of data because data from
several information sources might be fuzzy logic.
2. Fuzzy data Mining algorithm for
Human resource Management
The human resources of an organization consist
of all people who perform its activities. Human resource management (HRM) is concerned with the
personnel policies and managerial practices and
systems that influence the workforce. In broader
terms, all decisions that affect the workforce of
the organization concern the HRM function. The
activities performed by HRM professionals fall
under five major domains like Organizational design, Staffing, Performance Management and Appraisal, Employee and Organizational Development and Reward Systems, Benefits.
Acquiring human resource capability should
begin with organizational design and analysis.
Organizational design involves the arrangement
of work tasks based on the interaction of people,
technology and the tasks to be performed in the
context of the objectives, goals and the strategic
plan of the organization. HRM activities such as
human resources planning, job and work analysis, organizational restructuring, job design, team
building, computerization, and worker-machine
interfaces fall under this domain. The HR practices in an educational institution signify the Library,
infrastructure, Welfare schemes, Distance education etc. In this paper, we considered the fuzzy
data mining algorithm to improve the HR policies
of a small cap IT Company.
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2.1 Algorithm
In order to apply the fuzzy data mining algorithm for performance evaluation, we firstly introduce a set of relevant fuzzy cluster formulas and
describes how to calculate relationship between records. The aim of cluster analysis is the classification of network connections based on similarities
among them and organizing objects into groups.
A cluster can be defined as set of objects that are
more similar to other ones than to other clusters.
Similarity between two groups is often defined by
means of distance based upon the length from a
data vector to some prototypical object of the cluster. Since clusters can formally be seen as subsets
of the data set, one possible classification method
can be whether the subsets are fuzzy or crisp (hard).
Hard clustering methods are based on classical set
theory, and it requires an object that either does or
does not belong to a cluster. Fuzzy clustering methods (FCM) allow objects to belong several clusters
simultaneously with different degrees of membership. The data set (R) is partitioned into r fuzzy
subsets. In many real situations, fuzzy clustering is
more natural than hard clustering, as objects on the
boundaries between several classes are not forced
to fully belong to one of the classes. However, they
are assigned to membership degrees between 0 and
1 indicating their partial memberships.
2.1.1 Data Normalization
The data are typically observations of some
phenomenon. Each object consists of m measured
variables, grouped into an m-dimensional column
vector ai = [ai1, ai2, L, aim] and set of n objects is
denoted by R = [a1, a2, . . ., an]. The data set can
be expressed as a n*m matrix.

............... (1)

The data set is normalized by subtracting its
mean and divided by standard deviation[4].
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(i=1,2,…, n, k=1, 2, …, m)
......................................... (2)
Where a k and S k is the mean value and standard deviation. | | is the absolute operation.

a newik may not be in the interval [0, 1] . Hence
it will be still be modified as

come in the interval [0, 1]

in order to

for (k=1, 2, . . ., m) ......................... (3)
2.1.2 Generation of Correlation Coefficient
In order to cluster objects, we build a fuzzy
similar matrix F to determine the correlation coefficient between ai and aj rij= F(ai, aj). The general form of similar matrix F is as follows:

0 ≤ rij ≤ 1
i,j=1, 2, ..., n ........ (4)

Where the above mentioned auto correlation
matrix is a square matrix. When the values of the
elements are maximum then there is a strong correlation between ai and aj and if it is zero then it is
completely independent. A commonly used similarity metric is the cosine of the angle between two
objects. In this paper we calculate them by:

........ (5)

............. (6)
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3. Application in Performance Evaluation
The above mentioned steps are used in this paper to measure the effectiveness of the Employees’
performance in an IT company. The input samples
are collected from employee based on some categories. In this experiment, we collect 12 evaluation records. Each record has four features: they
are learning level, innovation ability, independence
work ability, reading efficiency. Each feature has
four states of 1, 2, 3 and 4. They are the corresponding score of each feature. We can interpret them as
worse, general, better, best. The sample space is
given in Table.1 and portrayed in Figure.1.
Table 1. The Sample Space

= {1.8, 2.4, 2.3, 2.5}
Sk = {0.718, 1.311, 1.231, 0.905}

k=1, 2, 3, 4

The normalization matrix is given in below
Table2 and The fuzzy similar matrix is given in
Table 3.
Table 2. Normalization matrix

Features
Sample Learning Innovation Independence Reading
Level
Ability
Ability
Efficiency

a1
a2
a3
a4
a5
a6
a7
a8
a9
a10
a11
a12

2
2
3
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
2

1
1
1
3
3
3
1
1
4
4
3
4

3
1
1
1
1
3
1
3
3
3
4
4

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
4
4
4

Figure 1. Sample space
We get the average value vector and the standard deviation vector is as follows
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Table 3. Correlation coefficient

The maximal tree is shown in Figure 2. When
l=0.78, the samples can be divided into four clusters: {a1, a4, a5, a6, a8} (A cluster: better), {a2,
a3} (B cluster: general), {a7} (C cluster: worse),
{a9, a10, a11, a12} (D cluster: best). Then we can
obtain the average index of each cluster. The raw
data of human resource evaluation is {3, 1, 3, 2}.
Compare the data with each cluster and calculate
the proximal values. Then we can determine that
the sample belong to A cluster, that is the evaluation of human resource is better.
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4. Xing Hui GSY, Zhang YL, Zhang J. The correlations
between high performance work systems, human
resource flexibility and organizational performance.
Proceedings of IEEE international conference on
Management science and engineering, 24-26 Nov.
2010; 989–995.
5. Di L, Jing Y. Research on the Performance Evaluation of Production Line Workers from the Perspective
of Strategy Human Resource Management. Proceeding of IEEE international conference on Management and service science, 20-22 Sep. 2009; 1–4.
6. A white paper on: Strategy Models: How human
resources can link business objectives to HR deliverables. www.courageoushr.com, 2010.

Figure 2. Graphic representation of maximal
tree
4. Conclusions
This paper has been an effort in providing the
motivation towards advancing the traditional human resources appraisal and selection via data mining technology. The motivation and need for data
mining is given in a detailed manner. The main idea
of this analysis has been organized into a model,
which targets the superior advantages of fuzzy data
mining in performance evaluation process. It can
help employer to improve the effectiveness of the
employee. The results obtained are similar to practical one and gives high amount of effectiveness.
Fuzzy data mining theory has been applied to increasing domains and its advantage had been also
more and more evident since it appeared.

7. A document from Infosys on: Align your HR Strategy
with Business Goals - Infosys. www.infosys.com/
HCM/offerings/Documents/hcmbrochure. pdf, 2011.
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Abstract
In this study, a measurement instrument to measure mothers’ negligence behavior of six-year old
children was adapted to Turkish based on the Mother Child Negligence Scale. The study was carried
out on the mothers of children attending private
and public nursery schools affiliated with national
education in Konya city center in turkey. The study
group was consisted 589 mothers whose children
were attending these nursery schools. As a result of
categorical principle components (CatPCA) analysis, one item was excluded from analysis due to
its factor load (0.21) and the study was carried out
on 19 items. The cronbach alpha inner consistency
coefficients of the whole scale and its dimensions
ranged between 0.87 and 0.98. It was revealed that
the Mother Child Negligence Scale is represented
by emotional negligence (construct coefficient 0.99;
explained variance 0.99), educational negligence
(construct coefficient 0.98; explained variance
0.97), authority and supervision (construct coefficient 0.96; explained variance 0.89) and physical
negligence (construct coefficient 0.99; explained
variance 0.99) dimensions, respectively. The result
of validation study carried out within adaptation of
Mother Child Negligence Scale into Turkish and
mothers of six year olds indicated that Mother Child
Negligence Scale is a valid and reliable instrument.
Key words: Authority and control neglect,
educational neglect, emotional neglect, physical
neglect, preschooler
Introduction
In today’s world where everything changes and
develops very fast and life conditions are becoming
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014

more and more complex, it is of crucial importance
to bring up the next generations as healthy individuals in all respects. Family environment, parental
relationships and child rearing patterns are among
the most important factors that affect their mental
health and personality [1, 2]. The family is known
to be the smallest unit responsible for providing
care and protection, and bringing up the child in a
warm and caring atmosphere, which is necessary
for the child to be physically and mentally healthy
and lead a happy and content life. In spite of the
key roles families play in the protection, personal
development, providing necessary interest and
care, sometimes they fail to offer this ideal environment [3]. Parents sometimes intentionally or
unconsciously exhibit behaviors that can impede or
stop their children’s development. These behaviors
can sometimes turn out as violence directed to the
child or negligence behaviors like ignoring and not
showing necessary care to children [4, 5, 6].
In recent years, many studies on human psychology have focused on maltreatment, emotional
traumas in childhood as the reason behind mental
disorders and showed that they are linked to many
mental problems like personality disorders, depression, substance use orders, anti-social behavior disorders [7, 8, 9]. They indicate that being exposed to
abuse and neglect in childhood increases emotional
and behavioral problems in individuals in their later
lives [10, 11]. Any sort of conduction hazardous
for physical, emotional, mental and social development is defined as child abuse [12, 13, 14] and child
neglect is defined as, not providing proper care for
nutrition, clothing, medical, social and emotional
needs or living conditions to a child by the person
who is responsible for looking after the child [15, 16,
845
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17]. Child neglect is also defined as family’s, related institution’s or state’s not meeting the most basic
responsibilities towards the child. The negligence
behaviors by the society, institutions and individuals emerges as behaviors that impedes children’s
development by depriving them of equal rights and
freedom [18, 19]. Ridiculing the child, humiliation,
expecting him to do more than his capacity, excessive protection, making him dependent, excessive
authority, heavy punishment, slapping the child on
face even if it does not leave any trace, not meeting
nutrition, clothing, medical and emotional needs, or
not taking necessary precautions about providing
ideal living conditions etc. are considered as child
neglect [20].
The most common type of misconduct towards
children is child neglect but it is difficult to understand and measure the same [21]. Therefore, studies
on child neglect generally do not discuss neglect as
a single entity but investigates neglect accompanied
by abuse as it is easier to diagnose abuse [22]. Difficulties in defining neglect and its definate types are
among the challenges faced in studies on neglect
[23, 24]. The most important criterion for a behavior to be accepted as neglect is based on the age of
child. For example, a child who is allowed to spend
two hours outside home is not regarded as neglect
for a matured child, however, for a two-year old it
can be considered as neglect [25].
Although child neglect is a common problem
in Turkey and all over the world as well, there
are some challenges in its diagnosis, recording,
initiation of necessary legal processes and proper
treatment and rehabilitation process [19, 26, 27].
Especially personnel in pre-school institutions and
health sector have an important role to play in early diagnosis of children under risk of neglect and
families with tendency to neglect their children
because these institutions generally meet the child
and his family at his early age. If education and
health workers in these institutions notice high
risk groups at early period, serious damages can
be prevented [28, 29]. There are studies reporting
that neglected children in pre-school period show
long lasting retardation on social-emotional development, behavioral development and cognitive
development [30, 31]. Because of these reasons,
early diagnosis of children exposed to abuse and
neglect is important for taking necessary precau846

tions. However, when literature is reviewed, no
instrument has been found regarding the measurement of child neglect on Turkish preschool child
sample. Based on this problem situation, the aim
of this study is to adopt Mother Child Negligence
Scale developed by [32] into Turkish on six-year
olds’ mothers. It is considered that adaptation
of Mother Child Negligence scale into Turkish
culture will contribute to assess child neglect as
early as in pre-school period and to the conduction of further studies on this issue. By adaptation
of this scale to the Turkish sample, it is expected
that neglecting behaviors exposed to children can
be identified earlier, precautions can be taken by
institutions before negative educational, developmental and health outcomes appear.
Validity and Reliability of the Original Mother
Child Negligence Scale
Mother Child Negligence Scale is developed
by [32] to assess negligence behaviors of mothers
of three to eight year olds towards their children. It
was developed based on negligence scale by [33]
who evaluated individuals’ behavior towards their
mothers, who had experienced negligence in their
childhood. The scale is a means of self-report which
assesses mothers emotional, educational and physical negligence behaviors towards the child. Mother
Child Negligence Scale is composed of 20 items
in four sub-dimensions. The item 1, 5, 15, 16 and
18 on the scale belong to emotional neglect subscale, item 2, 3, 7, 13 and 14 belong to educational
neglect sub-scale, item 4, 8, 9,11 and 17 belong to
authority and supervision neglect sub-scale, item 6,
10, 12, 19 and 20 belong to physical neglect scale.
Item 9, 11 and 16 are reverse coded items. For each
item on the likert type scale, mothers are asked to
choose I completely agree, I agree, I do not agree,
I completely disagree In the validation study, [32]
calculated Cronbach alpha coefficient for inner reliability, which was found to be 0.80 for emotional
neglect scale, 0.86 for educational neglect subscale,
0.78 for authority and supervision neglect sub-scale
and 0.90 for physical neglect sub-scale 0.90. So, it
was determined that the reliability of the instrument
was high. In the validation study, similar scale validity method was used. In this study, the relation
between scores on Mother Child Negligence Scale
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014
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and negligence scale which measures neglect behaviors mothers were exposed to (the correlation
is 0.29 ). Next, the relationship between the scores
on Mother Child Negligence Scale and the Maternal Interaction Scale which assesses mother child
relationship (the correlation is -0.31). Finally, the
relation between scores on Mother-Child Negligence Scale and the Child Abuse Potential Inventory which assesses mothers’ child abuse potentials
(the correlation is 0.21). According to the results,
there is a positive significant correlation between
Mother Child Negligence scale scores and negligence behaviors mothers themselves were exposed
to in their childhood and negative significant correlation between mother and child communication.
In validation study, relations between sub-scales
were also examined and significant correlation was
found between sub-scales [32, 33].
Adaptation of the Scale into Turkish
In this study which was carried out to adapt
Mother Child Negligence Scale developed by [32]
into Turkish on mothers of six year olds, first of all
content validity of the scale was made in line with
linguistic validity and expert views. In this study,
Mother Child Negligence Scale, developed in English in its original form, was translated into Turkish
by a professional interpreter with a good command
of both languages. The translated form of the scale
was presented to expert view and the items of the
scale were assessed by five experts in Child Development and Psychological Counseling and Guidance based on developmental characteristics and
basic needs of six year olds. The scale was arranged
according to expert views. The four choice likert
type of the scale was transformed into five choice
likert type with It completely suits me, It rather suits
me, I am undecided, It does not suit me, It does not
suit me completely. When the literature regarding
instrument adaptations has been examined, it is noticed that in adaptation of instruments to different
culture, data should be firstly analyzed by explanatory factor analysis. Then in order to confirm factor
structure, confirmatory analyses should be made
[34]. For this reason, in this study, firstly explanatory and then confirmatory analyses have been
conducted. Cronbach alpha values were calculated
for each dimension and for the whole scale to deVolume 9 / Number 4 / 2014

termine inner validity of the scale. For validation
study, Categorical Principle Components Analysis
(CatPCA), which is a part of optimal scaling, was
carried out separately for each dimension in the validity analysis of factor construct. Construct validity was tested with confirmatory factor analysis.
Methods
Participants
The study was carried out on the mothers of children attending private and public nursery schools
affiliated with National Education in Konya city
center in 2009 and 2010 academic year. Firstly,
ten primary schools with nursery classes and five
private nursery schools were chosen with random
cluster sampling method. A notice of information
and the scale was sent to 750 mothers whose children were attending these nursery schools. Volunteering mothers were asked to fill in the scale and
sent it back. 638 mothers filled in the scale and
returned. 49 scales with missing items were excluded from the scope of study and thus 589 mothers formed the study group.
Procedure
As a part of validity study, arithmetic means of
the subscales and standard deviations were calculated and their Cronbach α were assessed for inner consistency. The factor validity of the scale
was tested with Categorical Principal Components Analysis (CatPCA) and Confirmatory Factor analysis. For the analysis of data, SPSS 16.0
and AMOS 16.0 programs were used. Categorical
Principal Components Analysis (CatPCA) also
known as Non-linear Principal Components Analysis can analyze different groups of variables simultaneously (classifying, ordering or numerical)
[35, 36]. Contrary to Linear Principal Component
Analysis, in this analysis categorical variables can
be analyzed without linearity assumption. In this
analysis, while principal factor constructs are analyzed, optimal scaling can be realized with principal factor analysis. However, this analysis is
considered to be a suitable technique when different indicators are expected to be collected under a
latent variable [37, 38, 39].
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Maximum probability prediction method was
used to predict model parameters in Confirmatory
Factor Analysis. The criteria taken into consideration for the assessment of model’s goodness of fit
are: (1) root mean Square Error approximation is
to be lower than 0.05; (2) for a good fit χ2/sd measurement is to be between 2 and 5; (3) goodness of
fit index (GFI) that explains variance and covariance amount is to be higher than 0.90 for an acceptable fit; (4) Comparative fit index (CFI) is to
be over 0.90 for as an acceptable fit [40, 41, 42].
Results
Reliability analysis
Cronbach α values were calculated to determine
inner consistency of the whole Mother Child Negligence scale and for all its dimensions. Reliability
coefficients for the whole scale and its dimension
range between 0.87 and 0.98 and all coefficients
were found to be within acceptable limits.
Table 1. Optimal Scaling Results for Each Dimension (Categorical Principal Components AnalysisCatPCA): Factor Loads, C. Alpha Values
Dimensions of Mother Child
Negligence Scale
Emotional Neglect (E)
Item 1 (E1)
Item 5 (E2)
Item 15 (E3)
Item 18 (E4)
Educational Neglect (E)
Item 2 (E1)
Item 3 (E2)
Item 7 (E3)
Item 13 (E4)
Item 14 (E5)
Authority and Supervision (AS)
Item 4 (AS1)
Item 8 (AS2)
Item 9 (-) (AS3)
Item 11 (-) (AS4)
Item 17 (AS5)
Physical Neglect (P)
Item 6 (P1)
Item 10 (P2)
Item 12 (P3)
Item 19 (P4)
Item 20 (P5)
848

Factor
Loads
.906
.970
.953
.944
.950
.958
.959
.944
.683
.944
.946
.658
.474
.930
.968
.932
.955
.973
.978

C.
Alpha
0.96

0.94

0.87

0.98

Factor structure
To reach stronger results with regard to the
scale validity, factor loads are kept higher and
generally values of 0.30 and higher are considered
[43]. Therefore, in this study for the analysis of
factor structure, each dimension was submitted
to Categorical Principal Components (CatPCA)
analysis which is included in optimal scaling and
items with factor loads higher than 0.30 were considered. As a result of analysis, one item (I do not
praise my child) was omitted from the analysis
due to its factor load (0.21) and the study was carried out on 19 items (Table 1).
When validity of factor structure is examined,
factor loads of emotional neglect dimension of
Mother Child Negligence scale ranged between
0.94 and 0.97, factor load for educational neglect
dimension ranged between 0.68 and 0.96, factor
loads for authority and supervision neglect dimension ranged between 0.47 and 0.95 and factor
loads for physical neglect dimension ranged between 0.93 and 0.98 (Table 1).
Confirmatory factor analysis
Construct validity of the dimension of the scale
was made using confirmatory factor analysis. In
this study, separate factor analysis were carried
out for each dimension and later on factor construct was taken as a whole (Table 2).
When goodness of fit indexes are examined, all
goodness of fit indexes results for Mother Child
Negligence scale which was formed by taking
each dimension and all dimensions together indicate a good fit. In the scale, covariance between
OD3 and OD4 variables was added to authority
and supervision neglect dimension. As it is seen in
Table 3, GFI value which is one of the goodness of
fit scales was found to be 90%. These values indicate that the model explains 90% of variance and
covariance. In the analysis, structural coefficients
show standardized factor loads and standardized
factor loads are defined as predicted correlation
values [44]. In the analysis results, variance (R2)
values, that show the extend to which variability
is explained, has been given.
As a result of analysis, all factor loads were
found to be high. As it is known, high factor valVolume 9 / Number 4 / 2014
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Table 2. Fitness Indexes for Confirmatory Factor Analysis
Model
Emotional Neglect (E)
Educational Neglect (E)
Authority and Supervision Neglect (AS)
Physical Neglect (F)
Mother Child Negligence Scale

c2
5.749
18.268
1.080
10.551
659.107

Df
2
5
4
5
147

c2 / df
2.874
3.6540
0.270
2.110
4.484

GFI
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.90

CFI
0.99
0.99
1.00
1.00
0.97

RMSEA
0.05
0.06
0.00
0.04
0.06

Figure 1. Confirmatory Factor Analysis Diagram Applied to Mother Child Negligence Scale
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014
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ues indicate strong association with latent variables. Factor loads for emotional neglect latent
variable ranged between 0.77 and 0.96, for educational neglect latent variable ranged between
0.54 and 0.94, authority and supervision latent
variable ranged between 0.33 and 0.96. As for
physical neglect, latent variable ranged between
0.89 and 0.97. The results indicate that construct
validity of the scale is achieved. Direct effects of
second level factors ranges between 0.96 and 0.99
indicating that they have a strong effect. However,
Mother Child Negligence scale is represented by
emotional neglect (construction coefficient 0.99
and explained variance 0.99), educational neglect
(construction coefficient 0.98 and explained variance 0.97), authority and supervision (construction coefficient 0.96 and explained variance 0.89)
and physical neglect (construction coefficient 0.99
and explained variance 0.99) dimensions, respectively. Goodness of fit indexes of the model are at
acceptable levels. Therefore, Mother Child Negligence scale is satisfactorily represented by these
four dimensions.
Discussion
In this study, validation study of Mother Child
Negligence scale developed by [32] was carried
out on a group of mothers of six-year olds. With
an aim to determine factor structures of Mother
Child negligence scale, factor validity of the scale
was submitted to Categorical Principal Components Analysis (CatPCA) and Confirmatory Factor Analysis that are part of Optimal Scaling were
applied. In the Categorical Principal Components
Analysis (CatPCA), 0.30 value was taken as the
threshold for an item to be kept in the scale. As a
result of the analysis, one item was omitted from
the scale because of its low factor load (0.21) and
study was carried out with 19 items. It was revealed that the scale is consisted of four factors.
There are also four sub-dimensions in the original
form of Mother Child Negligence scale developed
by [32]. In the determination of inner consistency
of the scale, Cronbach alpha coefficients for the
whole scale and sub-dimensions were determined.
Reliability coefficients for the whole scale and its
sub dimensions was calculated to be 0.87 and 0.98
and revealed that inner consistency of the scale
850

was high. According to fitness statistics from confirmatory factor analysis of the Mother Child Negligence scale, the scale confirms a four-dimension
model and the model has an acceptable level of
goodness of fit. Goodness of fit statistics use certain criteria to assess whether the model is accepted or not. In this study, RMSEA (which is to be
lower than 0.05 for a good fit), x2/sd measurement
(which is to be between 2 and 5 for a good fit), GFI
(which is to be higher than 0.90 for an acceptable
fit) and CFI (which is to be over 0.90 for an acceptable fit) values were used [40, 45]. Results of
goodness of fit statistics indicate a good fit for all
dimension together as well as for each dimension
of Mother Child Negligence Scale. The model developed explains 90% of variance and covariance.
Analyses conducted indicate that factor loads of
all item in the scale are high and construct validity is established. Mother Child Negligence scale
is explained by emotional neglect, educational
neglect, authority and supervision neglect and
physical neglect dimensions, respectively. When
the instruments in the literature to measure neglect behaviors towards children are considered,
it is seen that these instruments approach neglect
behavior with similar sub-dimensions. For example, child form of Multi-dimensional neglect
assessment scale developed by [46] and Adult
form of the Multi-Dimensional Neglect Behavior
Scale developed by [47] handle neglect behaviors
with physical, emotional, cognitive and supervision neglect dimensions [46, 47]. In this respect,
the scale in this study has similar sub-dimensions
as measurement instruments in the literature that
measure neglect behavior. This can be considered
to be a positive situation as it makes it possible to
compare results of studies to be carried out using
this scale on Turkish samples with the results of
studies from other cultures. However, as the measurement instrument includes assessment of neglect behavior in the form of self-report, the possibility that mothers do not reflect neglect behavior
objectively is the most prominent limitation of the
study. Therefore, it would be useful that the studies be carried out using this scale supported by
findings with qualitative observation data.
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Conclusion
The result of validation study carried out within
adaptation of Mother Child Negligence scale into
Turkish and mothers of six year olds indicated that
Mother Child Negligence scale is a valid and reliable instrument. The scale adapted into Turkish
culture can be a suitable instrument to determine
negligence behaviors of mothers towards their
six year olds. This instrument can be used by preschool teachers, psychological counselors, psychiatrists and researchers working with six year olds to
determine mothers’ negligence behaviors towards
their children. In conclusion, this study which aims
to adapt Mother Child Negligence Scale developed
by Lounds, Borkowski & Whitman (2004) into
Turkish culture and mothers of six year olds led to
the development of a valid and reliable instrument
which measures four neglect sub-dimensions.
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Abstract
The purpose of this study is to examine the different dimensions of Retail Service Quality (RSQ)
in the apparel industry and its impact on Customer
Loyalty. Retail apparel store customers in Tirupur,
the Apparel hub of South India were surveyed by
adopting the Questionnaire Method. A sample of
size 250 was taken. Confirmatory factor analysis
was used to establish construct validity. Structural
Equation Model (SEM) was used to measure the
impact of different dimensions of Retail Service
Quality factors with Customer Satisfaction and
Customer Loyalty. The study identified the five
important RSQ factors (Personal Aspects, Reliability, Personal Interaction, Policy and Problem
Solving) and proved that there is a relationship between the RSQ factors and Customer Satisfaction.
Furthermore the study found that there is no relationship between RSQ factors and Customer Loyalty. The identification of these apparel retail service quality factors enables the apparel retail store
managers to design an effective policy regarding
customer loyalty. From this study it is inferred that
there is no positive relationship between customer
satisfaction and Loyalty. Even though customers
are satisfied with services of apparel stores, these
satisfied customers are not loyal customers. Therefore the article suggests that the management of
apparel retail stores should design effective policy
to retain the customers.
Key words: Apparel Industry, Customer
Loyalty, Customer Satisfaction, Service Quality,
Structural equation model.
1. Introduction
In India, the retail apparel stores were operating under the protected environment before 1991.
With the onset of liberalization and globalization
competition among the apparel retail store has
kept on increasing. In the changing business situVolume 9 / Number 4 / 2014

ations, apparel retail service stores have realized
that customer can be satisfied and retained only
through service quality. Service quality, customer
value and satisfaction are some of the key factors of business competition for manufacturers
and service providers [1, 2, 3]. The importance of
quality to a firm’s long term success is well recognized [4, 5, 6]. The global trends and challenges in
services in today’s business world shows that “services companies are under a constant and dynamic
change while customers are becoming less loyal,
more price sensitive and discerning” [7].
New marketing concepts and strategies [8]
paying greater attention to identifying customer
needs and expectation [9] and offering high quality service to customers [10, 11]. The high service
quality results in customer satisfaction and loyalty
to the product (or) service, greater willingness
to recommend someone else, reduction in complaints and improved customer retention [12]. Service quality has been defined as customers overall
impression of an organization’s service in terms of
relative superiority (or) inferiority [13]. Existing
research shows that consumers satisfied with service quality are more likely to remain loyal [14].
Service quality is perceived as a tool for increasing value for the consumer; as a means of positioning in a competitive environment [15].
Service quality in retailing is different from
any other product / service environment [16, 17].
Service quality is considered a multi-attribute construct-the product of the comparison between the
customer’s expectations and their perceptions of
the company’s actions [18, 2, 19]. Many authors
have defined the services in different ways. Ramaswamy [20] described service as the business
transactions that take place between donors (the
service providers) and receivers in order to produce an outcome that satisfies the customer. [12]
defined service as “deeds, processes, and performances”.
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2. Review of literature
Several studies addressed the service quality aspect of apparel stores. [21] validate the retail service quality scale developed by Dabholkar et al.,
[22] in the context of apparel Specialty stores in the
northern region of Malaysia. The study identified
physical aspects; reliability, personal interaction,
problem solving and policy are the RSQ dimension and study found that it is suitable for retail service quality in cloth stores. Research indicates that
customers satisfied with service quality are more
likely to remain loyal [14]. Numerous authors have
conducted a study with regard to the importance
of quality to firms [23, 24] and established that its
positive relationship with profits, increased market
share, return on investment, customer satisfaction
and future purchase intentions [25, 26, 27, 28].
Service quality in retailing is different from other product / service environment [16, 17]. Service
quality matters in every industry: all companies
recognize its importance because; it attests customer loyalty and satisfaction. The service quality
variables identified by Parasuraman et.al. [18] are
reliability, responsiveness, competence, accessibility, courtesy, communication, credibility, security,
understanding and tangibility. Service quality is
an important tool to measure customer satisfaction
[29]. Sulieman [30] identified that reliability, tangibility, responsiveness and assurance have a significant and positive impact on customer satisfaction.
Customer Loyalty is the feeling of attachment to,
or affection for a company’s people, product or services [31]. Customer loyalty is a deeply held commitment to re-buy or re-patronize a preferred product or services in the future despite there are situational influence and marketing efforts having the
potential to cause switching behaviour [32]. It has
been argued that for local buyers, companies must
invest in relationship building and customer intimacy. Building such relationship and intimacy will also
culminate in stronger loyalty [33]. Customer loyalty
has been defined as an attitude and as behaviour loyalty. Behavioural loyalty is customers’ intention to
repurchase the product/service [34]. Thus, as a behaviour, customer loyalty has been measured as the
customers’ repeat purchase probability [35].
Customer loyalty, a key intervening variable in
explaining customer retention [36] are concerned
854

with the likelihood of a customer returning, making
business referrals, providing strong word-of-mouth
publicity, as well as providing references and publicity [37]. Loyal customers are less likely to switch
to a competitor due to a given price inducement,
and these customers make more purchases as compared to less loyal customers [38]. Customer loyalty has been considered as an important source of
long-term business success [39], and building a relationship with a customer is a good way to retain
loyal customers in the long-term [40].
Even though there are a several benefits associated with Retail Service Quality (RSQ) of apparel
stores, only few studies have been conducted in
Indian context. With this background the objective
of the study includes:
– Analyzing the different dimensions of
RSQ to evaluate the relationship between
different dimensions of RSQ
– Examine its influence on the customer
Satisfaction through Customer Loyalty.
3. Methodology
The target population for this study is retail
apparel store customers in Tirupur of the state of
Tamilnadu, India. Tirupur is located at 11.1075°N
77.3398°E. It has an average elevation of 295 meters (967 feet). Tirupur is situated on the banks of
the Noyyal River, helping the textile business to
grow well. As a textile city, Tirupur is full of garment manufacturing units. Its location at the center
of other cities like Erode and Coimbatore makes it
easier to get cotton and other materials required
for the garment manufacturing business. Tirupur
is considered to be the apparel hub of South India. For this survey Tirupur city has been divided
into 4 blocks viz, North Block, South Block, East
Block and West Block. The total number of retail
apparel stores is exhibited in Table 1.
Table 1. Total Number of Retail Stores in Tirupur
City
S. No
1
2
3
4

Block
North
West
East
South
Total

Total No. of Retail Store
15
16
10
13
54
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In Tirupur, totally, there are 54 Retail department stores. All the 54 retail apparel stores were approached by researchers to participate in the survey
and owners of 40 retail department stores agreed to
participate in the survey. All the retail apparel stores
allowed its customers to participate in the survey.
Before conducting the research, the purpose of the
survey was clearly explained to the respondents.
This survey was conducted over a period of 6
months from January 2013 to June 2013, two days
in a week (on Friday and Saturday) between 5.00
p.m. to 7.00 p.m.. This is the time period during
which customer patronage for weekend shopping
will be high. The researcher adopted systematic
sampling methods and distributed the questionnaire to respondents in particular to every third
customer who entered the apparel retail stores.
Even though the questionnaire has been administered to 600 customers, only 325 completed
questionnaires were returned and out of the completed questionnaires, only 250 questionnaires
were usable and remaining 75 questionnaires were
dropped because of incomplete data.
The questionnaire items were adapted from
Dabholkar, Thorpe and Rentz [22]. The question-

naire items related to loyalty were drawn from the
review of Leverin and Liljannder [41], Zeithaml,
Berry and Parasuraman [3] and Harsandaldeep
Kaur and Harmeen Soch [42].
The questionnaire consists of three parts. The
first part of the questionnaire consists of the demographic profile of the respondents and the second
part throws light on various aspects relating to Retail Service Quality (RSQ) and the third part concentrates on customer loyalty related questions.
Responses to all the questions were measured on
a five-point Likert scale ranging from 5 (strongly
agree) to 1 (strongly disagree). Prior to the research, a pilot study was conducted. Based on the
feedback received from the respondent’s questionnaire, it was translated into the Tamil language.
Table 2 shows the demographic profile of the
respondents. From the above table it is inferred
that 74 percent of the respondents are male, 50.4
percent of the respondents are in the age group
of 26 years to 35 years, 52 percent of the respondents are undergraduates, 40.4 percent of the respondents are private sector employees and 50.8
percent of the respondents are earning a monthly
income between Rs. 10,000 and Rs. 20,000.

Table 2. Demographic Profile of the Respondents (n = 250)
Sl. No.

Characteristics

1

Gender

2

Age (Years)

3

Educational
Qualification

4

Occupation

5

Monthly income (Rs.)
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Categories
Male
Female
Less than 25
26 – 35
36 – 45
Above 45
Under graduation
Post graduation
Diploma
Others
Self employed
Private sector employee
Government employee
Home makers
Others
Less than 10,000
10,000 – 20,000
20,001 – 30,000
30,001 – 40,000
Above 40,000

Number of
Respondents
185
65
68
126
33
23
130
67
41
12
93
101
15
24
17
34
127
69
12
8

Percentage (%)
74
26
27.2
50.4
13.2
9.2
52
26.8
16.4
4.8
37.2
40.4
6
9.6
6.8
13.6
50.8
27.6
4.8
3.2
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3.1 Instrument validation
The internal consistency of the instrument was
tested with the help of Cronbach Alpha. All the
values were above 0.60 which may be considered
as high degree of reliability [43]. The value of
Cronbach Alpha is exhibited in Table 3.
3.2 Exploratory factor analysis
Factor analysis was administered on all the
questionnaire items of retail service quality to
establish their suitability for conducting further
analysis. Prior to the extraction of factors, the
Bartlett test of Sphericity (approximately X2 =
3761.149, df = 325, significance = 0.000) and the
Kaiser-Meyer Olkin measure of sampling adequacy (0.872) was performed and it was confirmed
that there was significant correlation among the
retail service quality variables to warrant the application of exploratory factor analysis.
The results of exploratory factor analysis reveals that 26 response items are loaded on five
dimensions – physical aspects, reliability, personal
interaction, problem solving and policy. The factor analysis results in five important factors. All
five factors put together explain the variance to the
extent of 64.578 percent. The most important RSQ
factor is personal interaction with an eigenvalue of
8.087 and 31.104 % of Total Variance Explained
followed by Physical aspects with eigenvalue of
Table 3. Cronbach’s Alpha Result
Variables
No. of Original Items
Physical Aspects
6
Reliability
5
Personal Interaction
8
Problem Solving
3
Policy
4

3.414. Other factors namely Reliability, Policy
and Problem Solving explain totally 20% of overall variance. The list of response variables under
each factor is given Table 5.
3.3 Confirmatory factor analysis
The data analysis was administered in two different stages. First the confirmatory factor analysis
was administered to test reliability and validity of
RSQ variables included in the study. At the second
stage relationship between various aspects of RSQ,
Personal Aspects, Reliability, Personal Interaction,
Policy and Problem Solving were empirically tested with the help of the Structured Equation Model
(SEM). The score of the five dimensions of retail
service equaling included in the pretest study in order to test its reliability and validity. The overall reliability was tested with the help of Cronbach alpha.
The results exhibited in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Proposed model for the study

No. of Items Retained
6
5
8
3
4

Cronbach’s Alpha
0.859
0.822
0.864
0.782
0.882

Table 4. Retail Service Quality Factor
S.
No
1
2
3
4
5
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Factors
Personal Interaction
Physical Aspects
Reliability
Policy
Problem Solving
Total

No. of
Variables
Included
8
6
5
4
3
26

Reliability
coefficient

Eigen
Value

0.864
0.859
0.822
0.882
0.782

8.087
3.414
2.427
1.758
1.104

Percent of
Variance
Explained
31.104
13.131
9.335
6.760
4.248

Cumulative Percent of
Variance Explained
31.104
44.235
53.570
60.331
64.578
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Table 5. Response Variables Grouped by Exploratory Factor Analysis
Factor 1 -Personal Interaction
Employees in this Apparel store have the knowledge to answer customers’ questions
The behaviour of employees in this apparel store instills confidence in customers
Customers feel safe in their transactions with this apparel store
Employees in this apparel store give prompt service to customers
Employees in this apparel store tell the customers exactly when services will be performed
Employees in this apparel store are never too busy to respond to customers’ requests
This apparel store gives customers individual attention
Employees in this apparel store are consistently courteous with customers.
Factor 2-Physical aspects
The apparel store has modern-looking equipment and fixtures
The apparel store and its physical facilities (trial rooms and restrooms) are visually attractive
Materials associated with this apparel stores’ service (such as shopping bags, loyalty cards and catalogues)
are visually appealing
The apparel store has clean and convenient physical facilities (restrooms, fitting rooms)
The apparel store layout in this apparel store makes it easier for customers to find what they need
The apparel store layout at this store makes it easy for customers to move around in the store.
Factor 3 –Reliability
When this apparel store promises to do something (such as repairs, alterations) by a certain time
It will do so, this apparel store provides its services at the time it promises to do so by “doing-it-right”
This apparel store performs the service right the first time.
This apparel store has merchandise available when the customers want it.
This apparel store insists on error-free sales transactions and records.
Factor 4 -Policy
This apparel store offers high quality merchandise
This apparel store provides plenty of convenient parking for customers
This apparel store has operating hours convenient for all their customers
This apparel store accepts most major credit cards
Factor 5 -Problem solving
This apparel store willingly handles returns and exchanges, when a customer has a problem
This apparel store shows a sincere interest in solving it the employees of this apparel store are able to
handle customer complaints directly and immediately.
This apparel store offers high quality merchandise

3.4 Hypotheses of the study
The proposed hypotheses are listed below
H1 - There will be a positive relationship between Personal Aspects and Customer Satisfaction.
H2 -There will be a positive relationship between Reliability and Customer Satisfaction.
H3 -There will be a positive relationship between
Personal Interaction and Customer Satisfaction.
H4 -There will be a positive relationship between Policy and Customer Satisfaction.
H5 -There will be a positive relationship between Problem Solving and Customer Satisfaction.
H6 -There will be a positive relationship between Customer Satisfaction and Loyalty
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014

H7 -There will be a positive relationship between Physical Aspects and Customer Loyalty
through Customer Satisfaction.
H8 -There will be a positive relationship between Reliability and Customer Loyalty through
Customer Satisfaction.
H9 -There will be a positive relationship between Personal Interaction and Customer Loyalty
through Customer Satisfaction.
H10 -There will be a positive relationship between Problem Solving and Customer Loyalty
through Customer Satisfaction.
H11 -There will be a positive relationship between Policy and Customer Loyalty through Customer Satisfaction.
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4. Results and discussion
4.1 Discriminant validity
The pretest has been attempted to examine the
discriminant validity of the constructs before using structural equation modelling. The discriminant validity exists when the average variance extracted by the each RSQ dimension exceeds, the
square of correlation co-efficient representing its
correlation with other dimensions [44].
In total, five important dimensions have identified for examining linkage between Retail Service Quality and Customer Satisfaction and Loyalty among Appeal Store Customers. These are
physical Aspects, Reliability, Personal Interaction,
Problem Solving and Policy. The customer’s perception on the above five dimensions has been derived from the mean score of all variables in each
dimension. The standard deviation and inter correlation among each dimension have been computed
and exhibited in the Table 6.
The highly perceived concept of its customer is
personal interaction and physical aspects since its
mean score is 4.2975 and 4.1787 respectively. The
higher consistency in the perception of the dimension is personal interaction since its standard deviation is only 0.67732. The inter correlation between
all dimensions included in the study are positive and

significant at the 5 percent level. It shows that there
is a significant positive correlation between the construct. The average variance extracted by each pair
of the RSQ dimensions included in the present study
is greater than its square of correlation co-efficient
between them which reveals the discriminant validity among the RSQ dimensions [45].
4.2 Testing of Concepts Model
The proposed conceptual model in figure 1 was
tested with the help of five dimensions of retail
service quality of apparel stores, namely, physical
aspects, reliability, personal interaction, problem
solving, policy. The SEM model was used to measure the relationship between each dimension as
hypothesized. The Goodness of Fit Indices Model
exhibited in the Table 8.
The overall model indicates that the chi-square
value is significant at the two percent level. Hence
it is within the limit of the event (P<0.05) recommended by Hair et al., [13]. Similarly other
indicators of goodness fit are GFI = 0.982, RMSEA = 0.089; RMR = 0.002; NFI = 1.00, NNFI =
0.921; CFI = 0.982; AGFI = 0.935; PGFI<0.028
and NNFI = 0.921. It shows that the hypothesized
model fits the data very well.

Table 6. Customer Perception for Retail Service Quality of Apparel Store
Sl. No
1
2
3
4
5

Dimensions
Physical aspects
Reliability
Personal Interaction
Problem Solving
Policy

Inter Correlaion Among

Mean

S.D.

4.178
3.482
4.297
3.000
3.328

0.84659
1.12300
0.67732
1.00326
1.11257

1

2
.174*

3
.433*
.3242*

4
.297*
.431*
.371*

5
.314*
.543*
.422
.561

* Significant at the 5 percent level

Table 7. Reliability and validity of variables included in the study
Sl.
Dimension
No
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Physical Aspects
Reliability
Personal Interaction
Problem Solving
Policy

No of
Range of
Variables Standardized
Included Factor Loading
5
5
6
3
5

0.816- 0.659
0.782- 0.562
0.804- 0.612
0.831- 0.610
0.927- 0.629

Range of ‘t’
Statistics
15.467-9.356
17.629-6.063*
16.432-9.404
13.05-12.362*
0.067-0.059*

Composite Avg. Var.
Cronbach
Reliability Extracted
Alpha
(CR)
(AVE)
8.087
3.414
2.427
1.758
1.104

0.8632
0.53.37
0.7901
0.7901
0.8723

56.08
52.03
56.07
56.06
63.65

* Significant at 5 percent level of significance.
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Table 8. Goodness of Fit Indices Model
Sl. No
1

2

3

Particulars
Chi-square test
Chi-square Valve
Fit – Indices
GFI
AGFI
PGFI
NFI
NNFI
Alternative Indices
CFI
R MSEA
RM R

Criteria Indicators
P < .05

10.011

>0.90
>0.90
>0.50
>0.90
>0.90

0.982
0.935
0.028
1.00
0.921

>0.95
<0.05
<0.05

1.00
0.089
0.002

Figure 2. Structural Equation Model Result

From the result it is interred that the appeared
path is:
– Physical Aspects (PA) → Customer
Satisfaction (CS)
– Reliability (R) → Customer Satisfaction (CS),
– Personal Interaction (PI) → Customer
Satisfaction (CS)
– Problem Solving (PS) → Customer
Satisfaction (CS)
– Policy (P) → Customer Satisfaction (CS)
– The study noted that customer satisfaction
and loyalty does not influence the loyalty.
4.3 Managerial implications
The present study has significant implication
for apparel store managers and policy decision
makers. The study identified Physical Aspects,
Reliability, Personal Interaction, Policy and Problem Solving as key dimensions of Retail Service
Quality. The identified dimensions of RSQ should
be implemented to enhance the service quality and
customer satisfaction. The identification of these
apparel retail service quality factors enables the
apparel retail store managers to design an effective
policy regarding customer loyalty. Therefore the
manager of the Apparel retail store should focus
on all the five dimensions to maximize the cus-

Table 9. Summary of Hypothesis testing results
Hypothesis
H1
H2
H3
H4
H5
H6
H7
H8
H9
H10
H11
H12
H13
H14
H15
H16
H17

Path
Physical Aspects (PA) → Customer Satisfaction (CS)
Reliability (R) → Customer Satisfaction (CS)
Personal Interaction (PI) → Customer Satisfaction (CS)
Problem Solving (PS) → Customer Satisfaction (CS)
Policy (P) → Customer Satisfaction (CS)
Attitudinal Loyalty (LA) → Customer Satisfaction (CS)
Behaviour Loyalty (LB) → Customer Satisfaction (CS)
Attitudinal Loyalty (LA) → Physical Aspects (PA)
Attitudinal Loyalty (LA) → Reliability (R)
Attitudinal Loyalty (LA) → Personal Interaction (PI)
Attitudinal Loyalty (LA) → Problem Solving (PS)
Attitudinal Loyalty (LA) → Policy (P)
Behaviour Loyalty (LB) → Physical Aspects (PA)
Behaviour Loyalty (LB) → Reliability (R)
Behaviour Loyalty (LB) → Personal Interaction (PI)
Behaviour Loyalty (LB) → Problem Solving (PS)
Behaviour Loyalty (LB) → Policy (P)
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Result
Supported
Supported
Supported
Supported
Supported
Not Supported
Not Supported
Not Supported
Not Supported
Not Supported
Not Supported
Not Supported
Not Supported
Not Supported
Not Supported
Not Supported
Not Supported
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tomer satisfaction. Out of identified five dimensions of RSQ, only Physical Aspects, Reliability,
Personal Interaction, Policy and Problem Solving
influence customer satisfaction with the Retail apparel store help managers ascertain priorities.
Another implication from this study is Loyalty.
This study reveals that there is no relationship between Customer Satisfaction and Customer Loyalty. Therefore managers of the apparel store should
focus more on their aspects. Customer Loyalty is
indispensable to the apparel retail store. To gain customer loyalty management of apparel retail stores
has to satisfy its customer by the way of understanding needs and wants which can be measured
by the continuous customer feedback. Therefore
every apparel retail store should have separate R &
D department to conduct market survey on continuous basis. Furthermore retail apparel stores can introduce a several relationship marketing approach
by way of contacting customers by telephone, mail
or in person, after sales service, conflict handling,
customer care and web based enabled services.
5. Conclusion
This study has achieved in identifying the different dimensions of Retail Service Quality (RSQ)
of apparel Stores in Tirupur. The study has identified the five important dimensions of RSQ. These
are Physical Aspects, Reliability, Personal Interaction, Policy and Problem Solving. The study
also identified that Physical Aspects, Reliability,
Personal Interaction, Policy and Problem Solving
have an impact on customer satisfaction. From
this study it is inferred that there is no positive relationship between customer satisfaction and Loyalty. This is one of the very important findings.
This finding revealed that even though customers
are satisfied with services of apparel stores, these
customers are not loyal customers. Therefore the
management of retail apparel stores should design
effective policy to retain the customer.
This study has achieved in identifying the different dimensions of Retail Service Quality (RSQ)
of apparel Stores in Tirupur. The study has identified the five important dimensions of RSQ. These
are Physical Aspects, Reliability, Personal Interaction, Policy and Problem Solving. The study
also identified that Physical Aspects, Reliability,
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Personal Interaction, Policy and Problem Solving
have an impact on customer satisfaction. From
this study it is inferred that there is no positive relationship between customer satisfaction and Loyalty. This is one of the very important findings.
This finding revealed that even though customers
are satisfied with services of apparel stores, these
customers are not loyal customers. Therefore the
management of retail apparel stores should design
effective policy to retain the customer.
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Abstract
Electronic textbook is a digitized form of textbook which is envisioned to replace existing paper-based textbook; hence it must embrace a strategic and pragmatic policy to ensure its successful
adoption and integration into the national school
curriculum. The pioneering and timely contributions of this study have provided key findings on
education policy to address various challenges
and issues, as well as to sustain innovations in
the implementation of this national-level initiative, and it has been compiled into a report which
we conveniently call “E-Textbook in Education
Policy (ETiP)”. ETiP provides extensive policies,
which is comprised of a list of projects and process
maps, pertinent to the integration of e-Textbooks
into classrooms. Each process map illustrates the
relationships among relevant projects in a domain.
The ETiP covers four main domains, namely infrastructure, educational content, standardisation,
and human resources development; and each domain is presented in three main stages, namely
developing, take-off and expansion. The process
map illustrates the relationships among relevant
projects. We have performed an expert survey of a
representative sample of officials from the Ministry of Education and industry experts to provide a
list of projects, and Delphi surveys to design and
rigorously test the process maps.
Key words: electronic textbook, e-Textbook,
digital textbook, ICT in education, education policy, electronic book, e-book, information and communications technology, process map, Delphi
1. Introduction
Electronic textbook (or e-Textbook) is a digitized form of textbook that contains multimedia
contents (e.g. video clips, animations and games)
and extensive features (e.g. full-text search, navigation tools, personal note taking). E-Textbook
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014

has been envisioned to permeate the classroom
environment replacing the traditional paper-based
textbooks in order to stimulate students’ interest in
learning and to enrich a student’s learning process.
The increasing importance of e-Textbooks in
K-12 education has prompted many countries
to define the education policies for e-Textbooks,
which underpin the success of K-12 education1
in the near future. E-Textbook policy provides
advices to policy makers on the adoption of eTextbooks in school curriculum, and so it is pertinent to the government’s commitment to improving and reforming the education system. General
speaking, e-Textbook policy covers three stages
and four main domains. The e-Textbook policy
covers three stages [1,2] as follows:
– During the developing stage, computers are
supplied to schools so that they are equipped
with the essential amenities, including computers and network infrastructure. Curriculum
contents in the traditional paper-based format
for several subjects, such as Mathematics,
English and Science, are available.
– During the take-off stage, the essential
amenities required to use the e-Textbooks
are readily available in schools. E-Textbook
prototypes are developed; and pilot testing is
conducted in schools.
– During the expansion stage, the e-Textbooks
are further enhanced, and the existing
infrastructure is upgraded with new educational content. E-textbooks are widely
distributed, and it may be commercialized
for wider distribution.
The e-Textbook policy covers four main domains as follows:
–– Infrastructure is the underlying base or
foundation, such as hardware, software
and network, which is necessary to use
e-Textbooks in classroom. The infrastructure
863
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also includes information system, such
as Education Resources Information
Center (ERIC) in UK [3], that provides
interactions, collaborations and connections
among schools, teachers and students at
regional and national levels. E-Textbook
policy covers the development, expansion
and maintenance of infrastructure. There
is little opportunity for schools to integrate
e-Textbooks into their teaching process
without adequate infrastructure [4].
–– Educational content is the teaching, learning
and research materials offered to teachers
and students.
–– Standardisation ensures an acceptable level
of compatibility in the use of e-Textbooks,
such as the content format and structural
design, in order to promote the sharing and
re-usability of educational content. This is
because different schools may use different
standards which may hinder interoperability.
E-Textbook policy covers standards for
metadata, content and distribution system.
–– Human Resources Development (HRD)
requires stakeholders (e.g. teachers and
administrators) who are involved in
the integration of e-Textbooks into the
teaching and learning processes in the
school education to be knowledgeable and
adept in using e-Textbooks. This includes
creating awareness and enthusiasm in using
e-Textbooks in classrooms. E-Textbook
policy covers the planning, training and
provisioning of technical support to
stakeholders in order to acquire their skills
and capabilities in using e-Textbooks.
The main focus of this article is to investigate
decisions, activities and projects, as well as to solicit experts’ opinions through expert survey and
Delphi survey relevant to the three stages of the
four domains. The outcome is a strategic and pragmatic e-Textbook policy, which is presented in
process maps, on the migration from paper-based
textbooks to e-Textbooks in classrooms, and we
conveniently call our policy as “E-Textbook in
Education Policy (ETiP)”.
We use process mapping as an effective method to illustrate the flow or sequence of projects
864

pertinent to a policy [5,6,7]. According to Ng [8],
a general difference between policies and their
implementation (or “actual ground reality”) has
been observed in education practices. Although
policies may be well formulated, local agencies
(or schools) “are often not aware of the specifics
of these policies or their goals” [9]. Generally
speaking, process map illustrates step-by-step description of the actions taken by stakeholders (i.e.
national government, school districts and schools)
showing the flow of and relationship between the
projects taking into account the requirements, procedures and the outcomes between closely-related
projects [6,10]. Hence, it addresses this issue and
helps to increase the effectiveness of policy implementation. The process maps were generated
through a three-round Delphi survey.
This research seeks to clarify the following research questions:
1. What are the decisions, activities and
projects supporting the three stages of the
four domains?
2. What are the process maps to implement the
e-Textbook policy?
Since e-Textbooks have not found widespread
adoption in the K-12 education system, this research serves as a solid foundation and a strategic
roadmap to policy makers and stakeholders, including governments, school districts and schools,
to make timely and well-considered collaborative
decisions in this pilot project. The rest of this article
is organized as follows. Section 2 presents research
method. Section 3 presents data analysis and results. Finally, Section 4 provides conclusions.
2. Research Method
We conducted two types of surveys, namely
expert survey and Delphi surveys. Firstly, we conducted expert survey to gather a list of projects
necessary for the migration from paper-based textbooks to e-Textbooks. Secondly, we conducted
Delphi survey to generate process maps.
2.1 Data Collection: Expert Survey
The survey questionnaire was developed to
seek answers to our research questions based on
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014
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the three stages and the four domains (see Section
1). We sent out questionnaires to experts by email,
and the participants were comprised of 11 officials from Ministry of Education (MOE) and 45
experts from the industry relevant to e-Textbooks
(e.g. consultant, application programmers, content
developers and instructional designers). In short,
there were 56 experts from 18 countries.
Each participant received through email a
survey questionnaire comprised of statements
describing policies, and the participant was instructed to write down the score for each of the
statements based on the Likert format. The Likert
format indicates the importance of each statement
using a score s from 1 to 5 as shown in Table 1.
In the survey questionnaire, the participants were
asked to specify the stages in regards to each statement (i.e. D: Developing Stage, T: Take-off Stage,
and E: Expansion Stage) based on the Likert format. Lastly, the participants provide their opinions
on the required decisions, activities and projects.
Table 1. Rank of importance based on Linkert format
Score
4.0 < s ≤ 5.0
3.0 < s ≤ 4.0
2.0 < s ≤ 3.0
1.0 < s ≤ 2.0
s ≤ 1.0

Description
Extremely important
Very important
Pretty important
A little important
Not important

2.2 Data Collection: Delphi Survey
Delphi survey [11] has been applied to generate process maps. Compared to expert survey (see
Section 2.1), a three-round Delphi survey seeks
opinions from experts in rounds, and it is most
suitable to generate process maps. In this survey,
the participants were comprised of 11 experts.
During the first round, each participant received through email a survey questionnaire comprised of statements describing process maps. For
the second and third rounds, a summary report of

the survey outcomes, particularly the participants’
comments and feedbacks gathered during the previous round, was given to the participants. Hence,
this allowed the participants to suggest their respective opinions about the process map, revise
the process map, as well as to revise their previous
comments and feedbacks, based on the summary
report from the previous rounds. Hence, at the end
of the third round, the participants came to a consensus on the process maps, which were refined
and enhanced through the sharing of comments
and feedbacks among the experts.
3. Data Analysis and Results
We investigated four domains, namely infrastructure, educational content, standardisation, and
human resources development.
3.1 Infrastructure
During the expert survey, the experts suggest
projects for each stage of the infrastructure domain as listed in Table 2.
During the developing stage, the experts suggest that schools must be equipped with adequate
general ICT infrastructure, such as hardware (e.g.
computers and servers) and software components
(e.g. software application and content), network infrastructure (e.g. internet connection with security
protection). The hardware infrastructure must be
put in place along with supporting elements, such as
maintenance and repair (e.g. upgrades of operating
system, software or content, and hardware repair),
and technical support (e.g. IT helpdesk). Guidelines
for using ICT infrastructure and data protection (e.g.
personal information and data) must be prepared.
“It is important to identify the most appropriate
components of infrastructure along with budgets for the purchase of hardware and software.”
[Consultant/Country 18]

Table 2. Major infrastructure projects by stage
Developing Stage
Take-off Stage
• Providing general ICT
• Providing ICT infrastructure in classrooms
infrastructure
• Providing supporting system for
• Developing guidelines for
e-Textbooks
using ICT infrastructure and • Developing guidelines for e-Textbooks
data protection
infrastructure
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014

Expansion Stage
• Upgrading out-dated ICT
infrastructure
• Distributing guidelines on general
and information protection to
students and teachers
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“Procurement and implementation of hardware
(specification, function), software (license), network (speed) and platform should be considered.”
[Consultant/Country 9]
“As hacking methods and virus become varied and
sophisticated, there is a greater need for secure security systems and total ICT security management
systems.”
[Consultant/Country 3]
During the take-off stage, classrooms must
be equipped with adequate ICT infrastructure required to implement e-Textbooks, such as hardware (e.g. reading devices) and software components (e.g. software application and content), and
e-Textbook supporting equipment (e.g. interactive
whiteboard). Supporting system for e-Textbooks,
such as maintenance (e.g. generating backups for

e-Textbooks) must be provided. Guidelines for using e-Textbooks infrastructure must be prepared.
During the expansion stage, ICT infrastructure must be well maintained, and the out-dated
infrastructure must be upgraded. Another reason
is that the development and implementation of eTextbooks are expected to increase the demand
for ICT infrastructure. As an example, the ratio of
computing devices, including computers and reading devices, to students can be increased. As another example, network speed can also be increased.
Government-led plans can suggest the direction
and goals of infrastructure optimization (e.g. to
improve performance and to reduce administrative
costs). Guidelines on using general ICT infrastructure and e-Textbooks, as well as data protection, are
distributed to teachers and students.
Figure 1 shows the process map for infrastructure which was generated through Delphi survey.

Figure 1. Process map for infrastructure
866
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3.2 Educational Content
During the expert survey, the experts suggest
projects for each stage of the educational content
domain as listed in Table 3.
During the developing stage, the experts suggest
that execution plan must be prepared for identifying strategic sources of content providers (e.g. creating partnership with publishers) and developing
e-Textbook contents (e.g. teaching, learning and
examination materials). Adequate investment in research and development may be necessary to develop high-quality e-Textbook contents. Guideline for
content quality assurance and measures for quality
control must be prepared in order to evaluate and
ensure that: 1) all educational contents are in line
with the entire national curriculum and support the
curriculum outcomes, and 2) all mandatory and
recommended formats, such as navigation and user
interface design, are adhered to. E-Textbook tools
such as authoring tools are software used to create
e-Textbook content including simulation tools [12].
During the take-off stage, the focus is on the
e-Textbook content. Guideline for developing
and distributing the educational contents, as well
as to guideline to secure intellectual property and
copyright of contents, must be prepared. Relevant
national and international copyright laws shall be
observed by all stakeholders involved in the development of e-Textbooks. Copyright laws can
be enforced through defining them in the form of
metadata used while developing and distributing
e-Textbooks in order to prevent illegal content
distribution. E-textbook prototypes for various
subjects are developed using the e-Textbook tools.
Based on the curriculum, the teaching materials
can be categorized into basic, intermediate and

advanced levels in order to provide appropriate
contents students from different backgrounds and
educational levels. Subsequently, the prototypes
are evaluated. The evaluation may review various
aspects of e-Textbooks, such as hardware and software compatibilities of e-Textbooks.
“Copyright management and quality management
should be secured. How will copyright issues be
managed? For example, the MOE can encourage
companies to donate educational content. Additionally, copyright laws should be reviewed again to accommodate the rights of educational institutions.”
[Digital textbook expert/Country 9]
During the expansion stage, the focus is to provide sufficient educational contents for all curriculums. E-Textbook contents are distributed among
teachers and students; and wide distribution can
be achieved using education information system.
Students can benefit from content sharing through
collecting, analyzing, and subsequently synthesizing new information (e.g. know-how on passing
examination) in a creative manner. For instance, the
e-Textbook contents may be customized with the
consideration of individual student’s academic level
and style (e.g. using different content that may suit
a student’s learning style while adhering to the local
education standards). Teachers are also encouraged
to create and revise educational contents including
multimedia contents. For instance, the national government may host competitions, technology fairs
and conventions to showcase e-Textbook contents
and new developments on e-Textbooks. And the
school should provide institutional arrangements
(e.g., incentives and role models) to empower teachers to create and use e-Textbooks [13].

Table 3. Major educational content projects by stage
Developing Stage

Take-off Stage

Expansion Stage

• Defining execution plan for
identifying strategic sources of
content providers and developing
e-Textbook contents
• Developing guidelines for content
quality assurance and measures for
quality control
• Providing tools to develop e-Textbook
contents

• Developing guidelines for developing
and distributing educational contents
• Developing guideline to secure
intellectual property and copyright of
contents
• Developing e-Textbook prototypes
for each subject
• Evaluating e-Textbook prototypes

• Distributing
e-Textbook contents
• Encouraging teachers
to create and revise
educational contents

Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014
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Figure 2 shows the process map for educational
content which was generated through Delphi survey.
3.3 Standardisation
During the expert survey, the experts suggest
projects for each stage of the standardization domain as listed in Table 4.
During the developing stage, the experts suggest that the standard and specifications must be de-

fined. This is in line with the efforts to define standards including Sharable Content Object Reference
Model (SCORM) [14] and Electronic PUBlication
(EPUB) [15]. Research on national and international standards can be conducted to identify and
recommend open standards as part of the efforts to
define standard, including guidelines and instructions, for e-Textbooks. Compatibility with international standards is crucial to ensure easy access,
and also to help to ensure the competitiveness of an

Table 4. Major standardisation projects by stage
Developing Stage

Take-off Stage

Expansion Stage

• Conducting research on national and international
• Revising standards
standards
• Developing an official approval
according to technology
• Defining the standards for e-Textbooks
process for e-Textbooks
evolution
• Providing tools to develop e-Textbook contents

Figure 2. Process map for educational content
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e-Textbook. The standard can be enforced through
defining the standard in the form of metadata used
while developing and distributing e-Textbooks.
“The MOE must issue clear guidelines and instructions for application from the earliest stages to ensure compatibility.”
[Deputy Director of MOE/Country 4]
During the take-off stage, the focus is on the
approval process for e-Textbooks. The approval
process is developed to uphold the standard, and it
is applied by MOE to endorse e-Textbooks created
and published by content developers.
During the expansion stage, in which widespread usage of e-Textbooks is expected, the
standard is revised as time goes by as technology
evolves. For instance, next-generation technologies such as internet of things [16] can be incorporated into the standard so that e-Textbooks can
be connected to the Internet at most of the times.
Figure 3 shows the process map for standardization which was generated through Delphi survey.
Note that, the standardization has been proposed
to be conducted by the national government.

Figure 3. Process map for standardization

cause “it may not be realistic to expect teachers,
who will be struggling with a new role and pedagogy, to assume technical responsibility” [17].
The training may consist of theory, practical and
onsite visits covering both hardware and software
aspects, as well as maintenance, of e-Textbooks.
Most importantly, the training helps to increase
awareness and enthusiasm among teachers in using e-Textbooks.
During the take-off stage, the focus is on the advanced trainings to teachers in their capacity as content developers. This enables teachers to create and
edit multimedia contents in order to integrate e-Textbooks into classrooms. The progress of staff training
should also be monitored; for instance, this can be
done through monitoring each teacher’s progress in
using e-Textbooks for teaching in classrooms.
During the expansion stage, training is continuously provided to teachers so that they acquire
skills and knowledge necessary to understand,
adopt and manage, as well as to provide technical support on, new enhancements of e-Textbook
technologies. This can be achieved by providing
consistent follow-ups and supports through technical advice and consultancies. Additionally, the
progress of staff training should be monitored.
Figure 4 shows the process map for human resources development which was generated through
Delphi survey. Note that, the human resources development has been proposed to be conducted at
school district and school levels.

3.4 Human Resources Development
During the expert survey, the experts suggest
projects for each stage of the human resources development domain as listed in Table 5.
During the developing stage, the experts suggest that teachers should undergo trainings to enhance their skills in using e-Textbooks, such as
accessing information, teaching and evaluating
learning progress using e-Textbooks. This is be-

Figure 4. Process map for human resource
development

Table 5. Major human resources development projects by stage
Developing Stage
Take-off Stage
Expansion Stage
• Providing basic training • Providing advanced training to teachers
• Providing training on updated
to teachers on how to
on how to create contents for e-Textbooks e-Textbook technologies
use e-Textbooks
• Monitoring the progress of staff training • Monitoring the progress of staff training
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014
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4. Conclusion
This article proposes a strategic and pragmatic
e-Textbook policy called e-Textbook in Education Policy (ETiP) which is useful for the migration from paper-based textbooks to e-Textbooks
in K-12 education. Using expert survey, the education policy is identified. The policy covers four
main domains, namely infrastructure, educational
content, standardisation and human resources development. For each domain, we present the projects undertaken in three main stages, namely developing, take-off and expansion stages. Using a
three-round Delphi survey, the process maps are
designed. Each process map presents the relationships among relevant projects. This research has
achieved its overall goal, and answered the two research questions in Section 1 as explained below:
1. What are the decisions, activities and
projects supporting the three stages of the
four domains?
We provide major projects of the four
domains in three stages, and they are
described in Section 3, and are well
presented in Table 2 for infrastructure
domain, Table 3 for educational content,
Table 4 for standardisation, and Table 5 for
human resources development.
2. What are the process maps to implement the
e-Textbook policy?
We provide the process maps of the four
domains in three stages, and they are well
presented in Figure 1 for infrastructure
domain, Figure 2 for educational content,
Figure 3 for standardization, and Figure 4
for human resources development
Most countries are still in the initial stages of eTextbook development. Therefore, this highly potential research will contribute to the introduction
of e-Textbooks to K-12 education in most countries as part of the efforts to enhance their educational objectives.
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Calculation of axial flux permanent magnet
synchronous machine characteristics by
solving Maxwell’s equations
Peter Virtic
University of Maribor, Faculty of Energy Technology, Maribor, Slovenia

Abstract
This paper presents derivations of analytical solution of axial flux permanent magnet synchronous
machine (AFPMSM) characteristics with ironless
stator and double external rotor. NdFeB permanent
magnets are symmetrically mounted on the surface of both rotor discs. AFPMSM characteristics
are calculated on the basis of analytical solution of
Maxwell’s equations which determine the magnetic
field. The validity of analytical solution of magnetic
field is confirmed by using finite element method
(FEM). Back electromotive force (EMF) and static
torque are AFPMSM characteristics which are calculated by using Faraday’s law of magnetic induction based on the time variation of magnetic flux
and Maxwell stress tensor method, respectively.
Both characteristics are calculated by using numerical method based on analytical and FEM solution
of magnetic field. Comparisons between calculated and measured back EMF and static torque are
also presented. This article also presents that Maxwell’s equations describing electromagnetic field
in AFPMSM can be solved separately for electric
and magnetic field. Derivation procedure is accomplished by using the program environment Matlab.
Key words: analytical solution, Maxwell’s
equation, Axial-Flux, synchronous machine, measurements, finite element method.
1. Introduction
This paper presents derivation of analytical
solution of magnetic field in axial flux permanent
magnet synchronous machine (AFPMSM) with
ironless stator and double external rotor by using
magnetic vector potential. The most important
characteristics which have to be calculated in AFPMSM analysis and design are usually back electromotive force (EMF) and static torque, which
872

are calculated by using Faraday’s law of magnetic
induction and Maxwell stress tensor method, respectively. Both characteristics are determined on
the basis of magnetic field and cannot be more accurate than magnetic field calculation.
In previous work many approaches in the
analysis and design of axial flux permanent magnet machines have been introduced by different
authors [1-3]. Authors in [4] have presented 3D
solution of magnetic field calculated in AFPMSM
on the basis of Maxwell’s equations and magnetic
scalar potential. In reference [5] analytical model for electromagnetic analysis of axial flux machines with double-sided permanent magnet rotor
and coreless stator windings is presented where
the torque is calculated on the basis of power. Alternatively, in this paper a detailed derivation procedure of mathematical solution of back EMF and
static torque, based on the analytical solution of
Maxwell’s equations which describe electromagnetism, is presented. Analytical solution of magnetic field is conducted by using magnetic vector
potential, where Maxwell’s equations are combined into three-dimensional Poisson equation,
which have to be solved. Authors in [6] presented
general equations for calculation of magnetic field
in the areas without the presence of any current
density. These equations are based on the magnetic scalar potential and current density described
with Fourier series. Alternatively, in this paper the
magnetic vector potential is introduced and derivation procedure is presented.
The validity of analytical solution of magnetic
field is confirmed by using finite element method
(FEM) and the comparison between analytical
and numerical based solution of static torque and
back EMF is presented. The results are additionally confirmed with measurements of prototype
AFPMSM presented in Figure 1.
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field. Although Maxwell’s equations show clear
relations among electromagnetic quantities, they
have to be simplified, especially when the system
of Maxwell’s equation has to be solved for practical purposes by using analytical methods. The first
simplification which can be accomplished is to neglect the term ∂D/∂t if we find out that conduction
current density J prevails over displacement current density ∂D/∂t. The prevailing current density
can be determined by using derivation (5), when
the final ratio σ/ωε is at least 1000.
E
=

Figure 1. Prototype AFPMSM

E ( cos (ωt + j ) + jsin (ω=
t + j ))

j ωt +j )
J =σE =σ E e (

(

j ωt +j )
E e(

)

j ωt +j )
∂ E e(
E e jj ∂e jωt
= ε
=
∂t
∂t
j ωt +j )
E e jj jω e jωt jωε E e (
= ε=

2. Method for analytical calculation of
magnetic field

∂D
∂E
= ε= ε
∂t
∂t

Basic forms of Maxwell’s equations (1-4) do
not distinguish between low and high frequencies.
On the other hand, with their adjustments to the
practical applications it is possible to adapt them
to the low frequency problems and the Maxwell’s
equations can be divided into the group of equations for electrostatics and magnetics, respectively. Each of these two groups can be treated
independently. Magnetics and its equations may
be further divided into magnetostatics and magnetodynamics.
∂D
..............................
∂t

(1)

∇ ⋅ B = 0 ...................................

(2)

∇× H = J +

∇× E = −

∂B
∂t

∇⋅ D =ρ

................................ (3)

.................................. (4)

σ E e j(ωt +j )
J
J
σ
σ
σ
=
= =
−j
⇒
=........
j(ωt +j )
D
∂D
∂
j
ωε
ωε
ωε
jωε E e
∂t
∂t

Specific electrical conductivity for good
conductor such as copper is approximately
σ= 58 ⋅106 S m . We presume permittivity ε below
10−11 As Vm and angular frequency ω is related to

the frequency f with ω = 2π f . The conductive current density prevails if the condition (6) is fulfilled.
σ
> 1000
ωε
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................................. (6)

The condition (6) is fulfilled for the copper up
to the high frequencies (105 Hz) as presented in (7).
σ
ωε

=

where H is magnetic field strength, J is conduction current density, ∂D/∂t is displacement current density, B is magnetic flux density, E is electric field strength and ρ is volume charge density.
Equation (1) connects the magnetic field strength
H, conductive current density J and time dependent electric flux density ∂D/∂t also known as displacement current density.
In the Maxwell’s equations two types of electric
fields are included. First is electrostatic field produced by electric charge and the second is induced
electric field produced by a changing magnetic

(5)

58 ⋅106
= 9, 23 ⋅1012  1000
ð10 510
2
⋅ −11

............... (7)

Under magnetoquasistatic assumption equation (3) becomes (8) and can be excluded from
further magnetostatic analysis.
∇ × E = 0 ..................................

(8)

The simplified system of equations for magnetostatics that has to be solved is presented in equations (9-11), where (11) is constitutive equation.
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∇× H = J

................................. (9)

∇ ⋅ B =0

................................ (10)

B = µ H = µr µ0 H + µ0 M = µrec H + Br

.............(11)

where M is magnetization vector, µ is permeability, µr is relative permeability, µ0 is permeability of free space, µrec is recoil permeability and Br
is remanent magnetic flux density.
Especially two conventional analytical methods
can be chosen for magnetic field distribution calculation. First method introduces magnetic scalar
potential and the second magnetic vector potential
A. In this paper the calculation of magnetic field
distribution via magnetic vector potential is used.
Introduction of magnetic vector potential simplifies
solving the system of equations and the process of
obtaining the analytical solution of magnetic field
distribution. The initial form of the system of equations (9-11) is transformed into the equation (12),
which is Poisson’s equation where − µ0 µr J represents the winding current and − µ0∇ × M represents
the equivalent current of PMs excitation.
=
∇ 2 A − µ0 ( µ r J + ∇ × M )

Figure 2. Double sided AFPMSM with single
ironless stator and double external rotor

..................... (12)

At this point the universal part of analytical
method via magnetic vector potential for magnetostatics is finished and specific derivations adjusted to the real problems begin. In our case this real
problem is analytical solution of magnetic field in
AFPMSM with single internal stator without ferromagnetic core and with double external rotor
made of massive steel with surface mounted permanent magnets (PMs) (Figure 2).
Two different approaches can be used for solving the problem of 3D distribution of magnetic
field in AFPMSM by using analytical method via
magnetic vector potential and equation (12). For
both approaches, the magnetic field is confined
to the active part of the AFPMSM, which is the
volume where the influence of magnetic field on
the AFPMSM characteristics cannot be neglected.
The first approach reflects in the model where the
active part of the machine is divided in several
models of linear permanent magnet synchronous
machines and thus one three-dimensional (3D)
model is converted into a minimum of five two874

dimensional (2D) models. Another way of solving
magnetic field distribution is the introduction of
cylindrical coordinate system where the AFPMSM
can be solved directly as a 3D model (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Double sided AFPMSM with single
ironless stator and double external rotor (with
circumference where the cross-section through
the entire model of the active machine part in z
direction is observed)
With direct solving of 3D model of AFPMSM
the solution depends directly on the form of linear
second order vector partial differential equation
(PDE) in a cylindrical coordinate system. Due to
the assumed linearity of materials the active machine part 3D model can be divided in several separated models similarly as in 2D analysis (Figure 4)
and vector PDE is treated by the components with
three scalars PDE. Circumferential cross-section
of the model in the whole depth of the active part
of AFPMSM presented in figure 3 is unrolled, as
shown in figure 4. The general solution of homogenous PDE can be determined by the separation of
variables, so we get two ordinary differential equations whose solution is well known and one Bessel
differential equation (DE).
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Due to the difficulty of solving Bessel DE analytically the scalar PDE can be solved by introducing a new geometric relation with r and φ coordinate. In this way, we can determine the general
solution of homogeneous and particular solution of
non-homogeneous PDE. The further procedure is
similar as in the case of linear permanent magnet
synchronous machine, which is determination of
boundary conditions, coefficients and solution of
equivalent separated models (Figure 4) and whole
solution, which is whole magnetic field distribution.
We have to realize that in reality the model in the
direction of the radius of the machine is finite (Figure 3) and, therefore still under the impact of edges.
The analytical results are therefore relevant only
in the case when the difference between the outer
and inner radius of the active part of the machine
is large enough in order to neglect the influence of
the edges. For the effective design of AFPMSM it
is necessary to analyze the magnetic field in the PM
area, air gap and the area of winding.
Due to the linearity of magnetic materials, such
as PMs, air gap and winding, the magnetic field
produced by PMs and armature current can be calculated separately assuming infinite permeability
of rotor steel discs. For this reason the model for
the analysis of magnetic field (Figure 4a) can be
replaced with three mutually independent models
(Figure 4b,c,d) for the calculation of the magnetic
field. Since PMs are placed on two separated steel
discs, two separated bends of PMs in two separated models (Figure 4b,d) are used in the analysis
as the producer of the magnetic field. Total magnetic field of all the magnetic field producers is
determined by the superposition of all separately
calculated magnetic fields.
The first term on the right-hand side of equation (12) represents the excitation produced by the
armature current, while the second term represents
the excitation produced by the PMs. When analyzing the magnetic field, which is produced only
by the two groups of PMs (Figure 4b,d) the first
term in the vector Poisson’s equation is eliminated
and equation (12) simplifies to the equation (13),
which is applied only to the area of PMs. For the
area with the air (air-gap) it is necessary to use the
equation (14). The state when the magnetic field is
produced only by the PMs corresponds to the no
load operation of AFPMSM.
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014

=
∇ 2 A − µ0 ∇ × M

........................... (13)

∇ 2 A = 0 ................................. (14)

It is also necessary to treat the magnetic field
only due to the armature (stator) current (Figure
4c). In this case there is no PMs excitation and the
second term on the right-hand side of the equation
(12) can be neglected and (12) simplifies to (15),
which is valid only for the area of coils (winding).
2
∇
=
A − µ0 µ r J

............................ (15)

In this way, we get three governing equations
(13), (14), (15) for the calculation of the magnetic
field by using the magnetic vector potential.

Figure 4. Unrolled surface of AFPMSM analysis
model at certain radius: a) whole magnetic field
analysis model; b,d) magnetic field analysis model by only PMs; c) magnetic field analysis model
by only armature current
Distribution of the magnetic field in AFPMSM
can be carried out by direct solving of 3D analytical model taking into account the cylindrical geometry of AFPMSM which enables the introduction of cylindrical coordinate system as presented
in equation (16), in which r is the radial, φ is angular, and z is axial coordinate.
∇2 A =

∂ 2 A 1 ∂A 1 ∂ 2 A ∂ 2 A
+
+
+
∂r 2 r ∂r r 2 ∂j 2 ∂z 2

............... (16)

Equation (13) is given in the form of a vector
Poisson’s equation, where vector A represents the
unknown variable, which depends on the excita875
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tion vector ∇ × M and the permeability of free
space µ0 assuming isotropic material. Maxwell’s
equations can be written for 3D vector space. This
consequently means that the vectors A and ∇ × M
in the equation (13) in general consist of three
components (three scalar equations), which depend on three scalar variables, as shown in equations (17), (18) and (19). Unit vectors of the cylindrical coordinate system in r, φ, and z directions






are denoted with 1r , 1ö and 1z .



A = Ar ( r , j, z ) 1r + Aj ( r , j, z ) 1j + Az ( r , j, z ) 1z ........ (17)

∇ × M = ( ∇ × M )r ( r , j , z ) 1r +

 ........ (18)
+ ( ∇ × M )j ( r , j , z ) 1j + ( ∇ × M )z ( r , j , z ) 1z




J =J r ( r , j , z ) 1 r + J j ( r , j , z ) 1 j + J z ( r , j , z ) 1z ........ (19)

By inserting equations (17) and (18) into equation (13), equation (20) is obtained.

−∇ 2 Ar ( r , j , z ) = µ0 ( ∇ × M )r ( r , j , z ) ............ (22)
−∇ 2 A j ( r , j , z ) = µ0 ( ∇ × M ) j ( r , j , z ) .......... (23)

−∇ 2 Az ( r , j , z ) = µ0 ( ∇ × M )z ( r , j , z ) ............ (24)

Since the PMs are magnetized in only z direction, vector M can be considered as a scalar Mz.
Vector M is in the case of segmented PM whose
sides are aligned with r and φ axes, independent
from the coordinate r as presented in equation (25).
Taking into account equation (25) the operation
curl can be carried out as follows in equation (27).
∂M z
= 0 ............................... (25)
∂r

As it can be seen from the analysis model (Figure 4) the magnetization vector Mn (Figure 5) is
assumed to be periodical along the z direction and
can be therefore described by a Fourier series as
shown in equation (26).




−∇ 2 A r ( r , j , z ) 1 r − ∇ 2 A j ( r , j , z ) 1 j − ∇ 2 Az ( r , j , z ) 1z =
j n πj


∞
∞
∞
= µ0 ( ∇× M ) r ( r , j , z ) 1 r + µ0 ( ∇× M ) j ( r , j , z ) 1 j + ...... (20)
τp
jβ j

=
M z (j ) =
M z n (j ) =
Mz ne
M zn e
...... (26)

n =−∞
n =−∞
n =−∞
+ µ0 ( ∇× M )z ( r , j , z ) 1z


1r 
1z
1ö
r
r
A similar procedure is carried out by using the

∂ ∂
∂ 1r ∂M z  ∂M z
equation (15), in which is inserted equation (17) =
∇× M c u r l M=
=
− 1ö=
∂r ∂j ∂z r ∂j
∂r
and (19), thus obtaining equation (21).
0 0 Mz
..... (27)



2
2
2
−∇ A r ( r , j , z ) 1 r − ∇ A j ( r , j , z ) 1 j − ∇ Az ( r , j , z ) 1z =
 ∞



j n πj τ p
..... (21)

= µ0 µr J r ( r , j , z ) 1r + µ0 µr J j ( r , j , z ) 1 j +
∂
M zn e

 


1r ∂M z (j ) 1r  n = −∞

+ µ0 µr J z ( r , j , z ) 1z
= =
∂j
r ∂j
r

∑

∑

∑

∑

At this point, we proceed with derivations of
3τ p τ m
 τp + τm

+
− jnπj
− jnπj
2 2

equation (20) at the end of which we continue with
2
2
1 
τp
τp

M zn
M
e
d
M
e
d
=
j
+
=
−
j
derivations of equation (21). The first and third
0
0

∫
2τ p  ∫
 τp τm

3τ p τ m
part of equivalent model (Figure 4b,d) are treated
 −

−
2 2
2
2

separately and apart from the model in figure 4c.
  jnπ(τ p +τ m )   jnπ(τ p −τ m )  
−

−

.... (28)
Equation (20) is satisfied with the equalities (22),



jBr  
2τ p
2τ p
 − e
 +
 e
=
(23) and (24) with the components of the magnetic
2µ0 nπ 




vector potential A as unknown variables, while the
excitations on the right-hand sides of these equa  jnπ(3τ p +τ m )   jnπ(3τ p −τ m )   

−
 
  −



2τ p
2τ p
 − e
 
tions have to be known.
+  e
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where Mz is z component of the magnetization
vector, Mzn is n-th harmonic component, Br is remanent magnetic flux density of PMs, τp is pole
pitch, τm is the angle of PM, n is the order of harmonic, φ is circumferential coordinate, β is πn / τp

 1 ∂M zn ∂M j n  
curlM n ==
∇ × Mn 
−
 1r +
∂z 
 r ∂j
∂M   1  ∂
∂M   
 ∂M
+  rn − zn  1j +  rM j n − rn   1z = ....... (34)
∂r 
r  ∂r
∂j  
 ∂z

jnπj τ p
 jnπM zn e jnπj τ p
1r ∂M zn e
and M zn is coefficient of Fourier series as follows
= =
1r
r
∂j
rτ p
in equation (28).

In the case where we have a cylindrical problem, what electrical machines usually are, and
the excitation ∇ × M , which is also known as an
equivalent current density due to PMs, only in the
direction of one coordinate axis of the cylindrical coordinate system (in this case the axis r) the
equations (22), (23) and (24) become the equations (29), (30) and (31).
∇ 2 Ar ( r , j , z ) = − µ0 ( ∇ × M )r ( r , j , z ) ............ (29)
∇ 2 A j ( r , j , z ) = 0 ......................... (30)
2

∇ Az ( r , j , z ) = 0 .......................... (31)

Since the components of the vector Mj and Mr
equal to zero also their arbitrary harmonic component equal to zero, as shown in equation (32)
and (33).
M jn = 0 ................................ (32)
M rn = 0 ................................. (33)

Figure 5. Magnetization produced by PMs
according to coordinate φ at chosen radius of
AFPMSM
For each harmonic component the magnetization vector from equation (27) is simply transformed into equation (34).
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(

)

Since the air, copper and PMs are linear magnetic materials, the left side of the equation (13)
can also be written with infinite series of harmonic components, and therefore it is possible to
write a vector Poisson’s equation (35), which applies to an arbitrary harmonic component, where
An=An(r,φ,z) is n-th harmonic component of the
magnetic vector potential and Mn n-th harmonic
component of the magnetization vector.
∂ 2 An
∂r 2

+

1 ∂ 2 An 1 ∂ 2 An ∂ 2 An
+
+
= − µ0∇ × M n ...... (35)
r ∂r 2 r 2 ∂j 2
∂z 2

Taking into account the equation (34) in the
equation (35) the simplified scalar Poisson’s equation (36) can be derived, where Arn is radial n-th harmonic component of the magnetic vector potential.
∂ 2 Arn ( r , j , z ) 1 ∂Arn ( r , j , z ) 1 ∂ 2 Arn ( r , j , z )
+
+
+
r
∂r
∂r 2
r2
∂j 2
+

∂ 2 Arn ( r , j , z )
∂z 2

− µ0 j n π M zn j n π j τ p
=
e
rτ p

..... (36)

As it can be seen from the equation (35) each
harmonic component of the magnetic vector potential A on the left-hand side of the equation corresponds to the harmonic component of the same
order of magnetization on the right-hand side of
this equation. Due to the equations (30) and (31)
the vector PDE in equation (35) is simplified into
a single scalar PDE (36), which is used in further
procedure. Taking into account the superposition
theorem and the general solution of the linear inhomogeneous PDE, the particular solution of inhomogeneous equation (36) has to be found for
arbitrary harmonic component and added to the
general solution of homogeneous equation (37)
for a given harmonic component.
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∂ 2 Arn
∂r 2

+

1 ∂Arn 1 ∂ 2 Arn ∂ 2 Arn
+
+
=
0 .......... (37)
r ∂r
r 2 ∂j 2
∂z 2

Geometry of AFPMSM is best described with
cylindrical coordinates, in particular, if the edges
of the sector-shaped PMs of AFPMSM are aligned
with radial and angular axis of the cylindrical coordinate system. The model of AFPMSM with only
PMs does not depend on the radial coordinate r as
shown in the equation (38), and therefore in the
equation (36) fall off the first two terms neglecting
the influence of the edges of the inner and outer radius of PMs.
∂Arn (j , z )
∂r

= 0 ............................ (38)

expressed as a product of unknown functions as in
equation (42).
=
Arn A=
rn ( r , j , z ) R ( r ) φ (j ) Z ( z ) ............. (42)

After inserting equation (42) into equation (37),
partial derivation, dividing by R ( r ) φ (j ) Z ( z ) , and
using short notation equation (43) is obtained.
1 ∂R 1 ∂ 2 R
1 ∂ 2F 1 ∂ 2 Z
+
+
+
=
0 .......... (43)
Rr ∂r R ∂r 2 F r 2 ∂j 2 Z ∂z 2

The separation of variables yields two ordinary
differential equations (44), (45) and Bessel differential equation (46) with known form of the solutions.
Z ′′ − Z l 2 =
0 ............................. (44)

Equation (36) is therefore simplified to (39),
which is the governing equation in the regions
with PMs excitation.
1 ∂ 2 Arn
r

2

∂j

2

+

∂ 2 Arn
∂z

2

− µ0 jβ M zn jβj
=
e
r

r 2 ∂j 2

+

∂ 2 Arn
∂z 2

(

=
0 ....................... (40)

)

r 2 R ′′ + rR ′ + l 2 r 2 − µ 2 R =
0 ................. (46)

............ (39)

In the regions without excitation the right-hand
side of (39) is zero as in equation (40).
1 ∂ 2 Arn

F ′′ + Fµ 2 =
0 ............................. (45)

The magnetic vector potential solution for the
single air-gap and single PM region case as shown
in Figure 4 (b,d), are given with equation (47).
ArnPM=

e



jβj 




DPM

β
z
er

+ EPM e

−

β 
z
µ M
r  + j 0 rn




β

re jβj ....... (47)

The axes of the coils sides of prototype AFas the solution of equation (39) and
PMSM are aligned with the radial direction of the
cylindrical coordinate system, but have constant
β
β

z
− z
width along the radius. Therefore the current exci- =
air
Arn
e jβj  Dair e r + Eair e r  .............. (48)


tation vector J depends on radial coordinate r and


circumferential coordinate φ. The governing equation in the region with armature current excitation
as the solution of the equation (40).
is presented in equation (41).
The solution of magnetic vector potential in the
armature
current region presented in Figure 4c is
1 ∂ 2 Arn ∂ 2 Arn
jnj

+
=
− µ0 µr J rn e ,.............. (41)
shown in equation (49).
2
2
2
r

∂j

∂z

where Jrn is the coefficient of the Fourier series, which describe distribution of current density
in AFPMSM.
One of the methods of solving boundary value
problems is the method of the separation of variables where we assume that the solution can be
878

Arncoil=

e



jnj 




Dcoil

n
z
er

n
− z  µ µ J
+ Ecoil e r  + j 0 r rn r 2 e jnj
2




n

....... (49)

In order to obtain the solution of φ and z component of magnetic flux density for each region
the equations (51) and (52) can be derived by usVolume 9 / Number 4 / 2014
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ing (47), (48) and (49) considering (50).
 1 ∂Azn ∂Aj n    ∂Arn ∂Azn  
Bn = ∇× An = 
−
−
1j +
 1r +
∂z   ∂z
∂r 
 r ∂j
...... (50)
∂Arn    ∂Arn  1 ∂Arn 
1  ∂
+  rAj n −
1z
  1z = 1j +
∂j  
∂z
r  ∂r
r ∂j

(

)

Bj n =
Bzn =

∂Arn
.............................. (51)
∂z

1 ∂Arn
r ∂j

............................. (52)

The coefficients DPM, Dair, Dcoil, EPM, Eair, Ecoil
in (47), (48) and (49) are determined by applying
boundary conditions at the material interfaces as in
equations (53) and (54) considering infinite permeability of back iron of rotor discs, which enables us
to exclude the iron regions from further analysis. In
order to determine these coefficients the same number of unknowns and equations is required.
H j (j , 0 ) = 0
H j (j , g ) = 0

............................. (53)

H j (j , h ) − H j (j , h ) =
0

..................... (54)

Bz (j , h ) − Bz (j , h ) =
0

3. Methods for determination of AFPMSM
characteristics
Table 1. Specifications of AFPMSM
Section

Rotor

Stator

Air-gap

Item
Disk radius
Height of PM
Angle of PM
PM inner radius
PM outer radius
Remanence of PM (Br)
Pole pitch (τp)
Number of pole pairs (p)
Current (I)
Turns number (N)
Number of coils
Coil width(τw)
Coil area height
Coil pitch
air-gap
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Specifications of prototype AFPMSM used in
the validation procedure of presented analytical
method of magnetic field calculation are presented
in Table 1.
3.1. Back electromotive force
Method for back EMF calculation takes into account Faraday’s law of magnetic induction based
on time dependent magnetic flux as in (55). Magnetic flux can be calculated by using scalar product
between the magnetic flux density B and normal to
the surface differential dS as in (56), which shows
that only the component of magnetic flux density
perpendicular to the surface dS is taken into account.
In this work the equation (57) is used, which represents the calculation of the magnetic flux by using
the integral of magnetic vector potential A along the
closed loop l, which embraces all the magnetic flux
through the surface S from (56). Closed loop l is
usually the edge of the surface S from (56) which
is the surface inside particular coil extended to the
center of the coil side (Figure 6).
e = −N

dF
dt

............................... (55)

F =

∫∫S BdS ............................... (56)

F =

∫l Adl ............................... (57)

where e is back EMF, N is the number of turns,
Φ is magnetic flux, dΦ/dt is time variation of magnetic flux. Calculation of time variation of magnetic flux dΦ/dt is performed taking into account
the constant angular velocity of AFPMSM.
Taking into account the integration path l the
equation (57) turns into (58).

Value (Unit)
150 (mm)
5 (mm)
25 (deg)
80 (mm)
150 (mm)
1,22 (T)
j2
j1
ro
ri
36 (deg)
F = ∫ Adl = ∫ A r dr + ∫ A j rdj + ∫ A r dr + ∫ A j rdj ........ (58)
5
l
ri
ro
j1
j2
20 (A)
ro ri
50
12 (2 x 6)
=
F ∑ Ai ∆=
li
A r i ∆ r + ro ∑ A i ∆j −
∑=
20 (mm)
=
i
i 1,2,...
i 1,2,...
ro ri
7 (mm)
........ (59)
60 (deg)
− ∑ Ar i ∆ r − ri ∑ Aj i ∆
1 (mm)
=i 1,2,...
=i 1,2,...
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out by using the Maxwell stress tensor method as
follows in (61).
T (r ) =

Figure 6. Presentation of the integration path for
calculating the back EMF of each coil in AFPMSM
For the magnetic flux calculation by using the
equation (58), the equations for r and j components
of the magnetic vector potential in explicit form are
required. It is known that some of the integrals cannot be solved analytically, in particular if the integrand is complex and voluminous. Similarly is with
the integrals of individual components of the magnetic vector potential which cannot be analytically
solved by using known mathematical tools. Therefore, we employed the distribution of integration
path on the finite number of pieces of known length
and known value of the magnetic vector potential.
In this method the integration represented in equation (58) becomes the addition in the equation (59),
in which the second and fourth terms on the right
side are negligible.
ro − ri
∆r

∧

2π
∆j

∈

1

µ0

∫ rB

j Bz dS

........................ (61)

S

where Bz is axial (normal) component of magnetic flux density, Bφ is circumferential (tangential)
component of the magnetic flux density, r is radius
of each circumference where the torque and attractive force are calculated and S is the surface of the
integration selected at the center of the air gap.
During the static torque calculation the constant electric current is in the winding of all three
phases, while the rotor is rotating. Further derivation procedure for calculating the AFPMSM
torque is determined by inserting (63) into (62),
where dT is differential torque at a given radius r,
dFφ is circumferential component of the magnetic
force at a given radius r and dS is rdrdφ.
dT =×
r dF =
rdFj ..........................

dFj =

=
T

1

µ0

1

µ0

2 π ro

∫ ∫r

Bj Bz dS

2

(62)

........................... (63)

Bj Bz dr dj ......................

(64)

0 ri

Consequently, the form of the analytical solution for the calculation of the torque (64) is obtained, where ri is inner and ro is outer radius of the
active part of AFPMSM.

........................... (60)

3.2. Torque
Method for torque analysis of AFPMSM is
based on the magnetic field calculation by means
of the analytical method. Torque analysis is carried out with very short additional computational
time after the analytical solution of magnetic field
is derived. Static torque (T) calculation is carried
880

Figure 7. Presentation of the integration surface
for calculating AFPMSM torque
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In the case of torque calculation with equation
(64) it is not possible to solve the integral of the
individual components of magnetic flux density,
and taking into account the integration surface S
equation (64) turns into (65).
2 π ro

2π
∆j

ro − ri

∆r
1
=
T
=
r 2 Bj Bz drdj
ri2 Bjij Bzij∆r ∆j ......... (65)
µ0 0 r
=i 1,2,...
=j 1,2,...

∫∫

∑ ∑

i

4. Results and discussion
For the validation of the proposed analytical
method for the calculation of magnetic field distribution the numerical model of AFPMSM by using FEM (Figure 8) was built. Axial z and circumferential φ components of analytically calculated
magnetic field distribution due to the PMs were
compared with the magnetic flux density distribution at the same circumference by using FEM (Figure 9). The observed circumference was placed at
mid-radius of PMs at the center of air-gap.

Figure 9. Axial (z) and circumferential (φ) component of magnetic flux density distribution produced by PMs in the air-gap center at the midradius of PMs

Figure 10. Comparison of calculated and measured results of the phase back EMF waveform
according to rotational angle
Method for torque calculation is validated by
using FEM (Figure 11) and measurements. Calculated torque at 20 A is compared with measured
torque presented in Table II and good agreement
among the results is obtained.
Figure 8. Calculated magnetic flux density distribution produced by only rotor PMs (FEM-Ansys)
Analytically calculated results and results obtained by FEM are in good agreement for both
components of magnetic flux density (Figure 9).
Figure 10 presents the validation of the analytical
method for back EMF calculation by using FEM
and measurements. Back EMF characteristic of
prototype AFPMSM in dependency on rotor position was measured at 600 rpm. Calculated back
EMF is also in good agreement with measured
back EMF waveform.
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014

Figure 11. Static torque calculated by using analytical method and FEM
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Table 1. Comparison of calculated and measured
torque at the current load 20 A
T (Nm)
rpm
600

Analytical
method
29,1

FEM

Measurements

29,1

29,4

5. Conclusion
An important issue in the design process of
electrical machines is fast, flexible and accurate
calculation of their characteristics. The results
show a good agreement between analytically and
numerically (FEM) calculated results. Back EMF
and static torque are AFPMSM characteristics,
which cannot be more accurate as the characteristic of magnetic flux density.
Presented analytical method does not take into
account the influence of internal and external PMs
edges, on the other hand this impact is negligible. If
the difference between external and internal radii of
PMs were smaller the increase of the edges influence
would be expected. Presented method for the calculation of magnetic flux density is completely analytical
but further derivation of back EMF and static torque
are conducted by using numerical method including
discretization of the region, but the FEM, which is
usually very time-consuming, is avoided. In comparison to FEM, the main advantages of analytical
method are shorter computational time and flexible
computation. The latest is very important especially
in the early stages of the machine design.
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Abstract
Currently considerable number of applications
are available for child learning that claim educational goals but in reality they follows the content
delivery model without considering the pedagogical theories such as constructiveness. This static
nature of existing applications in which previously
created contents are stored for repetitive use jeopardized individualized and cognitive skills learning of a child. The present work focuses on the
stated problems and presents the theoretical and
development details of a child-friendly intelligent tutoring application to enhance the cognitive
skills of preschool children. The proposed application models the domain using Ontologies for the
representation of the preschool cognitive skills.
Through the correct and consistent domain modeling the proposed application supports constructive
pedagogy and provides individualized learning.
The proposed application was evaluated in a preschool environment for its effectiveness, accuracy
and usability. Three groups of preschool children
participated in the study for preschool cognitive
skills learning through the use of proposed application. The first group had the traditional method
with textbooks and teacher’s teaching. The second group worked with the proposed application
at school only along with the classroom sessions.
The third group experienced the proposed application both at school and home along with regular
classroom sessions. The results showed significant
gain by the third group over the other groups and
hence support the use of the proposed application
in practice.
Key words: Constructive Pedagogy, Intelligent Tutoring System, Semantic Web, Ontology.
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1. Introduction
It is well understood now by the researchers
and psychologist that early age development of a
child is crucial because at that time children start
building their cognitive abilities through inquiring, exploring, investigating and discovering the
world around them. Cognitive skills are a vast
domain encompasses of several dimensions in executive and general abilities. Generally it reflects
the abilities to build IQ, construction of general
knowledge through vocabulary or objects representations or enhancing intellectual performance.
Executively cognitive skills are perception, memory, comprehension, decision making, problem
solving, and reasoning, and functioning that may
occur at the individual or the group level. Cognitive skills are an essential part of preschool curriculum [1],[2],[3]. Formally, preschool (age from 3
to 6) cognitive skills are classification, relatedness,
spatial concepts, mathematics, science processes
and reasoning & problem solving [1],[2],[3].
Instructional pedagogy is mainly followed in
preschool for teaching cognitive skills. In instructional model, learning contents are authored for
teaching and evaluation of a concept. In instructionist strategies, a teacher defines knowledge and
activities to be presented to the students, while
students’ skills are assessed through previously
authored learning contents. Instructionist strategies are instructor-centered which makes student’s
cognitive skills difficult.
Authoring such learning contents not only requires specialized skills, thinking and dedication,
but they also take a large amount of time. Similarly within instructional environment, authoring
any new content that supports the current ongoing
teaching activity is very difficult. Above all, due to
these limitations in authoring contents in instruc883
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tional pedagogy, teachers use a same content for
every student i.e. overruling the personal interest
and individualized learning. Whilst in constructive model, a student is exposed to the learning environment that allows him to learn new concepts,
and his actions provide an evaluation of his understanding of the concept. Constructivist strategies
are student-centered where student is exposed to
the learning environment that allows him to construct new knowledge. Constructive approach is a
remedy to the limitation of instructional approach
but on the other side the development of a constructive technique following psychology, intelligence, interactivity, creativity and personalization
for any real domain is highly complex.
The contribution of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) to interactive learning environment in several ways is apparent to
researchers and practitioners. Such as, ICT provides ways to access information from different
sources and it can depict this information in multiple perspectives. Same concept if taught through
different perspectives provides deeper and better
understanding [4]. Complex concepts or processes
become easier to understand with simulations, visual presentations or animations. In current educational environment, ICT plays a role of facilitator to both teachers and students. Individualized
learning is possible through ICT i.e. it provides
curriculum differentiation based on student’s understanding and capabilities. Finally tailored feedback for individual student is possible through
ICT. Researchers expect that ICT will dominate in
the future modern education [5].
Three to five years old children spend their
time at home and their parents control their activities and provide required resources. Among
provided technological resources are mainly television, games consoles, mobile applications and
web contents [6]. Previous technologies such as
television do not provide physical interaction
(such as motor activities) but recent touch-screen
mobile environment provides both physical and
digital interaction. Perry and Dockett [7] reported
that much of the learning is accomplished only
by children’s own interest and excitement during
learning, without the use of formal contents. Interaction with mobile applications provides interest and excitement to the children and it is very
884

much clear that learning gain is high with the use
of these technological resources [8],[9].
Existing applications possess several shortcomings which we will address and overcome with
our proposal. A strong limitation in constructive
tutoring application development is the modeling
of endless properties/possibilities of an underlying domain. Student constructs his knowledge by
experiencing a new property that is correct and
realistic. This new property is either modeled in
the system in advance or student came across it
through reasoning of the domain knowledge. Construction of internal knowledge by a student is the
development of generic cognitive skills. In case
of preschool, this construction of generic cognitive skills can be achieved by dynamic learning
content creation (exploration). Moreover, currently considerable numbers of mobile applications are available that claims educational goals
but they either only dispense information (previously stored contents for delivery) or target a
single objective (motor activity, memory building,
sounds and words pronunciation etc.) with limited
contents [9],[10],[11]. In contrast those applications that were primarily developed to achieve
educational goals are only available to a selected
audience mainly researchers [4],[12],[13]. Available applications for kids are mainly coloring
games, vocabulary games, and memory building
games [10],[11],[14]. Memory is one of the cognitive skills but the current applications memorize objects in isolation that prevent attainment of
the knowledge associated with that object being
memorized. Similarly other cognitive skills found
in preschool curriculum are not available in current mobile applications. Contents used in current
mobile applications are static in nature that does
not change based on user understanding and their
expertise level. The primary reason for the static
contents in existing application is because they
use content based approach rather than any model
approach. Previously created contents are stored
within application for delivery. This work proposes dynamic creation of contents by establishing a
knowledge model with the application code.
In present work, the theoretical and development details of a child-friendly intelligent mobile
application to enhance cognitive skills of preschool students are presented. The proposed work
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014
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is based on solid educational goal that is cognitive
skills tutoring of preschool children. To achieve
this goal we follow the recommendations provided by educationist and curriculum developers
through the use of provided motor and physiological activities. The present work accompanies different cognitive skills such as classification and relatedness in addition with memory skills. Last but
not least the static nature of existing applications
is enhanced to dynamic content creation through
the use of a knowledge model based on Ontology.
Ontology, an essential component of semantic
web technologies provides a common and formally
defined vocabulary of concepts of a domain, along
with the meaning of each concept, its properties and
the relationships among them. During the last decade, areas such as knowledge management, intelligent information systems and education received
high attention on ontologies and their use in applications [15]. Despite the vast application of Semantic Web technologies in different fields of the real
world, the semantic aspect of Semantic Technologies has not been fully applied to intelligent tutoring applications, and particularly for developing
and delivering reusable learning contents. Most of
the existing work especially in e-learning domain
used Semantic Web Technologies only for giving
meaningful and common understandable structure
to the information of available learning objects. In
contrast, creation of learning contents through the
use of semantic web technologies (mainly ontologies and reasoning) brings novelty to our work.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 reviews the previous work. Section 3
presents the details of the knowledge based domain model. In section 4 evaluation of proposed
ITS is conducted and results are provided. Finally,
Section 5 concludes the paper.
2. Related Work
This section provides a review and analysis of
existing work related to the present work. Review
and analysis is comprised of domain modeling, intelligent tutoring applications, cognitive skills, pedagogical models and mobile learning applications.
Analyzing existing work reveals that the primary need to overcome shortcoming identified in
previous sections is the domain models, that is,
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014

domain knowledge represented in a way that allows the system to generate dynamic contents and
support pedagogical theories. A similar work with
the present work was done by Abbas et.al.[4]. An
application named Self Learner Tutor (SLT) was
proposed for preschool children. SLT is based on
Resource Description Framework (RDF) a component of semantic web technologies. Present
work uses Ontology that is a component of semantic web but it is at a higher level in semantic
web layered architecture than RDF. Ontology support complex and dense knowledge modeling as
compared to RDF model. Similarly SLT designed
for generation of hardcopy material while present
work addresses mobile applications.
A software application named Epilist was proposed by Ming & Quek [12],[13]. Sets are used by
Epilist to model the domain knowledge. Related
objects are grouped together based on their related
property into one set called semantic network. A semantic network is applicable only if it is complete
and unique i.e. a set with containing all items are
classified correctly is called complete. For example
grouping items in male and female is a complete
semantic network. Similarly a profession set is not
unique because several items can hold different professions at a same time. In a sematic network different properties are used to make such classification
complete and unique. Epilist is a list-making game.
Epilist focuses on classification, generalization and
comparison among all cognitive skills. Classification, generalization and comparison of items are
only done for a single previously defined property.
Epilist is unable to use implicit or chain properties
and cannot model a single object for different cognitive skills such as disambiguation, spatial etc. Constraint Acquisition System (CAS) [16] has used a
similar approach like Epilist for domain modeling
using ontologies. Epilist [12],[13] and Nussbaum
et al. [17] used expert model (the correct answer)
and domain expert respectively in their system to
validate correctness of student solution. Similarly, in
CAS [16] author of a learning content provides both
problem statement and a set of all correct solutions.
Artificial intelligence provides a major contribution towards knowledge representation or
domain modeling. Several approaches such as
semantic networks, fuzzy logic, neural networks,
case-based reasoning and Bayesian networks
885
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have been proposed for knowledge-based systems. Hatzilygeroudis and Prentzas [18] utilized
a hybrid knowledge representation approach i.e.
combining symbolic rules and neurocomputing
called neurule to model domain knowledge of a
Web-based ITS.
Teaching Material Design Center (TMDC) [19]
uses domain ontology of a course and associate
available learning contents with its concepts. Ontology in TMDC and Learning Objects Repository
(LORs) [20] are used only for giving meaningful
structure to the information of available learning
objects.
Another work that utilizes ontologies is EDUCA
[21], a software implemented to provide authoring
facility to instructors in course designing. The course
designing through EDUCA starts with arranging
the learning objects in a tree structure i.e. similar to
TMDC and LORs. An instructor can insert different
learning objects such as images, text and audio/video clips to the tree structure nodes. Student’s learning style is selected by EDUCA through the use of
self-organizing feature maps (SOM) or commonly
known as Kohonen neural networks.
In the work of Clemente et al. [22] student profile information, student behavioral traces, student
knowledge state and student learning objectives
are all modeled in ontologies. Their work can be
considered as a precedent to a part of the work
presented here. A statistical model mixed-effect
logistic regression model is used for assessment
of student’s solutions [23]. Similarly assessment
of a student’s solution is done through diagnosis
rules [22]. Diagnosis rules take student’s behavior (actions that are carried out by a student) and
student’s belief and goals as an input to diagnose
student’s maturity of understanding.
A domain modeling approach named Knowledge Structures for the development of an ITS was
proposed by Nussbaum et al. [17]. A knowledge
structure is a way to model domain and any activity that can be performed within that domain. Their
work covers only basic mathematics problems such
as quantity, comparison, geometry and sequencing.
Every individual problem is modeled to a separate
knowledge structure, which we can say an equivalent to a rule as in any rule based system.
We have achieved conceptualization of complete and consistent reality of the domain by using
886

the advanced technology named Ontology. Similarly Rybanov and Makushkina [24] had implemented training course using ontological model.
The domain knowledge in their work [24] is represented as a semantic network that follows the
formal semantic web specifications. In case of the
present work, all objects of the preschool curriculum were enlisted and their correlation was identified. This follows the step 2 and 3 of the proposed
ontological model development process [24]. Ontologies natively provide a way to model complex
domain knowledge completely and consistently.
A survey was conducted to investigate Malaysian preschool curriculum to model available
curriculum for a mobile application [4]. Preschool
curriculum in general is concept understanding
[1],[2],[3]. Students at age of 3 to 5 years are primarily taught about concepts of the real world
around them. These concepts range from color
recognition to science processes. At the initial
level children are introduced to objects followed
by their properties and later classification of objects for example animals and birds, fruits and
vegetables etc. Classification is one of the cognitive skills found in preschool curriculum. Relatedness is another cognitive skills found in preschool
curriculum that is knowledge about things that are
related through some property or relationship for
example Fireman with Fire, Bee with honey, Frog
with insects etc. Classification and relatedness
both make reasoning skills through which a child
can reason about implicit things such as match
box and danger, deep water and drowning etc.
The practices use to teach cognitive skills in current school environment are through the use of textbooks and worksheets. The hardcopy learning materials mainly follow match the column, circle an
object and mark a tick or cross for conducting classification and relatedness cognitive skills exercises.
We follow the same in our proposed application.
Authors in the work [25],[26] had proposed
an interactive way for teaching mathematics.
This application is based on textual and animated
representation of concepts. This visualization of
mathematical concepts in a step by step way give
good understanding to the students as claimed by
the authors. But this is not an interactive way in a
true sense. To make students understand any concept, three examples along with their solutions are
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014
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presented. Student can navigate back and forward
between each step of the solution. But student cannot varies or alter the numeric values with in the
provided problems to see what happens if values
exceed too large or decrease to too small. Examples visualized here are hard coded restricting the
true definition of interactivity. Similarly the game
like mobile application named SPELL IT! was
designed for children to build English vocabulary
[9]. The application follows the traditional content delivery model i.e. limited number of words
along with their English translation was stored for
practice and exercise. Similarly these application
like [10],[11] provide photos of an animal as slideshow and click option to hear their sounds. These
applications just dispense information that makes
them unable to support the complete knowledge
construction of a child. Botzer & Yerushalmy [27]
highlighted the learning experiences of children
through mobile learning. Two mathematics applications mainly for 2-d graph creation are used
for evaluation. Results of this work identified the
potential and benefits of mobile learning only. A
multiplayer mobile game was presented by Palazzi & Maggiorini [28]. The game players were
connected through wireless connectivity. This
game [28] is a color recognition game.
Some problems related to the interface design
of software for kids were identified by Karuovic &
Radosav [27]. These problems are limited usage
of electronic devices and difficulties while interviewing the end users about their demand. Interface designer must design the interface to clearly

show the child’s work tasks which he/she has to
perform. Software designer must also understand
the mental system of the child (children psychology) while performing some tasks and tools required to accomplish underlying activities. In our
proposed work we followed the same interfaces
found in hardcopy learning materials because children as users are very much familiar with those
interfaces. Tools provided to accomplish activities
are tapping the screen and drawing a line with the
finger between two objects.
3. Knowledge Based Domain Model
The goal of the proposed work is to utilize the semantics of data i.e. modeled through the use of Ontologies to develop an intelligent (dynamic content
creation) and interactive application for preschool
cognitive skills tutoring. Researchers generally
consider ontologies as the best way for modeling
reality because of their semantic modeling ability.
Next generation e-learning or m-learning
(mobile-learning) is moving toward semantic
web technologies as their technological foundation [15]. Ontologies an essential part of semantic
web technologies is a knowledge representation
or modeling approach. Generally, ontologies are
defined as representation of shared conceptualization of a particular domain. In our case here the
domain is preschool cognitive skills. The primary
reason for using ontologies for the present work is
because ontologies by definition provides a way to
formally specify the vocabulary of terms and their

Figure 1. WordNet senses and hypernyms
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semantics. This feature of the Ontologies is utilized for teaching the cognitive skills i.e. a concept
and its associated semantics formally specified in
an Ontology are taught through using some representations of objects or text.
More specifically, ontologies provide a way to
represent formally and explicitly concepts of a domain, their associated properties and relationships
[29]. Cognitive skills of classification and relatedness are highly dependent on properties and relationship of things.
Ontologies natively provides solution to all requirements for modeling of our domain i.e. conceptualization, classification and relatedness. Concepts
are represented by classes in ontologies [30]. For
example, a class of Mammals represents all mammals. More specifically animals that are mammals
become instances of this class. A class can have
subclasses that represent concepts that are more
specific than the superclass. For example, we can
divide Animal concept into Vertebrate and Invertebrate. Properties of classes and their instances are
called slots. For example Cow is an Animal and it
produces Milk. In this example there are two slots:
the slot isA with the value Anmial and the slot Produce with value Milk. In this case, all the instances
of Cow have slots isA and Produce.
All concepts are formally defined as classes in
ontologies. Similarly the hierarchical structure (superclass-subclass) provides single as well as multiple classifications of concepts. Concepts/classes in
ontologies are connected to each other with proper-

ties that provide relatedness among concepts. In ontologies, concepts or classes at top level hierarchy
are more generalized than the lower ones such as
Animal. These generalized concepts are split into
more specialized concepts at lower levels in hierarchy such as Vertebrates and Invertebrates.
An ontology specifically for preschool cognitive skills modeling is populated from WordNet 3.0
[31] using WordNet provided nouns, verbs, adverbs
and adjectives. Preschool learning contents mainly
contain nouns only. So for that reason we initially
extracted and utilized only nouns from WordNet
ontology. WordNet contains 117798 unique string
nouns with 82115 synsets. Nouns have 78% percent
of the total WordNet size. Classes are made according to the unique strings and their senses. For class
hierarchy we used WordNet hypernyms relations.
Figure 1 shows two senses of the word chicken and
its hypernyms relations in the hierarchical structure.
Sense 1 of word chicken shown in Figure 1 formulates our food ontology where sense 2 becomes the
part of our animal ontology. Similarly along with
animal and food ontologies we have created several other ontologies such as vehicles, cloths, professions, weather, body parts, artifacts etc. Populated ontology at its abstract is shown in Figure 2.
Concepts in WordNet are grouped in semantically
related synonyms called synsets. Synsets provide
interlinked information among concepts that creates
a semantic-network.
A survey was conducted to investigate the
knowledge found in Malaysian preschool curricu-

Figure 2. Cognitive skills ontology
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lum [4]. Textbooks and teaching practices followed
in different selected schools mainly operating in
branches were analyzed and all concepts found in
that teaching material were enlisted. These enlisted
concepts are then represented in ontological representation with the help of semantic knowledge
found in WordNet about these said concepts.
4. Implementation
An application named Cognitive Skills (CogSkills) has been developed to validate our proposal.
CogSkills is developed for Android platform using
Androjena version 0.5 [32]. Some screenshots of
CogSkills are shown in Figure 3. Ontology is ported
on mobile in the form of an extensible markup language (XML) file. Every concept of ontology is associated with a pictorial representation. The working
area of the application is designed same as hardcopy
learning material such as worksheets and textbooks.
CogSkills utilizes the structural and semantic
knowledge represented in the Ontology for content generation. Ontology represents concepts
in hierarchal order where super-concept is more
generalized and sub-concept is more specific.
The properties defined within ontologies provide
relationship among concepts. Concept hierarchy
works for the classification cognitive skills contents and property relationships supports relatedness skills contents. Screenshots shown in Figure
3(a,b,c) depict two properties Eats and Produce
between Animal and Food concepts.
The cognitive skill of classification is efficiently
addressed by CogSkills. At the start screen user can
select their choice of objects to practice classification skills. As an example in Figure 3 user has selected Animals as his/her preferred object. A random
objects option can be selected to assign the decision
of objects selection to the application.
As shown in Figure 3, pictorial representation
along with textual label is shown to provide clear
understanding to the children. Screenshots depict
relatedness cognitive skills exercises of same objects in different ways. A child can either flip cards
by tapping the mobile screen or match related card
in match the column fashion. The motor activity of
drawing a line can be practiced in match the column exercises. Same exercises can be visualized in
different formats as per user selection.
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014

Figure 3. CogSkills screenshots
Multi-associative nature of domain model supports the enhanced cognitive skills learning in CogSkills. That is, one object can be matched with one
another or may be with more than one. For example
in exercise ‘what animal produce?’ goat and cow
can be matched to both milk and meat as they are
the sources of both of these foods. As discussed in
Section 1, presenting a same concept from different perspective gives better understanding. Figure
3(f,g) shows an example of brining same concepts
under different characteristics (animal running
speed, animal weight carrying capacity, animal
size, etc). Answering correctly to all these exercises
shows clear understanding by students. Learning
contents shown in Figure 3(f,g) follows the ordering cognitive skill under mathematics. These ordering and comparing activities also provide a way for
inclusive teaching of mathematics as suggested by
[33]. From usability aspect, user uses the drag and
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drop methods to fulfill this exercise. Showing a video related to speed and weight carrying capacity of
animals etc before conducting the learning contents
gives a very effective learning for the children. This
proposal is a future work for our application and it
can be easily accommodated by annotating the domain model concepts with video streams.
5. Evaluation Results and Discussions
The evaluation of the proposed application is
focused on evaluating these items: the correctness
of learning contents generated by CogSkills for
cognitive skills tutoring, effectiveness of the proposed application in term of student learning gain
over control group, excitement and interest of the
child and usability of the CogSkills. These parameters of evaluation follow the proposal reported by
Chen. et al. [34], that a digital game-based learning must contain both student’s and teacher’s perspectives i.e. learning enjoyment and ease of use
respectively. The methods for evaluation are different for different items but they are interrelated
to each other. Each item of the evaluation is discussed in detail in the following paragraphs.
5.1. Experimental setup
For the effectiveness evaluation of the proposed
application a quasi-experimental pre-test and posttest design was used. Our subject schools had not
permitted us to create experimental and control
group within a class that intact the class structure.
For this reason, four small pre-schools with total
133 students (average 33.25, male and female both)
were selected. Each school has divided their students
in two separated classes. Our limited research grant
for the present work is also a reason for the selection of these small scale schools because with limited resources we had administered our experiment
in 4 batches. Children age ranged between 4 to 6
years (average 5.2). Each class is led by one female
teacher for the whole day. In every school one class
is selected as experimental group while the other
as control group. Among total number of students
53 students fall in control group. Children in the
control group follows the routine learning practice
using textbooks and teacher’s teaching. The other
group (experimental) worked both with the routine
890

practices and the proposed application (CogSkills)
installed on touch screen mobile phones.
All of the students in experimental group are
provided with an Android-based mobile phone for a
short period of time (maximum 2 hours a day) during their school timing. CogSkills is the only application installed on all provided mobile phones. The
teacher had created profile for every individual student on the allocated mobile phone during the first
time use of the CogSkills. After daily usage, the mobile phones were taken back from the children. The
school has the facility of the internet. During and after every usage, the application updates the student
profile to an online server using internet.
Consent of agreement from the parents of the
children had also been taken to involve them in the
experiment too. Parents of 34 children among the
experimental group already own Android-based
mobile phones. CogSkills was installed on their mobile phones as well for their child to use at home.
Parents are allowed to install any other application
of their choice along with CogSkills. The student
profile is synchronized back with the online server
from home by using internet or 3G connection provided for the period of time during experiment. The
rest of the 46 students from experimental group use
CogSkills only at school for designated time frame.
The experiment was continued for 15 days. During the experiment, CogSkills had logged every
student activity for the evaluation purpose. All the
log files were regularly updated to the online server.
These logs contain interaction time of the student
with the application, the learning content generated
and provided to the student, the template used for
the learning content and student’s solution (correct,
partially correct, incorrect). Before the actual experiment started, a pre-test containing carefully chosen
learning content for cognitive skills tutoring was
conducted. Similarly a post-test (same as pre-test)
was conducted at the end of the experiment.
The pre-test and post-test contains pictorial
learning contents for measuring preschool cognitive skills learning. Both tests are formulated based
on Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence (WPPSI) [35] and Wechsler Individual
Achievement Test (WIAT-II) [36] intelligence tests
by a senior educationist assisting the experiment.
Subsets of the WPPSI (current version WPPSI-III)
mainly related to performance cognitive domains
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014
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were incorporated in the tests. Mainly all subsets
that are associated with pictorial representation
are used such as Information (child choose a picture from a group of four provided pictures based
on queried cognitive skill), Picture Concept (child
group pictures based on a common characteristics
– classification or relatedness) and Picture Completion (child identify the missing picture or part of the
picture - disambiguation). Mathematics concepts
such as Numerical Operations (counting, adding
and subtracting) and Math Reasoning (e.g. measurement, comparison, correspondence, geometry, sets
etc) are included from WIAT-II.
Fifty objects from the two hundred and forty one
target objects used in learning contents of the pretest, posttest and within CogSkills experimentation
were chosen for both tests. Every object is associated with its representative pictorial representation.
Pre-test and post-test were same. Every selected object represent sample of the target objects. With this,
all ontologies were involved (animal, food, artifact,
cloth, weather etc) shown in Figure 2. The test was
divided into two parts, the passive and the active
part. The passive part contains 17 learning contents
that were extracted from available textbooks or the
students had some knowledge about them. The active part contains 12 contents that we suppose are
new for the children. Learning contents as passive
contents are mainly basic cognitive skills exercises
with minimal motor and reasoning requirements.
Passive contents serve as the get-started for children. Moreover, in active contents nearly all objects
were required to be moved to either arrange, classify, relate, compare or correspond them to answer
the requested exercise question. Passive contents
were scored discreetly (0 for incorrect, 1 for correct) while active contents were scored partially (0
for incorrect, 1 for partially correct, 2 for correct).
Since several contents are new to the student, the
passive and active contents are mixed together and
presented in a game like environment so that children don’t feel worried. Few clues and fillers are
allowed to be provided by teachers to the students
during pre-test but post-test have to be performed
at their own. During both test teachers remain with
in experimental place for motivation and support
such as reading the question statement and making
student understand the asked problem. The pre and
post tests were conducted on paper worksheets so
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014

that control and experimental group have the same
method of test conductance.
Table 1. Reliability test (Cronbach Alpha)
Pre-test
(Cases = 133)
Passive
Active
Contents
Contents
(N=17)
(N=12)
0.62
0.60

Post-test
(Cases=133)
Passive
Active
Contents
Contents
(N=17)
(N=12)
0.70
0.69

5.2. Hypotheses
The present study tests effectiveness of CogSkills by measuring learning achievement of students through the use of CogSkills. It was supposed
that CogSkills will provide an enhanced learning
environment for preschool cognitive skills learning, thus first hypothesis is as following:
H1 (Effectiveness of CogSkills): Both experimental groups will outperform the control group
in terms of learning gain.
As discussed above, the effectiveness evaluation
of the proposed application is done by a quasi-experimental pre-test and post-test design experiment.
The data collected form pre and posttests were analyzed with IBM SPSS Software Version 19. Cronbach alpha is used for the reliability testing of the
pre-test and post-test results. The acceptable value
of alpha >.60 is used for the analysis [37]. Table 1
shows the cronbach value computed for 17 passive
contents and 12 active contents for 133 cases.
General results of pre-test and post-test are presented in Table 2. Each group had shown increased
performance for both passive and active items. But
compare to maximum score of passive and active
items, it partially satisfies our hypothesis. Since we
were assuming both experimental groups to supersede the control group but only Group 3 has shown
significantly higher results on both pre-test and
post-test. However, Group 2 has more or less same
results as Group 1 (the control group). Furthermore,
comprehensive statistical tests were applied to get
more in-depth evaluation of the hypothesis.
Since our sample is divided into three groups
(Group 1: Textbooks and teacher’s teaching,
Group 2: Textbooks and teacher’s teaching with
CogSkills at school only, Group 3: Textbooks and
teacher’s teaching with CogSkills at school and
891
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Table 2. General statistics
Group

N

Group 1
Group 2
Group 3

53
46
34

Passive Contents (Max Score = 17)
Pre-test
Post-test
Mean
Std.Dev
Mean
Std.Dev
10.15
2.577
11.23
2.204
10.17
3.371
11.83
2.229
9.25
2.630
11.25
2.630

home). In our data analysis, the score difference
between pre and post-tests reflects the dependant variable while learning method having three
groups represent the independent variable. The inter-subjects data was analysed for gain score using
one-way multivariate analysis of variance (oneway MANOVA). One-way MANOVA is widely
accepted for difference analysis between independent variables on multiple dependant variables. As
for our case, the simple one-way ANOVA analysis
used for measuring only one dependent group is
not appropriate. One-way MANOVA is an omnibus test in which results indicate us that which
groups are significantly dissimilar from the others.
Table 3. Paired samples t-test results
Group
Group 1
(N = 53)
Group 2
(N = 46)
Group 3
(N = 34)

Content Type
Passive
Active
Passive
Active
Passive
Active

t
-3.556
-4.530
-4.370
-4.779
-11.828
-13.168

p
.001
.001
.000
.000
.001
.000

Among several other assumptions required to
test one-way MNOVA an assumption is the significant difference between pre and post test scores. A
dependant t-test or paired samples t-test is used for
analysis of significant difference between pre and
post tests scores. A significant difference was shown
by all the three groups in their pre and post test

Active Contents (Max Score = 24)
Pre-test
Post-test
Mean
Std.Dev
Mean
Std.Dev
8.62
1.325
14.15
4.140
8.0
2.449
14.50
2.258
7.50
2.646
17.00
1.826

scores shown in Table 3. The t(passive)=-11.828,
p<.0005, t(active)=-13.168, p<.0005 for Group 3
and the direction of the t-values lead us to the conclusion that there is a statistically significant improvement in learning gain following the CogSkills
usage. But similar significance improvement was
found between Group 1 and Group 2.
The results of one-way multivariate analysis
to investigate the difference between each group,
(Wilk’s lambda, F(4,36)=4.35, p<.001, Partial n2
= .19, observed power = 0.89) indicates the significant difference between performance based on
CogSkills usage. These results show the same partial satisfaction of the hypothesis 1.
After analyzing the performance of students
on both passive and active learning contents from
pre and posttests, we were concerned to evaluate
which cognitive skills were best achieved. In this
regard following hypothesis was tested:
H1.1 (Effectiveness of CogSkills): CogSkills
helps learning of all cognitive skills.
Our pre and post tests were designed based on
WPPSI and WIAT-II [35],[36] categorization. Different cognitive skills relates to different categories of WPPSI and WIAT-II but on the top they are
Information (IN), Picture Concept (PCn), Picture
Completion (PCm), Numeric Operations (NO) and
Math Reasoning (MR). The percentage gain between passive and active items of the pre and post

Figure 4. Percentage difference between pre and posttests scores for (a) Passive contents (b) Active contents
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tests are shown in Figure 4 (a,b) respectively. The
gain for passive items is less because most of the
answers were already correctly solved by students
in pre-test. While the active items were new to the
students at first place in pre-test but after the use
of CogSkills they experienced similar contents and
subsequently scored higher in post-test for the same
active items. The percentage difference for passive
contents (Figure 4) are merely the same because
pre-test is same for all three groups i.e. classroom
environment, motivational assistance from teacher
and known items within the test. The results in Figure 4b shows that participants of the Group-3 have
outperformed in IN, PCn and MR categories. In
PCm and NO categories the Group-2 has a better
performance. The reason is, during experiment the
participants of the both groups (2 and 3) had experienced mainly contents that belong to IN, PCn and
MR categories such as classification, relatedness,
comparison etc. But for categories PCm and NO,
a little help or support is needed from the teacher
to solve these contents. Group-2 had most of the
teacher support during their experimentation time.
The correctness of CogSkills was validated by
evaluating the auto-generated contents during experiment by CogSkills against all user profiles.
Information of these auto-generated contents was
stored in the logs recorded and updated on online
server by the CogSkills. Initially fifteen contents
were hardcoded within CogSkills as a starting point.
Solution of each content was entered randomly

(correct, incorrect, partial correct) in CogSkills so
that it progress further. CogSkills progresses further
based on results of student’s previous solutions.
Since there is no sophisticated assessment model
yet in CogSkills but the use of semantic knowledge
modeled within ontologies is working. The experiment continues for 15 working days but students in
Group 3 (having CogSkills at home) worked with
CogSkills for 19 days including weekends. The
average playtime of Group-2 for 15 days is 153
hours (Std. Dev. 0.56), where Group-3 played for
357 hours (Std. Dev. 0.63). This playtime is calculated by adding only the active state of a student
with CogSkills. The states in which the CogSkills
is running but no action was performed for 10 mins
were not considered. The sum of average number
of contents per day for Group-2 is 2031 (Std. Dev.
7.47) and for Group-3 is 3799 (Std. Dev. 5.28).
Table 4 shows total number of dynamically created cognitive skills contents under WPPSI and WIAT-II categorization. Classification contents mainly
generated through classification defined among concepts of ontologies. Classification contents under information (IN) category contain contents those require classification based on implicit characteristics
e.g. “living and non-living things”. Similarly classification contents under picture concept (PCn) are
the contents that require physical classification e.g.
“Big objects Small Objects”, “Animal and Plants”
etc. Relatedness contents are generated through either direct or indirect relationship present between

Table 4. Learning contents created during experiment by CogSkills
WPSII, WIAT-II Category
Information (IN)
Picture Concept (PCn)
Picture Completion (PCm)

Number Operations (NO)

Math Reasoning (MR)
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Cognitive Skill Content Type
Classification
Relatedness
Classification
Relatedness
Disambiguation
Sets
Colors. Color Patterns
Shapes, Shapes Patterns
Counting
Three Objects
Tally Mark
Arithmetic’s
Comparison
Correspondence
Sets
Ordering

Total number of Contents
753 (12.92%)
639 (10.96%)
794 (13.62%)
647 (11.10%)
540 (9.27%)
139 (2.39%)
500 (8.57%)
156 (2.67%)
467 (8.01%)
139 (2.39%)
115 (1.97%)
336 (5.76%)
213 (3.65%)
146 (2.50%)
115 (1.97%)
131 (2.25%)
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concepts or inferred by the reasoner. The contents
generated through indirect relationships (symmetric, inverse, transitive etc) and inferred by the reasoner engine provide a positive indication toward
CogSkills potential benefits. Similarly comparison
contents contain all those objects that are subclass of
or associated with measureable concept in cognitive
skills ontology. Disambiguation contents are generated by selecting concepts of two different classifications (Figure 3 (i)). Similarly concepts of different
relatedness but having some common classification
are used to produce contents under correspondence
math skill e.g. “4 Cups and 4 Saucers”, “1 plate with
1 fork and 1 spoon” etc. Ordering is based on common property among different objects. Example of
ordering is shown in Figure 3 (f,g).
Table 5. Auto-generated contents
Correct

Erroneous

Repetitive

3994
(68.51%)

216
(3.70%)

864
(14.82%)

Difficulty
Too High
756
(12.96%)

An evaluation of dynamically created contents
was performed by us to validate their correctness.
The logs updated on the online server were daily
evaluated for correctness. These dynamic contents
generated from CogSkills are separated in four categories shown in Table 5. A small portion of dynamic contents are generated repeatedly (14.82%)
because CogSkills also uses previously stored or
authored contents for generation of the new contents. Also repetition is sensitive to incorrect or partially correct solution of a student. An evaluation
was performed on the success rate of these repetitive contents. Since these repetitive contents does
not appear in any harmony and a same content does
not appeared repetitively more than one time for a
single student, so the analysis for success is quite
discrete. The debate on these aspects of CogSkills
is part of assessment model that is our future work.
As shown in Table 5 some contents (3.70%) have
erroneous objects e.g. in one content a Jug and a
Table are shown under relatedness skill. Some contents generated are marked as high difficulty contents (12.96%) for children between 4 and 6 years
age. The reason for these high difficulty contents is
that the core ontologies were populated from WordNet 3.0 [31] that contains several terminologies that
are difficult to comprehend by a child of age 4 to 6.
894

The average score achieved by Group-2 students
against 2031 auto-generated contents was 24 (Std.
Dev. 10.85) from average total score 35 (Std. Dev.
14.95). Similarly average score of Group-3 for 3799
contents was 35 (Std. Dev. 9.53) out of average total
score 47 (Std. Dev. 10.56). This reflects 69% success from Group-2 and 74% for the Group-3.
The hypothesis 1.1 has met, based on results
shown in Table 4, Figure 4 (a,b) that CogSkills has
produced contents in all categories of cognitive
skills. Effectiveness of CogSkills is noticeable but
it become more effective if combined with current
teaching practices i.e. motivational support and
guidance from a teacher.

Figure 5. Usability evaluation results
Existing work had primarily focused on game design but mostly neglected the teacher’s perspective
that is ease of use or usability of application [34].
The present work evaluates the proposed application (CogSkills) through the use of formative usability evaluation heuristics proposed by Hasiah et.
al. [37]. These usability evaluation heuristics were
proposed for evaluation of educational games for
children. These heuristics encompasses evaluation
of pedagogical issues, user interfaces, learning content and multimedia items. The evaluation is conducted by eleven teachers of our selected preschool
(called Tadika). These teachers are provided with
a Likert scale survey containing items of usability
evaluation heuristics. The survey is filled by teachers after observing/experimenting their students using our proposed application. The technical aspects
of application are evaluated by two PhD students
mainly working in usability research at Universiti
Teknologi PETRONAS. An associate professor is
also involved as an expert in evaluation experiment.
Figure 5 depicts the results of our experiments.
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014
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Evaluation items are borrowed from [37]. The Figure 5 shows the cumulative results of all heuristics
evaluation questions [37] in percentage of acceptance. X-axis of the graph in Figure 5 reflects the
categories of educational game heuristics evaluation
whereas Y-axis shows the percentage of acceptance.
The graph depicts participants agreement is mostly
toward “Agree” or “Strongly Agree” with respect
to software interface, educational and pedagogical
objectives, learning contents generated by our proposed application, and its playability.
6. Conclusion
In the present work, we presented an intelligent
application for preschool cognitive skills tutoring.
The purpose of the application is to overcome the
static content delivery nature of traditional teaching and current available learning applications.
The proposed application follows the constructive
pedagogical model by auto-generating learning
contents for cognitive skills tutoring. This dynamic
nature is built through the use of a knowledge based
domain model. The domain model is modeled using Ontologies. This work shows that Ontologies
correctly and consistently models the preschool
cognitive skills domain. The proposed application
also supports individualized learning by generating learning contents for a user based on his profile
(previous actions / results). The evaluation study of
the proposed application conducted in an education
environment showed that the proposed application
provides enhanced learning opportunities to learn
cognitive skills. The proposed application is a value
added item with the formal classroom teaching.
Similarly it was shown within the study that proposed application supports home schooling as well
by providing children with self-learning activities.
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Abstract
This research has been carried out on a sample
of 96 top level super heavyweight (over 91 kg)
male fighters participating in final K-1 tournaments
in Japan from 1993 to 2004 (in 84 matches and 205
rounds). The age of the subjects varied from 21 to 39
years. The aim of the study was to evaluate the application of kicks by the most successful K-1 fighters in the world, during the competitions. The situational aspect has been provided through video recordings of all fights held in the last 12 years (19932004) at the final Grand-prix tournament in Japan.
This provided us a thorough sectional view of the
most successful fighters, helping to determine an
absolute criterion for defining what a quality fighter
is, as only the 8 best fighters in the world reach the
final tournament. It follows therefore that the subjects in this paper were the most skilful K-1 fighters in the world. Following a detailed, studious, and
meticulous review of the recordings, a group of leg
technical element variables has described abovementioned fighters. The collected data on technical
elements have been processed with the descriptive
statistic method and presented according to the total
frequency of their application. By means of trend
analysis, we examined the development trends in
the application of leg technical elements in terms
of their increase and decrease in the period of 12
years, as to obtain data on the average application of
technical elements. Analysing fights at the final K-1
tournament GP Tokyo Dome we obtained information which made us learn which leg techniques in
K-1 are more represented (circular kicks, low and
high knee kicks and forward kicks) and which are
less applied (kakatogeri, uširo geri, uširo mavaši).
The analysis of trend indicates tendency to increase
the application of the variables of low and high circular kicks, as well as the knee kicks.
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014
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Introduction
As the technical preparedness is usually evaluated according to the efficiency of executing the
technique in a K-1 fight, this research will be valuable, both in theoretical and practical terms. Various observations and analyses of fights (both live
and on video recordings) by the experts of different profiles (coaches, analysts, researchers, methodologists and other sport experts) have resulted
in broadening and strengthening the knowledge
and skills concerning different possibilities for applying and making technical components of K-1
sport more concrete [1,2,3,4]. Therefore, when
speaking of K-1 sport, one must bear in mind its
complexity and constant targeting to attain strong
cohesive factors, which will merge the requirements of various aspects and approaches towards
martial arts in general, comprised in K-1 sport.
Certainly, this is already far from the practice in
narrower terms, because integration of notions
concerning various fields is simply inevitable. For
that very reason, this research was designed in
such way to collect information during the competitions of top-level K-1 fighters in final tournaments in Tokyo Dome in Japan.
The fighter whose technique is weak and at low
level, does not have any odds to achieve his aim
and be victorious, because one will be, literaly,
outmanouvered by his opponent’s technical arsenal and brough into inferior position which leads
to defeat. Every needless, irrational and technically imperfect action results in loss of energy,
misses, exposure to his oppponent and inevitable
defeat. The objective of this research is the anal897
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ysis of trend in application of kicks by the most
successful K-1 fighters in the world, during the
competition.
Methods
This paper is based on an exploratory approach
to K-1 phenomena in situational conditions. The
situational aspect has been provided through video recordings of all fights held in the last 12 years
(1993-2004) at the final Grand-prix tournament in
Japan. This resulted in a thorough sectional view of
the most successful fighters, helping to determine
an absolute criterion for defining what a quality
fighter is, as each year only the eight indeed top
fighters in the world reach the final tournament.
It follows therefore that the subjects in this paper
were the most skilful K-1 fighters in the world.
Following a detailed, studious, and meticulous review of the recordings, a group of leg technical
element variables has described abovementioned
fighters. This research has been carried out on a
sample of 96 top level super heavyweight (over
91 kg) male fighters participating in final K-1
tournaments in Japan from 1993 to 2004 (in 84
matches and 205 rounds). The age of the subjects
varies from 21 to 39 years. The collected data on
technical elements have been processed by using
descriptive statistic method and presented according to the total frequencies. By means of trend
analysis, we examined the development trends in
the application of leg technical elements in terms
of their increase and decrease in the period of 12
years, as to obtain data on the average application
of technical elements.
Variables for registering the application of
kicks during the fights
LIJNNAPR - left kick forward
DESNNAPR- right kick forward
LIJBNAPR- left side kick forward
DESBNAPR- right side kick forward
LIJKAKAT- left kakato geri
DESKAKAT- right kakato geri
LIJNKRUD- left low circular strike
DESNKRUD- right low circular strike
LIJVKRUD- left high circular strike
DESVKRUD- right high circular strike
LIJUSGER- left back strike ushiro geri
DESUSIRG - right back strike ushiro geri
898

LIJUSMAV- left ushiro mavashi geri
DESUSMAV- right ushiro mavashi geri
LIJUKOLJ- left knee kick
DESVKRUD - right knee kick
Results and Discussion
Through analysis of the fights of top-level K-1
fighters in final K-1 tournament GP Tokyo Dome
(using DVD and video recordings) the competent
experts classified various aspects of K-1 technique
necessary for success in K-1 sport. The obtained
information indicate the leg techniques frequently
used in K-1 (low and high circular kicks, knee kicks
and direct forward kicks), and some which are rarely used (ushiro mavashi, ushiro geri, kakato geri).
These information are very important for they
not only indicate the arsenal of efficient technical
weapon and its hierarchy, but also because trainers
can use them as a guidance to choose the correct
methodical way in teaching K-1 technique for the
purpose of fight. These information enable to reduce the time necessary to develop a good-quality
K-1 fighter (in addition, we are aware of the fact
that the in martial arts, and in K-1 as well, exactly
when the fighter should demonstrate his optimum
and maximum, the years take their toll and one
must retire) in the way that inefficient techniques
would be delivered only as an information.
Total representation of kicks delivered by K-1
fighters
According to table and graph 8 it is obvious that
the right low circular kick (RGTLWCRCLK) is
represented with the frequency of 1306 or 30,5 %
while the left low circular kick (LFTLWCRCLK)
has the frequency of 862 or 20,1 % comparing to
all other types kicks. The high level of application of low circular kicks indicates that these types
of kicks are very efficient and they are not energy consuming. In addition, when combined with
hand technique they constitute one of the most
important techniques applied in K-1 sport. High
circular kicks show lower frequency, which makes
sense, because in technical and tactical terms they
are featured by a higher level of complexity then
the low kicks. Therefore, the left high kick (LLIJVKRUD) shows the frequency of 585 or 13, 7,
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014
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while the right high kick (DESVKRUD) shows
the frequency of 355 or 8, 3 %.
The circular kicks prevail in K-1 sport, most
probably because, in general, these are the most
powerful kicks, which can be delivered in all parts
of the body during the attack. Since the mentioned
kicks represent Thai boxing and kickboxing, we
may say that, in addition to the boxing and these
two sports, in which they participate, they immensely contribute to efficient practice of K-1
sport. In addition to circular kicks, right knee kicks
are heavily represented as the most powerful weapon in close-quarter fighting and K-1 fighters use it
whenever possible. It is evident that the right knee
kick (DESUKOLJ) shows higher frequency- 421 or
9,8 % then the left knee kick (LIJUKOLJ), which
has the frequency of 284 or 6,7 %. The left kick
forward (LIJNNAPR) has the frequency of 224 or
5,2 % , while the right kick forward (DESNNAPR)
has the frequency of 112 or 2,6 %, indicating the
significance of this kick, particularly of (LIJNNAPR), which is usually delivered to make opponent nervous, to block the attack or as a counterkick, while the right kick forward, (left leg in rear
position / DESNNAPR) is applied by K-1 fighters
if they want to deliver a kick which is more powerful, when they are sure that the opponent will not
evade. The other kicks show low frequency, indicating the following – that K-1 fighters have to
invest their efforts to improve their leg technique,
which requires more time and training, and that the
techniques we have mentioned and which are used
in competitions are inefficient, and should be covered only as a piece of information during the trainings, thus leaving more space to improve applicable
and efficient techniques. The percentage value of
the prevalence of left kicks (LIJNOGA) accounts
for 47 %, and for the right kicks (DESNOGA) 53
%, indicating the prevalence of the right leg against
the left. Such score concerning the left and right leg
most probably stems from the higher frequency of
the left hand, which provided space to deliver the
right kicks.
Only in high kicks, the left leg prevails, most
probably because it is closer to the opponent
(leg in the front position), due to which the (LIJNOGA) was more applied, and, in combination
with hand and leg techniques this leg is very efficient, but it requires longer period of improveVolume 9 / Number 4 / 2014

ment. According to these registered facts, which
depict a broad range of nearly all leg techniques
represented differently during the competitions, it
is clear that this research deals with totally representative sample of top-level sportsmen who won
this unique status through the preliminaries. This
implies that we performed situational optimisation
in terms of the variety of application of kicks.
Table 1.
Variables
LIJNNAPR
DESNNAPR
LIJBNAPR
DESBNAPR
LIJKAKAT
DESKAKAT
LIJNKRUD
DESNKRUD
LIJVKRUD
DESVKRUD
LIJUSGER
DESUSIRG
LIJUSMAV
DESUSMAV
LIJUKOLJ
DESUKOLJ
LIJNOGA
DESNOGA

Frequency
224
112
15
12
21
3
862
1306
585
355
7
43
18
19
284
421
2016
2271

%
5,2
2,6
0,3
0,3
0,5
0,1
20,1
30,5
13,7
8,3
0,1
1
0,4
0,4
6,7
9,8
47
53

Graph 1.
Trend of application of kicks in K-1 sport
The trend of increase in application of the kicks
in the period 1993- 2004 clearly indicates increase
in application of low circular kicks (LIJNKRUD
and DESNKRUD), most probably due to their
technical advantages, because these kicks are very
efficient and not very energy consuming, thus
constituting one of the most important techniques
applied in K-1 sport, which immensely contribute
to winning in the final K-1, because one has to de899
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feat three opponents in one night. The increase of
apllication of low circualar kicks is presented in
the graphs of trend analysis (graphs 2 and 3).

Graph 5.

Graph 2.

The knee kicks as well demonstrated the trend
of application in the analysed period of time, when
it comes to the category of kicks (graph 6 and 7),
most probably because the mentioned kicks represent Thai-boxing and in addition to boxing, this
sport also considerably contribute to the efficient
practice of K-1 sport.

Graph 3.
Concerning the trend of application of high
circular kicks (LIJVKRUD and DESVKRUD) in
the period (1997, 1998, 2001 and 2004), we may
observe the increased application of high circular
kicks (graphs 4 and 5). The most probable reason
is that, in general, the circular kicks in K-1 sport
are the most powerful kicks, which may be delivered in all parts of the body during the attack.

Graph 6.

Graph 7.
Conclusion
Graph 4.
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These information enable to reduce the time
necessary to develop a good-quality K-1 fighter (in
addition, we are aware of the fact that the in martial
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014
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arts, and in K-1 as well, exactly when the fighter
should demonstrate his optimum and maximum,
the years take their toll and one must retire) in the
way that inefficient techniques would be delivered
only as an information. The most efficient techniques in K-1 sport are the high and low circular
kicks, knee kicks and direct forward kicks. We observed the heavier representation of the right leg
against the left one during the competitions. Such
score concerning the left and right leg most probably stems from the higher frequency of the left
hand, which provided space to deliver the right
kicks. Only in high kicks, the left leg prevails, most
probably because it is closer to the opponent (leg in
the front position), due to which the (LIJNOGA)
was more applied, and, in combination with hand
and leg techniques this leg is very efficient, but it
requires longer period of improvement. The high
level of application of low circular kicks indicates
that these types of kicks are very efficient and they
are not energy consuming. In addition, when combined with hand technique they constitute one of
the most important techniques applied in K-1 sport.
The other kicks show low frequency, indicating the following – that K-1 fighters have to invest
their efforts to improve their leg technique, which
requires more time and training, and that the techniques we have mentioned and which are used in
competitions are inefficient, and should be covered
only as a piece of information during the trainings,
thus leaving more space to improve applicable and
efficient techniques. The low and high circular kicks
as well as in knee kicks showed important trend of
increase in this research as one of the most efficient
technical elements most commonly applied in Thai
boxing and kick boxing. Thus, the fact that, in addition to boxing, these two sports constitutes a basis
for efficient pursuit of K-1 sport.
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Abstract
This work presents a model for student knowledge estimation that can be used in game environment for student model. The estimation is accomplished through Bayesian networks (BNs). A
Bayesian network is a graphical model that encodes probabilistic relationships among variables
of interest in an environment. Our model use an
underlying psychometric theory, the Item Response Theory (IRT), for coefficients determine.
Teachers used a qualitative inspired method to
produce probability values based on estimates of
the importance between variables in the model.
Preliminary values of coefficients from teachers
using the corresponding IRT parameters.
Key words: Computerized Adaptive Testing,
Item Response Theory, Intelligent Tutoring Systems, Knowledge Estimation, Fuzzy model, Neuro-Fuzzy System
Introduction
The main goal of every teacher in the process
of teaching is a good student knowledge estimation. Based on these estimates the teacher makes
decisions about the future direction of the process
of teaching. For more successful teaching, it is
very important fact which shows how the teacher
was successful student knowledge estimation.
One of the most important features of Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITSs) is the capability of
adapting instruction to student needs. To accomplish this task, the ITS must know the student’s
knowledge state accurately. One of the most common solutions for student diagnosis is testing. The
main advantages of testing are that it can be used
in quite a few domains and it is easy to implement. Generally, test-based diagnosis systems use
heuristic solutions to infer student knowledge. In
902

contrast, Computerized Adaptive Testing (CAT) is
a well-founded technique, which uses a psychometric theory called Item Response Theory (IRT).
In this paper, a student diagnosis model is
presented. This model is based on a technique
of based on Bayesian metod and a psychometric
theory Item Response Theory (IRT) which use for
determine coefficients in the model. It could be
applied in a game application for education as a
student knowledge diagnosis engine.
Intelligent tutoring systems
The use of artificial intelligence techniques to
educational software design influenced the evolution from Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI) to
Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) Since one of
the most important features an ITS should provide
is the capability to adapt its behavior to the specific
traits of the student, student model seems to be the
most important component and student modeling
(also called learner modeling) focuses the interest
of researchers from the areas of cognitive psychology, artificial intelligence and computer science.
A human teacher bases his pedagogical decisions
on the information about student’s learning performance obtained during the instruction, as well as by
observing his problem solutions. Inferring a student
model is called diagnosis because it uncovers the
hidden cognitive state from observable behavior
[1]. A student model is an approximate, possibly
partial, primarily qualitative representation of student knowledge about a particular domain, or a particular topic or skill in that domain, that can fully or
partially account for specific aspects of student behavior. Student modeling is the process of creating
and maintaining students models. Acquiring these
models from observable behavior is a hard task because is based on guesses about the learner [2].
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014
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Fuzzy logic techniques have been used to improve the performance of an ITS due to their ability to handle imprecise information, such as student’s actions, and to provide human descriptions
of knowledge and of student’s cognitive abilities.
Fuzzy logic techniques are used to provide
human-like approximate diagnosis of student’s
knowledge and cognitive abilities. Student’s behavior is any observable response that is used as
input to the student modeling process [3]. Communication channel between the student and the
ITS is very restricted (usually a keyboard and a
mouse) and observable responses of the student
during the interaction with the ITS are limited
and quite different from observable responses by
a human teacher. In the neuro-fuzzy model several kinds of information, measured during the
interaction, are evaluated. The number of correct
or incorrect answers is evaluated with an overlay
technique [4] comparing the answers with the domain knowledge, providing student knowledge
estimation level.
The time spent to read the theory and to find the
correct answers is measured and evaluated, since the
time of task is a very reliable and powerful predictor of learning [5]. The number of attempts to find
the correct answer and the number of times needed
to review the theory is also measured [6,7]. Assessments of several characteristics of the student are
finally created relevant to individual differences in
learning performance, such as the knowledge status
(knowledge level, mistakes, misconceptions, etc.),
the cognitive abilities (learning speed, attention,
memory limitations, etc.) [8].
For this reason a fuzzifier is used to simulate
fuzziness in human cognition calculating the membership grade of each measured value x of student’s
responses for every kind of information (number
or answers, time, number of attempts, and so on)
to each of three linguistic terms like the following:
{Small, Medium, Large}. In our case, we have used
regular shapes for the membership functions.
Game environment in education
The surge of technological expansion in an evolving digital age constantly challenges us to be more
responsive in our approaches to education. Realities
such as the Internet and the World Wide Web have
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014

inevitably created complex social and economic
implications for traditional institutions and static
curricula. Educators find themselves exploring new
paths, even those previously regarded by faculty as
nonacademic or whimsical, in an attempt to appropriately harness the existing multiple intelligences
of a more 2 demanding learner population.
The application of game theory and design to
support learning outcomes and processes within
the adult education system is therefore of particular interest. Play is one of the oldest characteristics
of human behaviour.
The use of electronic and other new media supports non-formal and non-traditional approaches
to education.
Interactive video games can provide virtual
learning environments which offer greater flexibility, adaptability, ownership and distribution
of the subject matter. Multimedia objects such as
text, graphics, video, animation and sound when
used effectively to convey information, help to
stimulate richer learning experiences and also recognize the multiple intelligences
Some educators worry that it can also work
against effective teaching as professors vie with
the Internet, instant messaging, and computer
games for students’ attention during class [9].
The student model’s goal in a game application
is to generate an student knowledge estimation
during student play the game.
To generate its assessments, the student model
keeps track of the student’s behaviors during the
game, since such game behaviors are often a direct
result of the student’s knowledge, or lack thereof.
Description model
1.1 Variables in model
In this paper, fuzzy model is used as primary
model structure.
a) Input and output values
- Input values:
○ Task score [0.. n]
○ Number of used Help [0..n]
○ The time needed to complete the test
[0..n]
- Output values:
○ States of students knowledge of the task:
{Mastered or Unmastered}
903
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b) Fuzzy sets
The input space is partitioned by the following
fuzzy sets:
– Task score has two state: Correct and Wrong.
Correct denotes that the student has clicked
on a correct answer. Wrong denotes a wrong
answer.
– Number of used Help has two state: Rare
and Often. Rare denotes rarely student’s
action of using the help window. Often
denotes frequently using the help window.
– The time needed to complete the task,
interpreted as speed: Slow and Fast
The corresponding membership functions are
shown in figures 1 and 2.

where a, h and t are the coefficients for three
parts of the equation. The range of coefficients can
be scaled as 0 to 1. As given in equation most of student knowledge estimation depends on the correct
answers - Ai. Another important element of the equation is evidence to use the help window - Hi.
This part is inserted with a negative sign, because use to the help window decreases the probability student knowladge. The time present less a
factor which should not exclude. When a student
uses the help window, increase the time needed for
answering and thus decreases the total knowledge.
Values ta and tb are constants which represent an
average times with help and without him[10]:
– Time ta – average time to answering wit hout
help
– Time th – average time to answering wit h
help.
In our model, rulers bellow are interpreted like:

IF ( TIME < ta or th )
THEN
(t>0) AND (PROBABILITY OF KNOWLEDGE IS
GREATER)

Coefficients determine procedure
Figure 1. Membership functions of used Help

Figure 2. Student’s knowledge of the task
1.2 Model rule
The rule for determine the level of knowledge
is taken from the human teacher, which based on
experience. Percentage of knowledge is calculated
using the following equation:
n

n

P( X = Mastered ) = a * ∑ A i − h * ∑ H i +
i

+ t * [(
904

n

n

i

i

i

n

∑ A i − ∑ H i) * t + ∑ H i * t
a

i

h

]

....... (1)

1.3 Item response theory
IRT [11] has been successfully applied to CATs
as a response model, item selection and finalization criteria. It is based on two principles:
a. Student performance in a test can be
explained by means of the knowledge level,
which can be measured as an unknown
numeric value.
b. The performance of a student with an
estimated knowledge level answering an
item i can be probabilistically predicted and
modeled by means of a function called Item
Characteristic Curve (ICC). It expresses
the probability that a student with certain
knowledge level θ has to answer the item
correctly.
Each item must define an ICC, which must be
previously calibrated. There are several functions
to characterize ICCs. One of the most extended
is the logistic function of three parameters (3PL)
[12] defined as follows:
Volume 9 / Number 4 / 2014
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P(u i = 1 | θ ) = c ι +

1 − ci
............ (2)
−1. 7 a i (θ −b i )
1+ e

where ui =1 represents that the student has successfully answered item i. If the student answers
incorrectly, P(ui =0|θ)=1-P(ui=1|θ). The three parameters that determine the shape of this curve are:
–– Discrimination factor (ai): It is proportional
to the slope of the curve. High values
indicate that the probability of success from
students with a knowledge level higher than
the item difficulty is high.
–– Difficulty (bi): It corresponds to the
knowledge level at which the probability
of answering correctly is the same as
answering incorrectly. The range of values
allowed for this parameter is the same as the
ones allowed for the knowledge levels.
–– Guessing factor(ci): It is the probability of
that a student with no knowledge at all
will answer the item correctly by randomly
selecting a response.
In our proposal, and therefore throughout this paper, the knowledge level is measured using a discrete
IRT model. Instead of taking real values, the knowledge level takes K values (or latent classes) from 0
to K-1. Teachers decide the value of K in terms of
the assessment granularity desired. Likewise, each
ICC is turned into a probability vector p(ui=1|θ=0),
p(ui =1|θ=1), p(ui =1|θ=2), ..., p(ui =1|θ=K-1).
1.4 Bayesian method
IRT supplies several methods to estimate student knowledge. All of them calculate a probability distribution curve P(θ|u), where u=u1, ..., un is

the vector of items administered to students. When
applied to adaptive testing, knowledge estimation
is accomplished every time the student answers
each item posed, obtaining a temporal estimation.
The distribution obtained after posing the last item
of the test becomes the final student knowledge
estimation. One of the most popular estimation
methods is the Bayesian method [13]. It applies
the Bayes theorem to calculate student knowledge
distribution after posing an item i:

P ( θ | u 1, .., u n ) ∞ P (u i = 1 | θ ) u i P ( uι = 1 | θ ) u i
(1 - P ( u ι = 1 | θ )

(1 - u i )

P ( θ | u 1 , .., u n -1 )

......................................... (3)
where P(θ|u1, ..,ui-1) represents temporary student knowledge distribution before posing i.
Modeling students’ knowledge in educational
games involves a high level of uncertainty [14].
We worked with expert to elicit an initial Bayesian
network for determine coefficients in our model.
Figure 3 shows how variable are connected to a
student knowladge.
Each variable was attached to a single category
using existing classification metadata and corresponding IRT discrimination and difficulty parameters. Variables were recalibrated (i.e., new IRT
parameters were computed) based on data from
all human teachers who measured the student
knowledge. The IRT-2PL model (3PL with ci=0)
is described by the following formula [15]:
P ( task i = correct | prof j ) =

1
1+ e

−1.7 0 1 a ( prof

j −b

)

......................................... (4)

Figure 3. Tree variables connected to a student knowladge
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where b is the dificulty parameter (-3 <= b
<=+3, typical values for b).
The value a is the discrimination parameter
(-2.80 <= a <= +2.80, typical values for a), and
Profj represents level of importance (continuous proficiency variables were discretized using
the following ability values: Advanced = 0.96,
Intermediate Advanced = 0, and Intermediate =
-0.96. These values come from quantiles of a normal distribution. In Table 1 show the conditional
probability table (CPT) of variable Answer. Value
mastered in Tabele1. is calculated by applying the
formula 4 with a=1.5 and b=0.4., while the value
unmastered based on assumptions teachers.
This Bayesian student model can be made available to students using a variety of approaches.
Although, in this approach just a piece of the student model would be open to students at a particular time, the whole internal Bayesian network is
available to other components in the system (e.g.,
pedagogical agents). Different views of the Bayesian structure can be created to support the goals
of the learning environment.
Table 1. Conditional probability table – CPT of
variable Answer
Coefficient
a
h
t

Values
0.50
0.30
0.15

On the basis of the Bayesian network and experience of professors, the coefficients in the expression for calculating the percentage of acquired
knowledge are given in the chart pursuant to their
importance.
Table 2. Values of coefficients in our model
Knowledge
mastered
unmastered

Answer
correct
.806
.30

wrong
.194
.70

As shown above, the most important coefficient is a. The value of the influence on a student’s
knowledge is huge, since it corresponds to the total number of correct answers the student gives
during playing. Therefore it was given the value
0.50. A lower value, but of considerable influence
906

on the overall knowledge, is given to the coefficient with the use of help. The value of this coefficient–h is 0.30. The third coefficient represents the
importance of time for the entire knowledge, and
it is very small – its value is 0.15[16].
Conclusion
This work proposes a student diagnosis model
for interactive tasks and game environment in
education.Using the rules of the Intelligent Tutoring Systems for making decisions about the level
of knowledge of students, we have easy access
in the manner of determining the current level of
knowledge of students.
For the classification of inputs in this model
was used components of neuro-fuzzy system. In
our model neuro-fuzzy system is applied to the
educational applications based upon the theory of
games. The accuracy of this model that is based on
Bayesian probability theory and experience of teachers, implemented the checks it for educational
games, which will be tested by the students.
The model presented has been implemented
and is currently used in the game environment for
Moodle e-learning courses on the State University of Novi Pazar. Currently, we are working on
coefficients calibration techniques. The goal is to
obtain a calibration mechanism that represent the
realistic level of student’s knowledge compared
teacher assumptions.
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